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Preface

Two editions of this book appeared in past two years: Information Technology for
Management in 2016 (LNBIP 243) and Information Technology for Management: New
Ideas or Real Solutions in 2017 (LNBIP 277).

Given the rapid developments in information technology and its applications for
improving management in business and public organizations, there was a clear need for
an updated version.

The present book includes extended and revised versions of a set of selected papers
submitted to the 12th Conference on Information Systems Management (ISM 2017)
and 15th Conference on Advanced Information Technologies for Management (AITM
2017) held in Prague, Czech Republic, during September 3–6, 2017. These conferences
were organized as part of the Federated Conference on Computer Science and Infor-
mation Systems (FedCSIS 2017).

FedCSIS provides a forum for bringing together researchers, practitioners, and
academics to present and discuss ideas, challenges, and potential solutions in estab-
lished or emerging topics related to research and practice in computer science and
information systems. Since 2012, the proceedings of FedCSIS are indexed in Thomson
Reuters Web of Science, Scopus, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, and other indexing
services.

ISM is a forum for computer scientists, IT specialist, and business people to
exchange ideas on management of information systems in organizations, and the usage
of information systems for enhancing the decision-making process and empowering
managers. It concentrates on various issues of planning, organizing, resourcing,
coordinating, controlling, and leading the management functions to ensure a smooth
operation of information systems in organizations.

AITM is a forum for all in the field of business informatics to present and discuss the
current issues of IT in business applications. It is mainly focused on business process
management, enterprise information systems, business intelligence methods and tools,
decision support systems and data mining, intelligence and mobile IT, cloud com-
puting, SOA, agent-based systems, and business-oriented ontologies.

For ISM 2017 and AITM 2017, we received 48 papers from 18 countries in all
continents. From these, after a review process, only nine papers were accepted as full
papers and 11 as short papers. In all, 13 papers of the highest quality as ranked by the
Program Committee were chosen and the authors were invited to extend their papers
and submit them for consideration to the LNBIP publication. Our guiding criterion for
including papers in the book was the excellence of publications indicated by the
reviewers, the relevance of the subject matter for the economy, and promising results.
The selected papers reflect state-of-art research work that is often oriented toward
real-world applications and highlight the benefits of information systems and tech-
nology for business and public administration, thus forming a bridge between theory
and practice.



The papers selected to be included in this book contribute to the understanding of
relevant trends of current research on information technology for management in
business and public organizations. As with the two previous editions of this book, the
first two parts focus on information technology and information systems for knowledge
management and business transformation, whereas the third part presents research on
implementation and evaluation of information systems.

Finally, the authors and I hope readers will find the content of this book useful and
interesting for their own research activities. It is in this spirit and conviction that we offer
our monograph, which is the result of the intellectual effort of the authors, for the final
judgment of our readers. We are open to discussion on the issues raised in this book, and
look forward to the polemical, or even critical, voices as to the content and form.

January 2018 Ewa Ziemba
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Abstract. Knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) are business-to-
business services that are characterized as being knowledge intensive, relying
on expert employees, and providing knowledge-based solutions to customers.
As a context for service design, KIBS bring unique challenges regarding the
need to communicate about value cocreation among companies entering into a
service exchange. Unfortunately, until now, there have been limited contribu-
tions in the area of modeling languages to support the cocreation of value during
business exchanges. In this paper, an abstract language (metamodel) is proposed
to support IT designers in understanding value cocreation in the field of
IT-related business services. A value creation metamodel is first structured
around three dimensions: the nature of the value, the method of value creation,
and the business object impacted by the value. Then, value cocreation is
modeled as a specialization of the value creation metamodel. This new language
is illustrated with a case study related to KIBS in the financial sector.

Keywords: Value cocreation � Service-dominant logic
Knowledge-intensive business services � Metamodel � Language
Service system

1 Introduction

Knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) are business-to-business services, such as
engineering services, management consulting, and information technology (IT) sourcing
[1], that are characterized as being knowledge intensive, relying on expert employees,
and providing knowledge-based solutions to their clients [2]. These characteristics imply
that clients co-define and co-produce desired solutions with KIBS providers [3]. As such,
designing KIBS requires paying attention to the value cogenerated amongst KIBS pro-
viders, clients, and partners [4]. Value cocreation (VCC) is a concept anchored in mar-
keting theory that explains how value can be co-defined and co-generated during business
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exchanges among two or more partners [5, 6]. Many examples of value cocreation in
KIBS are gathered in [1]. One of them concerns, for instance, the company PowerDrive, a
Swedish manufacturer of hydraulic drive systems that cocreated value with three of its
customers based on the collection and analysis of data from an existing remote moni-
toring system [7]. Another example from [4] concerns KIBS engagements between a
team of university professors and their students, and a number of departments within a
Canadian municipality, which collaborate on the development of an online event
intended to promote city services to a broader range of city residents. In many cases such
as PowerDrive and the Canadian municipality, VCC is facilitated thanks to intercon-
nections between the organizations’ information systems (IS) and their clients. As a
result, understanding how value cocreation happens in this context is essential for the
design of information systems that support the development of impactful
business-to-business services and information exchanges between the employees who
design KIBS, at the provider and client sides. Unfortunately, despite a significant body of
empirical research aiming to depict the foundations of VCC (e.g., value in use, value in
exchange, etc. [5, 6, 8–12]), and a profusion of languages to express elements of value
creation (method, natures of the value or type of objects concerned by the value), few
contributions have paid attention, until now, to the issue of languages to support the
cocreation of value during business exchanges, especially in the field of KIBS. This
shortcoming makes core concepts of value cocreation difficult to operationalize and,
consequently, becomes a risk when KIBS designers must communicate with each other
[13] to cocreate value. For example, during the creation of the value proposition, a
provider needs to communicate (using a dedicated language) with its customers in order
to understand the elements that the latter consider as valuable, and to request access to
some parts of the customers’ IS architecture.

In that context, this paper proposes a metamodel (language) to support KIBS
designers in understanding value cocreation in the field of IT-related business services
(e.g., IT outsourcing). The design of this language is illustrated with a case study
related to KIBS in the financial sector. The first part of the case study illustrates the
creation of value in the field of IT outsourcing when a bank outsources the archiving of
its customers’ data to a datacenter. The second part of the case study illustrates the
cocreation of value between the bank and the datacenter. Indeed, because both com-
panies have been collaborating for a long time, the datacenter has good knowledge of
the bank’s information system. For that reason, the bank has decided to outsource the
improvement of the privacy of the customers’ data to the datacenter. Both have hence
started to cooperate to design the privacy improvement service of the customers and
therefore the bank has agreed to give information about its information system (ar-
chitecture, functions, etc.) to the datacenter. In turn, the latter enhances its offer of
services and thereby stabilizes its own business. The enhancement is possible as a
result of the bank’s feedback.

Concretely, in our previous work [14], we have observed through an analysis of the
literature from different disciplines and various business sectors, that the three fol-
lowing aspects need to be considered together in order to address the cocreation of
value: the nature of value (e.g., privacy and money), the method used to create value
(e.g., privacy impact assessment method), and the object concerned by value (e.g., the
bank customers’ data archived by the datacenter). Based on this previous work, the
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paper presents research performed in the context of the design science research
approach that aims to produce two artefacts: an improved version of the value creation
metamodel proposed in [14] that incorporates stakeholder and resource concepts, and a
specialization of the latter to the processes of value cocreation.

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section, the literature related to value
cocreation is reviewed and in Sect. 3, the applied research method is presented.
Section 4 presents the findings, namely the improved version of the value creation
metamodel and its specialization to value cocreation. Section 5 discusses these results
and Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Literature Review

The concept of VCC originates from the field of marketing. It aims to define and to
explain the mechanism for the co-generation of value during business exchanges
amongst two or more companies [5, 6, 8]. Vargo and Lusch [5, 6] formalized it using a
framework for defining VCC in the perspective of the service-dominant logic (S-DL).
According to the authors, a service is the basis of all exchanges and focuses on the
process of value creation rather than on the creation of tangible outputs. As a result, a
service system is a network of agents and interactions that integrates resources for
VCC [5]. On that basis, Vargo et al. further elaborate on the idea that value is derived
and determined in use rather than in exchange, meaning that value is proposed by a
service provider and is determined by a service beneficiary. Hence, the firm is in charge
of the value-creation process and the customer is invited to join in as a co-creator [5].
For Grönroos [15], this interaction is defined through situations in which the customer
and the provider are involved in each other’s practices. Consequently, the context
(social, physical, temporal, and/or spatial) determines the value-in-use experience of
the user in terms of his individual or social environment [16].

Modeling value cocreation in the specific field of the Knowledge-Intensive Busi-
ness Service has been addressed by Lessard [6] who proposes the value cocreation
modeling (VCM) framework to fulfill the requirement emerging from that domain. In
parallel, Hastings and Saperstein [10] also define a set of six concepts to design the
practice-driven service framework for value creation, namely: customers co-create
value with providers, value is created in service systems, modular business architecture,
scalable Glo-Mo-So (global, mobile, social) platforms, continuous improvement via
learning, and multi-sided metrics. At the analytical level, Storkacka et al. [11] have
complementarily proposed to analyze the actors’ engagement as a micro-foundation
(explanation on a low analytical level) for VCC whereas Frow et al. [12] proposed a
framework to assist firms in identifying new opportunities for value cocreation.
Therefore, the authors provide a strategically important new approach for managers to
identify, organize, and communicate innovative opportunities.

Recently, Chew [17] has argued that, in the digital world, service innovation is
focused on customer value creation. Chew proposes an integrated Service Innovation
Method (iSIM) that allows analyzing the interrelationships between the design process
elements, including the service system. The latter being defined as an IT/operations-led,

Conceptualization of a Value Cocreation Language 5



cross-disciplinary endeavor. At the information system domains level, Blaschke
et al. [18] propose a business-model-based management method encouraging cocre-
ation interactions by reconciling value propositions, customer relationships, and
interaction channels. Gordijn et al. [19] explain that business modeling is not about
process but about value exchange between different actors. Gordijn et al. propose
e3value to design models that sustain the communication between business and IT
groups, particularly in the context of the development of e-business systems. In [20],
Weigand extends the e3value language to consider cocreation. He defines so-called
value encounters, which consist in spaces where groups of actors interact to derive
value from the groups’ resources. In a similar way, Razo-Zapata et al. propose visual
constructs to describe the VCC process [21]. These constructs are built on requirements
from the service-dominant logic and software engineering communities. They aim to
express three cocreation types (co-ordination, co-operation and collaboration) follow-
ing the three elements of the customer relationship experience: cognition, emotion, and
behavior [9]. According to [22], the cocreation may happen through different processes
(B2C, B2B, C2B, or C2C) and may refer to different types of value (for the company or
the customer).

While existing approaches help to operationalize the concept of VCC, none of them
fully considers all the dimensions necessary to cover the VCC domain. This can be
seen through recent work presenting the state of the art in the field of VCC. The first
one reviews the existing literature through both following perspectives: co-production
and value-in-use [23], and the second through two dimensions: theoretical dimension
of the cocreation, and collaboration and cocreation between firms and customers [24].
Thus, despite existing contributions, the need to design an effective language to support
the management of VCC [19, 20] while considering the nature of the value, the object
concerned by this value, and the method used to create the value, has yet to be
addressed.

3 Research Methodology

At a methodological level, the research that is undertaken concerns the improvement of
value cocreation in the field of knowledge-intensive business services. To achieve this
goal, the approach consists in designing a value creation metamodel and in specializing
it to express value cocreation. Through this research, we aim to strengthen the orga-
nizational capability to improve the design of the information system that sustains this
cocreation of value. Hevner et al. [25] explain that the Design Science Research
(DSR) paradigm seeks to extend the boundaries of human and organization capability
by creating new and innovative artefacts. Practically, provided that we aim to design
two new artefacts to support the design of the information system, we acknowledge that
this research may plainly be considered in the scope of DSR [26]. Moreover, given that
both artefacts are motivated by real problems and rely on the knowledge of the field, we
need to involve practitioners all along the artefact building activities. Therefore, we
apply the Action Design Research method proposed by Sein et al. [27], whose
objective is to strengthen the connections between the practitioners and the researchers

6 C. Feltus et al.



by combining the building, intervention, and evaluation (BIE) activities. Moreover,
postulating that the elaboration of the artefacts strongly relates to the IS, we apply an
IT-Dominant BIE generic schema (Fig. 1).

As advocated by DSR principles [26, 27], the method used to design the value
creation model is an iterative approach. Applied to this research, in step 1 (Fig. 1), we
(researchers) have analyzed the concepts meaningful to the creation of value from the
literature and from different frameworks and we have designed a high-level value
creation metamodel, structured along three dimensions (nature of the value, value
creation method, and object concerned by the value). In step 2, this value creation
metamodel has been tested with regard to real situations with practitioners from dif-
ferent sectors but mostly from healthcare and financial institutions. In step 3, we have
formalized the first version of the value creation metamodel (VCMM); the latter was
presented in [14].

In this paper, we analyze to what extent this value creation metamodel may be used
to model the cocreation of value in KIBS. Therefore, a first statement is that, opposite
to value creation, value cocreation implies at least two stakeholders who collaborate.
Additionally, the latter may have different roles among which the role to provide
resources to support the value cocreation. Consequently, an intermediary step in the
approach consists in improving the value creation metamodel proposed in [14] with the
concepts of stakeholder and resource. We hence perform a conceptual integration of the
value creation metamodel with the model of value presented in [28, 29] (step 4). The
resulting integrated metamodel, improved with the stakeholder and resource concepts,
consists in artefact 1. Afterwards, in step 5, this artifact 1 is specialized to the processes
of value cocreation. The latter is applied to the context of KIBS and is illustrated based
on the Processes of value cocreation proposed by [6]. The cocreation itself is illustrated
with a case of IT outsourcing in the financial sector, namely the outsourcing of privacy
management. This specialization is artefact 2.

Fig. 1. IT-Dominant BIE generic schema applied to VCC design (adapted from [27])
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4 Research Findings

In this section, the new version of the value creation metamodel is presented. It cor-
responds to the version presented in [14] improved based on the value model from [28].
Then, the value creation metamodel is specialized to the processes of value cocreation.

4.1 Value Creation Metamodel

In this section, the metamodel of value creation in the field of IT-related business
services is defined according to three dimensions (Fig. 2): the nature of the value, the
method of value creation, and the object concerned by the value.

Provided that this research is anchored in DSR, this section presents the last version
of the value creation metamodel design iterations. The metamodel is elaborated based
on the analysis of value related frameworks [30–48], of scientific literature [3–6, 8–12,
16–23] and on a performance evaluation methodology for decision support in indus-
trial project proposed in [28]. The aim of this methodology is to propose a
benefit-cost-value-risk based approach to help decision makers in evaluating perfor-
mance at any stage of an industrial project. The latter allows considering two additional
concepts necessary to model the cocreation of value in the field of knowledge-intensive
business services: stakeholder and resource.

In the next sub-sections, each dimension of the value is successively analyzed and
modeled, and the integrated value creation metamodel is presented in the last
sub-section. Moreover, concepts of the metamodel are illustrated using the first part of
the case study related to the outsourcing, by the bank, of the customer’s data archiving
to a datacenter.

Dimension 1: Nature of the value
To understand and model the nature of the value, first a set of frameworks addressing
the different value natures in the field of IT has been reviewed, including security,
quality, compliance, privacy, responsibility, and others (Table 1). Based on this review,
the most meaningful concepts necessary to express this nature have been extracted. For
example, the information systems security risks management (ISSRM [30]) framework,
which addresses the IS security (Nature of the value), has been analyzed. This
framework characterizes security through integrity, confidentiality, availability,

Fig. 2. Three value dimensions
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non-repudiation, and accountability (Value components), and the latter concerns
business assets of the company (Objects). Finally, based on a deeper review of the
literature, our own definitions of the concepts composing the dimension have been
provided in an integrated metamodel of nature of the value (Fig. 3).

Basically, most reference frameworks [30–37] analyzed focuses on depicting the
semantic of value following a given perspective being function of the beneficiary of the
value. In practice, due to the quantity of heterogeneous value natures [22], clearly
defining the semantic of the latter is laborious. However, we observe that two main
perspectives of value nature emerge depending on the context: value at the provider’s
side vs. value at the customer’s side. At the provider’s side, the basic rationale for all

Table 1. Nature of the value in the field of IT

Value
reference
framework

Nature of the value examples
Nature of the
value

Component of the nature of the value Concerned
object

ISSRM [30] IS security Confidentiality, integrity, availability,
non-repudiation, accountability

Business asset

ReMMo [31] Responsibility Accountability (e.g., RACI) Actor
Web quality
model [32]

Quality Functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency,
portability, maintainability

Web feature

EA
compliance
model [33]

Compliance Correctness, justification, consistency,
completeness

Acts of
software
developers

Privacy
metamodel
[34, 35]

Privacy Notice, choice and consent, proximity and
locality, anonymity and pseudonymity,
security, and access and resource

Sensitive
information

VDML [360] Generic value Factor of benefit, factor of interest Business item
HCI [37] Usability Learnability, flexibility, robustness Design rules,

design
knowledge

Fig. 3. Nature of the value metamodel
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companies entering into dyadic exchange relationships is the value capture [49] from a
service exchange. This can be in the form of value-in-exchange (e.g., money given by
the client), or in the form of value-in-context. In that regard, it is worth noting that
considering the provider in the context of the digital society expands this narrow
meaning to the consideration of other value elements, such as the information collected
on the customers (e.g., analyzing customer data to support the creation of new offer-
ings) which, afterwards, contributes to economic increase [50]. On the customer’s side,
value generated by a transaction never refers to money but consists in other wealth,
which contributes in sustaining and supporting the customer’s own business.

According to [28], value is described as the degree of satisfaction of a set of
stakeholder expectations or needs, expressed by the appreciation level of a number of
performance indicators. Li [29] explains that value can be described by the relative
worth, utility, or importance of something. Value increases when the customer’s degree
of satisfaction increases. The concept of value becomes different depending on the
point of view (stakeholder). Accordingly, the expected value is the value that the
stakeholder would like to get and the perceived value is the real value that a stakeholder
can finally get. The degree of satisfaction is identified through the comparison of these
two elements. According to Zeithaml, value implies some form of assessment of
benefits against sacrifices [8].

Regarding the case study proposed in the introduction, at the bank’s side, the
privacy of the customers’ data is a legal requirement that has to be fulfilled by each
entity processing private information. Having this data privacy generates the benefit of
being compliant with regulations, but it is also expensive because the bank needs to
deploy an appropriate mechanism to set up this privacy, such as performing privacy
impact assessment. At the datacenter’s side, offering 24/7 data availability to the bank
is a benefit to distinguish the datacenter from its competitors, but this offering is also
costly because it requires a very robust infrastructure.

According to this review, the concepts that are relevant to the metamodel for the
nature of the value are:

• Value. This concept is defined as a degree of worth that concerns something
[28, 29] and that improves the well-being of the beneficiary after it is delivered [51].

• Nature of the value. Table 1 shows that the nature of the value expresses a domain
of interest related to which the value will be delivered (e.g., security of the IS, the
cost of a transaction, or the privacy of personal data). As a consequence, the nature
of the value defines the value to be delivered. In the case of the datacenter that
archives the data of the bank customers, the nature of the value generated by the
datacenter is the availability of the customer’s data.

• Value component. This concept expresses the different elements that constitute the
value, or the pillars that found this nature (e.g., availability, confidentiality, porta-
bility, etc.). Hence, the value aggregates value components and the latter may also,
as a result, themselves be other types of value. Regarding the case study, one
component of the availability is the accessibility in real time.

• Object. The object concerned by the value is the element from the information
system that has significance and is necessary for a company to achieve its goal, and
that is be better off after that value is delivered (e.g., software, process, data).
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From a modeling point of view, the value is associated to an object with a relation
of type concerns or objective to be achieved. In the case study, the object concerned
by the value is the customers’ data.

• Measure. The measure corresponds to a property on which calculations can be
made for determining the amount of value expected from a value creation method.
This measure (e.g., the % of time data is available) can result from different factors
impacting value. This corroborates the statement made in [28], which argues that
the value components are measured by means of estimation methods. Accordingly,
there exist an association named appraises from the concept of measure to the
concept of value, an association named is function of between the concept of
measure and the type of value, and between the concept of measure and the object
concerned by the value. The first expresses that the measure is characterized by the
nature of the value and the second that the measure also depends on the object
concerned by the value. According to [28], this measure may integrate qualitative
and quantitative elementary performance expressions.

Based on the above definitions, the nature of the value is modeled in Fig. 3.

Dimension 2: Method of value creation
A method of value creation corresponds to a set of activities that contribute to the
generation of value in the field of IT. Likewise as for the nature of the value, in order to
depict the elements relevant for the creation of value, a set of IT-related frameworks
about value creation methods have been reviewed (Table 2) and this review has
afterwards been completed with elements from the literature. The methods analyzed so
far include method by design [35], model driven [28], impact assessment [29], method
chunk [40], risk-based [41], and process-based [42] approaches.

Traditionally, value is created through the exchange and use of goods and services
[5]. Methods for value creation are the body of techniques and activities that use and
generate resources [52]. These correspond, at the corporate level, to a bundle of
approaches including the design of strategies, the integration of models, the evaluation
of results, etc. (Table 2). By looking more closely at the methods analyzed, it has been
observed that each has a dedicated goal, that they are composed of method elements, and
that the latter are organized in a sequence of ordinated steps. For instance, by investi-
gating the model-driven approach to interoperability, one can notice that it has for goal
to improve interoperability of enterprises’ information systems that it is composed of
models, and that three steps are required for model-driven interoperability: model
design, model integration, and model instantiation. Amongst the other methods
reviewed, it is also interesting to highlight that one (method chunk) has for particular
objective the creation of methods themselves, using, as chunk of existing methods as
method elements, and as method steps the decomposition of existing methods into
method chunks and the definition of new method chunks from scratch [40].

As a summary and according to this analysis, the concepts that make the method of
value creation are:

• Method. The method is a specific type of object that defines the means used by the
stakeholder to create objects and value. According to Table 2, a method is com-
posed of a set of activities necessary to achieve a dedicated goal. In the same vein,
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Sein et al. [27] explain that the elementary quantitative value expressions (the value
components) are aggregated by means of selected aggregation methods and quan-
titative weights to generate the overall value. The method used to create the
availability is the exploitation of a redundancy system (tools and procedures to
guarantee redundancy).

• Activity. The activity is an element of the method that corresponds to a unitary task
(e.g., analysis, collect of information, or report). The activities compose the method
and are organized and coherently articulated with each other (e.g., if-then-else,
process elements ordination, etc.). This relation is modeled using an iterative
association of a type: activity follows activity. The articulation of activities corre-
sponds to the aggregation from [14]. One particular type of activity consists in
generating resources. For instance: acquiring a backup tool, maintain the backup
tool, etc.

• Stakeholder. A stakeholder is a human, a machine or an organization that is
involved in the creation of value at three levels. First, it performs the method that
generates value (e.g., the risk manager performs a risk analysis); second, it gen-
erates resources used by the method; and third it expresses the value expected after
the execution of the method. For example, the datacenter is the stakeholder that
exploits the redundancy system and the bank expresses that it expects availability of
the data.

Table 2. Methods of value creation in the context of IT development

Method
reference

Method of value creation examples
Method Goal Activity

[35] By design Prevent privacy risk
from occurring

Project‐by-project approach
realization

[38] Model-driven Improve
interoperability of
companies’
information systems

Models design, model integration,
and model instantiation

[39] Impact
assessment

Explore social
consequences for
social security policies

Scenario design, design of
strategies, assessment of impacts,
ranking of strategies, mitigation of
negative impacts, reporting,
stimulation of implementation,
auditing and ex-post evaluation

[40] Method
chunk

Method creation Decomposition of existing methods
into method chunks and definition
of new method chunks from scratch

[41] Risk-based Security strategy
development

Analysis of the method elements
and identification of the options that
exist in investment decisions

[42] Process-based Risk management for
global supply chain

Step-by-step execution in a function
of the dependency amongst them
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• Resource. This element is a type of object from the IS that is generated by a
stakeholder and that is used by an activity composing the value creation method.
Resources are typically information and data (e.g., passenger location), but could
also consist in computing resources, funding, manpower, etc. For instance, the
backup software is the resource used by the exploitation of a redundancy system.

Based on the above definitions, the value creation method is modeled in Fig. 4.

Dimension 3: Object concerned by the value
The object concerned by the value corresponds to elements (e.g., information, process,
tool, or actor) that exist in a specific environment represented at the information system
level by the context. The latter has an influence on the type and the amount of value
associated with this object, for instance, a customer’s browsing history is an object of a
data type that has a particular pecuniary value for an airline travel agency that can
estimate the value ascribed to a flight ticket for a customer. This value is calculated
based on the number of times this flight ticket is viewed on the company’s website by
the customer. At the opposite, this customer’s browsing history is not an object of
value on a drugstore website with fixed prices. Complementarily, it is also worth noting
that this context has no impact on the nature of the value. For example, privacy in
healthcare is defined in the same way with the same characteristics as in industry.

To collect and deal with the concepts that are necessary to model the object of
value, it has been assumed that each sector of activities, should it be manufacturing,
finances, or healthcare, to name a few, is associated with a specific information system.
The latter models the objects composing it as well as the relationships between these
objects, using a dedicated language.

Sector-specific information systems and enterprise architecture (EA) models and
languages are good approaches here because they semantically define generic objects
and sometimes concrete languages to express these objects. Numerous frameworks
have been designed to model IS and EA of various sectors, e.g., Cimosa [43],
ArchiMate® [44], BSE [45], DoDAF [47], and many others (Table 3).

Fig. 4. Value creation method metamodel
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Regarding the financial case study, the data of the bank’s customers is the object
concerned by the required privacy (generated by the bank) and concerned by the
required availability (generated by the datacenter).

Table 3 provides an overview of some metamodels and languages used to depict
the context targeted, the IS under scope, and some examples of objects addressed.

As a summary and according to this analysis, the concepts defining the context and
the object concerned by the value are:

• Information system. The information system encompasses, and is composed by,
the objects concerned by the value and the stakeholders that benefit from the value
created.

• Context. The context represents the surrounding of the IS. It includes (1) the
constraints on the system in which the value is created and (2) the definition of the
borders of this system (e.g., the sector and the sector purpose of the business entity
that is concerned by the IS, the rules and regulations related to the sector or the IS,
the institutional arrangements, etc.). Accordingly, the context is associated to the
information system with an association named characterizes. As stated in [28], the
context also allows selecting the performance components […] necessary to define
the scope of the performance evaluation problem. Hence, this selection defines a
particular context, or viewpoint, for the evaluation of the value. To model this, the

Table 3. Objects of value within an information system

Reference/language Object concerned
Context Information

system
Example of objects

CIMOSA [43] Production
industry

Industrial
information
system

Business process, flow, step,
function, information, resource and
organization aspects, business user,
control, capability…

ArchiMate® [44] Enterprise Enterprise
information
system

Service, actor, role, process,
function, contract, software, data,
capability, role, device, node…

BSE [45] Enterprise Business
service
ecosystem

Service, capability, resource,
process, actor…

Demo [46] Enterprise Business
process,
information
systems

Models (interaction, business
process, action, interstriction, and
fact), actor, action…

DoDAF [47] Military DoDAF
meta-model
(DM2)

Guidance, activity, capability,
resource, performer, location,
information, project materiel,
system, service, organization…

ARIS [48] Enterprise Business
process
management

Data, function, organization,
material, IT resources, or machine
resources…
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concept of context is associated to the measure with a relation named influence.
Regarding the case study in the financial sector, the context is the financial
regulation.

Based on the above definitions, the object concerned by the value is modeled in
Fig. 5.

Integrated model instantiated to the financial sector case study
In the previous sections, three aspects related to the creation of value have been
successively presented and each of these dimensions has been modeled in a dedicated
metamodel. All along the description of the concepts, illustrations have been provided
regarding a case of IT outsourcing in the financial sector, namely, the archiving of a
bank customer’s data to a datacenter. Figure 6 presents the integrated value creation
metamodel instantiated to the IT outsourcing case.

Fig. 5. Object concerned by the value metamodel

Fig. 6. Value creation metamodel instantiated to IT outsourcing in the financial sector.
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4.2 Modeling Value Cocreation as a Specialization of Value Creation

As reviewed in the state of the art, no model for representing the creation of value
following the three value dimensions exists yet. This observation is even more relevant
for the field of value cocreation, in the context of the service-dominant logic, when two
or more stakeholders cogenerate value during business exchanges.

In this respect, as explained in the introduction, the paper proposes an innovative
value creation metamodel aiming to support the cocreation of value in the field of
knowledge-intensive business services engagements. This section aims to analyze to
what extent the value creation metamodel (Figs. 3, 4 and 5) is suitable to model the
processes of value cocreation in KIBS proposed in [1] (Fig. 7). To that end, as also
explained previously, one specificity of value cocreation is that value is cocreated on
the basis of a collaboration between many stakeholders who have different responsi-
bilities during the cocreation, including the generation of the appropriate resources
needed for cocreation activities. Consequently, a prerequisite before modeling the value
cocreation was to enrich the value creation model with the concepts of the stakeholder
and the resources. This improvement was achieved in previous section by integrating
the value creation model presented in [14] with the value model proposed in [28, 29].

These processes and generative mechanisms of value cocreation in KIBS
engagements are illustrated in Fig. 7. Only the processes dedicated to the alignment
within and between actors are considered in the following.

In the following, the value creation metamodel is specialized concept by concept, as
illustrated in the object diagram of Fig. 8:

• Object. In the cocreation metamodel, like in the creation metamodel, the object
concerned by the value is the element from the information system that aims to be
better off after that value is proposed and accepted. In the case of the cocreation of
privacy between the bank and the datacenter, the object concerned by the value is
still the customer’s data at the bank’s side and the service portfolio at the data-
center’s side.

Fig. 7. Processes of value cocreation in KIBS engagements (adapted from [6])
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• Context. The context of the cocreation is also equivalent to the one from the
creation metamodel. In the case study, this context is the financial regulation.

• Nature of the value. The nature of the value defines the value generated by the
creation or the cocreation. In the case study, this nature of the value is privacy (for
the bank) and stability (for the datacenter).

• Stakeholders. They are the entities performing the method that cocreates value,
who benefit from this value, and who generate the resources used by the method
activities. These stakeholders are of three types in the field of KIBS: companies,
their customers, and partner organizations. In the case study, the stakeholders are
the bank and the datacenter.

Fig. 8. Specialization of the VCMM to the value cocreation in KIBS engagements
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• Information system. This concept is not addressed in the processes of value
cocreation [6]. However, to keep the specialization of the metamodel coherent, a
specialization of the information system is created and named: Stakeholder’s
information system. In the case study, an instance of the information system is the
Bank’s information systems.

• Value component. This concept expresses the different elements that constitute the
value. At the case study level, an instance of the privacy component is the anon-
ymity and an instance of the stability component is the diversity of services.

• Measure. The measure that appraises the level of privacy is the % of privacy
breaches and that appraise the level of stability is the number of new customers.

• Method. The approach followed in [6] to cocreate value is a process-based
approach. The first process related to the need for alignment among KIBS actors
and the second concerns the integration of the deliverables and results. The case
study only focuses on the first part and considers that the integration of the
deliverables and results may be achieved similarly. Regarding the case study, the
method used to design the privacy of the bank customers data could be composed
of the same activities as the ones that compose the process of value cocreation in
KIBS engagement, namely: developing high level interest for the bank and the
datacenter to cocreated the audit of the leased-line, perceiving benefits at each side,
creating value proposition from the bank and the datacenter business, etc.

• Activity. To be achieved, the method is composed of activities that are articulated
with each other. The mechanisms within the processes of value cocreation are
considered as a specialization of the concept of activity. Five of them (from the
aligning process) are represented in Fig. 8: developing high-level interests, per-
ceiving benefits, creating value propositions, organizing resources and articulating
deliverables, at the bank’s and datacenter’s sides.

• Resource. According to the definition, a resource is a type of object used by an
activity. Many types of resource are needed for the realization of the activities of the
value cocreation processes. Example of resources here include: the privacy
improvement propositions used to perceive benefits, the knowledge and skills used
to create value propositions, the knowledge of the bank IS used to create value
propositions, at the bank’s side, and feedback on the services, at the datacenter’s
side.

5 Discussion of Findings

The analysis achieved in previous section allows elaborating a new design iteration of
the value creation metamodel previously presented in paper [14]. The design of this
new iteration is motivated and oriented by the needs to enhance (1) the relations
between the value created and the stakeholder that generates and benefits from it, and
(2) the relations between the method, the activities composing it, and the resources that
are created and used by the latter. Compared to the previous version, this new iteration
offers the following advantages:
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• It allows expressing the role of each stakeholders involved in the value creation,
more especially, it allows expressing who is responsible to perform the method that
creates value and who benefits from it. This improvement is mandatory to appraise
the value generated and, as a result, to improve the level of that value. Indeed,
according to [28], value is appraised in function of the degree of satisfaction of a set
of stakeholders’ expectations or needs. This set of expectations is introduced in the
value creation metamodel by means of the relation: Stakeholder expresses goal.

• It allows expressing the resources that are necessary to achieve activities composing
the value creation method, but mostly, it allows expressing which resource is
generated by which stakeholder during the cocreation activities and which resource
is itself generated by the cocreation. For instance, this improved version allows
expressing that a stakeholder shares personal information with a service provider in
exchange of a service.

• The importance of the context is consolidated by a relation expressing that the
context influences the measure of the value created.

The second contribution of the paper lies in specializing the value creation meta-
model to the processes of value cocreation in knowledge-intensive business services
proposed by [6]. The resulting advantages of that specialization are manifold but
mostly, it demonstrates that considering the processes of value cocreation as a type of
value creation is justified and, as a result, that cocreation may be handled, at the
modeling level, as a specific type of value creation. Acknowledging this, modeling the
value cocreation as a type of value creation allows integrating additional elements in
the expression of the cocreation, among which:

• The information system. It gathers the elements that are impacted by the (co)
creation of value and that are characterized by the context in which this (co)creation
happens. These characteristics are, e.g., the IS composition, its structure, the
business sector in which it evolves, etc. The cocreation of value impacts the
characteristics of the information system. For instance, the cocreation of value
generates new collaborations that must be integrated in business processes sup-
ported by the information system. These new processes may generate new infor-
mation that also needs to be managed by the IS (e.g., accessed by the stakeholders,
exploited by method, or stored in databases). This impact is not represented in the
metamodel.

• The context is a particular type of element that characterizes the information system.
Knowing this context is important for the cocreation of value because it may
generate constraints to be considered during the design of the cocreation (e.g.,
regulation, sectorial requirement, institutional arrangement, etc.).

• The stakeholders. They are key players in the cocreation and are the ones that will
be better off after value is delivered. First, clearly modeling the stakeholder that
performs the cocreation of value is an important management requirement [52] for
instance during the assignment of responsibilities [31]. Second, knowing the ben-
eficiary of the value is preponderant to assess the latter, considering that value is
evaluated on the basis of the beneficiary’s satisfaction [28].

• The resource. Modeling the resources involved in the cocreation is beneficial
because this allows expressing the input required for this cocreation. Indeed,
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resources often play an important role in cocreation, like when a resource is an
information based on which value is created by means of a data mining method. The
resource is also an element that may be generated by an activity of the cocreation
method and that is worth representing. For example, on Fig. 7, Perceived benefits is
an information (resource) generated by the process Perceiving benefits (activity)
that is used by the process Valuing during the integration of the deliverables and
results.

The metamodel is mainly elaborated based on the review of frameworks from the
information system domain [30–48], completed with elements from the scientific lit-
erature [3–6, 8–12, 16–23]. This limitation concerning the scope of the domain ana-
lyzed is a source of weaknesses for the metamodel, which is currently only valid for use
in this area. As a result, further work is necessary to verify the option that has been
chosen to ground the metamodel based on the three specific dimensions and to con-
solidate the latter according to the nature of values, methods, and objects considered in
other domains (e.g., healthcare, industry, etc.).

6 Conclusion

The contribution of our research is an enriched version of the value creation metamodel
(language) [14] with the concepts of stakeholder and resource [28], and a specialization
of that metamodel to the cocreation of knowledge-intensive business service (KIBS). In
comparison to the state of the art, despite the impressive amount of literature aiming to
explain the concepts and mechanisms of value cocreation, no language has been
expressed yet to support the exchange of information related to value cocreation
between information system designers. Consequently, this paper contributes in con-
ceptualizing such a language considering three dimensions: the nature of the value, the
method of value creation and the object concerned by the value.

The practical implication of our modeling approach is the consideration of four
additional elements during the design of value creation and cocreation models: (1) the
stakeholder and its role in the processes, (2) the resource and its utility, (3) the
information system that is influenced by the cocreation, and (4) the context that dictates
the constraints and the institutional arrangement in which the cocreation arises. The
impact of the later has been demonstrated in the field of KIBS, but it could also be
demonstrated with other types of organizations or businesses, for instance, in finance or
information security [53].

Given the limitations of the metamodel (cf. Sect. 5), we intend to further integrate
the performance dimensions of the “performance evaluation methodology for decision
support” in industrial projects [28] and the process of alignment within and between
actors from the value cocreation process described in [6]. We also want to improve the
alignment between the concept of measure from the value creation metamodel and
(i) the evaluation of the cost/benefits and risks during the alignment within and between
actors, and (ii) the outcome and quality metrics of the integration of deliverable and
results process from [28]. Finally, the elaboration of the metamodel being performed in
the frame of an iterative design approach, further validation of the latter is still
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expected, in real settings and in view of concrete business collaborations. This may
require the development of a concrete syntax (textual or graphical) for the language
corresponding to the metamodel.
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Abstract. The article presents an approach to integrate a business process
knowledge in Decision Support Systems. The main research findings are related
to the ontological and procedural issues of knowledge specification. The
mathematical rigor used in process descriptions guarantees for precise definition
of concepts and relationships in the domain knowledge. It concerns three major
aspects of the system design, i.e. formalization of processes predefined in
Business Process Modeling Notation, reuse of a domain ontology, and analysis
of economic and financial information. Formally specified analytical processes
and ontology allowed considerably minimize sources of ambiguity and confu-
sion in the system design and implementation. The described approach is a
continuation of the development of the intelligent cockpit for managers (InKoM
project), whose main objective was to facilitate financial analysis and evaluation
of economic status of the company. The current work and case studies are
focused on specification of static (structural) and procedural knowledge of
financial analysis in Small and Medium Enterprises. The content of the
knowledge covers essential financial concepts and relationships related to the
processes of emergency policy. An experiment has been carried out on real
financial data extracted from the financial information system.

Keywords: Business Process Modeling � Ontology � Financial analysis
Specification of processes � Emergency policy

1 Introduction

Today Decision Support System (DSS) that should go hand in hand with the knowl-
edge of managers and methods of financial analysis. Surveys have shown that managers
of SMEs often do not possess solid background knowledge in financial analysis and IT
technology needed to strengthen their competitive position on the market and maintain
financial credibility. This problem is often caused by the lack of the knowledge
required not only to correctly interpret economic data, but also to properly carry out
analytical processes. Moreover, these studies have shown difficulties encountered by
managers in skillful use of information systems containing too many functions and
tools often exceeding their competencies.
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Taking into consideration all managerial requests and complexity of business
issues, there is a need for solutions that integrate managerial knowledge in DSSs and
support intelligent analysis and decision making [1]. One of the main obstacles for
automation of analytical processes within current DSS is the lack of a formal repre-
sentation of the procedural knowledge within models of business processes. In most of
the systems, the operations within the processes are defined diagrammatically, in
natural language or pseudo Pascal notation making this representation very informal
and ambiguous. Consequently, reasoning tasks and computation are very limited.

The essence of financial analysis is to address the various problems associated with
current short-term decision making as well as long-term strategic planning. Both types
of decisions made concern the level of debt. Determining the level of debt below which
it does not jeopardize business continuity is difficult. Debt level threshold should be set
individually for each type of company [2]. Excessive debt often has dire consequences
of any company, as it often constitutes a reason for abandoning important business
activities as well as does not allow for launching new development activities. Lenders
shied away from financing companies that have high level of liabilities in their balance
sheet. Lenders’ unwillingness to finance debt is often the first signs of looming
bankruptcy [3]. Liabilities include necessary sources of business financing, however,
they also constitute a serious cause of financial risk that could drive a company to
bankruptcy [4]. The most important threat associated with liabilities is the necessity to
generate free cash flows; available cash is used to repay accrued liabilities. The lack of
ability to timely service current liabilities forces managers to seek other solutions. One
of the possibilities is the conversion of liabilities into equity. However, such a trans-
action could generate a new type of risk: a threat of hostile takeover.

The aim of the paper is to propose an approach that integrates financial knowledge,
analytical models, and business reasoning. The analytical models as well as business
reasoning rules are known in the literature and can be easily encoded. In the project, it
is assumed that financial knowledge is formally defined by domain ontology. The
essential part of the work is to propose a solution facilitating automated analysis of
information available in financial databases and reports.

The idea of the project is partially inspired by works on modeling business process
knowledge, notably by Smith and Proietti [5], De Nicola et al. [6]. In the project, the
process of analysis, defined in the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is
extended by the domain ontology in OWL and a process knowledge encoded in
Business Process Abstract Language (BPAL)1.

The paper has been structured as follows: the first part briefly introduces the
economic and technological background of financial analysis where analytical activities
are described in form of a business process diagram in BPMN, enriched by the
financial ontology; foundation of automation of analytical processes and the design
methodology of process-oriented ontology are discussed in subsequent two sections.
The presentation is focused on the formal aspects of procedural knowledge specifi-
cation. In Sect. 4, the use case is detailed using real life data extracted from a financial

1 BPAL was developed within EU FP7 Business Innovation and Virtual Enterprise Environment
(BIVEE): modeling of production processes in manufacturing oriented networked-enterprises.
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information system. The analytical activities are specified formally in a language close
to BPAL and illustrated by analysis of financial data. The whole analytical process has
been broken down into subprocesses, activities, tasks, and completed by the required
information resources. Case study specifications focus on one of the key issues of
financial analysis related to the processes of emergency policy. Finally, some con-
clusions are drawn and the future of the project discussed in the last section.

2 Foundations of Automation of Analytical Processes

Managers are obliged to continually evaluate ability of a company to operate in the
future, particularly to keep an eye on the company’s performance in order to as quickly
as possible avoid excessive debt. Negative financial signs should serve as the basis to
launch emergency policy. Business practice has developed many ways of reducing
liabilities [7]. Among the most common restructuring activities is to strive to eliminate
excessive financial liabilities. As a first step, expenses not related to the core business
(e.g. purchase of prestigious assets that are related to public relations) should be
reduced. In this case, most of the social security benefits for employees are waived.
R&D expenses should also be temporarily suspended.

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) analysis is a comprehensive method used by
financial analysts to evaluate financial standing of a company and to support managers
in their decision making processes. This is due to the fact that set of financial indicators
and metrics allow for multifaceted evaluation of the validity and effectiveness of
financial activities. In the course of calculating financial ratios, it is possible to compare
liabilities with various items included in the balance sheet and in the profit and loss
statement as well as cash flow reports. The most commonly used indicator in assessing
company equity is Debt to Equity Ratio (computed as ratio of Total Liabilities to
Equity). In general, the lower the ratio the better financial position of a company. This
ratio is not only used by banks, but by potential investors too. Hence the reason
managers want to maintain company equity in excess of financial obligations or to
systematically decrease liabilities while simultaneously increasing capital.

The analysis of the Debt to Equity Ratio should be concluded by an analysis of the
dynamics of liabilities and analysis of changes in the structure of assets. Rise in debt is
not desirable; however this may be justified in some cases. For instance, if a company
enters into new liabilities due to acquisition of new fixed assets, such assets could
generate future profits and financial surplus. Generated profits may be capitalized while
surpluses may repay be used to repay liabilities. Consequently, this can significantly
improve the Debt to Equity Ratio. To assess the likelihood of such a scenario, it is
necessary to analyze the changes in asset structure. An increase in liabilities arising
from increase in fixed assets and intangible assets is a relatively positive signal. On the
other hand, if the main trend is towards an increase in receivables and inventory then
this is a sign of financial threat. It usually implies a company has problems with sales
and money collection.

The process of financial analysis can be represented as a workflow graph describing
the correct sequence of operations, where each operation involves concepts, data items,
and the relations between them. To model the analytical operations, Business Process
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Modeling and Notation (BPMN) can be applied (http://www.omg.org). Usually, a
BPMN model is defined through a Business Process Diagram (BPD), which is a kind of
flowchart incorporating constructs to represent the control flow, data flow, the work to
be assigned to the participants, and handling of exceptions. In the project, a process of
analysis is composed of an interrelated set of subprocesses or activities, where an
activity is formed by sub-activities or tasks. A task is an atomic element that cannot be
further broken down.

The schema of financial analysis is defined using the BPAL platform. The focus of
the study is on the procedural financial knowledge related to one of the key processes:
the launch of Emergency Policy. Figure 1 illustrates a main BP Diagram referring to
analysis of financial situation of a company. The central panel shows the BP Modeling
View, comprising an editor and a set of tools (shown on the right) used to model BP
diagrams using the BPMN notation. The left panel of the screenshot lists the resources
available in the workspace, including BP models and ontologies. A description of
OWL ontology that will be further detailed is found on the right.

The process starts with a request for financial data. Detailed information about the
sources and market signals will be explained in Sect. 4. Upon receipt of data of the
subprocess of KPI’s, evaluation starts, among other things, the task of assessing Debt to
Equity Ratio discussed in the paper. Analysis of the dynamics of liabilities, dynamics of
fixed assets under construction are also needed as well as the expenditures on future
intangible assets. The branching point, called the gateway G0, indicates exclusive
choice of one of the two processes: Emergency Policy or Strengthening Policy. For
instance, if Debt_to_Equity_Ratio value exceeds 200%, then this can be treated as the
first warning signal to perform the Emergency Policy. The debt analysis is completed
by an investigation of the causes of the increase in liabilities.

In general, increase in liabilities may be considered positive if it is intended to
purchase new fixed assets or intangible assets. It is also important to check changes in
receivables. Lack of increase in fixed assets indicates a significant problem. Usually,
increase in liabilities is driven by the need to provide the company with cash. In most

Fig. 1. Diagram of processes of financial data analysis
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cases, lack of funds is related to lack of receipts. Such a situation requires managers to
take corrective actions. Subprocesses of the Emergency Policy will be detailed in
Sect. 4.

The workflow model of financial analysis describes the process enactment, how-
ever, it does not contain information on the domain knowledge. For this reason,
therefore, the financial ontology has been added to the project. The ontology provides
semantic annotations of the entities, objects, items and pre- and post-conditions
involved in the sub-processes. Ontology Web Language (OWL) was applied in order to
define the semantics.

OWL is syntactically layered on RDF. The underlying data model (derived from
RDF) is based on statements (or RDF triples) of the form <subject; property; object>,
which allow for defining a resource (subject) in terms of named relations (properties).
Values of named relations (i.e. objects) can be URIrefs of Web resources or literals, i.e.
representations of data values.

In literature many research projects show that creating a financial ontology is
advantageous in decision making process [1, 8–11]. For our purpose, an ontological
framework was designed to represent the area of knowledge of process of emergency
policy. The ontology of this studywas construed using the approach presented in [12, 13].

Financial ontology has been encoded using the Protégé platform (http://protege.
stanford.edu/) in the project. Figure 2 presents a sample visualization of business
knowledge focused on the issue of excessive debt. There are two panels on the
screenshot. The panel to the left the taxonomic relations, while the one to the right
allows for visualization of taxonomic and semantic relations between defined topics
(semantic network visualization). There are two types of lines between topics: (1) the
solid line represents a relation subclass-of and (2) the dashed line represents the
experts’ defined relationships (for example: depends on) on the figure. The key ele-
ments of the presented ontology in Fig. 2 are the measures used to assess the appro-
priate level of financial situation of the company. Visualization in the OntoGraf module
in the program Protégé allows for navigation between topics in a highly interactive
manner. Interesting nodes can be put in the foreground with zooms, pans, and rotations.
In Fig. 2, topics in rectangles which are important in the analysis of threats are
highlighted. In this interactive visual process, the manager is able to subsequently
concentrate on the interesting elements via filtration and focusing (zooming in). The
presented part of the ontology guarantees for correct solution while helping avoid
potential risk of misinterpretation. The manager can also add, modify as well as retrieve
concepts related to the problem at hand. For example, by expanding the Debt to Equity
Ratio branch of the semantic network, a manager can see that the value of Debt to
Equity Ratio is determined by Equity and Liabilities (relation: depends on), but the
Debt to Equity Ratio has influence on Operational risk and a three situations: Hostile
takeover, Bankruptcy and Loss of control. The manager can see that he should analysis
both Supplementary capital and Share capital (the parts of Equity), and Short term
liabilities as well as Long term liabilities (the parts of Liabilities).

By means of the ontology, the manager could undertake various actions aimed at
reducing operational risk. Failures in the process of analysis may lead to corporate
bankruptcy. Reduction of excessive indebtedness can be done either through conversion
of liabilities into equity or through issuance of new shares. However, such activities
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could also become a source of additional risks associated with a change in ownership
structure coming by way of hostile takeover or loss of control over the business.

Business data usually contain a lot of explicit as well as hidden relationships that
make their usage difficult. To correctly interpret the values of financial indicators, many
measures and ratios that either directly or indirectly influence the final result need to be
examined. Explicit visualization not only makes it easy to better understand and
interpret indicators, but it also contributes to finding explanations of current values of
indicators. Use of ontologies within analytical tools can help in defining business rules
in order to get proactive information in the decision-making process.

3 Design of Process Oriented Ontology

Design of process oriented ontology has to provide not only a concise, comprehensive
description of business processes, but also to express the semantics of processes in
a formal way to be understood both by humans and the computer. In our project, the
existing ontology of financial knowledge was enhanced by dynamic and procedural
structures of business processes. Note that the diagrammatic representation of BPD is
insufficient to be translated into a system that would be able to automatically execute all
these analytical processes. It should be also pointed out that many other tasks such as
retrieval, verification, or process composition have to be done manually.

There are several languages to describe business processes, for example UML,
BPMN, BPEL, PSL, OWL-S, WSML, WISMO, etc. [14–18]. Taking into consideration
a rigorous mathematical basis as well as close links with BPMN and modeling facilities,
Business Process Abstract Language (BPAL) has been chosen to specify procedural
knowledge in processes of data analysis [19, 20].

Fig. 2. Part of financial ontology
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BPAL provides a number of modeling concepts, symbols, and rules used to define
the so-called abstract processes. Syntax and semantics of BPAL constructs can be
found in [19, 20]. Looking at specifications of BPAL processes, one may say that there
are many similarities to the constructs in BPMN, however BPAL is not just a dia-
grammatic notation. In general, BPAL Application Ontology is a collection of vali-
dated BPAL processes with respect to the BPAL Axioms, where Axioms represent the
rules and constraints related to application processes. In our case study, the process of
financial analysis has been broken down into subprocesses. A subprocess is a set of
logically integrated activities along with concepts, rules, and relations related to them.
An activity that represents a unit of work performed within the subprocess can be
atomic or compound, where an atomic activity, which is an action that cannot be
broken down further, is called a task. Business concepts in an application are defined
using unary and relational predicates, called BPAL Atoms.

The process illustrated previously with BPMN can be defined as BPAL abstract
specification as follows:

act (request_for_financial_data), 
act (analysis_of_KPI),  
act (evaluation_of_KPI),  
act (strengthening_policy), 
act (emergency_policy)
prec (request_for_financial_data, analysis_of_KPI), 
prec (analysis_of_KPI) 
assert: adec (evaluation_of_KPI),  
prec (evaluation_of_KPI, strengthening_policy),
prec (evaluation_of_KPI, emergency_policy)

msg (reporting_of_KPI_ratios),  
msg(policy recommendations)

part_of (Balance_Sheet, Assets), 
part_of (Balance_Sheet,Equity) 
isa (KPI, Debt_to_Equity_Ratio)

The key words in the specification have the following meanings [1]: act represents
a business activity, prec indicates a precedence relation between activities, assert an
assertion, and msg a message sent and received. isa is a specialization relation, part_of –
aggregation relation. An exclusive branch adec leads to the execution of exactly one
successor, while an inclusive branch leads to concurrent execution of a non-empty
subset of its successors. The set of successors of exclusive or inclusive decision points
may depend on conditions that usually take the form of tests on the value of the items
that are passed between activities.

The specification describes also physical and informational items produced and
consumed by the various activities during execution of a process.

Formally, the created model of business processes has to contain not only a set of
ground facts, predicates, but also a set of rules. The rules define among other things:
hierarchical relationships within the BPAL predicates, relationships between BPAL
elements, properties, and item flow relations. A model of a process should respect
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a number of constraints related to representation of activities, events, conditions, and
exception handling [20]. Design of analytical processes illustrating these concepts will
be detailed in the next section.

4 Use Case

Improvement of the financial situation of a company should constitute the main
objective of any manager. In the use case, the analytical process of emergency policy is
presented and illustrated by real data extracted from financial information systems. The
example is based on general schema of processes related to analysis of financial data
(Fig. 1). For the purposes of the study, Emergency Policy process was broken down
into seven subprocesses as shown in Fig. 3.

Each of the indicated subprocesses can be described, they comprise input, pre-
conditions, activities, exception handling, postconditions, and output. Due to the lim-
itations of the article length, only selected aspects of process modeling are described.

The first subprocess deals with a request for financial data, in particular the data
available in the financial statements. To illustrate the case, the basic information
describing the financial situation of the company over five years is shown in Table 1,
where the data for 2017 and 2018 represent the predicted values.

The most important components presented in the table point towards the deterio-
ration of financial situation of the company. Moreover, the forecast indicates that there
is less probably of any improvement in the future. Among the most important signs of
the deteriorating financial situation are:

• losses in all periods (170,000 in 2014, 400,000 in 2015 and 90,000 in 2016),
• gradual reduction of supplementary capital (600,000 in 2014, 430,000 in 2015 and

30,000 in 2016),
• gradual decrease in long-term liabilities pointing to a chance of securing financing

for development activities (400,000 in 2014, 360,000 in 2015 and 320,000 in 2016),
• constant growth of short-term liabilities (500,000 in 2014, 900,000 in 2015 and

1,300,000 in 2016),
• gradual decline in free cash (600,000 in 2014, 200,000 in 2015 and 80,000 in 2016).

Fig. 3. Diagram of subprocesses of emergency policy
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After obtaining the requested information, the second subprocess focused on
evaluation of critical KPIs can begin. The most important measure used in this analysis
is Debt to Equity Ratio (see Fig. 2). Additionally, liquidity ratios and other measures
describing corporate financial stability can be also applied; these include among others:

• the profit dynamics compared with average macroeconomic and market figures,
• the structure and dynamics of fixed assets,
• the dynamics of sales revenue in relation to the increase in receivables as well as the

apparent dynamics of losses in relation to bad debts,
• all types of liquidity ratios, e.g. current ratio, quick ratio and cash ratio.2

The system provides the data and internal reports which serve as input to the
‘Evaluation of KPIs’ process. The data included in the report refers to the most
important measures of financial stability. It should be noted that the manager may
personally determine the content of the report, or he could also take advantage of the
default solution. Assessment of KPIs is a key component of the decision making
process, however various commonly used financial analysis may be also be applied.

Table 1. Selected financial information (in k PLN)

Specification 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Share capital 600 600 600 600 600
Supplementary capital 600 430 30 0 0
Net income −170 −400 −90 −260 −370
Long-term debt 400 360 320 280 240
Short-term debt 500 900 1 300 1 380 1 500
Short-term receivables 400 600 800 800 700
Investments and cash 600 200 80 80 20

Subprocess ‘Evaluation of KPIs’2 can be specified as follows:

input: Financial Data (share capital, supplementary capital, net income, long-term debt,
short-term debt, short-term receivables, and short-term investments including 
cash) 

preconditions:
debt structure ratio = total liabilities/total assets
debt structure ratio>70% 
quick ratio=(accounts receivable + cash) / short term liabilities
quick ratio <1

activities
assessment of debt structure ratio, 
assessment of debt to equity ratio, 
assessment of liquidity ratios

exception handling: lack of data values 
postconditions: negative or positive assessment of financial situation of company
output: KPI Evaluation Report

Recommendation to begin Emergency policy or Strengthening Policy

2 In the literature there are target ratios discussed. It is generally considered necessary to maintain a
ratio of equity to liabilities of 1:1. The quick ratio should be maintained at a minimum level of 120%.
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To enrich of a BP with the financial ontology several kind of annotations can be
done. Annotations are expressions specifying the preconditions under which pro-
cesses can be executed. For example, assume that the concept of company is in a
financial emergency state is defined in the ontology as CompanyInEmergency. So
then the activities of Emergency Policy are launched when the following expression
is true:

(CompanyInEmergency 
(∃ hasDebtToEquityRatio. integer[> 200])
∃ hasIncreaseInLiabilities. true)
∃ hasNoIncreaseInFixedAssets. true)  (∃ hasIntangibleAssets. true))

(
((
( ∃ hasIncreaseInReceivables. true) ) (c) 

where hasDebtToEquityRatio is an integer-valued data property and hasNoIncrea-
seInFixedAssets, hasIntangibleAssets, hasIncreaseInReceivables are boolean-valued
data properties.

In addition, postconditions such as positive and negative effects of process exe-
cution can be defined. A manager can browse hierarchy of ontology concepts, rela-
tionships, and annotations.

The forecast could be used to provide warning signals. The values presented in
Table 1 (last 2 columns) indicate that the projected Debt to Equity Ratio (>200%)
significantly exceeds the safety level3. Summing up the projected values points to a
need to take radical steps aimed at recovering from the poor financial situation of the
company.

The most important outcome from this process is the recommendation with respect
to the financial standing of the company. In the analyzed company, Debt to Equity
Ratio of 200% indicates extremely high financial leverage. Thus, the situation of the
company is definitely perceived as highly unfavorable, because the company is likely
to have serious problems with servicing its financial obligations in the future.

Taking into account the necessity to complete the process, the manager has two
options: if Debt to Equity Ratio is at an acceptable level, the company should go back
to normal activities, however, if the ratio exceeds 200%, then the procedure for
reducing financial risk should be initiated. The system based on Debt to Equity Ratio
analysis generates a signal indicating excessive debt. Such a high level of debt to
equity ratio is a clear sign of an extremely unfavorable financial situation of the
company.

This suggestion triggers the start of subsequent subprocess called ‘Forecasting of
sales revenues and free cash flows’. Sales forecasting as well as the company’s ability
to generate excess cash are both essential elements of overall company management

3 According to Table 1, in 2016 Debt to Equity ratio = [(1300 + 320)/(600 + 30 − 90)] *
100 = 225%.
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A company projected to encounter excessive debt needs to search for corrective
solutions. The basis for this subprocess is a report containing financial data and KPIs as
described in the previous subprocess.

Subprocess Forecasting of sales revenues and free cash flows
input: Financial statement data, KPIs values
preconditions:  

debt to equity ratio >200%
activities:  

- preparation of the forecast financial statements: the amount of future liabilities, 
  potential minimum amount of free cash flow (linear forecasting model)
- estimation of the debt to equity ratio on the forecast financial statement
- assessment of forecast ratios

exception handling: registration of new contracts aimed at increasing sales revenue
postconditions: forecast debt to equity ratio <200%
output: Satisfactory or Bad result of forecasting

Recommendation to begin Financial recovery program 
or Requesting of new sources of financing

Information included in the forecast does not permit for introduction of a financial
recovery program and its normal operation, hence it is necessary to look for new
solutions created in the subprocess ‘Requesting of new sources of financing’. Acqui-
sition of new sources of external financing depends on prevailing situation in the
financial sector. The most common solution is to apply for bank loans. If this is not
possible, attempts could be made to issue bonds. However, companies that do not
generate profits have significant difficulties with providing bondholders. Loans from
credit institutions such as banks could also be considered. However, they are usually
very expensive, and require additional security such as a mortgage. This could lead to a
buyout of such receivables by competitors with hidden agenda of taking control over
the company. This subprocess requires a the manager’s decision. Thus it is necessary to
obtain information on banking offers, especially on the terms and conditions of bank
loans.4

4 Detailed analysis of banking credit conditions leads to search for other solutions. Banks use credit
rating as a basis for credit decisions. The results and forecasts presented in Table 1 show that the
surveyed company has no ability to repay the loan, and its credit standing is also poor. The rating
methodology identifies companies whose liabilities significantly exceed their equity and system-
atically suffer a loss and thus are “permanently incapable of meeting their liabilities”. The root causes
of the low credit rating is the data included in Table 1, in particular, growing liabilities and a
significant loss. Any bank, following the credit rating methodology, will consider such a result as the
basis of issuing a negative credit decision.
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Before issuing an loan, every bank will specify their terms of loan conditions:
interest rate, loan period, additional charges, and safety. Analysis of bank offers is
weighed against the financial situation of the company. It is necessary to verify the
terms of loan in the context of the company’s credibility. Securing a loan from a
financial institution may entail assignment of certain rights such as mortgages. This is
a typical tool of loan security used with respect to unprofitable companies. However
this is not rational because it can lead to rapid loss of control over the company. Neither
is the possibility of receiving additional funding profitable, as companies in poor
financial condition always have their interest rate increased. A willingness of a credit
institution to issue a loan could also be a concealed intent of a hostile takeover. If there
is more than one suitable offer, a manager has to choose the most favorable loan offer
and send the application to the selected bank.

In the case of a negative decision from the bank, the system initiates the next
subprocess ‘Applying for public aid’, e.g.

• co-financing of new job positions in areas threatened by structural unemployment,
• equipping companies with pro-ecological technologies that eliminate CO2

emissions,
• support for companies employing the disabled,
• subsidized loans used to finance innovative technologies.

As in the previous subprocess, it is necessary to check all available aid funds.
Specification of this subprocess is as follows:5

Sub-process: Requesting new sources of financing 
input 

Bank and Credit Institution list of offers and financing conditions
Report on corporate credibility 

preconditions: unsatisfactory financial forecast
activities: 

- analysis of offers and financing conditions
- checking of financial standing of company4

- selection of the best offers
- request of manager decision (approve the offer or reject)

exception handling: obtain of short-term credit lines (3 months)  
postconditions: acceptance or rejection from bank or credit institution
output:Information about the possibility to obtain a credit
  Recommendation to begin Financial recovery program 
 or suggestion to Apply for public aid 

5 Acquisition of aid funds is followed by a complex administrative procedure. Contests are not always
announced on a continuous basis and not all entrepreneurs can apply for a particular call. Aid funds
very often place additional requirements with regard to the need to transfer ownership rights to the
effects of a project’s implementation. Moreover, material liability associated with inappropriate use
of funds is a problem for managers. Entering the contest may ultimately result in the bankruptcy of
the business as a result of the sanctions entered in the contest rules.
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Financial aid is a solution that only works for a limited number of companies.
External institutions offer additional aid funds based on very strict criteria. The man-
ager has to analyze the available opportunities after feeding the system with the
required data related to public assistance. If the system generates a support program
tailored to the needs of the enterprise, the manager would be asked to prepare and
submit applications. If the application is rejected, then it is necessary to execute the
next subprocess.

Unfortunately, due to poor financial situation, it may be that a company cannot
receive an external financial aid. The basic requirement for applying for public aid is
the necessity to present the corporate performance report as well as forecasts for future
financial situation (analogous reports as presented in Table 1). Usually evaluation of
financial condition in projects co-financed with aid funds is not as restrictive as is the
case with banks. However, an enterprise with excessive indebtedness and continuous
losses will be eliminated in the first selection phase. The reason is the low score in the
section “ability to carry out the project”. Poor financial situation, especially if public
aid is not available, excludes a company from the possibility of obtaining external
financing in form of bank loans. Thus, the last step will be focused on negotiations with
creditors with the aim of conversion of debt to equity. Negotiations with creditors and
searching investors constitute the last chance for a company to survive. The subprocess
can be specified as follows:6

Sub-process Applying for public aid
input:  

EU programs list, governmental funds and programs list, local government funds, and
programs list

Application criteria to be met
Financial data report

preconditions: available financing from banks and other financial institutions
activities: 

- analysis of public aid5

- checking of application criteria
- request for manager decision to choose public aid program 
- preparing and submitting a project application form

exception handling: financial aid to adapt the company equipment to meet the needs of
people with disabilities.

postconditions: acceptance or rejection of submitted application
output: Information about Approved or Rejected application
 Recommendation to begin Financial recovery program 

or Negotiations with creditors and Searching investors

6 Creditors who decide to convert debts into debtor’s equity analyze their ability to recover the
invested funds. In case of legal insolvency proceedings, they rarely recover more than half of the
funds involved. If they decide to convert debt into equity they must be prepared for the possibility of
losing the whole. Therefore, the decision to convert is preceded by hard negotiations. A common
requirement is to favor shares that will be issued by reducing debt. Existing owners will not always
accept these terms, as this can result in loss of control.
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The starting point in any negotiation process is to recognize creditors’ require-
ments. Creditors may expect to acquire a specific number of shares in return for debt
reduction. Creditors generally expect the managers to restructure such a company.
These two elements serve as the basis for starting the process of conversion of lia-
bilities into equity. An increase in equity could be effected by converting liabilities into
shares, i.e. by issuing shares in order to next hand them over to creditors. This method
of raising equity is particularly important under difficult financial situation of a com-
pany that is unable to meet its obligations or is at risk of bankruptcy [21]. Repayment
of liabilities to creditors in the form of shares may contribute to a certain stabilization of
the entity. Likewise, any other form of equity increase will, in this case, allow the
company to recover, and remain in the market. If the conditions for conversion are
accepted by both parties, then parties can then enter into relevant agreement. Negoti-
ations with creditors are the last chance of avoiding bankruptcy.

The creditors’ agreement for the conversion of liabilities into equity is the one of
possibilities for the company to survive [22]. As shown in the above example, con-
version of liabilities into equity should be immediately negotiated even if this is
unfavorable for the current owners. Based on the data provided, the most advantageous
solution is the conversion of liabilities into equity. In the analyzed case, all creditors are
only interested in recovering their debts. In case the creditors are not interested in such
arrangements, the second solution is to search for external investors. It is crucial that
this decision be followed by an analysis of potential threat of some hostile takeover.
This threat does not occur in the analyzed company because its liabilities are spread
among various suppliers and banks. They agree to the conversion of debt into equity
because it is the only way for them to close these transactions without a loss. If there
are no other opportunities to reduce excessive debt, then the company is likely to
legally go bankrupt.

Subprocess: Negotiations with creditors and searching investors
input:  

list of creditors
list of creditors’ requirements
list of potential investors
proposal of financial restructuring 

preconditions: not available aid funds
activities: 

- analysis of creditors’ requirements6, 
- preparing and submission of restructuring program
- negotiations with creditors
- preparing the contract on conversion of liabilities into equity
- if required searching new investors

exception handling: ownership changes of creditors
postconditions: list of creditors, list of investors
output: Results of negotiations;  

in case of success, recommendation to convert liabilities into equity
 in case failure, searching investors

results of searching investors
in case success Financial recovery program
in case of failure, Commencement of bankruptcy procedure
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The presented use case illustrates an approach to support the processes of Emer-
gency Policy. Integration of external sources of information with the contextual internal
data is a way of minimizing uncertainty in the decision process. Identification of
analytical activities as well as assigning a minimum set of information is a relatively
new approach to analytical workflow automation. The conducted preliminary study
may serve as the basis for the use of a process-oriented methodology in financial
analysis.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

The aim of the paper to enrich the financial knowledge by presenting formally specified
business processes has been achieved. The approach was applied to financial analysis
in real-world scenarios. It was made possible to merge the procedural and ontological
perspectives as well as to express process-related knowledge by using standard mod-
eling languages such as BPMN, and OWL in the design, and for reasoning and vali-
dation using BPAL platform. The mathematical regime used in process descriptions
guarantees for precise definition of concepts and relationships in the domain knowl-
edge. Providing formally specified analytical processes and ontology made it possible
to considerably minimize sources of ambiguity and confusion.

Currently there are many process modeling notations such as BPMN, EPC, XPDL,
and Petri nets. From the functional perspective, they should be interoperable, in order
to overcome heterogeneities of different formalisms and map them to one common,
machine-interpretable, process ontology. In addition, the solutions should provide
interrelations to existing domain knowledge as well as enable query and search
facilities.

Giving consideration to a formal view of BPMN, BPAL seemed to us an appro-
priate choice to automate the use of business process knowledge. The formally written
BPAL specifications can be further automatically translated into executable programs
BPEL. Once specification of analytical processes and financial ontology is terminated,
an analyst using BPAL is in a position to verify the correctness of activities enactment
and check whether semantic-constraints are satisfied. If the specification is sound, the
analyst can use the reasoning services and retrieve information from the knowledge
repository of business processes.

We are convinced that the abstract language of process specification provides a
declarative and procedural semantics that can be interpreted, processed, and executed.

Results of experiments carried out are encouraging and reveal practical usability
and acceptance by business experts. Processes of emergency policy are frequently
carried out intuitively. SME managers do not have the necessary knowledge to inte-
grate financial analysis, market trends, and banking issues. Determining the right
moment for a company to implement corrective actions requires complex analysis, and
it is not a straightforward procedure. Sequence of actions that should allow a company
to return to normal business activity is a multi-faceted undertaking that dependent on
individual company. There are many bankruptcy prediction methods based on
sophisticated mathematical models presented in the literature. However, they are not
very adapted to SME.
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An important element is also an identification of the risks that may arise in the
course of implementation of corrective actions. Correct integration of selected financial
analysis indicators and data from the closest business environment is possible with
expert knowledge. Use of appropriate managerial tool is very important for SME. The
solution proposed in the article make it possible to pick the appropriate moment for
recommending and implementing corrective actions. In addition, it allows managers to
choose the best solution based on a company’s prevailing situation and external factors.
An important element is also an identification of the risks that may arise in the course of
implementation of corrective actions.

From the financial perspective, the presented use case leads to the conclusion that
the conversion of liabilities into equity should be carried out when there is a dominant
owner with high potential for raising capital. The reduction of financial liabilities is
highly desirable in order to improve financial standing, however, it is not something
that has to be done at all costs.

Further research work will be focused on a comprehensive process-oriented
approach to problem solving in enterprises. This would not have been possible without
the formally defined knowledge of experienced managers and financial analysts. We
are convinced that process oriented approach can contribute to better coordinate of
activities spanning contextual and functional boundaries of decision support systems.
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Abstract. Over the last few decades process-oriented approach has become an
essential standard for many companies. This situation requires a new outlook on
competency management. The competencies of employees should be considered
in the framework of tasks implemented within the business process. According
to the author’s observations, the greatest challenge is the lack of a consistent
view of the overall aspects of human resources in conjunction with business
process flow. In particular there is a gap between the process models defined in
BPM systems and the competency descriptions defined in HR systems. The aim
of this paper is to propose a solution based on a on Software Competence
Ontology designed by the author, which can be used to support process-oriented
competency management in a software development company. The primary
purpose of the solution is to facilitate finding the best contractors to perform the
business process tasks. With this purpose in mind a method of comparing
candidates’ skills and knowledge was developed. The presented approach can be
useful in process-based and virtual organizations where the environment is
dynamic and frequent changes are needed to preserve the company’s competi-
tiveness and agility. An example proposal of practical implementation of
ontology-enhanced business process model was presented and illustrated by the
process of software configuration management.

Keywords: Competency management � Ontology � Process approach

1 Introduction

With the continuous advancement of technology labor market requirements are also
constantly changing. This is particularly noticeable in the case of IT companies, their
services need to be more adaptable, agile and flexible than ever before. Therefore the
need for new competencies continuously shows up and competencies that are already
in existence, change their definitions [1]. This is reflected in a steady growth of interest
in competency management systems.

Due to the increased need of agility competency-based management is crucial
activity of contemporary business organizations. In this situation information tech-
nology support is the core element of the processes such as recruiting the most
appropriate candidates, effective planning of employee development programs and
project management. In many cases the information about competencies is exchanged
between collaborating organizations.
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Competency management is not new and has been widely practiced by all sort of
companies that develop formal approaches to ensure that they have qualified human
resources to meet their business goals. The practice of competency management is
based on identifying, defining and measuring differences between individuals in terms
of specific work-related constructs, especially the abilities that are critical to successful
job performance [2]. Once they are defined, each employee or potential contractor
should be described according to the those formal definitions. The definitions can be
used in many ways, such as forecasting and scheduling workforce, determining training
goals and measuring achievement of these goals.

Traditionally, competencies are position-specific and based on functional role
analysis [3]. However popularization of process approach as a standard necessitates
changing the ways of defining and identifying requisite competencies, which should be
considered in the framework of tasks implemented within the process rather than by
position of the employee in organization hierarchy.

The IT tools for supporting process modelling should therefore provide possibility
to view the business process from the perspective of competencies required to perform
particular tasks. Provision of information describing needed competencies of individ-
uals involved in the process can help not only in workforce planning for the particular
process but also in other management tasks such as expert finding, personalization of
career paths and staff trainings.

According to Business Process Management (BPM) practices, processes should be
modelled and documented in a form of diagrams representing workflow chart. Docu-
menting the business processes aids communication throughout the organization and it
is important aspect of many popular quality management approaches such as Six
Sigma, Kaizen and LEAN. Moreover business process modelling notation can be
extended with some additional user-defined abstract layers describing some important
aspects of business operations. Linking business process workflows with semantic
descriptions of competencies needed to perform the process would allow for creating
new innovative applications supporting decision making and planning in many
HR-related areas. A formalized semantic description of a domain is called ontology.
Ontologies can be used for creating intelligent applications exploiting automated rea-
soning engines, which by utilizing interrelations between entities can make intelligent
choices in different situations within the domain [4].

According to the author’s observations, the greatest challenge is the lack of a
consistent view of the overall aspects of human resources in conjunction with business
process flow. In particular there is a gap between the process models defined in BPM
systems and the competency descriptions defined in HR systems.

The aim of this paper is to show how the ontology describing competencies can be
linked with business process models to support process-oriented, dynamic competency
management in a company. With this aim in mind a proposal of practical implemen-
tation of ontology-enhanced business process model was presented and illustrated by
the example of a process form software development domain.

Since the subject of intelligent decision support in the converging areas of human
resources and business process management is important to modern organizations there
are many research efforts undertaken, which have been described in Sect. 2. The
research methodology and foundations for development of the framework for
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supporting process-oriented competency management are presented in the Sect. 3.
Section 4 presents the Software Competence Ontology and a conceptual framework of
a platform for supporting competence management in a software company. The usage
scenario of the proposed platform is explained on an example of a process model of
software configuration management. The conclusion and future work section outlines
research contribution, implications for research and practice as well as directions for
discussions and development of the proposed solution.

2 Research Questions and Theoretical Background

The process-based approach is now used routinely by organizations of all sizes, all over
the world, in virtually every industry [5]. Any organization that undertakes a process
redesign or undergoes an ISO 9000 certification must create some kind of process
documentation [6]. However, beyond this formal requirement, business process models
can be useful for multiple purposes other than their primary objective, which is
workflow representation. Business process models are advantageous for organizing
work, understanding problems and business requirements, communicating between
team members and preparing documentation.

Business process notations are also flexible and are increasingly often embedded
into enterprise systems as tools to represent real flow of process instances. The first
such system developed in Poland is Macrologic Merit. The idea of this system is that all
processes taking place in the company are presented in a form of diagrams in a
real-time. This allows managers to monitor, measure, and modify processes they are
running. Process flow and particular operations can be easily redesigned and adapted to
needs of the company. System automatically reflects modifications for all employees
involved in a process [7]. The idea of extending business process models by compe-
tency layer emerged during the author’s experience with this innovative solution
developed by Macrologic.

Since the aim of this study was to elaborate a conceptual framework, which would
allow to connect business processes with information on competency requirements, the
study focuses on addressing the following research questions:

Q1: Is there a need to connect competency requirements with business processes
models?
Q2: Do some tools or conceptual frameworks already exist that offer functionality
of connecting competency descriptions and requirements with business process
models?
Q3: Which existing tools can be useful to develop a solution for supporting
process-based competency management?

To answer the above questions, the main research methodology used was an
exploratory review of achievements so far in related fields to identify the needs and
gaps to be addressed, and to collect recommendations for designing. With regard to the
first question many researchers and practitioners agree that human resource information
systems have to support the process approach. “The company must align its infras-
tructure, such as information technologies and HR systems, to support the process” [5].
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Process-oriented HR-systems incorporate job descriptions based on business process
design and incentive systems that emphasize the process’ needs. Process-oriented HR
systems are identified as important for the maturity of the process orientation in an
organization [8]. HR activities either have to generate the job descriptions directly from
the processes or take the processes as basis for their task in order to not work on
outdated information [9].

Especially in high-tech sector based upon continuously evolving personal skills
which require long education and training, competence management is a strategic issue
that requires careful planning. The strategic competence management issue must be
considered in the frame of a dynamic, process-based view rather than defined in a static
way, as structural attributes of actual or potential employees or groups of employees
[10, p. 221].

As it can be concluded from literature review, there is a need to connect business
process management tools with Human Resource management functions, particularly
with competency requirements to support planning and development of human
resources and to gain another perspective for business process analysis. An overview
commercial offers of BPM software and enterprise systems shows that currently there
are no solutions that would connect process models with competency requirements and
at the same time allow for extracting competency requirements to integrate them with
other systems, such as HR, planning, reporting and decision support.

Analysis of publications in the converged field of competence management and
business process management showed that in the dynamic environment of contemporary
organizations a Competency-Oriented Business Process Analysis [11] can be the right
choice. There are some attempts aiming at enhancing modelling notations by additional
information to offer the specific competency-oriented view of the process [12, 13].

The area of enhancing business process models by competency information requires
resolving two basic issues:

1. Unfortunately none of the current business process modeling languages or tools
support the characterization of the business process in terms of competencies.
Therefore the first issue is to find appropriate notation to include competency data in
process models, which should be precise, human-readable and allow for automatic
processing.

2. The second challenge is to design a formal representation that would be enough
expressive to provide the detailed view of the process from the competency
perspective.

In the BPM area, the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is the de-facto
standard approved by ISO/OSI [14]. BPMN allows for multi-view and high-level
description of business processes. Business Process models are used to communicate a
wide variety of information to a wide variety of audiences. However it does not offer
standard support for the characterization of the business process in terms of many other
specific aspects. These aspects often could be related to the area in which the process is
executed, some formal regulations and standards that the process must comply with.

For example Rodríguez et al. [15] propose an extension for including data quality
requirements in process models. Bocciarelli and D’Ambrogio describe a BPMN exten-
sion for modeling nonfunctional properties of business processes [16]. The extension of
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BPMN facilitating security risk management was proposed by Altuhhova et al. [17].
A comprehensive review and classification of BPMN extensions can be found in [18]. As
there is a lack of methodological guidelines and standardized approaches for creating
extensions of the BPMN, the methods and tools were proposed by Stroppi et al. [19].

The tasks of HR department, such as evaluation and selection of staff or identifi-
cation of training needs, are complex due to large volumes of scattered information,
possibility of misinterpretation and lack of common standards. Therefore the need for
ontological approach in competency management is recognized and appreciated by
many researchers and practitioners. Ontological frameworks supporting competency
management have been proposed by Sucre and Pernalete-Chirinos [20], Kimble et al.
[21], Toader [22], Ortega-Gonzalez et al. [23], Janev and Vranes [24].

It should be noted that there are many current activities in the area of modelling and
standardization of competency management. The initiatives are oriented on creating
and maintaining different competency models, for example:

• IMS-RDCEO - The Reusable Definition of Competency or Educational Objective
(RDCEO) specification provides a means to create common understandings of
competencies that appear as part of a learning or career plan, as learning pre-requisites,
or as learning outcomes. RDCEO provides unique references to descriptions of
competencies or objectives for inclusion in other information models [25].

• HR-XML is a library of XML schemas developed by the HR-XML Consortium,
Inc. to support a variety of business processes related to human resources man-
agement. The competencies schema which is a part of HR-XML allows for cap-
turing of information about evidence used to substantiate a competency together
with ratings and weights that can be used to rank, compare, and evaluate the
sufficiency or desirability of a competency [26].

• InLOC [27] provides ways of representing intended learning outcomes, including
knowledge, skills and competencies, so that the related information may be com-
municated between and used by ICT tools and services of all kinds, interoperably.

• O*NET [28] – is a database of all occupations in the US economy. It provides
taxonomy of competencies and their elements and such as knowledge, skills,
abilities and many other. The data was collected from companies operating in
United States. The O*NET database can also serve as statistical tool to examine
labor market in USA because it contains results of measurement of competency
levels. O*NET-SOC can serve as a reference taxonomy of occupations.

The information models specified above can be used to exchange competency
definitions between learning systems, HR-systems, repositories of learning content,
databases of competency or skills, and other relevant systems. They can provide
frameworks and guidelines for developers of detailed domain-oriented solutions.

The focus of this study is on software development domain therefore as a base for
creating taxonomy for building Software Competence Ontology the following frame-
works have been considered and examined:

• e-CF – European e-Competence Framework [29],
• SFIA – Skills Framework for the Information Age [30],
• ITCM – Information Technology Competency model [31],
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• ITC ACM – Information Technology Competency Model Association for Com-
puting Machinery [32],

• UNESCO ICT-CFT - UNESCO ICT Competency Framework for Teachers [33].

The frameworks mentioned above may provide inspiration for creating domain
ontologies for specific applications supporting competency management in IT com-
panies. After examining many criteria (such as scope, structure, granularity, orientation,
license, compliance with European standards and available documentation) of each of
the above frameworks, the European e-Competence Framework was selected. The
e-CF encompasses the IT domain sufficiently to be applied in practice, and it seems
most suitable for software development domain. The added value of the e-CF is also
the fact that it is recommended by European Committee for Standardization. The
motivation for creating Software Competence Ontology and its designing process and
characteristics are presented in the next section.

3 Research Methodology

3.1 Foundations for Development of Software Competence Ontology

Ontologies are the most expressive form of knowledge representation. They describe a
piece of reality as a collection of classes of entities and the relationships among them.
Ontologies contain a controlled vocabulary or terminology and a semantic network that
encodes the relationships between each term of the vocabulary [34].

As a starting point, a comprehensive literature review was undertaken to explore
the approaches to development of ontology-based frameworks. On the basis of several
research works [35–38] three main stages of the ontology building process were
identified:

1. Specification is the process of defining goals, scope of ontology, and resources to
be used (existing taxonomies, descriptions of central domain concepts) and use
cases.

2. Conceptualization can be seen as the process of building controlled vocabulary of
concepts, defining hierarchical relations and specification of additional elements
such as instances, slots (non-hierarchical relations and properties), facets (restric-
tions and values).

3. Formalization means encoding the elements created while conceptualization in
selected knowledge representation language.

Creating a good taxonomy from scratch can be difficult and time-consuming, so it is
recommended to find some existing one to use it. In this study the European
e-Competence Framework was chosen as a base for construction of Software Com-
petence Ontology which is described in Sect. 4.1. Another good reason for using
existing taxonomies is the need for standardization. Standards provide a solid foun-
dation upon which to develop new applications and enhance interoperability of existing
ones.

Codification of competencies is the area well-suited to exploit ontologies because
competencies can be organized in a form or hierarchy that represents different levels of
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abstraction – from very general areas to very detailed pieces of knowledge and skills.
Different use cases of Software Competence Ontology are explored and clarified with
examples in Sect. 4.

Probably the most widespread use of ontologies is for enhancing searching capa-
bilities of software applications. Ontology of competencies can be important and
prevalently used in a wide range of enterprise applications, particularly in the domains
such as human resources, manufacturing, project management. By using the logical
structure of concepts and their relations it is possible to search for people with similar
or complementary competencies regarding the domain and the level of knowledge and
skills. There is also a number of other potential applications of ontology of compe-
tencies such as analyzing text documents, websites and process models with the aim to
identify elements of competency descriptions.

One of the major potential benefits of constructing ontologies is that they can be
implemented in reasoning software. The analysis of the graph structure can reveal
relations that are not explicitly specified anywhere else. Ontologies can be visualized in
many ways. Mapping the ontology to visual form improves understanding of the
domain knowledge and helps to reduce many weaknesses of management information
systems [39]. Another advantage of the ontological approach is that knowledge is easy
to maintain – insert new items, delete inappropriate ones, adding attributes and
relationships.

3.2 Extending Business Process Models

In the business process management area, the Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) is the de-facto standard approved by ISO/OSI [14], which allows for
multi-view and high-level description of business processes. BPMN provides means to
describe collaboration, choreography and conversation aspects of business processes.
However it does not offer standard support for the characterization of many other
important aspects of the business process. These aspects are often related to the area in
which the process is executed, some formal regulations and standards that the process
must comply with.

BPMN2.0 offers extensibility mechanism for enhancing standard BPMN notation
with user-defined attributes and elements. This extensibility feature allows for addition
of new types of artifacts. Modeling tools may include features to hide, or show these
artifacts. However the operations of adding the artifacts, hiding or showing them do not
influence the sequence flow of the BPMN model. This is to ensure that BPMN dia-
grams always have a consistent structure and behavior [40]. The extension element
imports the definition and attributes with their values do the BPMN diagram.

The BPMN2.0 extension element consists essentially of four different classes which
are [41, p. 179]:

• ExtensionDefinition - defines additional attributes,
• AttributeDefinition - presents the list of attributes that can be attached to any BPMN

element,
• AttributeValue - contains attribute value.
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Adding new concepts to the model provides possibility to analyze it from different
perspectives. From the point of view of competency management, BPMN models can
be enhanced by artefacts representing competencies necessary to run the process. Such
an extension would allow for establishing and populating competence requirements
across the organization, its business partners and job candidates. BPMN models with
references to the descriptions of the required competencies create yet another per-
spective for analyzing the process performance regarding human factor. Moreover
having a unified model for description of competencies allows for addressing them on
the stage of process design and further adjusting the process according to the current
abilities of human resources.

4 Research Findings and Discussion

4.1 The Concept of Software Competence Ontology

In this study the European e-Competence Framework (e-CF) was used as a reference for
formalizing and codifying employees’ competencies. The choice was governed by many
features of the e-CF, which make it suitable for applying it in software development
domain. The e-CF is not based on job profiles but rather task-oriented. The process-based
approach is more flexible and suitable for project-oriented companies (which is common
in software industry) characterized by dynamic nature of the work environment, where
employees are often from different departments and have different job titles. The e-CF
provides general and comprehensive specification of e-competencies described in a
multidimensional structure which consists of:

• 5 competence areas - derived from the general framework of ICT business process
consisting in five phases: (A) plan, (B) build, (C) run, (D) enable, (E) manage,

• 40 competencies,
• 5 generic proficiency levels – each competence has a set of its specific proficiency

levels. where 1 denotes the weakest knowledge or skills,
• knowledge and skills examples for each competency – represent the knowledge and

skills expected or required. The examples are provided to add value and context and
are not intended to be exhaustive [42].

The dimensions of e-CF can be customized into different contexts from ICT
business. The classes and relations defined in Software Competence Ontology are
presented on Fig. 1. The classes are:

• Person – a person can be an employee or a candidate for job.
• Competence – which is compound of knowledge and skills. A person may have

evidenced knowledge and skills, which indicate competency in the given area.
• Knowledge – information acquired by the person.
• Skills – the ability act effectively and to apply knowledge to practice.
• Scale – is a set of reference values describing the level of skill or knowledge.
• Level – describes knowledge or skills presented in the particular scale.
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Knowledge of the person can be evidenced by certificates, scientific and profes-
sional degrees achieved during studies, while skills are evidenced through practice, for
example experience on a given position, taking part in projects. In the proposed
framework based on Software Competence Ontology we assume that the person cannot
have the competency which is not evidenced by knowledge or/and skills. So the
competency is derived from evidenced knowledge and skills. Figure 2 presents
examples of knowledge and skills for competency “User support”.

One drawback of the e-CF model is the lack of level specification for detailed
knowledge and skills elements. There is only desired level assigned to competencies. For
example, the competence “A.1. IS and Business Strategy Alignment” has desired

Fig. 1. Classes, attributes and relations of Software Competence Ontology.

Fig. 2. Knowledge and skills for competency “User support” (source: Screenshot form Web
application of e-CF [43]).
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proficiency level 4 or 5 (in the 1–5 scale). Therefore to compare the evidenced skills and
knowledge of a person with desired level of competency specified in the ontology it is
necessary tomake assumptions about the desired levels of knowledge and skills elements.

4.2 Evaluation Methods for Decision Support

Software Competence ontology is a body of knowledge describing areas of the domain,
knowledge and skills, so it can be helpful in understanding and defining requirements,
searching through document bases and making annotations on various documents and
process models. However to use the ontology in decision support additional algorithms
are needed. Particularly the issue is assessment of one’s competency and making
comparisons. The framework proposed here allows to measure and compare current
competency levels (on the basis of documents, CV, profiles etc.) to make sure that the
staff members have the expertise needed to add value to the business process.

The e-CF model contains a number of knowledge and skills examples, and the
number is different for each competency. In practice it is often the case that the person
does not have all the skills and knowledge defined for the given competency. Therefore
there is a need for implementing some evaluation method. The solution to this issue is
to calculate the rate of compliance, which represents to what degree the evidenced
knowledge and skills of the person are consistent with the definition of competency.

In the case of “User support” competency there is 5 elements of skills and 5
elements of knowledge. However it is also important to take into account the balance
between knowledge and skills and their importance. In the prototype solution the
weights were used to compute a weighted sum of knowledge and skills and then the
calculated sum was interpreted in the scale 1–3 (as there are 3 levels of proficiency
defined for this competency). Example calculations are presented in the Table 1.

The weights are assigned to knowledge and skills elements by the manager who
should consider the process requirements and goals and ensure that the weights truly
reflect the organizational and priorities.

Table 1. Example calculations of the level of proficiency.

Competency elements
k- knowledge, s-skills

Weight Employee 1 Employee 2 Employee 3

k1 1 x x
k2 1 x x x
k3 0.5 x x
k4 0.5
k5 0.5 x
s1 1 x x x
s2 1 x x
s3 1 x x
s4 0.5 x x
s5 0.8 x x
Total 7.8 4.8 4.5 6.8
Level of proficiency 3 2 2 3
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Ontologies provide a framework for automatic reasoning, the proposed Software
Competence Ontology contains definitions of classes, properties and relations which
allow for posing semantic queries, such as:

• find persons who have evidenced level of competencies at least 3 in the area B
(Build),

• find a person who can substitute with Manager X in the business process Y.

The first example query can be used to determine which of the competencies
evidenced in the employees profiles belong to the area “Build” although the area may
not be explicitly specified in their profiles.

In the second case, if the requirements for the business process Y are defined
according to the areas and levels specified in the ontology, the aim is to find a person
who at least fulfills these requirements (the levels of competencies of the person are
equal or close to requirements). Another approach is to find a person who is most
similar to Manager X regarding values of her competencies. Similarity can be calcu-
lated in many ways e.g. applying selected distance measure and computing distance
between levels of competence of each pair of the persons.

The competency values can be represented as a vector, therefore cosine similarity
measure can be used. The example calculation is presented in Table 2. The cosine
similarity for two vectors A and B is calculated as follows:

similarity ¼ cosðhÞ ¼ A � B
Ak k � Bk k ¼

Pn

i¼1
AiBi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

i¼1
A2
i

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

i¼1
B2
i

s

Where:

A – the vector representing values of competencies of the Manager X
B – the vector representing values of competencies of other employee

The cosine similarity factor in the above example shows that the most appropriate
candidate to substitute Manager X is Employee 3.

Table 2. Finding similarities between competencies of Manager X and other employees.

Competency
needed in
project Y

C.2.
Change
support

C.3.
Service
delivery

D.9.
Personnel
development

E.8.
Information
Security
Management

D.1. Information
security strategy
development

Cosine
similarity

Manager X 4 3 5 4 3 –

Employee 1 3 2 5 3 2 0.98631
Employee 2 4 3 2 2 2 0.93017
Employee 3 4 2 5 4 3 0.99369
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The ontology of competencies also can be helpful if there is a need to analyze
unstructured information such as CVs of candidates or new employees. In such a case
semantic similarity measures can be used. The process of measuring semantic similarity
is iterative and can be as follows:

1. First, the text of the CV is analyzed to find keywords that are present in the
descriptions of ontology classes and properties.

2. The thesaurus is used to find similar words in CV to those that are present in
ontology.

3. Each time the keyword is found it is noted as one point for the given area and
property of ontology.

4. When no more keywords are found the system displays suggestions of the areas and
competencies identified for the given person.

5. The user engagement is needed to evaluate the competencies of the candidate in the
scale 1–5 in the each of the areas as the measures may not be specified (or may be
specified in different ways) in the text of the CV.

Semantic analysis of the terms used in descriptions of the employees’ competencies
is based on the use of a lexical database and semantic similarity algorithms. The lexical
database WordNet [45] can be used as it is particularly well suited for similarity
measures, since it organizes nouns and verbs into hierarchies of is–a relations [46].

The Software Competence Ontology for the prototype of the system was coded
using Protégé [47] platform (Fig. 3). The instances of competencies on the base of
e-CF were imported from MS Excel file using Cellfie plugin of the Protégé platform.

The ontology classes are displayed in a left-top window, on the left bottom of the
figure there are instances of competencies. The “IS and Business Strategy Alignment”
competence is selected. On the right top window knowledge and skills elements for the
selected competency are visible. Competencies are coded according to the 5 areas
specified in the e-CF framework and denoted with letters (A – Plan, B – Build,
C – Run, D – Enable, E – Manage) and numbers.

The next possible use for Software Competence Ontology is to support annotation
of documents evidencing competency and proficiency levels. The descriptions in
employee profile, candidate CV or business process diagram can be compared with
detailed knowledge and skills descriptions in the SCO. Then propositions of references
to the ontology can be suggested. However it should be noted that practical imple-
mentation of such a procedure would require additional dictionaries that contain syn-
onymous words and phrases to those used in ontological descriptions of knowledge and
skills.

In the recent years the concept of process approach to management is gaining
popularity among companies of all sizes. From the perspective of the process approach
the competencies should be seen from the perspective of tasks implemented within the
business process. The business processes are visualized in the form of process models.
The process models are implemented in many modern enterprise management systems
as the tool which depicts the current process instances with connection to generated
documents and responsible bodies. Process models are also a formalized way to sup-
port analysis and improvement. Therefore it may be said that the models link two
different perspectives – business management and the software engineering one.
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A business process model is a step-by-step description of what one or more par-
ticipants should do to accomplish a specific business goal. According to Gartner [48]
business process analysis tools are primarily intended for use by business end users
looking to document, analyze and streamline complex processes, thereby improving
productivity, increasing quality, and becoming more agile and effective. Classical
business process analysis is oriented on analyzing and optimizing business processes
for better productivity by saving time, costs or creating a more desirable product for
customers.

Due to the increased need of agility competency-based management is crucial
activity of contemporary business organizations. In this situation information tech-
nology support is the core element of recruiting the most appropriate candidates,
effective planning of employee development programs and project management. In
many cases the information about competencies is exchanged between collaborating
organizations.

The IT tools for supporting process modelling should therefore provide possibility
to view the business process from the perspective of competencies required to perform
particular tasks. Provision of information describing needed competencies of individ-
uals involved in the process can help not only in workforce planning for the particular
process but also in other management tasks such as expert finding, personalization of
career paths and staff trainings.

Fig. 3. Software Competence Ontology displayed in Protégé (source: Own elaboration using
Protégé [47]).
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4.3 Example Scenario of Software Configuration Management Process

This section describes a proposition of a solution which integrates process models with
Software Competence Ontology (SCO). The issue is presented on basis of software
configuration management (SCM) process. SCM is one of the processes being integral
part of software engineering projects carried out by software companies. A. Leon
defines Software Configuration Management as “the art of identifying, organizing, and
controlling modifications to the software being built by a programming team
[49, p. xxi]. The process of software configuration management consists of identifying
and defining the configuration items, controlling the release and change of these items
throughout the system lifecycle, recording and reporting the status of configuration
items and change requests, and verifying the completeness and correctness of config-
uration items. It is a knowledge-intensive process that involves cooperation of many
participants such as, managers, analysts, developers, testers and end-users.

The goal the SCM process is to successfully deliver a software product to a cus-
tomer or market in accordance with customer’s requirements and software company’s
business plan [50]. The decisions taken during this process by project managers are
usually taken under the pressure of time and require skills from the areas such as:
software design, construction, testing, sustainment, quality, security, safety, measure-
ment and human-computer interaction.

The performance of SCM process is essential for software company because it
directly impacts the customer satisfaction. Therefore decisions taken during the SCM
process should regard both the customer’s needs and the business case perspective.
Knowledge of related disciplines is very important as well as cognitive skills and
behavioral attributes of the team members. The BPMN diagram of software configu-
ration management process enhanced by competence artifacts is illustrated on Fig. 4.

The presented business process model is annotated by the information on compe-
tency requirements. The annotations are added as additional artefacts connected to the
process tasks with dotted line. To make the diagram more readable added elements
contain symbols (for example: A1, B2, C2) which reference to the Software Compe-
tence Ontology. The symbols are displayed in a form of hyperlinks so it is possible at
any time to look up the detailed descriptions of knowledge and skills needed on each
stage of the process.

In the example scenario a project manager wants to find the right people for
preparing software and hardware configuration report which is one of the tasks in
software configuration management process (Fig. 4).

The manager formulates a query to find persons who have competency denoted in
the process model as: B3(S5), which is described in SCO as follows:

• B – area “Build” – consists of competencies needed for building software.
• B3 – Competence no.3: “Constructs and executes systematic test procedures for ICT

systems or customer usability requirements to establish compliance with design
specifications. Ensures that new or revised components or systems perform to
expectation. Ensures meeting of internal, external, national and international stan-
dards; including health and safety, usability, performance, reliability or compati-
bility. Produces documents and reports to evidence certification requirements.”

• S5 – Skill no.5 of reporting and documenting tests and results.
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The required level of competence are declared in the ontology using scale 1–5,
where 5 means the most advanced knowledge and skills. Meanings of particular levels
are also explained in ontology.

The solution of integrating previously presented process with Software Compe-
tence Ontology is aimed first of all to facilitate finding the right person to perform a
task in the process. Moreover the Software Competence Ontology can act as “common
language” to describe the details of employees’ profiles, annotating the CVs of job
seekers, creating job postings and building a database of existing or potential business
partners.

A general scheme of the platform supporting competency management is presented
on Fig. 5. The project manager, process owner or HR manager while analyzing
business process from the perspective of the competencies can formulate a query and
receive the list of potential contractors able to perform particular tasks.

The contractor can be an employee, a job seeker or a business partner who has
knowledge and skills fully or partially consistent with the defined requirements. If there
is no single person having all the required knowledge and skills for the given task, a
team can be formulated consisting of the suggested individuals.

There are many resources of competency data to use. The internal resources contain
employees’ profiles and CV of job candidates. The external data sources may include
information extracted from job hunting websites and databases shared by other orga-
nizations. If there are no people with proper competencies among the employees the
database of job candidates or external databases exposed by business partners or job
hunting portals can be searched through. For the solution to work all the resources
should be annotated with ontology concepts and references to knowledge and skills
elements specified in the Software Competence Ontology.

Fig. 4. BPMN diagram of software configuration management process with competency
annotations. (source: [44]).
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Research Contribution

This work contributes to existing research on competency management and business
process management by proposing the new ontology-based solution to integrate
competency requirements with business process models. The use of ontology as a
conceptual schema for representing competency requirements creates many useful
possibilities that have not been proposed in other studies from this field. In particular,
the presented framework facilitates reasoning, knowledge sharing and reuse. The
possibility to analyze business processes form the competency perspective is useful for
planning and selection of staff for particular tasks.

The changes in technology and economic environment create the need for con-
tinuous adjustment of business processes and searching or developing new compe-
tencies. Human capital is the carrier of the organization’s knowledge and skills,
therefore developing core competencies of the organization requires developing indi-
vidual and team competencies. The requirements in this area should follow from the
processes and tasks performed by the working group or the whole organization.
Therefore the main focus of this study was on individual and team competencies.

5.2 Implications for Research and Practice

The concept of the platform for supporting process-oriented competency management
has been proposed and illustrated by the example software configuration management
process. IT labor market is, constantly changing due to rapid advancements in tech-
nology and innovative products. New competencies emerge and competencies that are
already in existence, change their contents.

The dynamic approach to manage competencies on the base of business process
flow seems especially significant in the case of knowledge-intensive firms, it also can

Fig. 5. Modules and resources of competency management framework.
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be valuable for process-based and virtual organizations where the environment is
dynamic and frequent changes are needed to preserve the company’s competitiveness
and agility, this is often the case of software companies.

The Software Competence Ontology can be used to design and create metadata
describing the internal and external resources of competency information. It also can be
used to compare candidates and employees against requirements. The methods of
calculating the level of proficiency and finding similarities between competency levels
of individuals were also proposed and explained by examples.

Competency management, can be seen as one of the most important drivers of
business processes performance improvement, therefore there is a growing need for
systematic approaches and IT support in this area. The existing competence manage-
ment systems usually use databases and repositories of knowledge and skills
descriptions, which are used in employee profiles to express levels and areas of their
expertise. With emergence of Web 2.0 enterprises started to use social networking tools
to build and publish employee profiles. The mentioned solutions are very popular
however they have two major drawbacks – lack of standardized vocabulary and lack
reasoning mechanisms to determine the competencies of individuals’ by inferring on
different levels of abstraction and detail. These limitations can be addressed by
semantic solutions based on ontologies.

5.3 Limitations and Future Works

The Software Competence Ontology was developed in Protégé on the basis of Euro-
pean e-Competence Framework. The proposed ontology will be developed in the
future, and extended by new perspectives. As the research shows a very important
aspect of ICT projects is competency of communication, in particular cultural and
language competencies [51], which were not taken into account in this study at the
moment. Communication aspect can become the next element of the SCO in addition
to purely technical skills and knowledge.

Increasingly open and collaborative nature of modern organizations involves using
external knowledge resources such as job hunters websites or databases of compe-
tencies that could be exposed by other business entities. This requires enhanced
semantic search algorithms to find similar or the same competencies described with
different terms. Therefore the proposed solution can be extended by additional dic-
tionaries and domain ontologies.
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Abstract. A key aspect of the operation of organisations is execution of
business processes that take place in them. However, completion of specific
tasks requires application of specific knowledge defined by the context of its
use. While for an expert in a certain field, using specific knowledge is a natural
process, for an IT system designer it requires understanding of the purpose of a
business process and places where specific knowledge resources are to be used.
This paper addresses the issues of integrating business processes and organi-
sational knowledge in the process of building systems designed to support
activities connected with the process of an organisation’s security audit. In
particular, it presents the reasons for integration of BPM and KM, elements of a
proposed methodology. The main research findings include: analysis of the
theory of integration of BPM and KM, presenting the stages of building a
business process oriented autopoietic knowledge management support system
and development of a prototype of a system to aid in auditing an organisation’s
personal data protection.

Keywords: Business process � Autopoiesis � Knowledge management

1 Introduction

One of basic challenges faced by organisations is to create optimal business processes
that involve sharing of organisational knowledge [1–4]. In order to facilitate the per-
formance of processes, it is necessary to build IT solutions which, on the one hand,
support the performance of a business process, while on the other hand, provide the user
with the necessary knowledge that aids them in their activity or even substitute them in
decision-making. As indicated by research by Al-Mabrouk [5] and Choy Chong [6], IT
technologies are one of key factors of successful use of Knowledge Management
(KM) in organisations. Knowledge management in an organisation is a complex process
covering various aspects that refer to a whole range of organisational activities.

Akhavan et al. [7] pointed out that the most important key factors of successful
implementation of KM are the aspects of knowledge sharing and knowledge storage.
Therefore, it is important to search for methods for building IT solutions which will
support the process of making organisational knowledge available and storing it. This
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results from the required context of the use of information, which in terms of a process
that is performed can be viewed as organisational knowledge. While, from the per-
spective of KM, knowledge is user-oriented, business processes refer to the operation
of an organisation as a whole.

When addressing the issue of the integration of Business Process Management
(BPM) and KM with reference to IT systems and their impact on participants, it is
necessary to indicate three elements of such a system (Fig. 1).

The key element is a user, who, while participating in a business process, should:

• Understand the purpose and course of the business process in which he/she
participates,

• know which knowledge is necessary during execution of specific tasks,
• have access to knowledge resources that are necessary for performing a process, and

in particular its tasks,
• know effects expected from the execution of a process and measures that can be

used to assess it.

As a result, a developed software solution should integrate knowledge as part of the
tasks executed in a process and make it available to a user while he/she performs
his/her tasks. What’s important, it is a continuous process and refers to both tasks and
whole business processes. As pointed out by Records [8], from the perspective of the
use of KM to support business processes, we have to consider the process flows and
steps, we need to fully understand and design the structure and condition of the
knowledge that will be required to execute the process.

Research conducted by Metaxios et al. [9] indicated a range of problems connected
with the use of IT solutions in knowledge management, one of which was their
inclusion in an organisation’s processes. In particular, knowledge management
mechanisms should, according to respondents, refer to the whole organisation and
participants of a process, rather than only a specific division dealing with knowledge
management in an organisation.

The author’s earlier research [10–13] has shown that the theory of software agent
societies and its use in knowledge-based organisations requires a separate view of the

Fig. 1. Elements of a business process oriented knowledge management system
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characteristics of multi-agent systems. Especially in the area of the application of
methods for knowledge representation in such systems and possibilities of using
autopoietic solutions to support the different stages of the life cycle of the process of
knowledge management [10, 14]. By applying the theory of autopoiesis, theory of
distributed systems and agent-based approach in designing and building business
processes supported by knowledge management processes, new functions can be added
to a developed system. This aspect will be expanded further in the paper. Power [15]
emphasizes that distributed computing systems are characterized by several features.
The first of these is the ability to adapt to unforeseen events occurring in a system. In a
static system the failure of one of its components may cause the non-functionality of
the entire solution. In the case of a distributed system, detection of problems with the
functioning of one subsystem may result in its replacement by another. This is due to
the assumed separation of various functions of a system into subsystems. A feature of
adaptation may also result from the need to adjust the function of a system to changes
in its environment. In this case, the adaptation of a system is reflected in the adaptation
of this system, as a whole, to the needs of the tasks that are imposed on a given
solution. As a result, the functionality of one subsystem may be changed or a new
functionality may be added to the system by including a new subsystem.

Research into the methodologies used in designing multi-agent systems [16]
indicated a range of features that should be considered in the context of building agent
societies designed to be used in knowledge-based organisations. Conducted research
[16, 17] found out gaps in the methodologies for supporting design of multi-agent
systems considered in the context of agent societies in the area of their application for
supporting knowledge-based organisations. The author’s current research aims to
define the possibilities of using the theory of software agent society in building a
business process oriented autopoietic knowledge management support system [18–20].
One of the aspects of creating autopoietic systems to support the integration of business
processes and knowledge management is the methodological aspect of the development
of such systems [21], which is addressed in the paper.

The aim of the paper is to analyse the issues of modelling the integration of
business processes and knowledge management, considered in the context of autop-
oiesis of IT systems. Section 2 presents reasons for integration of BPM and KM.
Section 3 shows an element of a developed methodology for supporting integration
processes as part of organisational knowledge business processes. Section 4 presents
selected elements of a developed design of software for supporting data security audit,
developed based on the methodology presented. The summary will feature the diag-
nosed advantages and disadvantages of the proposed approach.

2 Problems of Designing the Integration of Business
Processes and Knowledge Management

As was pointed out earlier, one of the approaches in the development of IT systems
designed to support an organisation’s activities is creation of systems aimed at sup-
porting business processes and managing an enterprise’s knowledge. Business process
support systems are focused on performance of an organisation’s ongoing tasks.
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Knowledge management systems, in turn, refer to the process of gathering, processing
and distributing knowledge in an organisation. Essentially, this knowledge should
support performed processes and provide employees with necessary knowledge [22].

Integration of business processes and knowledge management systems as part of a
system being developed may refer to the process of the performance of a task
undertaken in a business process or support for a decision-maker participating in the
process. This paper will address the latter issue. As was pointed out by Bitkowska [23],
a knowledge management system can be divided into four sub-systems:

• Databases – which refer to data access and knowledge sharing,
• Organizational language – which allows the terms used in an organisation to be

understood,
• Network links – which enable access to information and knowledge within an

organisation and beyond, and
• Transfer – which enables transfer of knowledge between individuals.

From the perspective of integration of KM and BPM, these sub-systems have to be
subject to contextual integration as part of business processes in which they will be
used. For that purpose, it is necessary to develop IT solutions designed to support such
processes. In terms of the use of Business Process Management in Knowledge Man-
agement, the following postulates of this approach can be formulated [24]:

• business processes, if modelled and captured in business process repository, are a
part of codified intellectual capital of the organization,

• knowledge processes in an organisation should be a part of business process
repository, and

• business process repository could be used for knowledge creation, sharing and
distribution.

The postulates presented here refer to life cycles of knowledge management sys-
tems indicating the necessity for connecting them with process-based approach. What’s
important, the knowledge about a business process should be treated as an organisa-
tional knowledge resource. This produces a loopback where the knowledge contained
in a knowledge management system supports the execution of a business process,
which, improved in this way, affects the organisational knowledge resources. Thus, this
process should not only involve the aspect of an organisation management but also
processes of designing and building IT systems that will support these processes.

In terms of the support for participants of a business process, it is reasonable to
separate the system’s elements that are responsible for the implementation of a process,
its flows and orchestration from analytical systems that support decision-making pro-
cesses [25]. This makes it necessary to build integrating solutions which, apart from
linking organisational knowledge as part of business processes, will be able to
autonomously process and provide decision-makers with knowledge that is necessary
for performing tasks they undertake. One of the postulated elements that integrate BPM
and KM is the aspect of knowledge codification, which should be ensured by such
systems. In this case, problems that can be solved by such systems (against the
background of integration of Business Intelligence and KM) include [26]:
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• lack of support in defining business rules for getting proactive information and
support in consulting in the process of decision making,

• lack of a semantic layer describing relations between different economic topics,
• lack of support in presenting the information of different users (employees) and

their individual needs, and
• difficulty in rapidly modifying existing databases and data warehouses in the case of

new analytic requirements.

The problem that appears during the design of systems discussed in this paper is
specification of business processes and knowledge resources, as well as translating the
defined elements of the system into the application of an IT system designed to support
a decision-maker’s actions. The definition of organisational knowledge resources in the
form of knowledge portals forces a decision-maker to search for specific knowledge
needed to perform their tasks. On top of that, part of organisational knowledge can be
scattered in the organisation, and tasks will take more time to perform. It is thus
reasonable to support the process of integration of organisational knowledge as part of
the tasks of business processes performed by decision-makers and to facilitate the
methods for building IT systems that aid adaptation of knowledge to process partici-
pants. In article [21] author presents a range of guidelines on how to define such
systems and it’s methodology:

• strategic view of the process of developing such a system connected with the
necessity of building a technical system and a social one related with the philosophy
of an organisation’s operation,

• focusing the system on the operation of an organisation, in particular its participants
and environment,

• codifying organisational knowledge and inclusion into its resources of the new
knowledge created by the system,

• defining the context of using organisational knowledge as part of business
processes,

• necessity of codifying meta-knowledge (knowledge on the organisation’s knowl-
edge resources) in order to include it in the organisation’s business processes,

• necessity of using certain execution standards and mechanisms that enable defini-
tion of business processes, storage of their templates as well as launching and
evaluation,

• necessity of defining not only information flows but also social and organisational
relations within an organisation connected with the transfer of organisational roles
to the technical system and business processes,

• separation of both the systems from each other and modelling of their functional
relationships as part of the stages of the performance of business processes,

• necessity of defining various kinds of organisational knowledge in terms of business
process-oriented knowledge and KM-related knowledge, and

• possibility of relating the architecture of a system being developed to life cycles of
BPM and KM in order to better understand the principles of its operation and
functional scope.
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Notations designed to support business process modelling, such as ARIS [27],
BPMN [28] or IDEF0 [29], do not provide ready solutions that specify what knowledge
will be provided to a decision-maker during their tasks, its sources or specification.
This problem may be solved by using e.g. the KMDL (Knowledge Modelling and
Description Language) language [30], but such solution in the case of business analysts
requires the use of a new notation when business processes in a company are already
documented by means of business process-oriented notations. When a new design
notation is used, all the elements of a process have to be mapped to new artefacts.
Another problem that appears is specification of knowledge resources. Applied nota-
tions usually define their own artefacts describing organisational knowledge without
clear indication of how they are codified in the IT system. This results in inconsistency
between the definition of knowledge resources in the design and their actual imple-
mentation in the IT system. Often, proposed design notations do not address the issues
of standards for specification of knowledge resources, defined e.g. by W3C organi-
sation, which indicate what the structure of the ontology describing knowledge
resources should look like.

Specification of knowledge resources based on proprietary sets of artefacts does not
allow for their direct translation into available standards for knowledge codification. By
using standards for describing knowledge resources in the form of ontology description
languages OWL, OWL 2, RDF or RDFS, it will be possible to use the developed
ontology again in another project and organisation. This is possible thanks to semantic
description of the meanings of the terms used in ontologies.

Another aspect is semantic identifiability of the terms used during the design of
knowledge resources by a knowledge engineer, which would make it possible to use
the ontology for designing purposes (interpretable by the IT system being designed and
by process participants) and for the purpose of system implementation. It would allow a
once prepared definition of knowledge resources to be an element of design specifi-
cation, an element of the system being implemented and to be used to integrate an
organisation’s knowledge resources with other ontologies.

The literature offers [31, 32] a range of studies which define how knowledge is
codified based on ontology description languages. The main types of ontology include
core, upper-level, domain, task, and application ontologies. The example presented
further in the paper represents domain ontology with elements of application ontology.
It can be concluded that in terms of integration of business processes as part of
knowledge management systems, it is necessary to create solutions that ensure:

• The use of generally accepted standards for describing an organisation’s business
processes, which will allow already operating organisations with diagnosed busi-
ness processes to easily integrate the knowledge management system as part of
employees’ tasks.

• The use of standardised descriptions of an organisation’s knowledge resources in
the form of ontologies and ontology description languages and possibilities of using
already applied standards in the process of defining field ontology.

• Mechanisms that allow for translation of the defined ontologies into a format that
can be recognised by IT systems, thus shortening the time it takes to implement the
system (the ontology developed at the stage of specifying the system’s knowledge
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resources will be able to be automatically used during its implementation) and
ensuring interoperability of knowledge resources across various projects and
organisations.

• Linkage of the process of specifying business processes and organisational
knowledge resources with the process of designing not only systems that automate
the performance of processes but also systems that support decision-making.

• The use of codified knowledge resources in defining business rules of a business
process and rules for the operation of a decision-making support system. Such
translation makes it easier to define control mechanisms that control the operation of
a system’s elements.

• Extension of the architecture of built systems for integration of business processes
and knowledge management by autopoietic elements that support decision-makers’
actions through processing the codified resources of the system’s knowledge.

The first four postulates refer directly to the aspect of integration of BPM and KM.
The next two are connected with integration of autopoietic solutions as part of such a
solution. The use of the theory of autopoietic systems impacts additional features of the
solution being developed. They include: partially open, self-reference, self-control,
boundary-generation, self-organisation through self-production. In such systems,
business processes are performed dynamically based on system-resident components,
and are subject to constant control. By using the theory of autopoiesis in the process of
supporting the performance of business processes, system elements are not only subject
to self-organisation, but - through the process - performed production processes can be
reproduced and then incorporated into the business process being performed. These
actions are carried out in a partially open system, where system elements interact with
one another, which is equipped with control mechanisms that limit undesired beha-
viours within the whole system.

The methodology presented further in the paper and the tool developed to support
its implementation fulfils the above-mentioned postulates and constitutes a response to
the problems pointed out in this chapter.

3 Elements of the Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology has been developed based on three main stages with a
loopback, which involve the specification of business processes of an organisation, its
knowledge resources and an autopoietic element that facilitates integration of knowl-
edge resources within a business process [21]. The methodology comprises the fol-
lowing stages: identification and modelling of business processes, identification and
modelling of an organisation’s knowledge resources and designing and implementation
of a process oriented autopoietic knowledge management support system. In accor-
dance with Table 1, the following stages have been identified in the methodology.

The first stage refers to defining the specificity of a business process to be sup-
ported. It may turn out that not all stages of a given process can be supported by the
system. What’s more, this approach helps define information flows between tasks that
can be supported by the system and helps specify the recipients of a created software
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Table 1. Stages of the developed methodology

Objective Executed substages Effects

1. Analysis and development of a business process
Development of the definition of
business processes of an
organization

1.1. Specification of organizations
involved in the process and the
posts performing the tasks
1.2. Determination of relationships
inside the organization. At this
stage, the relationship is defined
within the organizational structure
that supports the system. In the
case of an organization, it is a
structure linking
1.3. Defining the rules of starting
and ending the process
1.4. Diagnosing the business
process tasks
1.5. Diagnosing the business
process events
1.6. Defining the conditions
governing decision gates

Making a map of an
organisation’s business processes
constituting the context for further
use of a system being developed

2. Identification of organisational knowledge resources
Making a map of the sources of
the organisational knowledge that
can be used to build the system

2.1 Identification of codified
knowledge sources (e.g.
documents, websites,
system-generated knowledge
developed in earlier iterations)
2.2 Identification of non-codified
knowledge sources (e.g. experts)
2.3 Development or update of the
ontological model
(meta-knowledge) about
knowledge resources

Codified meta-knowledge about
knowledge sources and their
structure

3. Designing and implementation of a process oriented autopoietic knowledge management support system

Development of the architecture
of the autopoietic system (based
on the earlier specified demands)
that processes organisational
knowledge and provides it in the
context of selected tasks of a
business process. This stage
comprises a range of sub-stages
connected with the development
of a technical system

3.1. Identification of the context
of usage
3.2. Analysis of the roles and
responsibilities of autopoietic
system
3.3 Determining the hierarchical
structure of the relationship inside
the organization
3.4. Preliminary definition of the
architecture of an autopoietic
system
3.5. Indication of the impact of
control mechanism on the
autopoietic system
3.6 Essential definition of the
autopoietic element internal
architecture
3.7 Designing the interaction
autopoietic elements

Development of the architecture
of an autopoietic system that is
equipped with control
mechanisms and uses
communication to support the
performance of business
processes. The effect of its use is
development of the elements of a
business process oriented
autopoietic knowledge
management support system
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solution. This stage can also be aided by application of Use Case Diagram, which is
known from UML notation, but this diagram does not show relations between the tasks
undertaken by the users of a process or the direction of information flow. Therefore, it
can only be used to help understand the assumed functions of a system. On this basis,
the usage context of the system being built is defined. The proposed approach uses the
BPMN notation for specification of the process supported by a business process ori-
ented autopoietic knowledge management support system. This allows for the use of
this approach to an organisation that already has codified processes without the need to
codify them once again.

The definition of a business process alone, though useful in the context of building
transaction systems, is not sufficient in the case of supporting KM. The task of a system
designer to refer to organisational knowledge resources, indicate them and relate them
to the stages of a business process in which they are to be used. As a result, it is
necessary to indicate the ontology that defines the scope of terms used by the
knowledge management system as well as objects that are defined by means of these
terms. In the proposed approach, ontology is defined using the author-developed editor,
which uses notation in compliance with OWL 2 specification. The preliminary defi-
nition of a business process and knowledge resources can precede the process of
designing a business process oriented autopoietic knowledge management support
system. The applied methodology refers to creating the context of its use, architecture,
impact on the environment, the rules used in the system and its iterations. The reasons
for using it in the context of integration of BPM and KM have been outlined in the first
part of this paper. The reasons for integration of autopoietic approach have been
presented in an earlier paper of the author [20, 21]. The application of elements of the
proposed methodology will refer to the process of verification of personal data pro-
tection in an organisation.

4 Example of Application

Pursuant to the Act on personal data protection in force on the territory of Poland
(Personal Data Protection Act (Journal of Laws of 2016 item 922) and the Resolution
of the European Parliament and European Council (UE) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on
protection of individuals with regard to personal data processing and on free flow of
such data, economic entities are obliged to implement a security policy for personal
data protection. One of the aspects of this policy is security audits specified in the Act
which should be cyclically carried out by an Information Security Administrator. Such
audits have to be preceded by establishment of their schedule and approved by a
company’s Board of Directors.

The first problem with supporting an auditor’s actions is connected with the fact
that part of the information he/she processes as part of the audit is stored in IT systems
of the audited enterprise. The systems where such data is stored do not support business
processes connected with personal data protection. The second reason for using the
solutions proposed in the paper is the necessity of examining the process of data
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processing in the context of physical, technical and organisational security measures.
This requires that the person who undertakes such activities not only possesses
knowledge about the processes taking place in the organisation, their participants and
processed information resources, but also checks whether physical and IT security
measures work properly, which often goes beyond the auditor’s competencies.
Therefore, it is reasonable to apply a system for decision-making support which will
facilitate the audit process. Another reason is connected with the auditor’s needs
regarding knowledge resources. In the case of an audit, knowledge about the organi-
sation often has extend beyond the boundaries of the organisation, because the IT
systems used in the organisation can be located at any place (e.g. as a result of using
Cloud Computing), and information flows go beyond the organisation. As a result,
audit-related activities have to refer to the aspect of IT systems and information flows
that are located outside the audited entity. Consequently, we can list a range of pre-
mises that indicate the necessity of using the proposed approach to modelling business
process oriented autopoietic knowledge management support systems:

• Lack of support of the audit process by IT systems of the audited organisation.
• Necessity of possessing knowledge about organisational, physical and technical

aspects of the organisation’s operation.
• Necessity of integrating not only IT systems but above all the knowledge about

processes in the organisation.
• Necessity of providing the auditor with organisational knowledge about the audit

process and knowledge about the organisation itself.
• Necessity of analysing business processes in the organisation and beyond.

Currently available IT systems dedicated to the aspect of personal data protection
do not address these issues in a sufficient way and focus on the process of preparing
audit documents rather than supporting their preparation. The following sections will
present selected aspects of using the proposed methodology in the process of preparing
elements of a system designed to support a decision-maker in this process. All the
above-mentioned stages are supported by design tools developed by the author.

4.1 Stage 1. Analysis and Development of a Business Process

As was already mentioned, the first stage is indication of the context of the system’s
operation connected with modelling the structure of the business process that will be
supported. For modelling of this stage, the notation BPMN has been used. The initial
phase involves establishment of audit schedules which have to be approved by the
Board of Directors (Fig. 2).

On this basis, cyclical audits are performed during which technical and physical
security measures as well as organisational procedures are checked. This aspect is
presented in Fig. 3.

A business process specified in this way indicates only an employee’s tasks to be
performed and is consistent with BPMN notation. In the next steps, it will be extended
by KM elements. This stage has been described in detail in the paper [20].
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4.2 Stage 2. Identification of Organisational Knowledge Resources

Once elements of a business process are defined (in accordance with the developed
methodology), it is necessary to define which resources of organisational knowledge
can be used during its performance. This process can be supported by preparation of a
matrix that defines knowledge resources that will be processed during performance of a
given process or specified tasks of the process that will be supported by the system. In
the example, a matrix of knowledge resources to be used in the process has been
defined. The example matrix has been presented in Table 2.

The knowledge resources diagnosed in this way can be represented in the system as
knowledge resources used by the system. For the purpose of specification of knowl-
edge resources, the developed software allows for the development of an ontology

Fig. 2. Initial phase of the process of information security audit

Fig. 3. Phase of an information security audit
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diagram which uses terms applied in OWL 2 [33]. This enables a knowledge engineer
to adapt the specification of organisational knowledge resources to the requirements
and apply commonly used ontologies that allow for the description of the area of the
problem being modelled. The design presented in the paper uses elements of the
specification The Organization Ontology (W3C Recommendation from 2014) [34].
This ontology uses a range of concepts that enable the description of the structure of an
organisation, its members and roles. Figure 4 shows elements of this ontology and
elements that extent it, as defined by a knowledge engineer. The defined classes and
property assertion are consistent with the specification OWL 2.

Table 2. Fragment of knowledge resources necessary during an information security audit

Knowledge resource Source Type Description

Leave planning
schedule

ERP system Electronic Information on the leave planning
schedule for audited employees

Building layout Archive Electronic/paper Plan of the rooms in the audited
organisation

Site plan Archive Electronic/paper Plan of the audited room
Certificate of the
validity of
inspections and
systems

Organisational
unit

Electronic/paper Documents confirming the validity
of the inspection of fire
extinguishers, alarm system,
fire-extinguishing system, UPC,
anti-virus system

Collection of data
sets

ABI Electronic/paper The enterprise’s personal data sets

List of authorisations ABI Electronic/paper Authorisations to process data
… … … …

Fig. 4. Elements of the domain ontology of the defined knowledge resources of an organisation
based on The Organization Ontology
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Knowledge resources defined in this way can be ascribed to a business process and
used during specification of an autopoietic system. A knowledge engineer can ascribe
certain knowledge resources in the form of class instances to the process defined at
stage 1, define the whole ontology or its fragment. Thanks to that, the person per-
forming the process will have access not only to one/several instances of knowledge
resources, but the whole database. The aspect of the context of connecting OWL 2 and
BPMN notations has been described in detail in the paper [20]. The stages of the
verification of the physical resources have been extended by elements of the presented
ontology. This makes it possible to indicate which elements of organisational knowl-
edge will be processed as part of a business process. At the same time, elements of
knowledge resources, thanks to their semantic codification, can be used in the devel-
opment of an autopoietic system. The definition covering the semantics of knowledge
structures and their implementation can be included into the knowledge database of
knowledge management systems and processed by the other IT systems in an
organisation.

4.3 Stage 3. Designing and Implementation of a Process Oriented
Autopoietic Knowledge Management Support System

In accordance with the proposed methodology (stage 3.1), the process of designing the
system begins with definition of a set of tasks performed by the system. To show the
elements of the proposed methodology, the following set of tasks, as presented in
Fig. 5, has been defined. In accordance with the defined Table 2, the elements of the
tasks performed by the autopoietic system refer to selected knowledge resources. The
possible defined tasks include:

• Providing knowledge resources concerning the leave planning schedule.
• Providing knowledge resources concerning the building layout.
• Providing knowledge resources concerning the site plan.
• Providing knowledge resources concerning the certificates.
• Providing knowledge concerning data sets.
• Providing knowledge concerning authorisations.

The main tasks, which have been defined in this way, can be presented based on a
use case diagram and by means of a diagram of the hierarchy of a system’s tasks. Each
of the defined tasks is subject to a separate iteration during the development of an
autopoietic system and is treated as one case of its usage. Figure 5 shows the results of
one iteration of the developed system with defined tasks of an autopoietic system
linked with the task of a business process. This diagram is built during the execution of
stage 3.2.

The tasks, which are defined in this way, can be combined with roles that are
performed by an autopoietic element. These roles may refer to the process of knowl-
edge processing or actions connected with provision of knowledge to the system from
external systems. Figure 6 shows an example of defined roles of a system as part of the
designed system.

After defining the tasks to be performed by an autopoietic system, the scope of
knowledge and roles of the system’s elements, it is possible to design a diagram of
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programming classes which, thanks to the earlier stages, will be linked to knowledge
resources, the system’s tasks and roles. On this basis, it is possible to define the code of
the autopoietic element. Figure 7 presents a fragment of an autopoietic system class.

As a result, the autopoietic element, which is prepared in this way, is able to
provide a decision-maker with specific knowledge when a given task performed by a

Fig. 5. Diagram of the hierarchy of an autopoietic system’s tasks (providing knowledge
resources concerning the leave planning schedule)

Fig. 6. Diagram of roles of an autopoietic system
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business process is triggered. In this example, it supports, through defined knowledge
resources, the defined stages of the verification of data processing compliance.

An element of the user interface of the developed system has been presented in
Fig. 8.

Figure 8 presents a fragment of a report from an audit process and instances of
knowledge resources to which the auditor has access. The design elements presented
here fragmentarily address the specification of the system, which can be defined based
on the proposed methodology. They do not tackle the aspect of communication
between the system’s elements or analysis of actions undertaken by autopoietic ele-
ments. Examples of the application of these elements of the methodology will be the
subject of the author’s further research.

Fig. 7. Diagram of classes of a designed system

Fig. 8. Example of the operation of the developed system (site plan specification)
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5 Conclusion

The issues of integration of business processes and organisational knowledge man-
agement require addressing the problems discussed above and have to be considered in
the context of participants of this process. The paper showed an example of a
methodology for designing and building a business process oriented autopoietic
knowledge management support system. The presented methodology for supporting
the integration of BPM and KM was extended to include the elements of autopoiesis
designed to support a process being executed. This paper included only selected stages
of designing a system that integrates BPM and KM. In particular, it presented the
process of specifying an organisation’s business process, the process of defining
organisational knowledge in the context of tasks undertaken in a process, the aspect of
extending the specification of a business process to include elements of knowledge
resources and elements of an autopoietic system specification.

5.1 Research Contribution

The theories and their practical application as presented in the chapter represent a
continuation of the author’s research in the area of building business process oriented
autopoietic knowledge management support systems. The research presented in this
paper as well as the author’s earlier papers (indicated in the text of the chapter)
addresses the following research topics:

• Analysis of BPM and KM theories in terms of the possibility of integrating both
these approaches to support the operation of an organisation.

• Pointing out the main problems (addressed in the literature) of the process of
integrating both these approaches with reference to the development of process
oriented knowledge management systems.

• Indicating current design methods used in designing process oriented knowledge
management systems.

• Analysis of the theory of autopoietic systems and its use for supporting the process
of integrating BPM and KM.

• Developing guidelines for building autopoietic systems to support the integration of
BPM and KM and the decision maker.

• Formulating the assumptions of the methodology for designing a business process
oriented autopoietic knowledge management support system.

• Evaluation of the methodology based on the performance of a developed software
solution.

As a result, the research indicates the possibility of extending the theory of inte-
grating BPM and KM (with reference to the development of process oriented knowl-
edge management systems) by new research trends focused on machine processing of
an organisation’s knowledge and knowledge of its business processes, considered
within the theory of autopoietic systems.
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5.2 Research Implication

The research presented in the chapter can be useful for those who seek ways to build
process oriented knowledge management systems focused on machine processing of an
organisation’s knowledge. In the presented approach, the process of modelling an
organisation’s business processes and knowledge resources has been extended to
include stages that support the development of an IT system considered in the context
of the theory of autopoietic systems. The experience gained during the implementation
of the presented project made it possible to point out a range of advantages of using this
approach. They include:

• Supporting decision-making processes of decision-makers by providing them with
contextual knowledge. This knowledge refers to the business process that is sup-
ported and the knowledge resources that are used during the execution of this
process.

• Integration of the ontology on organisational knowledge resources, which can be
used in the subsequent iterations of the process of building a system. Codified
knowledge can be used during the development of new software solutions and can
be published on an organisation’s corporate portal.

• Possibility of terminological integration of defined knowledge resources within the
framework of the terms used in standardised ontologies (the example shows ele-
ments of integration of a domain ontology with The Organization Ontology, which
is a standard of W3C). Thanks to that, the knowledge codified in this way can be
used while building artificial intelligence systems designed to support text analysis.

• The use of elements of BPMN notation and extension of its artefacts by elements
used by a knowledge engineer in designing a system. As was pointed out in the
paper, one of the problems in designing integration of BPM and KM is the problem
related to standards that support their design. In the example discussed in this paper,
well-known and applied approaches to designing business processes and organi-
sational knowledge resources were used.

• Indication of methods for integrating autopoietic systems as part of decision-making
processes of a decision-maker. The reasons for adopting the autopoietic approach
have been discussed in the author’s paper [21].

• Iterational character of the approach with respect to certain tasks of a business
process. Thanks to that, new functions of a system are added during successive
iterations. This contributes to better understanding of the operation of a system and
allows it to be tested after new functions have been added.

• Possibility of using this approach to build systems that automate business processes
and systems designed to support business decisions. In particular, based on
autopoietic systems developed in the context of the theory of software agent
societies.

Apart from the advantages connected with the applied designing methodology, the
work on the project revealed more advantages related to the support of business pro-
cesses to be supported by developed software. The execution of the project resulted in
the improvement of the understanding of processes that take place in an organisation,
the time of their completion and the aspect of sharing knowledge about the process
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itself as well as the knowledge necessary for its execution. In particular, the following
impact of the implementation carried out on an organisation’s operation can be
highlighted:

• Definition of a range of business processes related with the process of personal data
protection audit, which has contributed to audited persons’ better understanding of
the principles of the organisation’s operation. Thanks to their codification in
BPMN, the person subject to an audit process knows its rules and how it is per-
formed. Additionally, business processes defined in this way can become an ele-
ment of a map of business processes taking place in an organisation and be used by
an autopoietic system.

• Development of the ontology of organisational knowledge resources, which allows
knowledge resources to be linked with business processes performed in an organ-
isation. Defined knowledge resources can be used in the process of extending the
functionality of the developed software solution. Additionally, if further processes
taking place in an organisation are diagnosed, they can be re-used and assigned to
further tasks of a business process.

• Inclusion of defined knowledge resources into the operation of an organisation’s
knowledge portal. Thanks to that, knowledge on the performance of the process of
verification of personal data protection and other defined business processes can be
made available to employees and help them to better understand how the organi-
sation works.

As a result, the proposed solution supports a typical life cycle of the process of
knowledge management and applies to knowledge generation, knowledge evaluation,
knowledge sharing, knowledge leveraging and knowledge discovery. From the per-
spective of an auditor, the solution has contributed to acceleration of the process of
preparing post audit documentation through its partial automation due to the devel-
opment of an editor for post audit documents.

5.3 Research Limitation and Future Works

The main limitation of the method presented in the paper is its focus on BPMN and
OWL language, which can be used to model an organisation’s knowledge resources.
As a result, those who model the system need to know both these solutions. Another
limitation is that its use is time-consuming due to iterative cycles that are executed to
add new features of the system. As a result, development of the BPMN model of a
process (stage 1) and knowledge resources used by process participants (stage 2) does
not result in completion of these stages, as going to stage 3 may result in the emergence
of new knowledge, generated and processed by the autopoietic system. The theory and
example of using a solution designed to support an organisation’s operations as pre-
sented in this chapter do not exhaust the issues addressed in it. The author’s future
research will focus on defining measures that can be used to evaluate the performance
of the system, and on developing a tool to support the processes of simulating the
progress of business processes in an organisation using an autopoietic system.
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Abstract. Social media has become a source of large amounts of data that is
extremely useful when data are analyzed properly. Data mining is one of the
known techniques to analyze data to find hidden information from a large
amount of available data without having prior hypotheses. The objectives of this
research were to (1) find the most important factors influencing positive reac-
tions from customers after seeing online advertising in social media, (2) find the
most important factors influencing purchasing merchandise that are advertised
online, (3) identify customer clusters characteristics that have positive reaction
after seeing online advertising in social media, and (4) identify customer clusters
characteristics that purchase merchandise after seeing online advertising in
social media. The sample size of 370 is collected by questionnaires using
convenience sampling method. Data mining with cluster analysis is used to
analyze data. The findings indicate the characteristics of “product conscious”
and “price conscious” clusters for customer’s reaction and purchasing after
seeing online advertising in social media.

Keywords: Data mining � Social media � Cluster analysis

1 Introduction

With high popularity of social media, several social media websites were developed
such as Line, Facebook, Twitter, etc. and the usage rate has increased every year. Social
media has become a fast, easy, and less expensive way to reach people in almost every
group categorized by age, occupation, education, etc. The usage of social media is
widely applicable to various business domains such as marketing, knowledge sharing,
customer relationship management (CRM), collaborative activities, organizational
communications, education and training, and several other areas [1]. In the highly
competitive business world, social media has become a source of large amounts of data
that is extremely useful once data are analyzed properly. Social media analytics can be
applied to understand the user sentiments about a company or a product [2]. On the other
hand, companies can understand the consumer’s opinions through social media ana-
lytics [3]. Large companies that have adopted advanced data analytics capabilities
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outperform their competitors by wide margins [4]. When dealing with data analytics,
data mining is one of the known techniques to analyze data to find hidden information
from a large amount of available data without having prior hypotheses. Data mining
provides a variety of methods such as association, classification, clustering, etc. for
analyzing data, but selecting a method to match with the objectives is a challenge.

Marketing campaigns with online advertising are one of the methods that busi-
nesses use for increasing purchasing motivation. Finding target customer characteristics
and customer reactions to social media advertising helps to reach more customers and
is useful information for a marketing campaign. Prior researches [5, 6] attempt to
explore customer characteristics and customer buying behaviors using data mining
techniques. The retail industry has been using data mining techniques for years to
predict what their customers are likely to purchase [7]. Magos and Acatrinei [8]
researched on the factors that influence the recipients to open direct emails and make
the subsequent actions on purchasing using data mining techniques. However, Cardon
and Marshall [9] state that social networking sites are now more commonly used for
online communication than email. As social media has started to impact people’s lives,
a study of its usage would thus be significant [10]. In this research, the postive cus-
tomer reaction to advertising in social media is examined by using data mining tech-
nique for cluster analysis. The purposes of this study are to find the most important
factors influencing positive reactions from customers after seeing online advertising in
social media, find the most important factors influencing purchasing products that are
advertised online, identify customer clusters characteristics that have positive reaction
after seeing online advertising in social media, and identify customer clusters charac-
teristics that purchase product after seeing online advertising in social media.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the literature review on data mining
concepts, marketing campaignmethods, and social media advertising. Section 3 explains
the research methodology using theWEKA data mining software. Section 4 presents the
research findings. Section 5 discusses the research findings on the product conscious
cluster and the price conscious cluster. The conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Literature Review

Data mining is defined as the process to extract knowledge from large quantities of data
in order to discover meaningful patterns and rules [11]. Hand et al. [12] defines data
mining as the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected
relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and
useful to the data owner. Han and Kamber [13] defines data mining as a process of
knowledge discovery. Leventhal [14] summarizes that data mining contains three key
stages: finding patterns, interpreting them in order to check their usefulness, and finally
using the patterns to solve business problems. The ultimate goal of data mining is to
discover knowledge and it will be useful in several disciplines. In business, data mining
is used for strategic benefit such as direct marketing, trend analysis, etc. In direct
marketing, data mining is used for targeting people who are most likely to buy certain
products and services. For trend analysis, data mining is used to determine trends in the
marketplace [15].
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Leventhal [14] explains that there are two main types of data mining models as
follows:

1. Predictive model: This model is constructed to predict a particular outcome or target
variable. Commonly used predictive modelling techniques include multiple
regression (for predicting value data), logistic regression (for response prediction)
and decision trees (for rule-based value or response models).

2. Descriptive model: This model gives a better understanding of the data, without any
single specific target variable. Commonly used descriptive techniques include factor
analysis (to extract underlying dimensions from multivariate data), cluster analysis
(for grouping a customer database into segments), and association analysis (for
discovering relationships between items such as retail products).

Prior data mining researches were performed using a variety of methods concerning
customers’ behaviors. Zekić-Sušac and Has [5] proposes an integration of two data
mining techniques, artificial neural networks and association rules, to discover patterns
and customers’ profiles in frequent item purchases. Their results demonstrate the
efficiently-used data mining techniques for recognizing patterns in shopping behavior
and generating new marketing strategies. A study carried out by Noori [6] proposes an
integrated data mining and customer behavior scoring model to manage existing mobile
banking users. The segmentation model is developed to identify customers groups
based on transaction history, recency, frequency, and monetary background. The ability
to identify customers by a behavioral scoring facilitates marketing strategy assignment
and can support marketing actions to attract more customers, maintain customers, and
keep high customers’ satisfaction. Pawełoszek [16] explains that cluster analysis is a
useful and flexible method to discover structures in a data set, however it does not
provide any explanation itself - the semantic interpretation of clustering effects can be
performed by combining the data of each cluster with the knowledge of experienced
members of the implementation team.

A marketing campaign is a specifically defined series of activities used in marketing
a new or changed product or service, or in using new marketing channels and methods.
Marketing activities are efforts to increase awareness for a particular product or service.
Social media is one of the most popular marketing channels due to the ability to reach
large numbers of customers with low cost. Social media advertising helps businesses
find new potential customers by using the users’ own shared information to identify
interest. Rather than reactively targeting users who search for a certain term, social
media advertising proactively targets relevant users before they even begin their
searches. Research on social media has focused on areas such as brand user segmen-
tation and participation, electronic word-of-mouth communication and online brand
communities [17]. Adi et al. [18] proposes that social media browsing intention
mediates the relationship between online shopping orientation and electronic word of
mouth. When online shoppers browse through social media, this online information
search will positively influence consumer attitudes and subsequently promote infor-
mation sharing with peers while also influencing their purchase intentions.

Prior research that relates to the study topics were reviewed as follows: Magos and
Acatrinei [8] researched the factors that influence the recipients to open direct emails and
make an action desired by the company and also studies whether andwhat elements in the
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email would influence them to buy the products or services promoted. The results are
obtained based on a data mining analysis that includes clustering and classification
processes and offers a guide on how organizations should design their email marketing
communications in order to have higher response rates. Singh and Peszynski [19]
researched on the value of social technologies in organizations based on the ‘value
focused thinking’ approach. The findings highlight innovation of internal processes,
creation of organizational identity and new business models, integrated business func-
tions, as well as employee support to be important values of social technology enabled
innovation in organizations. Campbell et al. [20] researched on the segmenting of con-
sumer reactions to social network marketing. The purpose of the study is to understand
how consumers may be segmented with respect to their reactions to social network
marketing. Along with significant covariates such as information search, convenience,
entertainment, age, and gender that predict membership, the results identified five seg-
ments: Passives (mostly ignore social network marketing and seek entertainment),
Talkers (strongly influenced by “word of mouth” and social network marketing), Hesi-
tants (less influenced by social network marketing), Actives (strongly influenced by
social networkmarketing), andAverse (almost entirely ignore social networkmarketing).

3 Research Methodology

Several aspects related to the factors that influence a respondent to react and purchase a
product or service after seeing online advertising in social media are explored from the
literature review. Based on the literature review, the questionnaires are developed and
distributed to people who used to purchase product or service online through social
media such as Facebook, Line, Instagram, etc. The questionnaires are composed of
three parts; the first part is about the demographic data of the respondents, the second
part is about the respondent’s reaction when seeing the marketing campaign in social
media, and the third part is open-ended questions about the respondent’s opinion. The
data has been gathered at the level of samples including 370 respondents aged less than
60 and being either employees, freelancers, entrepreneurs, managers, and/or students.
The data has been collected between January and April 2017 through an online survey
by using the convenience sampling method.

The research directions include: (O1) determining the most important factors that
influence the customers to have a positive reaction after seeing online advertising in
social media; (O2) determining the most important factors influencing purchasing
products that advertise online in social media; (S1) identifying the customers charac-
teristics that have positive reaction after seeing online advertising in social media; and
(S2) identifying the customer clusters characteristics that purchase merchandises after
seeing online advertising in social media.

The data mining methodology used was Cross Industry Standard Process for Data
Mining (CRISP-DM) and the methodological steps were followed: business under-
standing, data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment
[22]. The software used to analyze data is WEKA data mining software [21] and the
attribute evaluator is “GainRatioAttributeEval” for selecting attributes and “Sim-
pleKMeans” clustering algorithm for grouping similar customers in groups.
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4 Research Findings

The analysis results indicate that most of the respondents are students, females, aged
21–30, single, and educational level of Bachelor’s degree, and average income less
than 15,000 THB. The highest percentage on the usage of social media is Facebook,

Table 1. Descriptive results from respondent’s general information.

Gender Frequency Percentage
Males 117 31.6
Females 253 68.4 
Total 370 100
Age Frequency Percentage Average income Frequency Percentage
< 21 years 69 18.6 <=15,000 243 65.7

21-30 years 244 65.9 >15,000 - 20,000 66 17.8
31-40 years 26 7.0 >20,000 - 30,000 27 7.3
>41 years 31 8.4 >30,000 34 9.2

Total 370 100 Total 370 100
Status Frequency Percentage Education Frequency Percentage
Single 317 85.7 <Bachelors’degree 54 14.6
Married 38 10.3 Bachelors’ degree 283 76.5
Others 15 4.1 >Bachelors’degree 33 8.9
Total 370 100 Total 370 100
Occupation Frequency Percentage Social 

media used
Frequency Percentage

Private 78 21.1 Facebook 269 72.7
Government 41 11.1 Line 50 13.5
Freelance 23 6.2 Instagram 31 8.4
Business owner 13 3.5 Twitter 10 2.7
Student 215 58.1 Others 10 2.7
Total 370 100 Total 370 100
Spent/transaction Frequency Percentage Merchandise Frequency Percentage
<= 500 bath 117 31.6 Fashion 200 54.1
>500 – 1,000 
bath 

138 37.3 Accessories 18 4.9

>1,000 – 2,000 
bath 

51 13.8 Beauty and health 35 9.5

>2,000 – 3,000 
bath 

22 5.9 IT and software 54 14.6

>3,000 – 4,000 
bath 

42 11.4 Airplane ticket 12 3.2

Entertain 33 8.9
Others 18 4.8

Total 370 100 Total 370 100
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followed by Line and Instagram. The most purchasing is in fashion merchandise,
followed by IT and software, and beauty and health merchandise. Spending per
transaction is between 500 to 1,000 THB as shown in Table 1.

In order to follow the research directions, the data mining analysis is comprised of
an attribute selection and ranking according to a class attribute (A) and a clustering
process (B).

To identify the most important factors that influence the customers to have a
positive reaction after seeing online advertising in social media (O1), the class attribute
Q13 – ReasonForClickingAdvertisementOnSocial Media is selected.

A. Ranking attributes. This step is done in order to identify the relation between the
class attribute and the others by using “weka.attributeSelection.CorrelationAttribute
Eval”, and the results presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Ranked attributes of Q13_ReasonForClickingAdvertisementOnSocialMedia and the
others.

0.12727 16 Q15_4 Advertise influence buying: satisfaction with merchandises or services
0.08522 22 Q16_3 Marketing campaign influence buying: special rewards
0.08520 11 Q14_5 Influence of advertisement on social media: not buying
0.08507 4 Q12_4 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: link for searching

more details
0.07962 17 Q15_5 Advertise influence buying: more refer in social media
0.07643 13 Q15_1 Advertise influence buying: interesting price
0.07573 1 Q12_1 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: merchandise logo
0.07475 18 Q15_6 Advertise influence buying: like marketing campaign
0.07273 9 Q14_3 Influence of advertisement on social media: sent it out for more

comments
0.06776 2 Q12_2 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: text, image, clip
0.06414 24 Q16_5 Marketing campaign influence buying: others
0.05661 21 Q16_2 Marketing campaign influence buying: having complimentary
0.03896 5 Q12_5 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: package or

merchandise
0.03451 20 Q16_1 Marketing campaign influence buying: high percentage of discount
0.03409 7 Q14_1 Influence of advertisement on social media: immediately buy if satisfy
0.03283 10 Q14_4 Influence of advertisement on social media: irritating and don’t like

advertisement
0.03194 6 Q12_6 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: others
0.03194 12 Q14_6 Influence of advertisement on social media: others
0.03086 14 Q15_2 Advertise influence buying: popular brand
0.0304 15 Q15_3 Advertise influence buying: exciting new merchandise
0.02497 3 Q12_3 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: marketing campaign
0.02362 19 Q15_7 Advertise influence buying: others
0.01728 8 Q14_2 Influence of advertisement on social media: saving information for

further consideration
0.0063 23 Q16_4 Marketing campaign influence buying: having after sales service
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The results present that for the customers, there is a strong correlation between the
reason for clicking advertisement on social media and the satisfaction with merchandise
(0.12727), special rewards (0.08522), not buying (0.0852), and link for searching on
more details (0.08507). Other attributes are ranked below 0.07.

B. Clustering process. The EM (Expectation Maximization) and “SimpleKMeans”
clustering algorithms are used for grouping similar customers in groups. The EM
algorithm is used to identify the approximated cluster numbers. In this case, the result is
two clusters. This value is used as a parameter for the “SimpleKMeans” algorithm. The
algorithm results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Customers clusters based on positive reaction after seeing online advertising in social
media.

No. Attributes Cluster 0
(94, 25.4%)

Cluster 1
(276, 74.6%)

1 Q12_1_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
merchandise logo

0.2128 0.0725

2 Q12_2_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
text, image, and clip

0.266 0.6522

3 Q12_3_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
marketing campaign

0.2766 0.1739

4 Q12_4_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
link for searching more details

0.2234 0.0725

5 Q12_5_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
package or merchandise

0.0213 0.0254

6 Q12_6_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
others

0 0.0036

7 Q14_1_Influence of advertisement on social media:
immediately purchase if satisfy

0.1596 0.1667

8 Q14_2_Influence of advertisement on social media: saving
information for further consideration

0.7447 0.6993

9 Q14_3_Influence of advertisement on social media: sent it out
for more comments

0.0426 0.0326

10 Q14_4_Influence of advertisement on social media: irritating
and don’t like advertisement

0.0532 0.0725

11 Q14_5_Influence of advertisement on social media: not
buying

0 0.0254

12 Q14_6_Influence of advertisement on social media: others 0 0.0036
13 Q15_1_Advertise influence buying: interesting price 0.3617 0.3659
14 Q15_2_Advertise influence buying: popular brand 0.1383 0.1268
15 Q15_3_Advertise influence buying: exciting new

merchandise
0.0745 0.0507

16 Q15_4_Advertise influence buying: satisfaction with
merchandises or services

0.2872 0.3732

(continued)
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Cluster 0. Most customers in this group save information for further consideration
(74%) and are interested in high percentage of discount (64%) after seeing advertising
in the social media. For this cluster, the advertising should emphasize on merchandise
quality as well as price to create more positive reaction.

Cluster 1. Most customers in this group save information for further consideration
(70%), are interested in high percentage of discount (64%) after seeing advertising in
the social media, and are also interested in seeing text, image, and clip advertising
(65%). For this cluster, clip advertising may increase the customer’s interest and create
more positive reaction.

In order to determine the most important factors influencing purchasing products
that advertise online in social media (O2), the class attribute Q1_PurchasingMer-
chandiseOnline is selected.

A. Ranking attributes. This step is done in order to identify the relation between the
class attribute and the others by using “weka.attributeSelection.CorrelationAttribute
Eval”, and the results presented in Table 4.

The results present that for the customers, there is a strong correlation between
purchasing merchandise online and saving information for further consideration
(0.13879), merchandise logo (0.10179), and immediately purchase if satisfied
(0.09747). Other attributes are ranked below 0.09.

B. Clustering process. This process is similar to the one from the previous section.
The results are presented in Table 5.

Cluster 0. This group of customers can be called “Product conscious.” Most
customers in this group save information for further consideration (74%) after seeing
advertising on the social media and purchase when satisfied with merchandise or
services (55%). Seeing text, image, and clip advertising is also interesting for this group
(53%). For this cluster, the advertising should emphasize on quality and brand to justify
the price.

Table 3. (continued)

No. Attributes Cluster 0
(94, 25.4%)

Cluster 1
(276, 74.6%)

17 Q15_5_Advertise influence buying: more refer in social
media

0.1064 0.058

18 Q15_6_Advertise influence buying: like marketing campaign 0.0213 0.0217
19 Q15_7_Advertise influence buying: others 0.0106 0.0036
20 Q16_1_Marketing campaign influence buying: high

percentage of discount
0.6383 0.6449

21 Q16_2_Marketing campaign influence buying: having
complimentary

0.1277 0.1522

22 Q16_3_Marketing campaign influence buying: special
rewards

0.0319 0.0145

23 Q16_4_Marketing campaign influence buying: having after
sales service

0.2021 0.1739

24 Q16_5_Marketing campaign influence buying: others 0 0.0145
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Cluster 1. This group can be called “Price conscious.” Everyone in this group is
concerned about price before purchasing merchandise. Interesting price (100%) and
high percentage of discount (71%) will get these customers’ attention. Customers in
this group also like to save information for further consideration (65%) and are
interested to see text, image, and clip advertising (58%). For this cluster, the oppor-
tunity to purchase at a low price should be emphasized on the advertisement online.

Table 4. Rank attributes of Q1_PurchasingMerchandiseOnline and the others.

0.13879 8 Q14_2 Influence of advertisement on social media: saving information for
further consideration

0.10179 1 Q12_1 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: merchandise
logo

0.09747 7 Q14_1 Influence of advertisement on social media: immediately purchase if
satisfy

0.08843 10 Q14_4 Influence of advertisement on social media: irritating and don’t like
advertisement

0.08675 3 Q12_3 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: marketing
campaign

0.06656 13 Q15_1 Advertise influence buying: interesting price
0.05314 16 Q15_4 Advertise influence buying: satisfaction with merchandises or

services
0.04368 5 Q12_5 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: package or

merchandise
0.04144 2 Q12_2 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: text, image, clip
0.03877 11 Q14_5 Influence of advertisement on social media: not buying
0.03841 22 Q16_3 Marketing campaign influence buying: special rewards
0.0357 17 Q15_5 Advertise influence buying: more refer in social media
0.03195 4 Q12_4 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: link for

searching more details
0.03025 18 Q15_6 Advertise influence buying: like marketing campaign
0.02892 24 Q16_5 Marketing campaign influence buying: others
0.02329 15 Q15_3 Advertise influence buying: exciting new merchandise
0.02039 19 Q15_7 Advertise influence buying: others
0.01614 20 Q16_1 Marketing campaign influence buying: high percentage of discount
0.01488 14 Q15_2 Advertise influence buying: popular brand
0.0144 12 Q14_6 Influence of advertisement on social media: others
0.0144 6 Q12_6 Interested in seeing advertisement on social media: others
0.00799 23 Q16_4 Marketing campaign influence buying: having after sales service
0.00383 9 Q14_3 Influence of advertisement on social media: sent it out for more

comments
0.0038 21Q16_2 Marketing campaign influence buying: having complimentary
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Table 5. Customers cluster based on purchasing merchandises after seeing online advertising in
social media.

No. Attributes Cluster 0
(235, 63.5%)

Cluster 1
(135, 36.5%)

1 Q12_1_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
merchandise logo

0.0894 0.1407

2 Q12_2_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
text, image, and clip advertising

0.5362 0.5852

3 Q12_3_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
marketing campaign

0.2383 0.1333

4 Q12_4_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
link for searching more details

0.1021 0.1259

5 Q12_5_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
package or merchandise

0.0298 0.0148

6 Q12_6_Interested in seeing advertisement on social media:
others

0.0043 0

7 Q14_1_Influence of advertisement on social media:
immediately purchase if satisfy

0.1234 0.237

8 Q14_2_Influence of advertisement on social media: saving
information for further consideration

0.7489 0.6444

9 Q14_3_Influence of advertisement on social media: sent it
out for more comments

0.0468 0.0148

10 Q14_4_Influence of advertisement on social media: irritating
and don’t like advertisement

0.0596 0.0815

11 Q14_5_Influence of advertisement on social media: not
buying

0.017 0.0222

12 Q14_6_Influence of advertisement on social media: others 0.0043 0
13 Q15_1_Advertise influence buying: interesting price 0 1
14 Q15_2_Advertise influence buying: popular brand 0.2043 0
15 Q15_3_Advertise influence buying: exciting new

merchandise
0.0894 0

16 Q15_4_Advertise influence buying: satisfaction with
merchandises or services

0.5532 0

17 Q15_5_Advertise influence buying: more refer in social
media

0.1106 0

18 Q15_6_Advertise influence buying: like marketing
campaign

0.034 0

19 Q15_7_Advertise influence buying: others 0.0085 0
20 Q16_1_Marketing campaign influence buying: high

percentage of discount
0.6043 0.7111

21 Q16_2_Marketing campaign influence buying: having
complimentary

0.1362 0.163

22 Q16_3_Marketing campaign influence buying: special
rewards

0.017 0.0222

23 Q16_4_Marketing campaign influence buying: having after
sales service

0.2255 0.1037

24 Q16_5_ Marketing campaign influence buying: others 0.017 0
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5 Discussion of Findings

The finding from this research are composed of two major issues. First, factors that
influence positive reaction after seeing online advertising in social media and the
cluster characteristics of this group. Second, factors that influence purchasing mer-
chandise after seeing online advertising in social media and the cluster characteristics
of this group. Based on the findings from this research, the most important factors
influencing positive reactions from customers after seeing online advertising in social
media are the satisfaction with merchandise and special rewards. For customer clusters
characteristics, the findings indicate two clusters with the following cluster character-
istics as common characteristics for both clusters: saving information for further
consideration, and interested in high percentage of discount. However, the findings also
indicate that one cluster has the cluster characteristic for being interested in seeing text,
image, and clip advertising. E-commerce business should draw attention to the content
that is emphasized in the advertisement online. If the contents are attractive and
interesting, then customers may feel encouraged to share it on other social networks.
These reposts have more value among the customers since they come from a trusted
source [23]. Finally, merchandise quality and price create a reaction that is more
positive for both clusters.

The strong correlations between purchasing merchandise online and saving
information for further consideration, merchandise logo, and immediately purchase if
satisfied indicate that most customers want to reconsider before purchasing products
unless they are familiar with merchandise logo. However, if they are satisfied with the
products, then they will immediately purchase. For customer clusters that purchase
merchandise after seeing online advertising in social media, there are two clusters: the
product conscious cluster and the price conscious cluster. For the product conscious
cluster, price does not matter as much for shoppers and they decide to purchase based
on satisfaction with the merchandise after thoroughly considering. Merchandise quality
alone can get the product conscious group to purchase or have positive reaction after
seeing online advertising in social media. For the price conscious cluster, they are
looking for an interesting price and a high percentage of discount. Offering interesting
price will draw high attention from the price conscious cluster. However, both clusters
are interested in the advertisement online, and the advertisement that can draw cus-
tomer’s attention should provide interesting text, image, and clip advertisement. The
advertisement should encompass a call-to-action so that it would convince the cus-
tomers to click on the advertisement and continue to purchase the merchandise. The
advertisement should also emphasize the high percentage of discount, which can draw
attention from both clusters from positive reaction and lead to the purchasing of
merchandise after seeing online advertising in social media.

6 Conclusion

Data mining with cluster analysis method is one of the useful tools for analyzing large
amounts of data to extract group characteristics. This research is able to identify two
important group characteristics that have positive reaction and purchase merchandise
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after seeing online advertising in social media. The major findings are the product-
conscious and price-conscious clusters, and proposing the interesting ways to draw
customer attention based on mined information. The major limitation of the research
consists in the low number of respondents (only 370), so this exploratory research
should be followed by a conclusive one to verify the conclusions of the present
research. In addition, the majority of the respondents were students, aged 21–30, with
low income and low spending per transaction, which may have influenced the positive
reaction after seeing online advertising in social media. Some concerns about the data
mining process in this research are the amount of data and methods, because this
research only used cluster analysis.

Future directions of research may include: (1) using additional methods to analyze
data such as association, classification, and neural network, which might find more
interesting patterns that will be helpful for specific circumstances, (2) adding some
other information about respondents like time spent in front of the computer and time
spent in using social network, and analyzing the influence of those factors on positive
reactions and the purchasing of merchandise.
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Abstract. The aim of this article is to present results of the research in the state
of usage of basic e-government manifestations by individual users in Poland in
2017. Article presents the results of research on the popularity, use and influence
of e-government functions that support their application in reality. Seventeen
core e-government functions, most popular among respondents, were selected
based on prior consultation as basis of following analysis. Authors conducted
the CAWI analysis to evaluate the distinguished e-government functions on a
selected sample of university students. A group of over two hundred and fifty
randomly selected people from the university environment was examined. This
approach was guided by the structure of the article consisting of the presentation
of the research hypothesis, the description of the methodology and the research
sample, and the analysis of obtained results and their discussion, together with
the conclusions. The major findings from this research are in line with other
researches carried over in Poland in the area of e-government. Results of 35%
share of using e-government systems are similar to 31–33% in other studies. The
research proves that the level of electronic services in e-government area in
Poland is considerably lower than in most of European countries. The most
popular use of digital services is used for taxation purposes. Some revival
though can be noted in the social sphere (culture, public opinion, public health
services, etc.), the basic problem in using of e-government services is lack of
ability to handle the whole matter from start to finish via the Internet. The results
can be used by people involved in the creation and development of
e-government systems.

Keywords: E-government � Functions of e-government � Public e-services

1 Introduction

Introduction of a new technology also influence changes in the approach that govern-
ment and other public agencies adopt to emerging, modern technology to be more
efficient, transparent or closer to citizens. The major impact on the current form of
communication between Government and Citizens had the development of internet.
Building of consciousness of information society among citizens become the starting
point to deploy the new idea of communication between government and people living
in the country called e-government. Although the idea itself was crafted over 50 years
ago when Statistical Offices were using first mainframes to collect statistical data of
citizens and economy the name e-government understood in the way is defined currently
was given in 90’s of previous century when e-government became the new phenomena.
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E-governance, meaning ‘electronic governance’ is using information and com-
munication technologies (ICTs) at various levels of the government and the public
sector and beyond, for the purpose of enhancing governance [1]. It was also the starting
point of research done in the area. The e-government strategy in Poland was written for
the first time in 1999 [2–4]. Studies and empirical activities including implementation
projects focused on e-government have been developed from 2000 [5]. Analysing the
readiness of e-government in Poland in 2016 Poland was rated as one of 50 (36) most
developed countries in the area of e-government in the world with E-Government
Development Index (EGDI) = 0.7211 [6, p. 151]. The E-Government Development
Index [7] incorporates the access characteristics, such as the infrastructure and edu-
cational levels, to reflect how a country is using information technologies to promote
access and inclusion of its people. The index is based also on the maturity of offered
services and confidence of the users [8, 9].

What is interesting Poland is ranked high in the e-participation index in 2016.
According agreed approach “The goal of e-participation initiatives should be to
improve the citizen’s access to information and public services; and promote partici-
pation in public decision-making which impacts the well-being of society, in general,
and the individual, in particular” [10].

In 2016 Poland was listed at 14th position [6, p. 56] of all countries and indicated
the raise of over 51 position since 2014 but the use of e-government services was rated
unsatisfactory and needs some improvement [8, 11].

The goal of this article is to analyze the state of usage of basic e-government
services by Polish citizens in 2017 all together with available web portals, that are
supposed to be the single point of contact for Citizens. As per research done by other
authors success of e-commerce portals and their quality is an important success factor
of e-government services [12–14]. Based also on other studies, that show that in
practice the interest in e-government is high but on the one hand, its usage is low
[9, 15] authors wanted to track the trends among chosen group of students, whether the
success factors of e-government have reflection in following study.

Authors performed analysis of popularity, use and influence of e-government
functions that support communication between public administration and individuals
via digital media. The authors selected, a priori, the range of e-government services that
are the most popular for the analyzed population and are consistent with the findings
and definitions of the e- public administration used in definition of the European Union
recommendations. Authors performed a review of studies executed by other projects
within last five years to build up the baseline for analysis and possible comparison of
current state of use of public services carried in following research. Based on the
defined e-government literature authors defined the research hypothesis that Polish
citizens present similar level of use of e-government as status noticed 3–4 years ago. In
addition, it was attempted to find out whether the current state of e-government in
Poland satisfies people who are willing to use it and to what extent. The working thesis
of this research was defined as “Polish citizens don’t use provided e-services at the
level represented by other EU countries due to inconsistent ability to handle the whole
matter from start to finish via the Internet”.
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Authors conducted the CAWI analysis to evaluate the distinguished e-government
functions on a selected sample of university students. The structure of the research
consists of following sections:

• Literature review including analysis of chosen publications all together with other
studies used as baseline or comparison to the research described in this publication.
This section also includes initial research hypothesis that are investigated in the
further sections of this research,

• Research methodology section includes description of used within the research
methodology. It also includes the description of research focus group that provided
feedback to the questionnaire,

• Analysis and Discussion of Results presents detailed findings based on the
responses of group of respondents. The section includes analysis of particular
answers received, graphical presentation of gathered results and other forms of
results presentation that authors find the most beneficial for the readers and the
analysis of obtained results and their discussion, together with the conclusions.

Conclusions section presents a synthetic summary of the conclusions from the
whole study accompanied with recommendations for further research and possible
influence to perception of e-government within Polish citizens, to achieve higher level
of confidence and usage of public services provided via electronic means.

2 Literature Review

There is no definitive and complete definition of the e-government in the literature.
According to the European Commission, e-government states for the use of digital
tools and information systems to deliver better quality public services to citizens and
businesses [16]. Polish equivalent – e-public administration - suggests narrowing this
concept to public administration [17], while e-government also includes services
offered by the budget sector, that go beyond the scope of the commonly understood
administration [18]. This is the reason why the Central Statistical Office has defined this
as the use of information and communication technology (ICT), organizational change
and new competences in public administration to improve public services and planned
democratic processes [19, 20]. Public administration is understood not only as an
executive apparatus of the state, but also expressed as activities targeted to organize the
conditions and principles of social relations (trade, education (e.g. higher education),
culture (e.g. public libraries), urban transport, environmental protection, etc.) [21].

In the meantime, according to the Western definition, this is a more electronic
system of information and public services. It would therefore be more appropriate to
define e-public administration as an opportunity to exploit the complexity of
telecommunications tools and techniques to streamline common administrative and
civil services. Gathering in one place, in the virtual space, time and a single platform
(public administration portal) all matters relating to a specific category of users (citizen,
business) facilitates and expands the ability to handle that [22]. However, one more
factor remains, that decides - about the possibility of use of technology - organizational
and legal determinants.
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In the European Union, public services are identified as guidelines for citizens that
can be used via the Internet [23]. For individuals those services are: income tax, job
search, social security, identity papers, vehicle registration, construction permits, police
admissions, access to resources of public library, birth and marriage certificates, college
registration, change of place of residence and access to health services.

In Poland above list is slightly modified and according to project “Wrota Polski” it
looks as follow: tax registration, job search and help finding a job, getting a social
pension for unemployed, handicapped and retired, obtaining a student scholarship,
obtaining a personal ID obtaining a driving license, obtaining a passport, registration of
a vehicle, obtaining a building permit, reporting to the police such as theft, access to
public library catalogs and searching them, filing Civil status office forms and acts and
obtaining required copies of those, college registration, change of place of residency
and sign up for a doctor’s visit [22]. Even though previously listed – limited elements
still face problems in proper and timely realization.

Citizens of the European Union more often use the electronic method of contact
with governmental agencies than Polish citizens. If we consider digital interaction of
citizens with public institutions (excluding e-mail), Poland with the share of 31% of
persons of age 25–64 (in 2015) takes 25 position in the ranking. The result is not
comparable far away from Denmark (first position – 92%), behind Poland only three
countries have lesser level of electronic interaction: Italy, Romania, Bulgaria. e-Public
administration services are divided into three groups: downloading forms, uploading of
filled applications, and searching for information. In this case Poland has nothing
particular to be proud of because also in this area we are away from standard of
remaining European countries (2013) we are worse from about 15% of countries in the
first two cases (downloading forms, uploading of filled applications) and about 26%, in
the area of searching for information [24]. Even worse it looks with regards to listed in
the previous paragraph services. While in the top fifteen most developed countries of
Europe the percentage of filing tax returns is 32%, in Poland it amounts to only 14.2%;
percentage of claims for social benefits in Western Europe is 11% while in Poland
0.7%; use of public libraries in Poland is 3.1% compared to the average of 10% in
Western Europe, etc. [25]. The most common reasons for lack of use of e-government
interaction is lack of sufficient competence (11%), concern for personal data security
(11%) and lack of specific functionality (3%) [23]. The most common reason for not
using e-government systems is lack of sufficient competence (11%), concern for per-
sonal data security 11% and lack of specific functionality 3%. Identifying the current
status of functionality provided via e-government systems may become the basis for the
proposed changes in this area.

3 Research Methodology

Statistic analyses provided in the introduction are not optimistic. They indicate rather
low interest of potential users of electronic administration systems in the current form.
The article did not perform characteristics of those services neither critical analysis of
accompanied functionality. As previously stated, additional factors that determine the
probability of general success of e-government are additionally organizational and legal
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conditions. Those conditions are constantly changing, and through the prism of change
it makes it questionable to use at all the e-government systems in its current form and to
assess their suitability for the user. A typical example of such activities is for example
the rumors around the so-called - electronic signature, or continuous changes in the
method that income tax is calculated. The authors thus faced the difficult task of
selecting, a priori, the range of e-government services that are the most popular for the
analyzed population and from the one hand, are consistent with the findings and
definitions of the e-public administration used in definition of the European Union
recommendations.

Research method consists of following steps:

1. creation of list with all services that are possible to be provided via e-government
systems,

2. conducting the “popularity test” of used public services on a limited group of
twenty-five people of the surveyed population,

3. creation of survey questionnaire based on returned from “popularity test” answers,
adjusted in its essential part and the language and scope of the question to the
respondents’ understanding of the basic functions of e-government,

4. using dedicated tools to create an electronic survey and uploading it on servers of
the Faculty of Management, University of Warsaw,

5. sending notifications to potential respondents,
6. analysis and discussion of the results,
7. the conclusions of the survey and the consequences therefrom.

CAWI method stands for Computer-Assisted Web Interview that is related to direct
interview technique conducted online. Questionnaire is located also on line and
respondent is required to self-fulfill provided questions.

Quality type research was executed based on CAWI method on selected sample of
university students at the end of February 2017. 254 respondents from academic
environment took part in the survey. 197 participants provided full response to the
survey, that is 76% of the whole survey population. Despite previous consultation
questions were reported to be difficult for respondents. Survey contained following
parts:

• introductory questions on the frequency and technology of access to the Internet and
frequency of access to e-government,

• the main part consisting of: questions about another e-government service, resulting
from the European Commission’s assumptions, together with the question of the
quality of the service in relation to the same service performed in the traditional way
and the results and the degree of satisfaction resulting from it,

• open questions addressing the future of e-government,
• the test sample of the survey questionnaire.

The survey was distributed online via servers of Faculty of Management Of
University of Warsaw. Participants were limited only to academic environment and
were recruited from students of all types studies (full-time and part-time BA, BSc and
MA studies) at Faculty of Management, University of Warsaw, Academy of Finance
and Business Vistula.
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The survey completed over 250 respondents, who evaluated the whole provided
issue. 76% of participants submitted correctly completed full questionnaire. Among the
respondents there were 78.17% of women and 21.83% of men, that is specific for
economy and management studies.

An average age of the respondent was 21, 39 years (out of range 19–23 years). The
age is typical of students of the first years of BA and BSc students, mainly with
secondary education (94.42%).

Among respondents 4.06% already finished the Bachelors studies and 0.75% fin-
ished Masters level. Approximately 69% of the respondents were students and 30%
were working students. Almost 28% of respondents declared the origin of the city with
the number of over 500 thousand of inhabitants, 12.18% lived in of the cities of 100–
500 thousand inhabitants, over 13% lived in the cities with 50–100 thousand inhabi-
tants and almost 24% of the respondents declared to live in the cities up to 50 thousand
inhabitants and 22.34% declared origin of the rural area.

Selection of the sample group was decided after analysis of Batorski research [26],
who proved that the highest level of Internet activity is within the age group of 16–24
and 25–34 (almost 70%), Following the http://www.newmarketing.pl/ [27], where 34%
of all beneficiaries of all on line services (including mobility) - were coming from the
age group of 18–34. Similar outcomes are presented also in research of https://
marketingautomagic.pl/ [28]. The accepted assumption about the age of customers is at
the same time an advantage of the choice of the research group (the highest percentage
of online activities and use of electronic devices), as well as a specific limitation that
reduced the potential for generalizations. Undoubtedly, such an approach to the topic
also increased the positive results of the analysis.

4 Analysis and Discussion of Results

A significant number of respondents (97.97%) responded to the question about the
frequency of use the Internet, that they use it several times a day, and additionally not
less than once a day answered 1.51%. Only 0.51% of respondents use it rarely - a few
times a month. From the perspective of this research it is important to highlight that
opinions of respondents are presented directly as were provided in the questionnaire.

The respondents use the most commonly (44.67%) combinations of two devices of
a laptop and a smartphone to access Internet (… I use the Internet most often with
a laptop and a mobile device - smartphone, in my opinion those are the two most
convenient methods to use the Internet …).

The second rank was assigned to smartphone - 31.98% (… while using the
Internet I use the most often smartphone due to the convenience and easiness and quick
access to information in any place and time, e.g. in public transport …), on third place
is laptop - used four times less 8.63% (… the best device in my opinion is a laptop
because mobile version of the site is not always convenient, sometimes the cookie
information covers a large part of the page, and not all of items display correctly.
Additionally I appreciate the work with keyboard and mouse, the touchpad is just too
small to hit the corresponding “key” …). Other devices or their combination most
commonly used for Internet access are indicated in 14.72%. The importance of a
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desktop computer has dropped (2.54%), if such device is found it’s not the standalone
option and it is used in combination with tablet or smartphone (4.06%) (… when I am
at home I use a desktop computer, while being away from home I have a smartphone
with me …). A detailed illustration of these trends shows Fig. 1. From the presented
figures, it can be concluded that this group of respondents who almost constantly
access internet and a high percentage of use of mobile devices, is the most promising
with regards to use the most common functions attributed to e-government in everyday
life.

In the meantime, the answer to the question whether respondents often use func-
tions of the e-government is clearly disappointing. Most of people (39.59%) use such
functions very rarely or not at all (18.78%), and additionally 15.23% respondents solve
it traditionally, which is a testimony to the fact that almost 75% of respondents does not
participate in the benefits of the functionality of this area. What is the reason behind
that? Are the respondents not aware of some of the commonly available features
offered by the e-government? Are such activities rarely performed within this age
group? On the other hand, 14.21% of respondents use e-government systems fre-
quently, at least once a week or several times a month (Fig. 2). Could the education
what could be a function of e-government help them to understand what e-government
stands for?

The first question concerned the most popular function - tax settlement via Internet.
Almost 45% of respondents have confirmed that they have used often (or have used
from the beginning of such availability) or several times (… I think this is a great
convenience if a personal visit to the US involves problems (e.g., less convenient
opening hours …). 8.63% of respondents never used such features (… we never used
this type of feature; … for a person who is not capable to fill out the documents on the
Internet, it is better to visit the US where the clerk can help. For people familiar with

Fig. 1. The most frequent devices used to access internet in examined population
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the subject of taxation, the most efficient way is to settle the tax on the Internet…). The
traditional way of doing taxes is declared by nearly 30% of respondents. The results are
presented in Fig. 3.

Almost 60% of those who declare to use this system, admit that on-line tax set-
tlement is better method than visiting a Tax Office, while the opposite opinion shows
8.12% of respondents. More than a quarter have no opinion on this subject.

Over two thirds of respondents who use tax settlements declared to be fully sat-
isfied or satisfied with the service provided to them. 9.14% of users rated this function
as average. Unsatisfied with this type of service was over 22% of those who took
advantage of it. There are no opinions yet on how these views have changed after the
taxpayers’ were given an option - after posting online such will - to settle taxes by the
Tax Office (directly by the Tax Office or through, for example selected banks).

At a similar level, was rated the opportunity to use the Internet for job placement. In
this case 41% of respondents used this advantage several times, and 16.24% used at
least once. Unfortunately, more than half participants did not use it at all, and 8.12%
used traditional methods of job-seeking (Fig. 4).

This resulted that only slightly more than 19% of respondents using such form of
contact rated online employment searching as better than traditional methods, and
almost the same number claimed to be equal. By contrast, over 56% have no opinion
on this subject. From the other hand, only 3% believe that online job searching produce
worse results than traditional. Overall, 43% believe that the results of using such
system are sufficient, almost 12% write about their average satisfaction, and 45% are
discouraged by this form of contact.

Generally, similar distribution of responses was obtained in response to the ques-
tion related to participation in the online social security service for individuals. More
than a quarter of respondents declared that they used this form of contact at least once

Fig. 2. Frequency of use of functions of e-government
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(half of this group). But almost the same - 22.34% - claims that handle such cases in
a traditional way, and as many as 52.28% do not use at all such services available on
the Internet (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3. Frequency of use of on-line tax settlement method

Fig. 4. Frequency of use of online employment searching
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People who declared the use of e-government systems that support social security
services have claimed that these are forms of communication better or equivalent to
traditional methods. On the other hand, more than 69% of respondents did not com-
ment on the subject. For the first group of people, the process of social security services
via the Internet was satisfactory or sufficient, 8% were moderately satisfied.

Much better proportions are noticed in the process of using online driving services.
More than 58% of respondents used this service at least once, 28% did not use it.
Almost 20% (Fig. 6) used traditional methods. More than 56% of respondents consider
it to be equal to the traditional, and only 2.5% assess it worse. 38% have no opinion on
this subject.

Since March 2015, Personal Identity Card hasn’t included information about
address of residency. The Ministry of Interior explained this change that the ID was
a document confirming identity and Polish citizenship and address data didn’t identify
the person. Many identified this fact with the abolition of the permanent address
registration, that however has not occurred and probably will not occur at all. The full
restoration of the full registration obligation is planned, however, with the possibility to
register only via the Internet. Respondents were so far not interested in the possibilities
offered by the Internet in this regard, additionally were confused by the political
shortcomings of successive government administrations on the subject. Perhaps -
almost 62% of respondents stated that they do not use this communication tool, and
almost 29% of them settle this traditionally. Only over 9% supported their activities
with electronic tools. Would the trends change as a result of the change of regulations?
For the time being, 83% of respondents have no opinion on this issue, and 73%
consider it irrelevant.

Fig. 5. Frequency of use of social security systems for individuals
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Only slightly over 25% of respondents participated in the online process of passport
service, more than 38.58% of respondents handle passports traditionally, 36.30% of
respondents do not use this online service. Only 14.21% believe that online methods
are better than traditional, more than 10% recognize those services as equivalent, but
66.50% do not have any opinion. This is relevant for 27% of respondents who agree
that service “suits their needs” and in this case response “not enough” is answered by as
many as 62%. Does it mean that e-government services are poorly organized? Or do the
respondents expect something different from this service?

Even worse were the results of online personal identification services. At least once,
37.08% of respondents used this possibility out of those two thirds only once. On the
other hand, 42.13% of the respondents used traditional methods. Those who used
on-line services, claimed that this was a better way than traditional methods (26.90%),
but more than half (54%) did not have an opinion on this. Similar percentage of
respondents believed that the results of such a service were far away from satisfactory
and only 38.07% answered that were sufficient or sufficiently adequate.

Almost 48% of respondents don’t use the registration and deregistration of vehicles
process, 34% of participants handle it traditionally. Only 18.28% of respondents
supported these activities using ICT techniques. Only 18% believe that the results were
better or equal to traditional ones. Nearly 75% have no opinion on this subject. Two
thirds believe, however, that the results of these activities are almost nonexistent. Also
lack of interest in services of participants is caused by the lack of coordination of
regulations and documentation.

76% of respondents do not use online services to obtain construction and demo-
lition permits and 20% handle it traditionally. Only 4% participants use the facilities in

Fig. 6. Frequency of use of on-line service supporting driving licenses application process
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this regard. 87% respondents have no opinion about the primacy of web methods, and
almost 80% think that the results of the systems used in this field are almost none.

Similar level of results is related to online reporting of negative events to the police.
34% of respondents handle it traditionally, and over 21% of them do not use it at all.
No wonder that 84% cannot express their opinion about the need for such a system, and
78% believe that, the impact of ICT on dealing with this type of problem as is currently
present is none.

Approximately 19% of respondents used the Internet to obtain the required docu-
ments from the Office of Civil Status. Only one quarter deals with this traditionally, and
55% have never had a need to use those services at all. However, less than 10% think that
online methods are better than traditional, and 7% recognize the equivalence between
traditional and web supported. But still 74% have no opinion on this subject. Two thirds
believe that currently the results of use of such systems are almost nonexistent.

The opposite is the situation with the use of on-line health service (medical visits,
results preview, etc.). At least 66.7% of respondents used it at least once, and almost all
of them considered it at least enough, and only 23.9% handle it traditionally. Therefore,
66% consider such services to be better than traditional, and only 29% of respondents
have opposite opinion. Even when treating medical services in the general way as were
used in the survey (contact with health services over the Internet), it is not possible to
notice that they are at low level. There is no system of unified records of visits to public
doctors via the Internet, electronic prescriptions, possibility for the videoconference
with the doctor, telemonitoring, telediagnostics, etc. There is no common database not
only at national or regional level, but also within the individual private companies
providing medical services. The only manifestation of a success is despite such serious
and long-term negligence respondents have responded to such a question so relieved.

42.64% of the respondents used the internet voting form via the internet portal (e.g.
the civic budget). Almost the same number does not use this form of voting, and 15.7%
would prefer to do it traditionally. 33% believe that such methods are better than
traditional ones, and only over 50% have no opinion. Almost all internet users rate this
form positively, with no opinion of 45%.

The online service of family allowances, nurse care and unemployed job seekers does
not apply for more than 86% of respondents. There are almost as many respondents who
have no opinion as those who believe that such form of communication is irrelevant.

There is also an advantage of using online public opinion polls and public mailing
lists - 53% over the people who don’t use such services - 47%. Similarly in the means
of the percentage look opinions on the quality of these services and the satisfaction of
usage.

On the other hand, on line reading is positioned very well, almost 81% of the
respondents experienced this form of communication with culture via the Internet,
while 78% consider it to be at least equivalent to traditional methods and 100% are
satisfied with it.

Additionally, due to the selected research sample, students were asked about the
possibility to apply online for admission to the university, and over 94% of the
respondents used this form of communication and considered it better or at least
equivalent to the traditional forms as well as they confirmed that participants were
satisfied with this form.
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5 Conclusion

To sum up the above considerations it should be noted that the results do not differ
much from the results described in the survey carried out in Poland and Europe in
2013–2015. It also shows compliance with findings of other research studies in the area
of e-government [29, 30] Our results equal 35% share of using e-government systems
are similar in comparison to 31–33% in other studies [25, 31], and our 30% of the tax
settlement is compared to 31.2% in the European Commission databases [23]. The
level of the remaining results is also similar in some cases to the research conducted in
Poland in 2013 [32] (Table 1).

The resulting differences may be caused by the methodological discrepancy or
characteristics of the selected test group. While for example, in the group of young
people it is more common to fill in and send taxation forms via the Internet, education
related matters, borrowing publications from the library and job searching issues are at
similar levels, comparing to older test group this group often deal with personal and

Table 1. Frequency of use of e-government systems within the test sample in 2017

Function of the e-government Frequently
(always,
several times)

Moderate
(once, from
time to time)

Never
(rarely)

Traditionally

Income tax settlement 44.67% 16.75% 8.63% 29.95%
Job offers (employment agency etc.) 25.38% 16.24% 50.25% 8.12%
Social security and insurance (health,
social, retirement)

12.69% 12.69% 52.28% 22.34%

Personal cases (change of residency
register, national ID cards, passports)

6.09% 18.27% 39.09% 36.55%

Automotive (e.g. vehicle registration
and deregistration, driving license)

9.14% 29.19% 34.78% 26.91%

Construction and gardening (obtaining
building and demolition permits,
cuttings, plantings)

1.52% 2.54% 76.14% 19.80%

Register of events to the police 0.51% 4.06% 61.42% 34.01%
Health care (medical visits etc.) 46.19% 19.80% 10.15% 23.86%
Voting through the internet portal (e.g.
citizen’s participation budget)

27.92% 14.72% 41.62% 15.74%

Support for family and nursing care
allowances and for unemployed

3.05% 5.58% 86.29% 5.08%

Public opinion survey and public
mailing list service

36.55% 16.24% 46.70% 0.51%

Book rental from the library 75.63% 5.08% 9.14% 10.15%
Science, education (e.g. application for
university admission)

53.81% 40.61% 1.52% 4.06%

Source: own studies, personal data, automotive and insurance data were averaged to be
comparable to other studies.
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construction issues once if at all and this is the reason why their perceptions related to
the use of the Internet to handle the cases may be limited. The study doesn’t include also
the development of mobile communication. One of the effects of this development is the
increase of the number of connections in the information society, and also e-government
as well as better understanding of the concept of easier contact with public adminis-
tration. The above differences cause that feedback component attached to the survey
(opinions and comments of respondents) is even more valuable for the research.

The research proved the working thesis of the research that “Polish citizens don’t
use provided e-services at the level represented by other EU countries due to incon-
sistent ability to handle the whole matter from start to finish via the Internet”.

In summary, conducted surveys, supplemented by comments from respondents (the
respondents’ statements, syntax and original spellingwere given in the bracket, according
to the respondents’ feedback), give the following conclusions proving the thesis:

• the level of electronic services in e-government area in Poland is considerably lower
than in most of European countries. In the official sphere this situation has not
changed since the last three years,

• some revival can be noted in the social sphere (culture, public opinion, public health
services, etc.), but the opinion expressed by respondents shows that respondents do
not always distinguish public administration services from private services,

• the basic problem in using of e-government services is lack of ability to handle the
whole matter from start to finish via the Internet. The small range of available
services are often limited to the ability to print out a document (e.g. a request),
which is even more disconcerting than attracting potential users,

• another element that deduces the benefits of the e-government is a need to appear
personally in the office despite the settlement of some cases over the Internet
(… why would I fill something on the Internet, if still I have to wait in the que to
deliver this document, and then again to pick it up …),

• there is serious level of a mistrust to the local and central administration as well as
perception of a potential lack of internet security (… citizens are accustomed to
traditional methods and are more likely to trust them (they are afraid to loose their
personal data) … … it is important that the database is reliable and 100% secure,
Data security is the most common concern of using Internet services …),

• for the respondents the decision to use the e-government function is also balanced
with the security of their personal data while handling the matter (… still most
people do not trust computers and prefer to have everything “on a paper …” …
Polish still have little trust in the online transaction (…) we are aware of the
possibility of hacker attacks, we fear that our personal data will be stolen, and
somebody lied behind us and take a credit on our behalf …),

• there are gaps in information how to handle a given matter or the information is not
clear for the user (… one of the barriers that will be difficult to pass is to convince
citizens that electronic services are too complicated. This may be due to illegible
websites, many forms to complete or manual that user has to acknowledge before
using the web service …, … sometimes user is overloaded with mass of information
and links on the home page, which can frighten those users who are not familiar
with similar websites …),
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• there are technical problems (… if the e-government website does not contain
errors, it makes it easier rather than difficult to do things …) … technical problems
downside of the e-government and can discourage people to use them e.g. entering
the e-government systems, problems to login to own profile might be also connected
to the wonts of traditional approach. Systems must be very easy to use, transparent
and stable, and this might lead e-government systems to dominate Poland …),

• sometimes there is no response from the officials or lack of answer to the question
(… I did not receive any information about my application within the deadline, and
after many phone calls made by me, I received an immediate negative response …),

• e-government services are incorrectly designed from the user’s point of view and
are described in an incomprehensible language (… but e-government sometimes
does not improve it at all, because many functions on websites or in applications
are unclear and cause errors when filling in forms - instructions sometimes do not
provide clear understanding of a issue, what certainly the person would clarify, …,
unfortunately a large part of those systems still need to be amended to become even
more intuitive for ordinary people …),

• the low competence of officials informing how to fill out the web forms (… not the
best because of the staff who generally did not know how to handle the application
themselves, and the site presented quite low quality …),

• the lack of proper marketing and information about possibility to handle public
administration issues over the Internet and education about related benefits (… most
people do not even realize that there is such possibility.) They should be better
informed about such possibilities and work on the manuals to those sites, so that
people are not afraid to use such solutions …, but citizen must be encouraged and
persuaded to use it, because young and well-informed people may not have problems
using it, but for the elderly and those who do not trust the Internet and technology…
the problem is the lack of common awareness about e-government …),

• in this situation it is not surprising the large share (27–40%) of traditional methods in
dealing with official matters (… there is a “coded” traditional method of dealing
with officials…,… sometimes it is necessary to contact an official to clarify the rules
or procedure to fill the document, this may indicate that the e-government services
are not adjusted to customer needs and owned knowledge in this matter …).

The above conclusions show a number of potential postulates for e-government, the
most important are:

• the ability to provide universal functionality to fill applications and documents
without the need for an electronic signature as is in its current form, accompanied
with feedback on whether the document has been properly filled out, or reverse
information how to correct errors,

• the dissemination of information regarding e-government, as many people simply
do not know about the possibility of settling official affairs and education on how to
use online services and forms to convince unconverted to use this method to contact
with the public offices or institution,
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• proper design of e-government services, making them in a user-friendly language,
not necessarily professional, maximizing the simplification of forms and minimizing
of information taken from the citizen, especially when already present in the
databases of the office or institution,

• web portals are very important elements of success of the e-government services,
current research indicated some mismatch between what is expected from the web
portals seen as single point of contact and current state of offered interactions and
content

• and above all, the unification, simplification and integration of numerous legal and
organizational regulations and restrictions that hinder contact with public admin-
istrations and the use of e-government.

• Test group that participated in the research indicates the latency to the status of use
of e-government presented in the global research reports [6]. It might indicate the
situation when information about the possibility of use of e-government is not
populated accordingly among different users it might indicate the need for more
aggressive promotion of digital services within young people and students.

The presented study has preliminary character and was concerned on the distin-
guished population. Its nature was based on the results obtained from test group and
should therefore be extended to include a broader social cross-sectional survey and
focus more on the use of e-government by citizens rather than on the current state of its
activity and acceptance.
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Abstract. Nearly all enterprises have to face enormous challenges when
dealing with digitalization topics such as Industry 4.0/Industrial Internet. To
support companies to handle these challenges and therefore, to be able to
“move” in an Industry 4.0 environment several frameworks or reference models
already exist. Within this paper we provide results of a detailed analysis of
selected Industry 4.0 models. However, we show that not all models are dealing
with this topic in a holistic way but rather focusing on specific aspects or
requirements of Industry 4.0. Additionally, we focus in our analysis on lean
production aspects since the basic principles of lean management/lean produc-
tion offer since the 1980s appropriate measures to optimize production and
therefore, can be/should be addressed by Industry 4.0 models as well. Hence, it
became obvious that those principles are not often addressed in Industry 4.0
models. Despite the fact that those aspects are often seen as a basis for Industry
4.0 implementation this is mostly not integrated in the respective models.
Therefore, the contribution of our paper consists of the classification of 31
Industry 4.0 models/frameworks as well as the identification of needs for further
research to enhance existing Industry 4.0 models to a more holistic approach.

Keywords: Lean management � Lean production � Industry 4.0
Industrial Internet � Digitalization � Digital transformation
Reference models � Maturity models

1 Motivation and Objectives

Since the beginning of the first Industrial Revolution in the middle of the 18th century
and the development of steam engines as well as the increased use of hydropower,
strong efforts have been made by industrial nations such as Germany or the United
States of America to create a basis for their economy’s growth [1]. One of the most
important foundations was and still is the linking of value chains within a factory and
even beyond the companies’ borders [2]. To achieve this in an appropriate way still large
planning effort is necessary which can be supported by lean management concepts.
However, these concepts can only partially deal with the challenges of appropriate
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linking value chains. When focusing lean management especially in light of the ongoing
digitalization of business the need for new and adequate forms of communication in
order to support these value chains or even whole value networks within and throughout
all partners in the value networks still emerges up to date [2]. Hence, the implementation
of lean management concepts is not primarily based on technical solutions, which are
nevertheless elementary, but rather on structures in the form of architectures and stan-
dards that simplify and standardize business processes.

However, considering the evolution of technology, digitalization provides manifold
opportunities to support or even renew business processes. These advanced techno-
logical opportunities, especially the merging of the physical with the digital world,
result in new fundamental paradigm shifts affecting all industry sectors. Companies
must handle global digital networks, improve automation of individual or even of all
business processes, and reengineer existing business models to gain momentum in
digital innovation. The prevailing and steady high dynamics in everyday business show
that constant changes and adjustments (to which also digitalization belongs) will be no
exception, but rather the rule in the future economy [3–6].

To appropriately deal with this, adjusted management and communication concepts
have become highly important. In broad parts of society, the Internet of Things
(IoT) has already established itself as an interlinked communication network to connect
people, “things” and also whole value chains. Examples include package tracking, vital
data logging via Smart watch or Smart Home control within the domestic environment.
This development is accompanied by increasingly short and individual life cycles of
products which consequently lead to new production requirements. Transferring the
approaches of IoT to companies resulted in the concept of Industry 4.0 by connecting
especially the production itself with the internet; leading to an increasing digitization of
products and systems associated with their interconnectedness [7–9].

An analysis using the “Google Trends” tool (Fig. 1) shows that the interest in the
field of Industry 4.0 has never been as significant as in the last couple of years. This
also indicates the increasing international perception of the term Industry 4.0.

However, especially for those companies willing to use/integrate Industry 4.0
aspects in their production this is not a trivial task. Therefore, to support companies
acting in the field of Industry 4.0 different reference models, frameworks or Industry
4.0 architectures have emerged. Using these “tools” should enable companies to
structure their business processes appropriate regarding Industry 4.0 requirements.

This is where the present paper comes in. As extended paper of Leyh et al. [10] we
set up a study to analyze selected architectural/reference models of Industry 4.0.
Moreover, those models should be characterized according to the basic principles of
lean management/lean production since these approaches offer since the 1980’s
appropriate measures to optimize production. Thus, in our opinion, those principles
should be addressed by/included in Industry 4.0 models as well. Our study was driven
by two research questions:

Q1: What organizational and technical reference models for Industry 4.0 exist?
Q2: What relationship can be established between the encountered models and Lean
Production?
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In order to answer these questions, we set up a study based on a systematic
literature analysis. The aim of the literature analysis is to describe, summarize, eval-
uate, clarify or integrate aspects focusing Industry 4.0 and/or lean production. Selected
study results will be presented in this paper. Therefore, the paper is composed of four
sections: Following this introduction, the second section provides a conceptual back-
ground of the key terms Industry 4.0 and lean production. The third section will be the
main part of this paper where our literature review is described in its methodology and
selected review results are presented and discussed. The paper concludes with a short
summary, as well as an outlook for future research.

2 Conceptual Background

2.1 Industry 4.0

The term Industry 4.0 or the Industrial Internet is characterized as the fourth stage of
the industrial revolution (Fig. 2) and consists of an increasing interconnectedness of
products and systems. Focusing on the enhancement of the automation, flexibility, and
individualization of products, production, and the connected business processes,
Industry 4.0 aims at connecting the physical and virtual worlds [11, 12]. From a
production perspective, Industry 4.0 is understood as the movement of intelligent
workpieces that independently coordinate their paths through the factory. Machines are
able to “realize” these tracks and communicate in real time with the corresponding
warehouse. If necessary, orders are automatically triggered by means of targeted cal-
culations, errors can be computed at an early stage of production, and the right
interpretation enables a machine to change its production order. Information is pri-
marily used to assess and control current processes [13]. Thus, an essential feature of
Industry 4.0 can be seen in information aggregation in engineering and operations
across different projects, plants, and plant operators [2].
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A universal definition for the term Industry 4.0 does not exist. Therefore, we
deduced a working definition to serve as the foundation for our research which we also
used in other related Industry 4.0 studies of ours (e.g. [3, 8]):

Industry 4.0 describes the transition from centralized production towards one that is very
flexible and self-controlled. Within this production, the products and all affected systems, as
well as all process steps of the engineering, are digitized and interconnected to share and pass
information and to distribute this along the vertical and horizontal value chains and beyond in
extensive value networks.

However, the fact that companies have not yet implemented many parts of Industry
4.0 is shown in Table 1.

Introduction of 
mechanical 
production 
plants using 
water and steam 
power 

Starting in mid 
of the 18th 
century

Introduction of 
work-sharing 
mass production 
using electric 
energy 

Starting at the 
end the 19th 
century

Use of 
electronics 
assembly and IT 
for automation 
purposes 

Starting in the 
mid of the 20th 
century

Networked/linke
d and 
communicating 
(enterprise) 
systems using 
Internet 
technology 

Starting at the 
beginning of the 
21st century

Fig. 2. Historical development of the industrial revolutions [14]

Table 1. Comparison of today’s factory and an Industry 4.0 factory [15]

Characteristics Today’s manufacturing Industry 4.0 manufacturing

Component
(e.g. sensor)

Key
attributes

Precision Independent action based on own
predictions

Key
technologies

Smart sensors and fault
detection

Degradation monitoring and
remaining useful life prediction

Machine
(e.g. controller)

Key
attributes

Producibility and
performance (quality
and throughput)

Independent action based on own
predictions and comparison with
inventory data

Key
technologies

Condition-based
monitoring and
diagnostics

Operating time recording with
predictive health monitoring

Manufacturing
System
(e.g. MES)

Key
attributes

Productivity and overall
equipment effectiveness
(OEE)

Independent configure, maintain and
organize

Key
technologies

Lean operations: work
and waste reduction

Low-maintenance, self-adapting
production systems
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2.2 Lean Production

Lean production/lean management already existed before the concept of Industry 4.0
was introduced/has been established. This form of the production management was first
seized by Taiichi Ōno in 1978, who was responsible for the production of the Japanese
automotive manufacturer Toyota [16]. After the end of World War II, Toyota noticed
that the American car manufacturers were able to produce nine times more in the same
time because they manufactured large batch sizes in order to compensate long set-up
times. This was not possible for Toyota at this time because their production volumes
were too small. Thus, Toyota adjudicated to develop their own philosophy that con-
forms the high quality of the label “Made in Germany” and competes with the faster
and higher productivity levels of the US manufacturers at the same time [17]. After
successfully implementing the respective measure to achieve a leaner production, a
study including over 90 production centers that was conducted by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1985 showed that Japanese car manufacturers performed
better in all performance and quality parameters than the American and European
manufacturers [18]. In total, this concept led to a paradigm shift and to the fact that lean
production is now defined as a third production system design, since it is neither mass
production nor manual work [19].

The basic principle of lean production is based on the avoidance of eight causes of
waste. These are summarized by Ōno as transport, storage, accessibility of processes,
unnecessary movement, waiting times, overproduction, tight tolerances, defects and,
above all, unused skills of the employees [17]. In addition, Oeltjenbruns [20] classifies
three central principles of lean production. This classification, shown in Fig. 3, mainly
refers to the influence of these basic ideas on the company.
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The term Kaizen describes the continuous improvement process, which never ends
and the sum of the changes contributes to the long-term success of the company. The
Total Quality Management (TQM) is also leads to a long-term change in values of the
entire workforce, which contributes to process improvement. The approach of Business
Process Reengineering (BPR) requires the highest management deployment but brings
the greatest benefit to the company at the same time. It refers to the radical change and
a fundamental reorganization of processes with the aim of achieving greater synergies
and the avoidance of waste. For the reorganization, the organizational structure of the
company plays a central role. Due to the size of the changes, it can be assumed that this
approach is only used for major strategic transformations such as the introduction of
completely new product ranges, a fundamental reorientation of the company or even a
structural change in the entire production system [20].

2.3 From Lean Production to Lean Automation to Industry 4.0

Kolberg and Zühlke [21] describe Industry 4.0 as a further development of Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) and thus as a network approach, which is comple-
mented by CIM through communication and information technology. This approach is
supported by the integration of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) [21]. These systems are
a combination of two essential elements. These elements are the control of processes
with the help of integrated software systems and the network of these software systems.
However, the network is not limited to a single production line, factory or company,
but to the global value chain or whole value networks [22].

With these systems lean automation can be implemented in order to support and
expand the approaches and concepts of lean production. Lean automation automates a
process with as little waste as possible. The objectives of short lead times with minimal
costs and the highest quality remain unchanged. Consequently, it is possible to provide
a company-wide representation of the actual situation in real time and to enable
simulation-based optimization measures based on decentralized control systems. Each
workpiece is thus clearly identifiable and the enterprise systems have information of the
customer-specific mass product. Optimization measures and new services can be cre-
ated from the resulting data collection. Ōno also describes the fact that lean production
and automation are not mutually exclusive but the monitoring and use by the employee
is elementary and does not work as a replacement [16]. The employee becomes the
smart operator of production. The smart operator is, for example, notified by means of
e-mail or SMS in the event of a fault reported by sensors. Thereby, the time from the
occurrence of the error to the noticing of the error reduces. At the same time, the system
makes suggestions for troubleshooting. In addition, modern technology such as Aug-
mented Reality can provide a better representation of the process flows. The employee
has access to previously available data such as cycle times in his immediate field of
view [21].

However, the variety of possibilities in the linking, networking and interconnect-
edness requires a systematization of Industry 4.0 aspects, which shows the possibilities
for the support and adapting of lean production.
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3 Literature Analysis

As shown in Sect. 2 Industry 4.0 and lean management/lean production are both
complex concepts which seem to have some connecting points and similarities. To
investigate these aspects, we set up a study approach to contrast those two concepts.
Since lean production is a mature concept and Industry 4.0 is an emerging topic we set
up a systematic literature review to identify current papers dealing with the aspects of
Industry 4.0. More specifically, a distinction is made between narrative articles and
those that examine statistical and mathematical questions according to [23]. Narrative
articles provide definitions for the most important terms and concepts.
Mathematical-statistical papers provide comprehensive insights into existing research
results and support a more deductive approach [24]. This resulted in a systematic
literature review that is explained in the following subsection. After identifying and
analyzing the Industry 4.0 articles we compared and contrasted identified Industry 4.0
frameworks and models with important aspects and approaches of lean
management/lean production which is discussed later-on.

3.1 Methodology

The systematic literature analysis is intended to answer research question 1 and is based
on four steps according to [25] and [26]:

Step 1 – Selection of databases and search terms: To get a broad overview of the
topic we selected the databases ScienceDirect (www.sciencedirect.com) as well as
Academic Search Complete (www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/academic-
search-complete) and Business Source Complete (www.ebsco.com/products/research-
databases/business-source-complete). In addition, we used Google Scholar to identify
articles may be not listed in scientific databases. The search fields for the database
search were limited to abstract, title and keywords. The search terms themselves
resulted from a short preliminary search according [26] and were afterwards discussed
with researchers at the respective university institutes. This resulted in the following
search string:

TITLE-ABSTR-KEY(“industrie 4.0” OR “industry 4.0” OR “fourth industrial
revolution” OR “smart factory” OR “digital factory”) and TITLE-ABSTR-KEY
(“framework” OR “scheme” OR “structure” OR “model”)

Step 2 – Implementation of practical screening criteria: With the help of step 2 and
step 3, journal papers, conference papers and reports shall be classified. Considering
the practical screening criteria, no temporal restriction was applied. In addition, the
search was focused on articles in German as well as English, in which a general
reference model for Industry 4.0 (or at least to a large extent Industry 4.0 concepts,
frameworks or approaches) are presented. Therefore, articles were excluded which deal
only indirectly with Industry 4.0 or only with a partial specific aspect of Industry 4.0
such as Big Data and do not classify this into a reference scheme. All identified papers
were transferred in the literature management program Zotero (www.zotero.org).
Afterwards, using the tools functionality a duplication check was performed.
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Step 3 – Implementation of methodological screening criteria and Step 4 –

Synthesis of the results: In these steps, a deeper analysis of the articles, that were not
excluded during practical screening was conducted. First, the papers were classified
according basic criteria:

1. Manufacturing environment: Does the model/the paper focus the manufacturing
industry?

2. Industry 4.0 concept: Does the paper present/discuss/evaluate a reference model
which covers the aspects of Industry 4.0 in total? Or are solely partial aspects of
Industry 4.0 addressed?

3. Does the model address software and/or hardware aspects of Industry 4.0
requirements?

4. To what extent are lean production principles included and addressed in the ref-
erence model?

5. To what extent are business applications or enterprise systems explicitly addressed
in the model?

6. Can the paper be classified as narrative article or merely as examining statistical and
mathematical aspects (according to [23])?

7. Is an evaluation presented and discussed regarding the suitability and fit of the
model in terms of Industry 4.0 requirements?

To assess the papers according these criteria/questions we used Harvey Balls with
the differentiation shown in Table 2.

In addition to the seven merely general criteria we also assessed the models
regarding four specific implementation requirements of Industry 4.0 postulated by
different German national associations (e.g., VDMA –Mechanical Engineering Industry
Association; Bitkom – Federal Association for Information Technology, Telecommu-
nications and New Media; ZVEI – German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’
Association) [9]:

8. The extent of horizontal integration across value networks
9. The extent of vertical integration in the company

10. The extent of product lifecycle management (PLCM) and consistency of
engineering

11. The extent of the “human factor” – the employee as a conductor in the value
networks

The results of the literature review and the analysis of the papers and models will be
presented according to our classification scheme in the next section.

Table 2. Criteria classification

Symbol Description

○ Criterion is not addressed
◔ Criterion is addressed indirectly
◑ Criterion is mentioned
◕ Criterion is partially addressed
● Criterion is fully addressed
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3.2 Selected Results

The search in the aforementioned databases with the presented search string scored a
total of 166 papers. 96 of the articles found are published in conference proceedings
which would be excluded by focusing the search solely on high ranked journals.
Therefore, this is a first approval of our selected search methodology. In addition, nine
out of the 166 were duplicates listed in more than one database. Therefore, those papers
were excluded from deeper screening. After the practical screening of the remaining
157 papers, 31 papers could be identified that deal with an Industry 4.0 framework or
model according to our criteria. Those 31 articles than were screened in depth to assess
the criteria of step 3. Those articles are published not earlier than 2012 which again
emphasizes the relevance and topicality of Industry 4.0.

Selected results will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Table 3 gives a short
summarization of the results.

The total assessment of the remaining articles as well as the reference list for those
papers are provided in the Appendix. As shown in Table 4 in the Appendix, nearly all
articles (27 out of the 31) are addressing the manufacturing industry. The remaining
articles deal with, for example, the service sector (Tables 4 and 5, No. 18) or the
construction sector (Tables 4 and 5, No. 16). During the deeper analysis, it became
clear that 15 of the 31 articles presented or discussed an Industry 4.0 approach with a
holistic focus (see column 2 in Table 4) whereas 16 papers addressed specific partial
aspects of Industry 4.0. In addition, it is striking that a discussion of software archi-
tectures is mainly provided in the articles. Hardware issues and aspects are not dis-
cussed without software aspects. Furthermore, it becomes apparent that most of the
articles address the topic of enterprise architecture at least somehow. Therefore,
emphasizing the enterprise and business process structure is important when a company
wants to successfully “move” in an Industry 4.0 environment. These considerations of
a generally valid architecture are accompanied by a few statistical or mathematical
models, as those discussions often constitute a higher degree of detail as in papers with
a more narrative focus (according to [23]).

Table 3. Short Categorization of the identified articles

Category of articles Number of
papers

Relevant in the sense of the research questions 31
↳No holistic Industry 4.0 reference model included 16
↳Holistic Industry 4.0 reference model included 15
↳Lean Production principles as main topic addressed 3
↳No Lean Production principles as main topic addressed 11
↳Lean Production principles are addressed in a medium to high extent but
not as main topic

1
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Considering lean production only three articles (Tables 4 and 5 in Appendix, Nos.
4, 6, and 11) are actively addressing those principles and incorporating them into an
Industry 4.0 setting to a full extent (in regard to our criteria). Although lean production
is often seen (as discussed in Sect. 2) as one of the foundations for Industry 4.0 most
related concepts in the identified 31 articles are either taken on only marginal aspects of
lean production or are not at all addressing these principles in combination with
Industry 4.0. However, only one article (Tables 4 and 5, No. 11) out of the mentioned
three articles fosters a production environment and actually incorporates lean pro-
duction principles and approaches in an Industry 4.0 reference model. Also those
authors present those principles as main point of their model.

In the second part of the in-depth analysis of the papers regarding the Industry 4.0
implementation requirements (criteria 8–11) it is noticeable that considering all articles,
that provide a holistic Industry 4.0 model, vertical integration is the main subject in 13
out of those 15 articles. Whereas, the integration and consideration of employees as the
main paper topic is addressed the least. Thus, it can be assumed that the automation and
therefore often the replacement of human labor are often given more emphasis.
However, in the discussion of the concept of Industry 4.0 human replacement is not the
main goal. Moreover, the employees should be qualified to work with the Industry 4.0
technologies and instruments and be a “valuable support and cooperation partner” for
the smart production floor. The aspects of product life cycle management and espe-
cially the consistency of engineering from factory planning to the final stage of the
product life cycle are included and discussed regarding at least a certain
section-by-section consistency in four articles with a really high emphasis (Tables 4
and 5, Nos. 4, 13, 15 and 18). Especially in the description of the Digital Eco-Factory
by Matsuda et al. (Tables 4 and 5, No. 13 and 15) this is especially explained as the
main subject in the production sector. However, this small number of hits shows that
there is still a need for further discussion and higher emphasis of the specific aspect of
Industry 4.0.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Summing this up, we could identify several models and frameworks addressing the
complex field of Industry 4.0 and therefore, provide a first answer to research question
Q1. However, not all models are dealing with this topic in a holistic way but rather
focusing on specific aspects or requirements of Industry 4.0. Hence, a common goal
could be identified throughout all papers. The (explicit or indirect) stated goal is always
to reduce the cost per unit produced. It was also crucial for all models and often
discussed in the papers that for a further development and appropriate implementation
of Industry 4.0, the communication in the three relationships man-man, machine-man
and, above all, machine-machine are seen as especially important. From this, the
machine-machine communication gains an even larger impact since in Industry 4.0
environments this communication and information sharing are the essential foundation
for the autonomous machine decisions. As a first conclusion from these aspects the use
of appropriate information and communication technology (ICT) is a crucial factor in
Industry 4.0 environments as it is also stated by several authors (e.g., [4, 6, 8, 11]).
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Regarding our research question Q2 it became obvious that lean management/lean
production principles are not often addressed in Industry 4.0 models. Despite the fact
that those aspects are often seen as a basis for Industry 4.0 implementation this is not
integrated in the respective models nor is it discussed in connection with these models.
Thereby, as shown in Table 4 merely the vertical integration is the main aspect in the
identified models mostly also in combination with horizontal integration aspects. This
also supports the fact that appropriate ICT is essential for Industry 4.0 environments.

From this, further research needs arise. First of all, considering the ICT it will be a
challenge for enterprises which want to “move” in the field Industry 4.0 to identify and
implement the appropriate ICT for the own company. Therefore, in addition to the
identified models general maturity models are needed (with regard to Industry 4.0
requirements). Several models regarding these issues already exist. Those models deal
for example with enterprise system landscapes for Industry 4.0 (e.g., [8]), with orga-
nizational aspects (e.g., [13]) or system-specific aspects in detail (e.g., [27]). However,
a mapping of these maturity models would be necessary to combine their different
points of view. For example, different maturity level assignments and dimensions
between these models should be developed to enable companies to fully classify
themselves in terms of Industry 4.0 requirements in all levels of their enterprise. With
this work, companies would be able to determine their overall maturity in the field of
Industry 4.0.

Furthermore, since the aspects of consistency of engineering and the employees
themselves as well as the evolution of work (often named as Work 4.0) should be
addressed in those models as well since they are essential issues of Industry 4.0.
Therefore, also for further research it would be interesting to enhance and further
develop existing lean production methodologies such as Kanban or Kaizen with regard
to their Industry 4.0 suitability, since these approaches are already designed in their
structure for self-organization and automation (that is a key issue of Industry 4.0). In
addition to automation, the human factor must be better integrated into existing models,
since employees will remain an essential part of the business processes. Therefore, the
cooperation between employees and automated machines should be addressed in more
detail in future research.

Closing this, despite the fact that there exist already several frameworks and ref-
erence models that are considering Industry 4.0 environments, there are still a couple of
issues that can be seen as unsolved or at least not adequately addressed. Therefore, still
further research is necessary to combine the existing approaches with additional key
aspects of Industry 4.0 that are not addressed in a good extent yet.

Appendix

Additional possibility to download the assessment of all articles and the respective ref-
erence list: https://tu-dresden.de/bu/wirtschaft/isih/ressourcen/dateien/isih_team/pdfs_
team/Supplementary-Material.pdf.
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Table 4. Categorization of the identified articles according to the classification criteria
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Abstract. Collaboration in business environments is an ongoing trend that is
enabled by and based on cloud computing. It supports flexible and ad-hoc
reconfiguration and integration of different services, which are provided and
used via the internet, and implemented within business processes. This is an
important competitive advantage for the participating stakeholders. However,
trust, policy compliance, and data privacy are emerging issues that result from
the distributed data handling in cloud-based business processes. In an earlier
paper, we have discussed the requirements that a Business Process Management
System (BPMS) should meet in order to enable privacy preserving business
process as a service. This paper presents the necessary steps for implementing
such a BPMS for an architecture to enable management of privacy-preserving
collaborative business process.

Keywords: Privacy � Business process � BPMS � Cloud � Implementation

1 Introduction

Data privacy compliance, its handling as well as its security are the most concerning
aspects for companies that collaborate in business environments, especially in the
distributed ones such as cloud environments. One of the core components of such an
environment are Business Process Management Systems (BPMS). An architecture for
such an environment is proposed in [1, 2].

BPMS evolved from workflow and document management systems. They are able
to cover full process management life-cycles in order to provide process design,
modeling, execution, monitoring, and optimization [3]. However, focusing on the
business process execution remains the most important task, as the other ones can be
delegated to and taken over by the other architecture’s components. The “divide-and-
conquer” principal reflects the idea of service oriented architecture as it presets to
decompose the problem into smaller manageable sub-problems. However, its man-
agement is one of the most crucial issues [4]. This comprises especially the
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reorganization of BPMS’ core functions such as the facilitated communication between
system elements and parallel providing of appropriate process execution without vio-
lation of both privacy and security.

The central role of BPMS according to [5] refers to the integration layer of dis-
tributed components. Such a distribution can be found in cloud architectures. The cloud
is an appropriate environment for companies with a high necessity for collaboration.
The combination of BPMS and cloud solutions can amplify the effectiveness of
business collaborations by services-on-demand [6].

The key contribution of the paper is the design and implementation of a fully
automated BPMS component in such a privacy-preserving cloud architecture. Fur-
thermore, process design and performance optimization are addressed.

The first part of BPMS selection and its methodology was presented in [7]. This
comprises project documentation analysis and literature research in order to determine
requirements regarding software, BPMS, and further project-specific aspects. The result
of that paper was the choice of jBPM as the BPMS tool that meets the requirements, and
a first prototypical implementation. The architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The following
sections present the implementation of automated collaborative processes enabling
privacy compliance regarding the requirements defined in [1]. The architecture follows
the SOA paradigm with comprehensive architecture and loose coupled components,
which in turn can be denoted as web services in order to enable their automation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: After the introduction, the
theoretical background is briefly shown. Subsequently, the applied research method-
ology is outlined. Section 4 presents the implementation of the automated BPMS.
Next, the results are discussed. The final section concludes the paper and gives an
outlook on future research issues.

Fig. 1. Architecture for cloud-based collaborative BPaaS (Source: [1])
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2 Theoretical Background

The essential objective of Business Process Management (BPM) is the planning and
allocation of effective and efficient process solutions [8]. Identification and deployment
of BPM focus on achieving business targets and customer benefits. Reference [3]
emphasizes the scope on process identification in terms of business unit processes,
content, and direction. In contrary, [8] refers to process allocation as institutional,
permanent, goal-oriented planning, implementation, control and improvement during
the entire process management lifecycle.

Concerning BPMS being deployed and utilized in Cloud environment, [6, 9]
highlight the following advantages: scalability on IaaS layer (e.g. scalability of process
instances); steadily available on-demand performance (e.g. CPU or storage capacity,
especially in conjunction with data/predictive analytics for each process task); broad
range of available SaaS providers for business activity monitoring tools to control
activities of process instances; elasticity and availability. In addition, [10] consider
BPMS independent from the implemented services. Thus, the changes in the process
can be done without affecting target components, e.g. via business rules. Referring to
[6], three following categories of systems with cloud-based models can be defined:
interconnecting systems with IaaS and PaaS solutions for information exchange
through EDI-systems, adaptive systems with SaaS models for monitoring of internal
operations, and specialized systems such as CRM on SaaS layer.

The most proper steps for the companies’ existing processes on the way to the
cloud are outlined by [11] and comprise five following phases: Knowledge External-
ization as representation of cloud services in man-computer readable form;
BPaaS-Design via modular blocks; BPaaS Allocation as workflow orchestration of
services, systems and components or even development of cloud-specific applications
regarding user demands (can be referred to as Workflow-as-a-Service); BPaaS Exe-
cution as cloud orchestration between cloud services on the top abstract level
(knowledge-based execution through the rules based on DMN format); BPaaS Eval-
uation as collection of log files from BPaaS deployment environment. However, it is
not the only problem that should be addressed referencing migration of business
processes. Further major concerns, addressed by [12], are data privacy and how private
data can be prevented from unauthorized access, conflict of interests as well as physical
resource isolation in such distributed environments with its scalability, service
abstraction and local transparency. Moreover, data privacy and data integrity cannot be
ensured only by securing business process operations but also security of the cloud
environment itself should be taken into account. Hence, authentication and preventive
measures are a major concern. Two problems are defined by [13–15] regarding data
security. First, business processes are designed with architecture-specific restrictions in
mind without concern of security requirements. Second, security aspects are integrated
into an application in an ad-hoc manner - either during process implementation,
administration or via outsourcing. The authors of [15] define the following five per-
spectives to be considered during process design in order to guarantee process integrity
and consistency: Information Perspective for structuring and building relationships
between information units; Function Perspective for representation of process activities
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and data flow between them; Dynamical Perspective for state representation of both
information unit and status transition; Organization Perspective to determine by whom
and where the process was executed; Business Process Perspective to represent the
whole process as activity, and information data flow.

Regarding ad-hoc problematic, [14] consider following three basic causes: none or
minor security aspects’ specification during design, faulty infilling of security char-
acteristics by non-security-experts, and impairment of cryptographic methods due to
facilitated validation. The last one claims to find a trade-off between proper process
model extension by complex security components such as cryptographic protocols and
utilization of formal methods in order to provide straightforward implementation on
abstract level. This problem can be solved by building a single secure environment in
which the process has to be executed.

Unfortunately, common measures are not always sufficient. This problem is
addressed in [12] by a four-tier model with security components provided on each
level, namely Software, Platform, Infrastructure Security as well as Auditing and
Compliance. The latter one has been extended with such components as User and
Authorization Management systems as well as Access and SLA Management ones.
Furthermore, [16] consider Trusted Third Party (TTP) services within cloud environ-
ment as ideal solution to warrant integrity, confidentiality and credibility. TTPs are
operative, associated certificate paths which provide acquaintance about Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) and support the following security aspects: strong Authentication,
Authorization, as well as data confidentiality. The major benefit of PKI, referring to
[16], is coupling of directories such as Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).
Such directories in conjunction with PKI can be utilized among others for messaging as
well as for private key definition. The most common approach in cloud computing is to
use PKI together with Single Sign On technique in order to facilitate user experience
with multiple applications within a single architecture.

3 Research Methodology

The evaluation of the presented artifacts is based on the Framework for Evaluation in
Design Science Research (FEDS), developed by Venable [17]. Artifacts that have been
created by a methodology based on Design Science in Information Systems Research
[18] can be evaluated by this framework in order to ensure rigor. The framework offers
several strategies the could be pursued depending on the characteristics of the designed
artifacts. Generally, the FEDS regards evaluation as an ongoing process during design
science research in order to improve the artifacts iteratively. Several characteristics
influence the evaluation’s purpose (why?), point of progress of the design process
(when?), strategy (how?) and the artifact itself (what?). The characteristics and
resulting strategies are briefly introduced. By outlining the characteristics of the current
research, a strategy is chosen and the resulting methodological steps are described.

The framework distinguishes between formative and summative evaluation [19].
The main purpose of formative evaluation is to improve the results of an artifact in the
ongoing research process. On the contrary, summative evaluations have the purpose to
create a shared meaning of the artifact concerning distinct contexts of application.
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The question about the point of progress of design evaluation can be chosen ex-ante or
ex-post [19] during the continuous design process. While ex-ante evaluations are more
predictive in order to e.g. select a certain technology alternative, ex-post approaches are
used to assess developed artifacts in terms of applicability or degree of achievements of
objectives. With this, a greater likelihood of ex-post evaluation can be expected for
summative evaluations but is not obligatory [17]. Goals of evaluations can be for
different purpose: either achievement of environmental utility, or usefulness of solving
a specific problem, or comparative advantage over existing solutions, or a complex
composite of criteria (e.g. functionality, completeness, consistency), or other impacts
(side effects), or reason artifact’s functioning.

The framework is displayed in Fig. 2, it comprises two dimensions. On the x-axis,
the distinction between already described formative and summative evaluation purpose
is located. The y-axis contains a distinction on how to evaluate with either artificial or
naturalistic setup. While an artificial setup is used to prove general functionality of a
concept, naturalistic evaluations prove an artifacts functionality in real environments,
i.e. real people, real systems, and real settings [20]. Different strategies can be pursued
that are displayed in Fig. 2 as well. Depending on the needs, available resources and
circumstances, a strategy is chosen for and possibly changed during evaluation. The
fastest strategy with the lowest costs is found in the ‘quick\&simple’ approach with a
very limited number of iterations bears the risk of being not reasonable. A ‘Purely
Technical’ approach is suitable if naturalistic data and behavior is irrelevant and human
users are not focus of the artifact. The other two strategies are used for either facing

Fig. 2. Framework for Evaluation in Design Science (FEDS) with evaluation strategies
(Source: [17])
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‘Human Risk & Effectiveness’ or ‘Technical Risk & Efficacy’. A more detailed
description of selecting a suitable strategy depending on specific circumstances can be
found in Table 1.

The FEDS proposes 4 particular steps during the evaluation process [17]:

1. Explicate the goals: 4 goals of the evaluation were distinguished:
(a) Rigor focuses on confirming that the artifact directly produced a certain effect

(more likely to be shown with artificial evaluation) or that an instantiation of the
artifact works thoroughly in a real situation (more likely to be shown with
naturalistic evaluation). A summative evaluation provides the greatest rigor and
reliability of the produced knowledge [17].

(b) Uncertainty and risk reduction focuses on reducing either human and social
risks or on reducing technical risks, which influences the choice of strategy (see
Table 1).

(c) Ethics focuses on reduction of potential risks to animals, people, or the public
society. With this, especially potential stakeholders should not be put into risk.

(d) Efficiency focuses on balancing the aforementioned goals in case of resource
shortage. Hence, a more formative evaluation is proposed.

2. Choose a strategy or strategies for the evaluation: Depending on the aforemen-
tioned goals and the described circumstances of Table 1, one or more strategies
have to be chosen. This can be done with a 4-step heuristic: (1) evaluate and
prioritize design risks (either social/user oriented or technical or both). (2) Estima-
tion of costs for real users, real systems and real settings. If human feedback is

Table 1. Circumstances for selecting a relevant DSR evaluation strategy [17]

DSR evaluation
strategy

Circumstances selection criteria

Quick & simple If small and simple construction of design, with low social and
technical risk and uncertainty

Human risk &
effectiveness

If the major design risk is social or user oriented
and/or
If it is relatively cheap to evaluate with real users in their real context
and/or
If a critical goal of the evaluation is to rigorously establish that the
utility/benet will continue in real situations and over the long run

Technical risk &
efficacy

If the major design risk is technically oriented
and/or
If it is prohibitively expensive to evaluate with real users and real
systems in the real setting
and/or
If a critical goal of the evaluation is to rigorously establish that the
utility/benet is due to the artifact, not something else

Purely technical
artefact

If artifact is purely technical (no social aspects) or artifact use will be
well in future and not today
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available for a reasonable price, the ‘Human Risk & Effectiveness’ strategy is
suitable. If the price is too high or serious health concerns exist for users, the
‘Technical Risk & Efficacy’ strategy is favorable. (3) If the artifact is purely tech-
nical and potential usage lies in remote future, the ‘Purely Technical’ strategy
appears to be suitable or a naturalistic evaluation is just impossible. (4) If the
construction that is to be evaluated is of rather small and simple extent, and none of
the above-mentioned risks apply, the ‘Quick & Simple’ strategy is the best choice.

3. Determine the properties to evaluate: the general set of features, goals and
requirements of the artifacts that are to be evaluated are chosen. Again, a heuristic
with 4 steps is proposed: (1) determine a list of potential evaluands (examples are
given in [20–23]), (2) evaluands are to be aligned with the chosen goals, (3) de-
pending on the chosen strategy of step 2, the evaluands should be of rather natu-
ralistic or technical character and (4) determine the final list of evaluands.

4. Design the individual evaluation episode: the 3 heuristic sub-steps comprise:
(1) derived from the environmental constraints, availability of resources determines
their usage. (2) Priority shall be given to essential and more important aspects and
resource are to be (re-)allocated. (3) Determination of number and structure of
evaluation episodes and the according responsibility.

4 Research Findings

As already mentioned in introduction, we skip both the part of BPMS selection and
requirements identification, which have been described in detail in [7]. However, we
discuss thoroughly the implementation of those functional requirements, namely Ser-
vice Selection, Remote Invocation, Process Activity Logging, external Security Pro-
vider as well as Cloud Readiness concerning BPMS from the architecture components’
perspective. We also focus on additional components we had to embed in order to fulfil
the objectives required by project, and which are not a part of the initial project’s
architecture shown in Fig. 1. The relationships and data exchange format between
BPMS and project’s components are described in Table 2.

Table 2. Architecture’s components in association with BPMS

Component Relationship/Direction Format API

Configurator Configurator -> BPMS
Controller -> BPMS

BPMN/XML REST

Service-Repository (SR) BPMS -> SR JSON REST
Privacy Management
System (PMS)

BPMS -> PMS XML REST

Gateway BPMS <-> Gateway XML REST
Cockpit BPMS -> Log Collector <-

Cockpit
JSON REST

IAMS BPMS (Security Provider) ->
IAMS

XML/XACML REST
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Due to component’s loose coupling, the services have a little concern about the
process itself, which is entirely encapsulated within BPM engine. As a result, their
communication happens either via BPMS’ external API such a REST one or via
additional middleware, provided complementarily, in order to act between two or more
components within the entire system. We refer to such a broker as BPMS-Controller
and denote an interface for log data deposition as Log-Collector (both for BPMS and
IAMS log data). Additionally, we implement one more external element, namely
XML-database (BaseX), to store temporally both BPMN model and I/O mapping data
used for process task definition and execution. This concept decouples independent
elements of the system, such as Configurator and BPM engine, as well as considerably
facilitates process design. The last one implies much clearer process modelling, min-
imizing of possible errors as well as providing significant speed improvements. All
these are possible without the necessity to have some programming background by the
process designer.

The tool we have chosen during evaluation phase, which process is thoroughly
described in [7], is jBPM BPM system, the open source product of Red Hat, Inc. with
comprehensive API possibilities. Thus, its two following interfaces were specified for
project objectives’ realization: external one to provide the communication with other
architecture’s components (mainly via REST API) and internal one for implementation
of the whole process logic and data processing (mainly via WorkItem API). The
availability of customizable BPMN activities or tasks, which behavior can be defined
by the user self by utilizing corresponding interface, was one of the criteria for
choosing BPMS and is referred to as Service Selection, in the sense of reusing process
activities. In jBPM such tasks are provided by WorkItemHandler (WIH) interface as
well as abstract class called AbstractWorkItemHandler. The last one implements in turn
WIH interface and extends its functionality through StatefulKnowledgeSession object
being injected during subclass initialization as constructor’s parameter. Listing 1
exemplifies the building of custom work item arbitrary defined as ExecuteGenericTask.

(1) public class ExecuteGenericTask extends AbstractWorkItemHandler { 
(2)   public ExecuteGenericTask(StatefulKnowledgeSession ksession) { super(ksession) } 
(3)   public void executeWorktItem(WorkItem wi, WorkItemManager wim) { … } 
(4) public void abortWorkItem(WorkItem wi, WorkItemManager wim) {} } 

Listing 1. Implementation of WorkItem API

According to API documentation [24], StatefulKnowledgeSession object provides
the most common way to interact with process engine. The integration of custom-built
work item into jBPM KIE Server, a standalone execution server, as jar-file has been
thoroughly described in [7] as well.

4.1 Configurator

The role of Configurator is to provide a design of business processes as well as their
subsequent deployment to BPMS engine. Referring to [25], the process elements such
its META-data description, process itself, etc. should be embedded by the project,
which will be compiled as kjar-file and deployed to KIE-server, in order to make it
executable and provide a possibility to administrate it from KIE-workbench. This
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concern can be applied not only to a new process deployment, but also regarding
multi-tenancy problem in the cloud, providing service usage for multiple users at a
time. For these purposes, the independent data source, persistence and other require-
ments should be concerned. The idea is to generate new project (i.e. kjar-file) for each
new user or organization by the first process start and then subsequently use this project
as deployment unit to generate new process instances. In both cases it is not sufficient
to use only jBPM REST API but also build management tool’s command interface
should be involved. For our project, Apache Maven was utilized since this building tool
is used by jBPM itself. The provided programmatical approach consists of three fol-
lowing steps: temporal storing of either new or modified process in XML-database
(since it should be designed from outside of jBPM workbench), project preparation as
well as subsequent project’s deployment to KIE execution server. Though the first step
is optional and can be eliminated in case no any new or modified process model has
been provided, the already existing process may be used.

(1) Storing BPMN model in XML-databank

The storage process utilizes BaseX REST API to save the process model as
BPMN/XML file into the database. Simultaneously, the name of deployment unit
provided by Configurator is to be sent to BPMS-Controller in order to be utilized for
subsequent steps. They are used for the preparation of project artifacts such as pom.xml
with appropriate variables for name definition, triggering the project’s undeployment
command since it is important to guarantee that the process with the same name has not
been already deployed to jBPM execution server, as well as project’s deployment itself.
Due to asynchronous calls nature, according to [24], - the request may be always
accepted by KIE Server, also in the case the undeployment process itself has been
failed – it is important to check twice, namely before and after deployment, whether it
has been indeed succeeded. The list of all deployed units is possible to obtain over
REST with suffix “rest/deployment” added to URL with jBPM container. Listing 2
provides how the project saves in BaseX utilizing its REST API.

(1) public void saveNewBPMNFile(String fileContent) {
(2)   String deploymentUnit = this.groupId + “:” + this.artifactId + “:” + this.version;
(3)   ByteArrayInputStream content = new ByteArrayInputStream(fileContent.getBytes()); 
(4)   InputStreamEntity is = new InputStreamEntity(content);
(5) HttpPut createDb = new HttpPut(host + “/basex/rest/” + this.dbName);
(6)   HttpPut put = new HttpPut(URL + this.dbName + “/” + deploymentUnit + “.xml”);
(7) Trigger.send(this);}

Listing 2. API for Configurator for storing BPMN model in BaseX-DB

The send()-method (line 7, Listing 2) provide concurrently with process model
storage operation the values for project name definition to BPMS-Controller (Listing 3).
With those variables BPMS-Controller is able to execute project artifacts’ preparations
in order to trigger process undeployment command as well as provide kjar deployment.
Both operations are described in detail below.
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(1) public void send(BaseXmlService basex) {
(2) HttpPost post = new HttpPost(hostname + port + “/project-deployer/” + basex.groupId + “/” + 

basex.artifactId + “/” + basex.version);}

Listing 3. Transferring name definitions to BPMS-Controller

(2) Project Preparation

The full name of the deployment unit consists of project and process names as well
as version, which in turn, from Maven perspective, denoted as groupId, artifactId and
version accordingly. At least one of them should be changed to make it possible to
deploy the project to execution server without any name conflict. Regarding the
multi-tenancy problem, it makes sense to change only group id according to user or
organization name, if the process remains unchanged in the project. The designation of
variables to be changed in pom.xml file is provided by Listing 4 and should be saved as
external file outside the project to be deployed to execution server.

(1) <groupId>#{groupId}</groupId>
(2) <artifactId>#{artifactId}</artifactId> 
(3) <version>#{version}</version> 

Listing 4. Denoting variables to be changed in pom.xml

Listing 5 provides programmatical approach to substitution of those variables with
the proper values. The values of variables to be set in new pom.xml file are to be
derived either from BPMN model prepared by designer in Configurator or from the
filename saved into XML-databank. Otherwise, full name of user started the process
can be used. Since we interact with BPMS-Controller for further operations, these
variables are to be retained from URL as parameters sent to it from Configurator or
Privacy Management System accordingly.

(1) Path path = Paths.get(System.getProperty(“user.home”) + 
“/generic-project/pomToGenerate.xml”); 
(2) String content = new String(Files.readAllBytes(path));
(3) String replaced = content.replace(“#{artifactId}”, this.artifactId).replace(“#{groupId}”, 

this.groupId).replace(“#{version}”, this.version);
(4) Files.write(Paths.get(System.getProperty(“user.home”) + “/generic-project/project-to-

deploy/pom.xml”), replaced.getBytes());
Listing 5. Exchanging previously denoted variables in pom.xml file

The second important step during project preparation is the exchanging of
BPMN-file with new or modified process stored in BaseX-database (this step can be
eliminated in case the process model remains unchanged). Listing 6 provides code
snippet for such a task.
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(1) DeploymentUnit dUnit = new DeploymentUnit(this.groupId, this.artifactId, this.version);
//variables coming from configurator 

//retrieving process model from xml-db
(2) String content = baseXService.getXMLDocContent(dUnit.toString()); 
//saving those data as bpmn.file in project to be deployed
(3) Files.write(Paths.get(System.getProperty("user.home") + “/generic-project/project-to-

deploy/prestige/prestige-generic-standalone/src/main/resources/" + "prestige-generic-
standalone.bpmn2"), content.getBytes());
Listing 6. Exchanging content of BPMN-file with actual project from BaseX-

DB

(3) Project’s Deployment

Having both project artifacts been prepared and undeployment unit been verified,
project deploying can be initialized as the next step (Listing 7). This time both Maven
and jBPM APIs are to be implemented.

//execute 'mvn clean install deploy' command
(1) Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mvn -f " + System.getProperty("user.home") + "/generic-

project/project-to-deploy/prestige/prestige-generic-standalone/" + " clean install deploy");
(2) //Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mvn -f " + System.getProperty("user.home") + 

"/Downloads/prestige-bpms-project-deployer/" + " clean install deploy");
//waiting for jar compilation
(3) Thread.sleep(30000);
//execute deployment of the process
(4) HttpPost request = new HttpPost(hostname + port + "/jbpm-console/rest/deployment/" + groupId

+ ":" + artifactId + ":" + version + "/deploy”);
Listing 7. Project compilation as jar-file and its deployment to KIE server

During project’s deployment phase, KIE Server searches, first of all, in local Maven
repository installed on the virtual machine it is deployed to. Secondly, it looks in an
external repository, namely Maven Central. However, it is also possible to provide an
URL to own repository being used and utilized privately by organization for storing
their private artifacts. We believe it is a good practice to have an external deposition
place for artifacts additionally to application’s one since the project migration may be
concerned. For such a purpose, Apache Archiva was installed and utilized in the
production environment. To grant an access to it, the credentials are to be provided in
settings.xml file in the default Maven folder called “.m2” (Listing 8). In order to make
it possible to execute Maven “deploy” phase after “install” one (line 2, Listing 7), the
URL and ID for external repository, the artifact has to be deployed to, are to be
provided in pom.xml file (Listing 9).

(1) <server> 
(2) <id>external </id>  
(3) <username>admin</username>  
(4) <password>admin</password>  
(5) </server> 

Listing 8. Providing credentials to external repository in .m2/settings.xml file
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(1) <distributionManagement> 
(2) <repository>  
(3) <id>external </id>  
(4) <url><hostname>:8580/repository/external /</url>  
(5) … 
(6) </distributionManagement> 

Listing 9. Providing URL and ID for external repository in pom.xml file of project 
folder

Approach described in this section was implemented for automatic deployment
once new or modified process is available in the database. However, we also consider
this approach, as it has been already mentioned initially, regarding new user registered
on the system, namely during its first process start. This can provide segregation of
resources concerning various users in order to grant independent process execution for
each of them. This has a particular meaning, due to impossibility to generate a new
process instance during work item task execution.

4.2 Cockpit

Cockpit should provide graphical representation of operational process data. Those
should be gained from Log-Collector, they were pushed in by each work item and
BPMS-Controller during process execution. The second concern regarding this com-
ponent is to provide a link for process continuation from a particular node it was
suspended due to privacy rules violation. The objective of both requirements is to
provide logging of each process step during process execution and it has an exceptional
meaning for process automatization. The process log data should provide information
about who has triggered the process, at what time and what service (activity) is being
executed at the time among others. The challenge of such a task is that process engine
persistence module commits no any transaction until the process is either finished or
stopped (atomicity property). However, there are some elements in BPM notation,
namely signal events and human-acting tasks, which provide intermediate state per-
sistence. They are also known as Safe Points in terms of workflow engine. The other
possibility associated with modifying isolation layer to the low state is not to be
considered due to possible incorrect state output accordingly to [26]. However, after
having paused the process, we need to trigger its execution so it can be processed with
the next subsequent activity and so on. Mostly, this requires a human interaction in
order to send a signal to the process in case of signal events or the execution of a
particular task in case of human tasks implementation. Moreover, the problem becomes
more severe if the process execution needs to be continued only if some particular
requirements have been fulfilled - for instance, if the process was suspended by some
service due to a privacy violation. In the last case, the process can either be triggered by
the service user after providing additional information or automatically once privacy
properties have been changed. The decision regarding process suspension depends on
the Boolean variable called “suspended”. It has to be sent both to the BPMS-Controller
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along with other relevant process information for logging and to the XOR-Gateway
within the process to decide which direction the process should follow after the trigger
signal was sent from the BPMS-Controller (Listing 11). A snippet of the process model
is provided in Fig. 3 and demonstrates the implementation. Listing 10 provides insights
for Boolean programming of edges.

(1) return KieFunctions.isTrue(suspended_var)
(2) return KieFunctions.isFalse(suspended_var)
Listing 10. Programming of node edges between XOR-Gateway and WorkItems

(1) HttpPost post = new HttpPost(URL + “/” + this.deploymentUnit +”/process/instance/” + 
this.processInstanceId + “/signal” + "?signal=" + String.valueOf(this.nodeInstanceId()+1) + 
"&event=" + this.suspended ());

Listing 11. Triggering Signal Event via REST API with variable for XOR-
Gateway

When the BPMS-Controller gets a request from within a task node, the value of the
node instance id and not of the signal event is sent. Thus, as it can be seen in Listing 11
after “signal”-prefix, this value has to be increased by one in order to denote the
subsequent process node id.

Since ensued edges can be programmed logically, we specify the process flow as
follows: the last executed task should be accomplished repeatedly in case “suspended”
set to “true”. This can be triggered by the users after changing their privacy rules. This
step requires reverification of privacy settings newly provided or modified by user.
Otherwise, further process execution continues automatically (in case of negative value
of “suspended”). In both cases, the process generates log data due to “suspender”
(signal event), which in turn is to be read off by BPMS-Controller from a jBPM
database via REST API and to be sent further to Log-Collector.

As already mentioned, this approach of manual trigger operation can be substituted
with fully automatic process continuation direct after changing privacy rules, providing
that the Privacy Management System takes over the handling of the signal event by
itself. However, this was not considered by the project requirements so that the users
can decide themselves, when some particular process instance should be continued.

Fig. 3. Process flow accordingly to XOR-Gateway and variable named “suspended”
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4.3 Log-Collector

Log-Collector provides REST interface for storing both IAMS-data about the user, who
started the process, and process META-data into relational database so that cockpit can
gain those from it. The data, which collector has to be fed with, are to gain from a
process within with the help of the following methods provided by StatefulKnowl-
edgeSession object:

– getProcessIntanceId(workItem) method, its value is a number of the particular
process instance. This value is particular useful for process handling via REST API.
It has also been used to denote particular container for deposition of XML-files
within BaseX with both process META-data and operational one during process
execution.

– getNodeInstance(workItem).getId() or getNodeInstance.
– (workItem).getNode().getId() are both identical methods that return the node

instance id as a sequence number of each node provided in the process and is
strongly important in order to properly utilize signal events in jBPM. Unfortunately,
a bug was detected in version 6.4 that generates new ids automatically after each
task repetition (see section “Cockpit”) and provides no correct response to them.
Since we have utilized this particular version, we were not allowed to use this
method but we had to provide task ids manually through I/O-parameters. This is
redundant and impairs the idea of process design facilitation. We believe that this
bug will be fixed in coming software versions.

– getNodeInstance(workItem).getNodeName() method provides information about the
node name as a String type, its value has to be used for process monitoring
dashboard – in the architecture known as Cockpit – in order to define on which
point the error or privacy inconsistency had occurred. Since the node name reflects
service description which the task executes, it facilitates further debugging, problem
detection or provides user with more correct information about privacy compliance.

– getNodeInstance(workItem).getNode().getMetaData().get(“Lane”).toString()
method helps to retrieve the name of the lane. However, since our process consists
of a single swimlane, this method can be neglected.

– KieContext.getVariable(String name) is the method of KieContext interface, its
implementation is injected in the KIE server during process execution and can be
accessed via kcontext from within jBPM script task provided by the process
modeler in the design palette. Since the process start has to be triggered from within
the Privacy Management System and along with the user email, also other process
relevant information have to be transferred, there is no other possibility to eliminate
such a script task in order to facilitate the process model. Otherwise, Keycloak API
or other libraries for token parsing can be utilized. It’s also possible to gain this
value from the KIE context, if the process would be started from the KIE work-
bench, given that the email is set up as a principal attribute of the Keycloak
subdomain in the configuration file of the application server (see section “IAMS”).

However, there is also another approach in jBPM to read full process log data off
via REST API after persistence transaction has been proceeded (either at the end of
process or at safe points). In contrast, this method does not allow direct access of the
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data during the task execution as AbstractWorkItemHandler does, but provides com-
prehensive information about the whole process instead. Listing 12 demonstrates
snippets for log data querying via jBPM REST API from within BPMS-Controller in
order to get process, node and variable logs of every particular process.

(1) Process process = get(host + "jbpm-console/rest/history/instance/” + id);
(2) List<Process> processes = get(host + “jbpm-console/rest/history/instances”); 
(3) List<Node> nodes = get(host + "jbpm-console/rest/history/instance/” + processInstanceId + 

“/node”); 
(4) List<Variable> variables = get(host + "jbpm-console/rest/history/instance/” + processInstanceId + 

“/variable”); 

Listing 12. jBPM REST API for Log Queries

4.4 Service Repository

Process design can be very time-consuming and elaborative for its designer, especially
by providing I/O-mapping between work item tasks. In order to facilitate this process,
both service object description retrieved from service repository and Java XML-builder
library were utilized within each work item. Thus, these require only one variable to be
provided manually by each work item during the process design, namely service id.
This way, XML-nodes and their values gained from gateway controller may be created
automatically during process execution. For traversing through the document or
building a new one there, both w3c.dom and javax.xml libraries were used. As BPMS
and Gateway Controller communicate with each other on the basis of REST API and
XML-payloads, it makes sense to allocate some sort of temporary storage during
process execution, namely XML-database and grant the rights both for writing in and
reading from for each work item. With such an approach, the I/O-exchange has been
fully automated and needs no any human-involvement. Having implemented BaseX for
such a role, a very concise API for managing database via REST is provided. Listing 13
demonstrates the simplicity with which both may be created. As container name, we
have utilized a distinguished process instance id, while each XML-file overtakes the
name of particular service (service id) provided by repository.

(1) HttpPut putDb = new HttpPut(hostname + “/basex/rest/” + this.processInstanceId); 
(2) HttpPut putDocument = new HttpPut(hostname + “/basex/rest/” + this.processInstanceId + “/” + 

this.serviceId + “.xml”);
(3) putDocument.setEntity(inputStreamEntity); 

Listing 13. Creating both database and XML-document with BaseX REST API

Furthermore, XQuery can be used over REST against BaseX as a query language. It
provides a possibility to search for particular values by providing either XML-node
name or its attribute. The syntax for both methods has been provided in Listing 14.

(1) HttpGet getByAttribute = new HttpGet(hostname + processInstanceId + “?query=//” + element + 
“[@” + attribute + “=” + value + “]”);

(2) HttpGet getByNode = new HttpGet(hostname + processInstanceId + “?query=//” + rootNode + “/” 
+ nodeName);

Listing 14. Retrieving values from XML-Document via BaseX API
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With all methods described in this section, integration of XML-databank as addi-
tional component of BPMS-architecture can thoroughly facilitate data exchange
between work items and thus provide high automatization level of process execution.

4.5 Gateway

Gateway consists of multiple various modules (Fig. 1) in order to provide data privacy
handling during service invocations. This requires a high level of security and can be
extremely time-consuming due to the amount of services arising with time in the
service repository. Hence, process optimizing is required. Although a cloud architec-
ture can provide a solution to the problem with its performance on-demand, the process
itself should implement an asynchronous approach. Since Gateway is implemented
with modern architecture and parallel processing in mind, multiple requests can be
transferred to it from BPMS concurrently, without idly awaiting each REST response
one after another, but rather acquiring them once they are proceeded. Listing 15 shows
how this task can be achieved with Java default concurrency library.

(1) List<Callable<Map<String, String>>> callsToGWC = new HashMap<>(); 
try { PostService postService = new PostService(); 
// get guid according to your request
(2)  callsToGWC.add( () ->  

postService.post(EncodingService.getBytes(payload), serviced)); 
} catch (Exception ex) { e.printStackTrace();}  
(3) List<Future<Map<String, String>>> gwcGuids = null 
(4) try {gwcGuids = executorPool.invokeAll(callsToGWC, 10000, TimeUnit.SECONDS); } catch 

(InterruptedException e) { e.printStackTrace();} 
(5) executorPool.shutdown(); 

Listing 15. Utilizing Java Concurrency Library for parallel requests

According to [27], the formula for calculation of threads quantity results from the
number of CPUs and I/O intensity coefficient. For-intensive tasks, this value is almost
0, while it approximates to 1 the more I/O intensive task is. Since our process is I/O
intensive, we calculate the number of threads as Listing 16 provides.

(1) ExecutorService executorPool = Executors.newFixedThreadPool(
           (int) (coresNumber/(1-0.9) )); 

Listing 16. Threads’ number calculation

The strong performance improvements were detected after parallel processing
implementation. However, the process (not the task execution) cannot be continued
before all the requests are proceeded by Gateway. That is, further task execution can
succeed gradually as responses are coming back but it has to wait up to the last one in
order to finish the current one. Since the execution time differs thoroughly depending
on the service, the transaction module of application server is to be set up accordingly.
In Wildfly 8.x, such a setting can be provided in a standalone-full.xml file (Listing 17),
to avoid the interruption of the task execution after five minutes’ expiration set up by
default (the value is to be provided in seconds).
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(1) <subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:transactions:2.0"> 
(2) …
(3)  <coordinator-environment default-timeout="43200"/>
(4)  </subsystem> 

Listing 17. Changing default timeout of transaction module in standalone-
full.xml

4.6 Privacy Management

With the security measures integrated into the cloud environment, the process has been
deployed to, the transfer of operational parameters to jBPM from other components,
such as Privacy Management System, can be run via URL utilizing jBPM REST API.
This has been used to start or stop the process as well as to transfer some user relevant
data, such as email, ip address, etc. All transferred variables are to be denoted with
“map_”-prefix as provided in line 1, Listing 18 and can be retrieved with the help of
KIE context via script task from within a process as it is provided by Listing 20.
Immediately after process start, the response provided in payload comes with the
relevant information about the started process. The actual process instance id can be
retrieved in order to utilize it for further process handling such as process interruption
(Listing 19).

(1) HttpPost post = new HttpPost(https://” + this.hostname + “:” + this.port + “/jbpm-
console/rest/runtime/Prestige:prestige-generic-standalone:1.0/process/prestige-prestige-generic-
standalone/start?map_ip= + this.ip + “&map_email=” + this.email”);  

(2) post.setHeader(“Authorization”, “Basic “ + this.encoded);  
(3) HttpClient client = HttpCli-

ents.custom().setSSLSocketFactory(SecurityConfig.getSSLConnectionSocketFactory()).build();
Listing 18. Utilizing jBPM RESTAPI for remote process start

(1) HttpPost post = new HttpPost(https://” + this.hostname + “:” + this.port + “/jbpm-
console/rest/runtime/Prestige:prestige-generic-standalone:1.0/process/instance” + this.instance + 
“/abort”); 

Listing 19. Providing URL for process instance termination

(1) kcontext.setVariable(“email_var”, kcontext.getVariable(“email”));
(2) kcontext.setVariable(“ip_var”, kcontext.getVariable(“ip”));

Listing 20. Retrieval of user data from within the process context and its 
assignment to process variables

4.7 IAMS

It is necessary to provide a consistent and protected environment for the service users
during its utilization. However, not only the customers can benefit from such a uniform
environment but also platform developers. The security unit of the entire architecture
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can facilitate the system tests and provide homogeneous methods. However, the
integration of single sign-on processes can be very complex and challenging. Thus, one
of the criteria for BPMS selection was the availability of security tools (in [7] known as
Security Provider), which can be easily integrated within the platform. Keycloak is
such a tool for jBPM, that extends its security functionality. It can be installed on the
same application server through the appropriate adapter. Its installation provides
extensions in standalone-full.xml file by adding an authentication subsystem with a flag
set up to “required”. Having server been acquainted about Keycloak module, further
security settings can be provided. The most significant ones are presented in Listing 21.

(1) <subsystem xmlns=”urn:jboss:domain:keycloak:1.1”>
(2) <secure-deployment name=”kie-wb-6.4.0-Final.war”> 
(3) <real>prestige</real> 
(4) <realm-public-key>…</realm-public-key>
(5) <auth-server-url>https://...</auth-server-url>
(6) <ssl-required>external</ssl-required> 
(7) <resource>jbpm</resource> 
(8) <enable -basic-auth>true</enable-basic-auth> 
(9)   <credential name=”secret”>…</credential>
(10) <principal-attribute>email </principal-attribute> 
(11) </secure-deployment>
(12)  </subsystem> 

Listing 21. Providing security settings for jBPM platform

The settings in Listing 21 provide flexible options accordingly to the needs of
developers. For instance, basic authorization can be activated along with security
tokens. It can facilitate, for instance, integration tests. Also, principal attributes can be
chosen from multiple options (name, email, etc.). This eases the gain of user identi-
fication without needs to retrieve this information from the token programmatically (in
case, the process has been started from within a KIE workbench).

4.8 Discussion of Findings

Although BPM systems along with workflow ones have been introduced to provide
fully automated process execution, some project requirements may impede this idea
through human interaction involvement at those places, it could be eliminated. Fur-
thermore, such complex systems, which provide full control over the process lifecycle,
consist of multiple complex components, which in turn are hard to control and most of
the time are not bug-free. These point to the necessity of finding a solution, that at least
is not less efficient than a default one.

The whole process implementation regarding project requirements is shown in
Fig. 4. Since both the process logic and the components’ communication are encap-
sulated by work items, it was possible to provide a clear, not overloaded design.
Consequently, process modelling can be done faster while avoiding common process
design mistakes. The final solution provided by Fig. 4, optimized in terms of perfor-
mance and design, had met all project’s specific requirements and had successfully
performed during evaluation phase.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, the implementation of a fully automated BPMS for privacy-preserving
management and execution of collaborative business processes has been discussed.
This was the last piece that was needed to implement and evaluate the platform based
on the architecture. The implementation and the architecture as a whole has been
evaluated in multiple workshops with companies and researchers. The evaluation was
positive, all the requirements that have been defined were met and the resulting plat-
form was easy to use and was able to ensure privacy of the business data while
executing the business processes.

Hence, the architecture and the fully automated BPMS enable the privacy preser-
vation without the need for human interaction in every situation. Of course, the
architecture is not perfect right now. The crucial part for the application of the archi-
tecture is the number of services available to the users. The task of implementing
service adapters for additional services has to be carried out by the actual platform
provider. Since the services adapters are simple, this should not raise any issues.

In the future, we will focus on improving the performance of the platform and
optimization of the architecture.
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Abstract. This paper is complementary with two published paper [1, 2] and
advances information society research by examining and understanding the
information and communication technologies (ICT) adoption in enterprises in
the context of the sustainable information society (SIS). Its aim is to propose an
approach to the measurement of two constructs shaping SIS, i.e. ICT adoption
and sustainability in enterprises. ICT adoption is described by four components,
i.e. ICT outlay, information culture, ICT management, and ICT quality, whereas
sustainability is composed of ecological, economic, socio-cultural, and political
sustainability. This study employs a quantitative approach and, additionally,
Hellwig’s taxonomic measure of development is adopted for multivariate
comparative analyses to evaluate ICT adoption and sustainability in enterprises.
A value of the Hellwig’s synthetic indicator can be in the interval [0, 1] where a
higher value of the indicator means that the object is closer to the pattern. The
survey questionnaires were used and data collected from 394 enterprises were
analyzed. We proposed and calculated five synthetic indexes for measuring ICT
adoption, i.e. ICT adoption index and sub-indexes of ICT outlay, information
culture, ICT management, and ICT quality as well as five synthetic indexes for
evaluating sustainability, i.e. sustainability index and sub-indexes of ecological,
economic, socio-culture, and political sustainability. The research revealed that
in the largest number of examined enterprises (67%) the levels of ICT adoption
and sustainability indexes are at the medium levels, i.e. in the interval (0.39,
0.79]. However, the high levels of ICT adoption and sustainability indexes
exceeding value of 0.79 are indicated in, respectively 15.7% and 17.3% of
enterprises.

Keywords: ICT adoption � Sustainability � Sustainable development
Information society � Sustainable information society � Enterprises
Poland

1 Introduction

The sustainable information society (SIS) is a new phase of information society
development in which information and communication technologies (ICT) are
becoming key enablers of sustainability [3–12]. Researchers and various organizations
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have explored the areas where the information society, sustainable development, and
ICT come together, and identified some correlations between those concepts [13–19].
Overall, the SIS is a multidimensional concept encompassing environmental, eco-
nomic, cultural, social, and political aspects, all of which could be strongly influenced
by adopting ICT by society stakeholders, mainly enterprises, households, and public
administration [12].

In general terms, enormous ICT potential for the SIS development can be
approached from two angles: ICT as an industry and ICT as a tool [12]. As an industry,
ICT have become a major economic driver in the hardware, software, telecommuni-
cations, and consulting services sectors. ICT as a tool can be used to transform and
improve business, everyday life of people, and public governance.

ICT used as a tool to revolutionize business is examined in this study. Some
researchers have identified ICT as one of the most important tools in building sus-
tainable business practices [19] and supporting the success of businesses [20]. It is
contended that ICT enable businesses to improve productivity, support innovation,
reduce costs, increase the effectiveness of processes services, enhance the efficiency of
business decision-making, respond to customers at a faster rate, and acquire new
customers [16, 19]. Moreover, ICT adoption in enterprises can yield benefits in
environmental preservation by increasing energy efficiency and equipment utilization
[6] as well as it can influence social development by making information available to
all society stakeholders [9].

All these possibilities make ICT enablers of sustainability in several respects, i.e.
environmental protection (ecological sustainability), economic growth (economic
sustainability), socio-cultural development (socio-cultural sustainability), and gover-
nance (political sustainability) [12].

Following an extensive review of the literature, it can be stated that it did not
uncover any deep studies to provide an objective assessment measures of how coun-
tries have performed in the field of ICT adoption and sustainability, and by highlighting
areas that need further improvement. Moreover, there is a lack of such research on the
SIS in less developed European countries, which are called transition economies [21].
The European transition economies are the former Eastern Bloc countries, which, since
the early 1990s, have been undergoing transition from the command economy model to
the free market model. We can identify the leaders and the followers of the transition
process. In the first group there are: Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Croatia, Romania and Bulgaria. The second group
includes Belarus, Russia, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine, Serbia and Montenegro.

In light of the above limitations, this paper focuses on exploring how the level of
SIS can be evaluated. Its aim is to propose an approach to the evaluation of two
constructs shaping SIS, i.e. ICT adoption and sustainability in enterprises.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 is an introduction to the subject.
Section 2 states the theoretical background of ICT adoption, sustainability, and their
measurement. Then research questions are posed. Section 3 describes the research
methodology. Section 4 presents the research findings on the evaluation of ICT
adoption and sustainability in enterprises. Section 5 provides the study’s contributions,
implications, and limitations as well as considerations for future investigative works.
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2 Theoretical Background and Research Questions

2.1 ICT Adoption

ICT are defined as a diverse set of software and hardware, to perform together various
functions of information creation, storing, processing, preservation and delivery, in a
growing diversity of ways [22]. Based on works about the adoption and implemen-
tation of enterprise’s information system, the adoption of ICT can be defined as ICT
design, implementation, stabilization, and continuous improvement [23]. In this study,
ICT adoption is understood as the whole spectrum of activities from the period when
enterprises justify the need for adopting ICT until the period when enterprises expe-
rience the full potential of ICT and derive benefits from them [1].

Based on a stream of research, Ziemba [1] advanced a model, which categorizes the
adoption of ICT into four components: ICT outlay (Out), information culture (Cul),
ICT management (Man), and ICT quality (Qua). The component of ICT outlay
includes the enterprises’ financial capabilities and expenditure on ICT adoption, as well
as funding acquired by enterprises from the European funds. The information culture
component embraces digital and socio-cultural competences of enterprises’ employees
and managers, constant improvement of these competences, personal mastery, and
incentive systems encouraging employees to adopt ICT. The ICT management com-
ponent comprises of the alignment between business and ICT, top management support
for ICT projects in the entire ICT adoption lifecycle, implementation of law regulations
associated with ICT adoption, regulations on ICT and information security and pro-
tection. The ICT quality component consists of the quality and security of back- and
front-office information systems, quality of hardware, maturity of e-services, and
adoption of ERP and BI systems. Table 1 contains the description of each ICT
adoption component.

2.2 Sustainability

The definition of sustainable development [24] was, in this paper, taken as a basis for the
conceptualization and operationalization of sustainability. According to Schauer [9],
sustainable development has four dimensions which are ecological, social, economic and
cultural sustainability. In a further study, Ziemba [1] proposed an expanded sustainability
which includes four sustainability components, i.e. ecological, economic, socio-cultural,
and political. Regarding businesses, the sustainability components are [1]:

• Ecological sustainability (Ecl) is the ability of enterprises to maintain rates of
renewable resource harvest, pollution creation, and non-renewable resource depletion
by means of conservation and proper use of air, water, and land resources [25, 26];

• Economic sustainability (Eco) of enterprises means that enterprises can gain
competitive edge, increase their market share, and boost shareholder value by
adopting sustainable practices and models. Among the core drivers of a business
case for sustainability are: cost and cost reduction, sales and profit margin, repu-
tation and brand value, innovative capabilities [16, 17, 22];
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• Socio-cultural sustainability (Soc) is based on the socio-cultural aspects that need to
be sustained, e.g. trust, common meaning, diversity, capacity for learning and
capacity for self-organization [27]. It is seen as dependent on social networks,
making community contributions, creating a sense of place and offering community
stability and security [28, 29]; and

• Political sustainability (Pol) must rest on the basic values of democracy and
effective appropriation of all rights. It is related to the engagement of enterprises in
creating democratic society [29].

Table 1 presents the description of each sustainability component.

Table 1. Components and primary variables of ICT adoption and sustainability constructs
(Source: [1, 2])

Primary variables of the ICT adoption construct Primary variables of the
sustainability construct

Out1 Financial capabilities Man16 ICT project team Ecl1 Sustainability in ICT
Out2 Expenditure on ICT Man17 Top management

support
Ecl2 Sustainability by ICT

Out3 Funding acquired from the
European funds

Man18 Management
concepts adoption

Eco3 Cost reduction

Cul4 Managers’ ICT
competences

Man19 Information
security
regulations

Eco4 Sales growth

Cul5 Employees’ ICT
competences

Man20 ICT regulations Eco5 Product development

Cul6 Managers’ permanent
education

Man21 ICT public project Eco6 Effective and efficient
management

Cul7 Employees’ permanent
education

Man22 Competitive ICT
market

Eco7 Effective and efficient
customer service

Cul8 Employees’ personal
mastery

Qua23 ICT infrastructure
quality

Eco8 Effective and efficient
work

Cul9 Managers’ socio-cultural
competences

Qua24 Back-office system
quality

Eco9 Acquiring new
customers and markets

Cul10 Employees’ socio-cultural
competences

Qua25 Front-office
system quality

Eco10 Increasing customer
satisfaction/loyalty

Cul11 Employees’ creativity Qua26 Back-office system
security

Soc11 Competence extension

Cul12 Incentive systems Qua27 Front-office
system security

Soc12 Working environment
improvement

Man13 Alignment between
business strategy and ICT

Qua28 E-service maturity
levels

Soc13 Increasing security

Man14 Supporting business
models by ICT

Qua29 ERP adoption Soc14 Reducing social
exclusion

Man15 ICT management procedure Qua30 BI adoption Pol15 E-democracy
— — — — Pol16 E-public services
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2.3 Measurement of ICT Adoption and Sustainability

Based on SIS theory and the previous research [1, 2] two constructs should be
embraced in the measurement of SIS, i.e. ICT adoption and sustainability. In addition,
various benchmarks of information society [30, 31] employ two approaches to the
quantitative description of such a society. The first one comprises the list of indicators
characterizing information society, whereas the other is connected with the so-called
synthetic indexes (synthetic indicators) which are based on the chosen set of indicators.

A set of indicators and synthetic indexes for measuring information society can be
found in works of many organizations, e.g. Eurostat, ITU (International Telecommuni-
cation Union), OECD, World Bank, WEF (World Economic Forum), and IDC (Inter-
national Data Corporation) [32]. The best known measurement synthetic indexes are the
ICT Development Index (IDI) worked out by ITU and Networked Readiness Index
(NRI) of the authorship of the WEF. The IDI is a composite index combining eleven
indicators on ICT access, use and skills, and it is based on the three-stage model for
information society development, i.e. readiness, intensity, and impact [30]. The NRI is
composed of four sub-indexes described by fifty-four indicators: an environment sub-
index, a readiness sub-index, a usage sub-index, an impact sub-index [33]. Unfortunately,
existing indexes of information society do not embrace the sustainable imperative.

Various sets of indicators for measuring sustainability exist already and it seems
that constantly new ones are being developed. Van de Kerk and Manuel [34] created a
comprehensive Sustainable Society Index embracing 22 indicators grouped into five
categories: personal development, clean environment, well-balanced society, sustain-
able use of resources, and sustainable world. Panda et al. [35] developed a composite
Urban Social Sustainability Index for assessing the social sustainable development by
Urban India. It includes 27 indicators under seven themes, i.e. demography, education,
health, equity, housing, poverty, and safety themes. Orsato et al. [36] examined the
usage of Corporate Sustainability Index to assess the sustainability performance of
companies listed in stock exchange markets, whereas Laxe et al. [37] formulated and
designed Synthetic Index for measuring four dimensions of Port Sustainability, i.e.
economic, institutional, environmental, and social.

After analyzing indexes for measuring ICT adoption and sustainability, the overall
conclusion is that none of the existing indexes seems to fit the SIS needs completely. In
other words, not a one gives a comprehensive and good insight into all relevant issues of
SIS in a transparent, simple and easily understandable way, showing at a glance to what
extent an information society is sustainable or not and what extant ICT adoption are used
for achieving sustainability. So a new index has to be developed, based on a set of
indicators in accordance with the nature of SIS, the essence of which is environmental,
economic, cultural, social, and political sustainability strongly influenced by adopting
ICT by society stakeholders, mainly enterprises, households, and public administration.

2.4 Research Questions

In the previous study Ziemba [1] assessed the quality of the two constructs of SIS, i.e.
ICT adoption and sustainability by examining the construct reliability [38], convergent
validity [39, 40], and discriminant validity [39, 41]. The following measures were
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calculated: the loadings of each item of each component, composite reliability (CR) of
all components, average variance extracted (AVE) of all components, Cronabch’s
Alpha of all components, correlations between the components, the square root of AVE
for each component. Overall, the results successfully established the reliability, con-
vergent validity, and discriminant validity of the proposed two SIS constructs and their
components [1].

In the other study Ziemba [2] addressed the research questions related to levels of
ICT adoption and sustainability as well as ICT adoption impact on sustainability in
Polish enterprises. Descriptive statistics were used for assessing the levels of ICT
adoption and sustainability, whereas h-Kruskala-Wallisa and Chi-square statistics were
used to identify statistically significant differences between the distributions of scores
for components of ICT adoption and components of sustainability. In addition the
correlation and regression analysis [42, 43] were used to estimate the correlations
between a theoretical level of sustainability and the levels of ICT outlay, information
culture, ICT management, and ICT quality. Overall, the results revealed that there are
significant statistical differences between the highest level of ICT outlay and the lowest
ones, namely the levels of ICT quality and ICT management. Moreover, the economic
sustainability is at the highest level, whereas the lowest and similar levels are specific to
ecological and political sustainability. Finally, it was investigated that the ICT quality,
ICT management, and information culture have a significant impact on sustainability in
enterprises, whereas the outlay on ICT does not have such an impact.

Nevertheless, it was observed that there is a research gap in the existing body of
knowledge related to measuring ICT adoption and sustainability in enterprises using
multidimensional statistical methods and on the basis of synthetic indexes of devel-
opment. In order to bridge the gap this study proposes an approach to the evaluation of
ICT adoption and sustainability and focuses on addressing the following questions:

Q1: What synthetic indexes may be used to evaluate ICT adoption in enterprises?
Q2: What is the level of ICT adoption in Polish enterprises?
Q3: What synthetic indexes may be used to evaluate sustainability in enterprises?
Q4: What is the level of sustainability in Polish enterprises?

3 Research Methodology

3.1 Research Instrument

The Likert-type instrument (questionnaire) was developed that consisted of two SIS
constructs: ICT adoption and sustainability. The task of respondents was to assess the
primary variables describing:

• The four components of the ICT adoption construct, i.e. ICT Outlay (Out), infor-
mation culture (Cul), ICT management (Man), and ICT quality (Qua) (Table 1).
The respondents answered the question: Using a scale of 1 to 5, state to what extent
do you agree that the following situations and phenomena result in the efficient
and effective ICT adoption in your enterprise? The scale’s descriptions were:
5 – strongly agree, 4 – rather agree, 3 – neither agree nor disagree, 2 – rather
disagree, 1 – strongly disagree; and
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• The four components of the sustainability construct, i.e. ecological (Ecl), economic
(Eco), socio-cultural (Soc), and political sustainability (Pol) (see Table 1). The
respondents answered the question: Using a scale of 1 to 5, evaluate the following
benefits for your enterprise resulting from the efficient and effective ICT adoption?
The scale’s descriptions were: 5 – strongly large, 4 – rather large, 3 – neither large
nor disagree, 2 – rather small, 1 – strongly small.

3.2 Research Subjects and Procedure

In April 2016, the pilot study was conducted to verify the survey questionnaire. Ten
experts participated in the study, i.e. five researchers in business informatics and five
managers from five enterprises – leaders in the ICT application. Finishing touches were
put into the questionnaire, especially of a formal and technical nature. No substantive
amendments were required.

The subjects in the study were enterprises from the Silesian Province in Poland.
The choice of this region was driven by the fact of its continuous and creative trans-
formations related to restructuring and reducing the role of heavy industry in the
development of research and science, supporting innovation, using know-how and
transferring new technologies, as well as increasing importance of services. In response
to the changing socio-economic and technological environment intensive work on the
development of the information society has been undertaken in the region for several
years. In the next development strategies of the information society it was and is
assumed that the potential of the region, especially in the design, provision and use of
advanced information and communication technologies will be increasing [44]. All this
means that the results of this research can be reflected in innovative efforts to build a
sustainable information society in the region and, at the same time, constitute a modus
operandi for other regions throughout the country and other countries.

Selecting a sample is a fundamental element of a positivistic study [45]. The
stratified sampling and snowball sampling were therefore used to obtain a sample that
can be taken to be true for the whole population. The following strata were identified
based on the enterprise’s size (defined in terms of the number of employees).

The subjects were advised that their participation in completing the survey was
voluntary. At the same time, they were assured anonymity and guaranteed that their
responses would be kept confidential.

3.3 Data Collection

Having applied the Computer Assisted Web Interview and employed the Sur-
veyMonkey platform, the survey questionnaire was uploaded to the website. The data
were collected during a two-month period of intense work, between 12 May 2016 and
12 July 2016. After screening the responses and excluding outliers, there was a final
sample of 394 usable, correct, and complete responses. The sample ensured that the
error margin for the 97% confidence interval was 5%.

Table 2 provides details about the enterprise’s size, type of business activities, and
economy sector.
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3.4 Data Analysis

The data were stored in Microsoft Excel format. Using Statistica package and
Microsoft Excel, the collected data were analyzed in two stages. The first stage eval-
uated ICT adoption and sustainability in Polish enterprises, whereas the other stage
classified the analyzed enterprises into clusters according to their levels of ICT
adoption and sustainability.

In the first stage, the calculations were performed on the basis of Hellwig’s taxo-
nomic measure of development also known as Hellwig’s synthetic indicator of
development [46] which has been adopted for multivariate comparative analyses [47].
This measure is one of classical methods of linear ordering of multivariate objects. It
determines the Euclidean distance of each multivariate object from the development
pattern (reference object, pattern object) [48, 49].

The procedure of determining Hellwig’s synthetic indicator of development is as
follows:

1. Selection of diagnostic variables based on substantive and statistical reasons, and
gathering of relevant statistics data.

2. Standardization (normalization) of diagnostic variables xij according to the fol-
lowing formula:

zij ¼ xij � �xJ
S xj
� �

Table 2. Analysis of enterprises profiles (N = 394)

Demographic profile Number of
respondents

Percentage of
respondents

Number of employees
250 and above (large) 78 19.80%
50–249 (medium) 83 21.07%
10–49 (small) 122 30.96%
less than 10 111 28.17%
Economy sector
I sector – producing raw material and basic foods 27 6.85%
II sector – manufacturing, processing, and
construction

83 21.07%

III sector – providing services to the general
population and to businesses

238 60.40%

IV sector – including intellectual activities 46 11.68%
Business activities
ICT (manufacturing, trade, services) 136 34.52%
No ICT 258 65.48%
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where:

i – the number of objects (respondents);
j – the number of variables;
�xJ – the mean value of the variable j;
S xj
� �

– the standard deviation of the variable j; and
zij – the standardized (normalized) value of the variable j for the object i ( xijÞ

3. Determination of the object with the best (highest) values of the diagnostic variables
– (the reference object, development pattern) on the basis of the following formula:

z0j ¼ max
i
fzijg

where:

z0j – the standardized maximum value of the variable zij when the variable is a
stimulant – the so-called pattern (reference)

4. Calculation of the Euclidean distance di0 of each object from the constructed
pattern:

di0 ¼
Xm

j¼1

zij � z0j
� �2

" #1
2

5. Determination of the value of the Hellwig’s synthetic indicator of development di
for the object i according to the following formula:

di ¼ 1� di0
d0

where:

di0 – the Euclidean distance of the object from the reference object;
d0 – the distance of the object from the pattern determined in accordance with the
following formula to normalize di in the interval [0, 1]:

d0 ¼ �d0 þ 3SD d0ð Þ

where:

SD(d0) – the standard deviation of d0; and
�d0 – the average distance between objects and the development determined in
accordance with the following formulas:
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�d0 ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

di0

SD d0ð Þ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

di0 � �d0ð Þ2
" #1

2

The values of the synthetic indicator di are in the interval [0, 1] and a higher value
of the indicator means that the object is closer to the pattern. The closer the value of a
given object to the reference object the higher the level of development is.

Additionally, the analysis of variance (Anova Kruskala-Wallisa) was used to deter-
mine if there were statistically significant differences between distributions of di for the
ICT adoption components and sustainability components in the examined enterprises.

In the other stage, implementation of cluster analysis resulted in grouping of the
analyzed subjects – enterprises – into three clusters according to the levels of ICT
adoption and sustainability. Two measures: arithmetic mean d and standard deviation
SD(d) of values di were used for this purpose:

�d ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

di; SD dð Þ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

di � �dð Þ2
" #1

2

The following groups (classes) of enterprises according to their ICT adoption and
sustainability development were defined [50]:

• Group 1 with the highest level of synthetic indicator of development (high level of
ICT adoption/sustainability) embraces enterprises at a distance from the pattern
exceeding �dþ SDðdÞ:

di [ �dþ SDðdÞ

• Group 2 with the medium level of synthetic indicator of development (medium
level of ICT adoption/sustainability) embraces enterprises at a distance from the
pattern ranking in the interval (�d � SDðdÞ, �dþ SDðdÞ]:

�d � SDðdÞ\di � �dþ SDðdÞ

• Group 3 with the lowest level of synthetic indicator of development (low level of
ICT adoption/sustainability) embraces enterprises at a distance from the pattern not
exceeding �d � SDðdÞ:

di � �d � SDðdÞ

We determined means of di as an indicator of development level and after that
found a structure of development groups.
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4 Research Findings

The statistical analyses enabled the differentiation of enterprises in terms of their levels
of ICT adoption and sustainability. The generalized comparison of the levels of ICT
adoption and sustainability is followed by a description of the situation of three ana-
lyzed development groups in terms of components of ICT adoption and sustainability.

4.1 ICT Adoption Indexes

The following research questions were posed regarding ICT adoption in enterprises:

Q1: What synthetic indexes may be used to evaluate ICT adoption in enterprises?
Q2: What is the level of ICT adoption in Polish enterprises?

The ICT adoption construct includes 30 variables divided into four components, i.e.
ICT outlay (Out), information culture (Cul), ICT management (Man), and ICT quality
(Qua) (Table 1). Therefore, in order to answer these two questions the following
Hellwig’s synthetic indicators of ICT adoption were determined and calculated:

• Index of ICT adoption – ICT;
• Sub-index of ICT outlay – ICT(Out);
• Sub-index of information culture – ICT(Cul);
• Sub-index of ICT management – ICT(Man); and
• Sub-index of ICT quality – ICT(Qua).

Table 3 contains the value of such an index and sub-indexes of ICT adoption for
Polish examined enterprises.

The value of ICT index is 0.59 (Table 3) which means that the level of ICT
adoption in Polish examined enterprises is distant from the pattern by 0.41. The 2nd
group of ICT adoption development – the group with the medium level of ICT
adoption – comprises the largest number of examined enterprises (66.8%). The highest
and lowest levels of ICT adoption are specific for a smaller and similar number of
enterprises, respectively 15.7% and 17.5% of enterprises. In addition, 82.5% of
enterprises are characterized by medium and high levels of ICT adoption.

Table 3. Synthetic indicators of ICT adoption in Polish enterprises determined by Hellwig’s
method

Index/sub-index Value of
index/sub-index

Standard
deviation

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

ICT 0.59 0.20 15.7% 66.8% 17.5%
ICT(Out) 0.65 0.21 16.0% 69.5% 14.5%
ICT(Cul) 0.60 0.20 17.3% 66.5% 16.2%
ICT(Man) 0.58 0.20 16.0% 68.3% 15.7%
ICT(Qua) 0.61 0.20 16.0% 67.0% 17.0%
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The values of the ICT adoption sub-indexes are in the interval [0.58, 0.65] which
means that the levels of ICT outlay, information culture, ICT management, and ICT
quality are similar distant from the pattern by, respectively 0.35, 0.40, 0.42, 0.39. In
addition, the values of h-Kruskala-Wallisa H(3, N = 1576) = 23.496 and p = 0.000)
confirmed significant differences between the distribution of di calculated for ICT
outlay in enterprises and the distributions of di calculated for information culture
(p = 0.001) and ICT management (p = 0.000) in such enterprises.

For all ICT components, the 2nd group of ICT adoption development is predom-
inant, while the respective shares of enterprises in groups 1st and 3rd are similar and
much smaller than in the 2nd group. The largest number of examined enterprises is in
the 1st and 2nd groups combined. In general, the highest percentages of enterprises are
in the 1st and 2nd groups of ICT outlay (85.5% of enterprises) and ICT management
(84.3% of enterprises). In a slightly smaller percentage of enterprises medium and high
levels of information culture and ICT quality are indicated, respectively 83.8% and
83.0% of enterprises. Figure 1 presents the structure of the ICT adoption groups by
ICT adoption components.

4.2 Sustainability Indexes

The following research questions were posed regarding sustainability in enterprises:

Q3: What synthetic indexes may be used to evaluate sustainability in enterprises?
Q4: What is the level of sustainability in Polish enterprises?

The sustainability construct includes 16 variables divided into four components, i.e.
ecological (Ecl), economic (Eco), socio-cultural (Soc), and political sustainability

16.0% 17.3% 16.0% 16.0%

69.5% 66.5% 68.3% 67.0%

14.5% 16.2% 15.7% 17.0%
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Fig. 1. Percentage of enterprises in the groups of ICT adoption.
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(Pol) (Table 1). Therefore, in order to answer these two questions the following
Hellwig’s synthetic indicators of sustainability were determined and calculated:

• Index of sustainability – SIS;
• Sub-index of ecological sustainability – SIS(Ecl);
• Sub-index of economic sustainability – SIS(Eco);
• Sub-index of socio-cultural sustainability – SIS(Soc); and
• Sub-index of political sustainability – SIS(Pol).

Table 4 contains the value of such an index and sub-indexes of sustainability for
Polish enterprises.

The value of SIS index is 0.59 (Table 4) which means that the level of sustain-
ability in Polish examined enterprises is distant from the pattern by 0.41. The 2nd
group of sustainability – the group with the medium level of sustainability – comprises
the largest number of enterprises (67.0%). The highest and lowest levels of sustain-
ability are specific for a smaller and similar number of enterprises, respectively 17.3%
and 15.7% of enterprises. In addition, 84.3% of enterprises are characterized by
medium and high levels of sustainability.

The values of the sustainability sub-indexes are in the interval [0.60, 0.65] which
means that the levels of ecological, economic, socio-culture, and political sustainabil-
ities are similar distant from the pattern by, respectively 0.35, 0.40, 0.39, 0.35. In
addition, the values of h-Kruskala-Wallisa H(3, N = 1576) = 16.005 and p = 0.001)
confirmed significant differences between the distribution of di calculated for ecological
sustainability and the distributions of di calculated for economic (p = 0.008) and
socio-culture (p = 0.030 sustainability in enterprises as well as between the distributions
of di calculated for economic and political sustainability (p = 0.033) in enterprises.

For all SIS components, the 2nd group of sustainability is predominant, while the
respective shares of enterprises in the 1st and 3rd group are similar and much smaller
than in group 2nd. The largest number of examined enterprises is in the 1st and 2nd
group combined. In general, the highest percentages of enterprises are in the 1st and 2nd
group of economic sustainability (86.0% of enterprises). A slightly smaller percentage
of enterprises are characterized by medium and high levels of ecological, socio-culture,
and political sustainability, respectively 81.5%, 82.7%, and 81.5% of enterprises.
Figure 2 presents the structure of the sustainability groups by sustainability components.

Table 4. Synthetic indicators of sustainability in Polish enterprises determined by Hellwig’s
method

Index/sub-index Value of
index/sub-index

Standard
deviation

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

SIS 0.59 0.20 17.3% 67.0% 15.7%
SIS(Ecl) 0.65 0.22 9.6% 71.8% 18.5%
SIS(Eco) 0.60 0.20 15.5% 70.6% 14.0%
SIS(Soc) 0.61 0.20 16.5% 66.2% 17.3%
SIS(Pol) 0.65 0.22 8.6% 72.8% 18.5%
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4.3 ICT Adoption and Sustainability Levels

The results of the grouping of enterprises by their levels of ICT adoption and sus-
tainability using Hellwig’s method are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Percentage of enterprises in the groups of sustainability.
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It has been found that the largest number of examined enterprises (67%) is at the
medium levels of ICT adoption and sustainability. These levels are in the interval (0.39,
0.79] according to the indexes calculated based on Hellwig’s method. The high levels of
ICT adoption and sustainability indexes exceeding value of 0.79 are characteristic for,
respectively 15.7% and 17.3% of enterprises. However, 17.5% and 15.7% of enterprises
are at the low levels of ICT adoption and sustainability and their ICT adoption indexes
are not exceeding the level 0.39 according to the Hellwig’s synthetic indicator.

5 Conclusions

5.1 Research Contribution

This work contributes to the existing research on the SIS, especially the evaluation of
ICT adoption and sustainability in enterprises by:

– proposing synthetic indexes of ICT adoption in the context of SIS determined by
Hellwig’s method and indicating the level of ICT adoption in enterprises, also
separated into the levels of ICT outlay, information culture, ICT management, and
ICT quality by using such indicators; and

– proposing synthetic indexes of sustainability resulting from ICT adoption deter-
mined by Hellwig’s method and indicating the level of sustainability in enterprises,
also separated into the levels of ecological, economic, socio-cultural, and political
sustainability by using such indicators.

The new indexes have been developed, based on a set of indicators in accordance
with the nature of SIS, the essence of which is environmental, economic, socio-culture,
and political sustainability strongly influenced by adopting ICT in enterprises.

With regard to the presented results, it is reasonable to conclude that this study
expands the existing research on the SIS provided by Schauer [9], Fuchs [3, 4], Hilty
et al. [6, 7], Guillemette and Paré [16, 17], and Curry and Donnellan [14, 15]. Addi-
tionally, the findings of this study add new insights into the measurement of ICT
adaption [12, 30, 31] and sustainability [34–37].

5.2 Implications for Research and Practice

The research findings can be used by scholars to improve and expand the research on
the SIS. Researchers may use the proposed synthetic indicators to do similar analyses
with different sample groups in other countries, and many comparisons between dif-
ferent countries can be drawn. Furthermore, the proposed methodology constitutes a
very comprehensive basis for identifying the levels of ICT adoption and sustainability,
but researchers may develop, verify and improve this methodology and its imple-
mentation. For example, components and primary variables of ICT adoption and
sustainability constructs may be improved in such a way that measurement of ICT
adoption and sustainability allow to gain a more precise view of SIS.

This study offers several implications for enterprises. They may find the results
appealing and useful in enhancing the adoption of ICT, experiencing the full potential
of ICT and deriving various benefits from ICT adoption like ecological, economic,
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socio-cultural, and political. In addition, this study recommends some guidelines for
measuring ICT adoption and such benefits resulting from ICT adoption. Furthermore,
the findings can help enterprises develop sound ICT adoption plans and receive funding
from the European Union that set itself a target of implementing the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development [51].

It should be emphasized that this research can be largely useful for the transition
economies in Central and Eastern Europe. This is because the countries are similar with
regard to analogous geopolitical situation, their joint history, traditions, culture and
values, the quality of ICT infrastructure, as well as building democratic state structures
and a free-market economy, and participating in the European integration process.

5.3 Limitations and Future Works

As with many other studies, this study has its limitations. First, the ICT adoption and
sustainability constructs are new constructs that have yet to be further explored and
exposed to repeated empirical validation. Second, the sample included Polish enter-
prises only, especially from the Silesian Province. The study sample precludes statis-
tical generalization of the results from Silesian enterprises to Polish enterprises.
However, early research into the success factors for and the level of adopting ICT in
Poland [52] indicated that there is no difference between Silesian enterprises and other
Polish enterprises. Therefore, these research findings cannot be limited only to the
Silesian enterprises and can be generalized to Polish enterprises. After all, caution
should be taken when generalizing the findings to other regions and countries. Finally,
the research subjects were limited to enterprises and it is therefore only the viewpoint of
enterprises toward ICT adoption for achieving sustainability in the information society.
Caution should be taken when generalizing the findings to the SIS.

Additional research must be performed to better understand the SIS, ICT adoption
and sustainability construct, and the levels of ICT adoption and sustainability. First, the
further validation of the levels of ICT adoption and sustainability should be carried out
for a larger sample comprising enterprises from different Polish provinces. Second,
research on the measurement of ICT adoption and sustainability in households and
government units should be conducted.
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Abstract. Small companies have potential to be agile, flexible and informal -
this is possible because such companies are usually formed by few members (up
to 9 people – statistic average in Brazil). This usually creates more synergy
among these professionals because they incline to have more than a single role
inside the company. Therefore, it is understandable that those professionals
should multi-task, splitting their working hours among different kinds of
demands: what may cause difficulties in planning, development, verification,
and improvement of internal processes. This article brings a case study where
the COBIT 5.0 toolkit (Process Assessment Model) was used to identify internal
processes that needed improvement within the studied company. In order to
improve the selected processes, ISO/IEC 12207 was tailored concerning com-
pany’s needs. Additionally, it was applied a continuous improvement cycle –

PDCA and it was also proposed the adoption of an agile method – SCRUM, to
integrate internal activities and processes.

Keywords: COBIT � Software engineering � SCRUM

1 Introduction

This article presents a viability case study for the application of an Information Tech-
nology (IT) corporative governance program in a small software development company.
A study [1] shows metrics about development projects – about 56% are concluded
within agreed deadlines and about 68% are completed within agreed budget. There are
some main factors for the non-completion of projects within deadline and budget, in a
scale from 1 to 5 [1]: Poorly defined initial scope (Average: 3.6) and continuous scope
changes (Average: 3.5).

In order to meet deadlines and have better budget control, IT should be aligned with
business goals. Also, Development and IT areas should be efficient. Solutions must not
only meet increasing quality requirements but also be low-cost and easily adaptable
[1, 2]. This is a noticeable trend because there is an increasing number of Brazilian
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companies pursuing the ISO 9000 certification, at the expense of other software models
and standards [3]. Business goals and IT alignment can be planned and controlled with
the adoption of a governance model. COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and
Related Technology) is a de-facto standard used to provide IT area with a governance
model and it helps with understanding and managing IT-related risks [4]. Development
and IT efficiency can also be improved with well-defined processes and standardiza-
tion, using ISO/IEC 12207 [5], the international standard for software lifecycle pro-
cesses [2].

The process should be easily adaptable and compliant with business’ changes. The
adoption of agile development is increasing due to the need for fast adaption to changes.
The most used agile method nowadays is SCRUM [4, 6, 7]. Considering the Gover-
nance context (COBIT), the development model (ISO/IEC 12207) and development
method (SCRUM), this article aims to investigate the application viability of COBIT,
ISO/IEC 12207 and SCRUM in the context of a small company (up to 9 people, statistic
average in Brazil) [8]. COBIT, ISO/IEC 12007 and SCRUM should be tailored con-
sidering the limited resources of a small company, where it is common to find human
resources assuming multiple roles while working on different projects at the same time.
The small IT Brazilian company analyzed in this case study, identified as “studied
company” had reported the following main problems: rework due to scope change,
consecutive delays due to lack of stakeholders’ commitment, stakeholders change
and/or multiple stakeholders with inadequate communication. If not well managed, such
problems can imply in financial loss, lack of productivity, frequent re-negotiations, and
negative impact on other projects and human resources reallocation. Therefore, affecting
commercial, development, creation and quality assurance areas – company’s key areas.
The goal of this study is to assess the application viability of COBIT and consequent
verification, analysis and proposition of improvements in a small companies’ context,
providing a viability analysis of the challenges and benefits observed when applying
COBIT, ISO/IEC 12007 and SCRUM in a small company context.

The primary analysis will be done with COBIT toolkit version 5.0 for Process
Assessment Model (PAM), maintained by ISACA (Information Systems Audit and
Control Association). We will use the term COBIT-PAM in this text to address this
framework. Its application helps to verify which are the main processes influenced by
the cited problems – knowing such processes will enable the application, within the
right adherence level, of standards and/or techniques based in good practices of IT
governance and software engineering. By improving the selected processes, some
performance enhancement in company’s activities is expected, therefore, directly and
indirectly affecting IT governance levels in a continuous and positive way, aiming the
continuity of all good practices that were proposed.

It is possible to cite as expected contributions of this study internal processes and
governance improvement, and the fact that this study is related to a less studied
domain: small companies, thus showing the application viability of such practices in
this context. The method used in this study is formed by the following activities:
(a) Collection of information and problems within the company; (b) Analysis of col-
lected data; (c) Application of COBIT-PAM; (d) Bibliographic survey for possible
solutions; (e) Analysis and proposition of a hypothetical solution and (f) Development
of paper that documents adopted procedures and conclusions.
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2 Literature Review: Governance Models with Agile Models

In order to reach a set of related works, a search combining the keyword COBIT,
Small, SME, ISO/IEC 12207, PDCA (Plan, Do, Check and Act), agile and SCRUM
was done on Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, ACM and CAPES, selecting only works
published in English or Portuguese since 2012.

Several researchers have investigated the harmonization of governance models with
agile development models. The authors of study [9] used concepts of COBIT,
PRINCE2, and SCRUM to propose the addition of security tests requirements and
penetration tests (pen tests) into the agile development lifecycle. Silva [10] proposed a
software acquisition model aligned with COBIT, ITIL and PDCA concepts for con-
tinuous improvement, adding concepts such as daily meetings from SCRUM and
portfolio management from SAFe. Ozkan et al. [11] observed the migration of a
company to agile models from Waterfall, while complying with COBIT – listing
challenges and adopted solutions, while losing the big picture in design, a problem
solved with the addition of a “zero sprint” step following a formal approval process.
Similarly, this work [11] has combined COBIT, PDCA, and SCRUM, however using a
different approach, adding COBIT to identify which processes should be improved on a
context of small to medium-sized enterprises, using ISO/IEC 12207 for the full soft-
ware development lifecycle and PDCA for continuous improvement.

In order to combine governance control with the agile model, researchers had
worked on mapping COBIT process with SCRUM activities. Gupta [12] mapped
COBIT controls with the development processes such as requirement analysis, design,
building and testing. Additionally, author 12] also implemented solutions to make agile
projects comply with Sarbanes Oxley regulatory requirements. Mahnic and Zabkar [13]
validated their proposed model AGIT (AGIle software developmenT), which includes
measuring SCRUM based on software development, with information systems auditing
criteria, as described in COBIT. Studies [14, 15] indicate a direct connection between
team communication and project’s outcome: It was observed in a study [14] the impact
of enhancing control over project’s context and team’s communication. This was done
using formal control - based on performance evaluation strategy and informal control -
based on social and people strategies. In [16], metrics were investigated to find out if
they could provide IT management with information regarding the progress of
SCRUM-based software development without harming its agility. This work has also
mapped COBIT process to both ISO/IEC 12207 processes and the SCRUM model.

3 Research Method: Problem Analysis (Causes � Effects)

It was necessary to collect information and understand the processual problems
exposed by this company in order to enable its analysis and propose improvements or
solutions. The problem analysis method consisted of:

1. Brainstorm: Informal meetings with the board of directors (2 members responsible
for the management of Marketing, Sales, Operations and Finances areas) and the
technical team (3 members that work assuming multiple roles during software’s
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lifecycle) in order to detect the main problematic situations affecting the company’s
management and operations.

2. Data Collection and Analysis: All the main topics discussed during the brainstorm
were analyzed and the main problematic situations detected were: (A) Rework due
to scope change; (B) Consecutive delays due to lack of stakeholder’s commitment
to the project and its deadlines; (C) Stakeholders change and/or multiple stake-
holders with inadequate communication; (D) Money loss due to delays in projects
and company’s unavailability to work in new projects; (E) Lack of productivity due
to extra work caused by unexpected scope changes; (F) Frequent renegotiations due
to inadequate process and communication, and scope change; (G) Negative impact
on other projects; (H) Human resources reallocation from other projects.

3. Brainstorm: Meetings with board of directors to identify possible root causes and
effects of each problematic situation detected;

4. Cause-effect Matrix (Table 1): Problematic situations were classified into causes
or effects of other problems and distributed in a cause-effect matrix. The following
matrix shows causes (C) and their effects (E):

After building the cause-effect matrix, an established criterion was applied to allow
the identification of the main causes among all problems: it should be causing at
least 70% of listed problems. The goal was to define root problems/major causes: A,
B, and C were found as such.
The development method being used is based on the waterfall development model.
The process is defined as follows: initial project’s scope analysis and alignment
between its internal manager and stakeholder; characterization of necessary docu-
mentation, project development, tests, and delivery - in modular increments.
When a module is delivered, the stakeholder might not be the same who did the
initial request, his needs might have changed or it might not be what was expected
because of the lack of alignment during the development process (problematic
situations “B” and “C”). This will cause the problematic situation “A”.
Additionally, whenever alignment is needed, meetings are scheduled without any
pre-determined periodicity as there are no formalized alignment milestones.

Table 1. Cause-effect matrix (Read the matrix as follows: e.g. A-1 is cause/effect of B-2. Grey
cells represent the selected main causes.)

Cause/Effect A-2 B-2 C-2 D-2 E-2 F-2 G-2 H-2 Total Causes
A-1 - E E C C C C C 5
B-1 C - E C C C C C 6
C-1 C C - C C C C C 7
D-1 E E E - C E E C 2
E-1 E E E E - E E E 0
F-1 E E E C C - C C 4
G-1 E E E C C E - C 3
H-1 E E E E C E E - 1
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Considering the need to generate more commitment from stakeholders, the previ-
ously proposed adoption of an agile method can be cogitated as an essential part of
the solution. This may help to focus on scope’s alignment and delivery validations
due to frequent alignment during the entire development process.

5. COBIT 5.0 framework application: This framework was conceived for technol-
ogy information management. Its application involves business requirements
analysis considering: effectiveness, efficiency, integrity, availability, compliance,
and trustability. Its results bring a panoramic view of the general maturity level of
the company’s IT area and help to understand what needs to be done to reach higher
levels.
It is possible to infer that this framework reduces the complexity of processual
analysis to identify possible solution scenarios for company’s problems.
COBIT-PAM was applied addressing the previously cited problems - the assessment
was done for every process described in the framework. It establishes 6 maturity
levels, on a 0 to 5 scale. COBIT-PAM was applied following these activities [17]:
Identify if each process is achieving its outcomes; Rate each of the outcomes as
follows: Not Achieved = 0–15%, Partially Achieved = 15–50%, Largely
Achieved = 50–85%, Fully Achieved = 85–100%; To pass a particular level, the
process must be rated as Largely or Fully Achieved, to reach the next level, all
attributes must be rated as Fully Achieved; Identify the Capability Level Achieved.
The problematic processes identified were:

• There was an initial process of governance being executed to ensure the gov-
ernance framework setting and maintenance (EDM01 – Rated: Level 1), but it
was not being properly managed/maintained - resulting in a lower maturity level.

• Value optimization governance (EDM02 – Rated: Level 3) was being managed
and had a defined process, but needed well-defined quality attributes to measure
its effectiveness.

• Risk optimization governance (EDM03 – Rated: Level 2) was being managed at
the start and end of projects but lacked management and measurements during
its lifecycle.

• The budget and costs management process (APO06 – Rated: Level 4) establishes
measuring points during the process, that will be analyzed and documented,
furnishing information on costs monitoring and control. This is done since the
delivery of software’s functional and non-functional requirements until devel-
opment. Software’s architecture planning and maintenance phases may be
improved with a better analysis of the problem and necessary changes. The
validation and quality of tests defined in non-functional requirements must
respect planned budget in costs management - always monitoring project’s costs.

• The positive aspect regarding quality management governance (APO11 – Rated:
Level 3) lies in the establishment of more rigorous processes during software
development (direct or indirectly).

• A bigger level of quality control should be assured by verifying, validating and
making revisions in partnership with stakeholders. This would mitigate
uncovered problems in quality metrics that were found during COBIT-PAM’s
application.
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• Risk management governance (APO12 – Rated: Level 2) should be continuous,
during the entire project’s lifecycle. There is an established process, but it is not
managed. The risk management should be done upon the acceptance of services
provision, during initial alignments with stakeholders and also during devel-
opment and maintenance phases, where all problems must be addressed and
discussed. Each risk must be analyzed and proper actions should be taken
(avoiding, assuming, reducing or transferring risk) and documented.

• Requirement’s definition governance (BAI02 – Rated: Level 2) can be improved
by using a well-defined acquisition process, suggesting a process to the acquirer
(if he does not have it already). Other project’s phases will also have impacts,
such as provision, development, maintenance, documentation, quality assurance,
verification, validation, joint review, and management.

• Upon the establishment of a clearer and more well-defined process, operations
management governance (DSS01 – Rated: Level 3) can be more complete, by
controlling and monitoring more crucial aspects of projects. To improve these
processes - requirements, risks and costs must be traceable and documented. To
reach this goal, it was suggested the adoption an ALM (Application Lifecycle
Management) tool that automatically registers these steps. A small company’s
team cannot spend time with bureaucracy that can be automated.

4 Research Findings: Analysis and Solution Hypothesis

Many studies were considered [4, 12–14, 18–20] for the choice and proposition of a
viable solution for the studied company. Antón [20] explained how some important
principles can help to eliminate flaws during requirement’s planning phase: Under-
standing the problem before defining requirements, Involving stakeholders since the
beginning and maintain their involvement during requirement validation phase, and
making sure that critical requirements were considered.

Standish Group studies [18, 21, 22] show that 72% of IT projects had failed or were
challenged, with a risk of failure. If compared to other years like 1998 and 1996 for
example, the study does not show a significant improvement in those scenarios – the
reduction rate average is 1–2% every 2 years in failed and challenged projects.

It is believed in another study [19] that failures occur due to a basic principle: the
way managers are structuring their projects’ plans, with module-based instead of
business requirements-based deliveries.

A subsystem-based project is essentially a great increment, first building subsys-
tems and then putting them together. Clients cannot review business functionalities
until full integration (when the system is almost fully built). Changes in this phase can
generate re-work, costs and delivery delays.

Recent studies [4, 12, 13] have been consecutively showing, throughout the years,
improvements in this scenario – 37–39% of all agile projects were considered suc-
cessful. The same success ratio regarding waterfall projects is around 5–11%. Thus,
providing good arguments to propose the adoption of an agile method within the
studied company. The main reasons for such success rates were: adoption of agile
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methods; modernization (code recovering/conversion and databases), less usage of
ERP’s and CRM’s, and less usage of waterfall development model.

In order to reach a well-based decision about which models, techniques and/or
methods could be viable to solve given problems, this analysis considered: (1) Prob-
lems faced by the studied company; (2) IT goals impacting processes selected by
COBIT-PAM; (3) Principles stated in study [14]; (4) Bigger success rates in agile
projects as stated in [4, 12, 13]; (5) Adopted assumptions; (6) Company’s policies.

After careful analysis, it was decided by the authors to unite good practices of IT
governance with good practices of software engineering, using ISO/IEC 12207 [5].
This was done in order to propose an applicable and viable solution considering
money/human resources restrictions. The following conclusions were reached:
(I) ISO/IEC 12207 [5]: definition of good adherence level and support of standard’s
adaptations to attain company’s needs; (II) Agile method – SCRUM [2–27]: selection
and proposal of key inherent principles; (III) PDCA cycle [28–30]: implementation of
continuous improvement cycle to assure continuity of proposed improvements.

Focusing on strategic challenges found after COBIT-PAM application, it was found
as a viable solution the definition of an adherence level to the ISO/IEC 12207 standard
[5] and the incorporation of processes based on SCRUM and PDCA cycle, as described
in a study [27] that shows how to apply ISO/IEC 12207 with SCRUM and agile
methods. Such practices may mitigate challenges faced by the studied company, ful-
filling its strategic and governance goals by improving its quality, risk, budget and
costs, and operations management – Highly IT-related processes, in this case.

Such changes may improve project’s indicators, e.g. amount of projects delivered
on time and within cost expectations. It is also expected a smaller impact on company’s
processes from the perspective of reported problems, in such a way that business’ goals
are affected within a controlled, predictable and/or acceptable limit, or are not affected
at all. The next sessions will present the solution proposed by the authors considering a
small company context, demonstrating all adjustments made in ISO/IEC 12207 [5] and
its relations with software engineering techniques, SCRUM method and impacting IT
processes obtained by COBIT-PAM application.

5 Discussion of Findings and Solution Proposition: ISO/IEC
12207, PDCA Cycle and SCRUM

5.1 Software Process Model Preparation

As a technical standard reference, it was adopted the ISO/IEC 12207 [5]. This standard
describes a common structure for software lifecycle process. The proposed structure
involves processes, activities, and tasks that may be applied simultaneously with the
acquisition of software products or development services, addressing phases such as
supply, development, operation, and maintenance. This standard provides a general
vision of a software’s lifecycle. It starts with an idea or need that must be fully or
partially addressed by a software and ends with its withdrawal [10].
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The ISO/IEC 12207 [5] is highly flexible and may be used along with any lifecycle
model (Waterfall, Incremental, Evolutionary, Spiral, etc.); any software engineering
method (Object Oriented, Structured Coding, Top-Down Tests, etc.); with any pro-
gramming language. The standard’s processes [5] are defined in three main classes and
one extra class: Fundamental, Supporting and Organizational class. The 4th class
represents an adaptation of the standard as it may be necessary (called Tailoring class)
which was the focus of this study. Every process consists of activities and each activity
consists of tasks. A task consumes inputs (data, information, and control) and provides
outputs (data, information, and control).

Each process must follow the PDCA cycle: an integrated system of procedures that
encourage employees to analyze situations, to stablish plans, to conduct performance
auditing and to take appropriate actions, for corrections or progress [27].

In this standard [5], processes, their activities, and their tasks are arranged in a
natural sequence, without any mandatory execution sequence. However, it requires
certain outputs to be documented, not specifying format, content nor documentation
media to be used.

An organization is a group of organized people with a specific goal and its name
derives from the process which it is responsible for e.g. it is called acquirer then it is
performing an acquisition process. Regardless of the company’s size, small or large,
depending on its goal, an organization might select a subgroup of processes (with
related activities and tasks) to fulfill its purpose [31].

In this research, the following steps were followed for the tailoring process:
(a) Lifecycle reference board: premises adopted for the selection of process; (b) Com-
pany policies and projects: description of the policies adopted by the studied company;
(c) Software lifecycle: selection of the processes and sub-processes; (d) Development
model: description of the development model selected; (e) Reference board
activities/Software process model: mapping of the adapted ISO/IEC 12207 [5] pro-
cesses, SCRUM method and the affected COBIT processes.

5.2 Lifecycle Reference Board

Software lifecycle models are used as a high-level standard definition of stages that
occur during the development process. The goal is not to provide detailed instructions,
but to list main activities and their relations [32]. In order to properly adapt the ISO/IEC
12207 [5], a set of assumptions was adopted:

• Auditing will not be addressed because it regards an external process: other com-
pany’s responsibility;

• The adoption of a documentation automation tool is needed: to plan releases and
enable suggestion and implementation of an agile development method;

• About quality assurance: it was verified, with the board of directors, that there are
other professionals working on this topic internally. It is suggested, that another
study is done in the future to tackle this topic, to improve and/or define quality
attributes necessary for process measurement and control.
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5.3 Company Policies and Projects

Main policies adopted by the studied company: (a) Development and implementation
of software according to the client’s needs; (b) Every project is developed in a cen-
tralized way and (c) It is a project-oriented company, that manages its human, com-
putational and other resources in accordance with each project’s demand.

Main project’s characteristics observed on 50–70% of studied company’s projects:
(a) Low duration (up to 3 months); (b) The client’s profile: diversified with different
business drivers; (c) Low reuse of developed components – around 40% rate; (d) Most
projects are web projects.

5.4 Software Lifecycle and Development Model

In this section, it will be described which sub-processes from the ISO/IEC 12207 [5]
will be used for a better scope management. The other processes were not the focus of
this study. Tables 2, 3 and 4 contain which sub-processes were selected from ISO/IEC
12207 [5].

Examining company’s software demands, although they receive numerous types of
projects with different complexity levels, the most frequent are small/medium-sized
software projects with an intermediate complexity level. Scopes are well defined, but
there is a big chance of changes being necessary – mainly asked by stakeholders.

The studied company lacked a formal development process, thus, its need of one
led the authors to verify which method/process could be implemented in such small
company context - due to its contextual restraints, already addressed in this paper.

With such restrictions, a consensus was reached: these projects will make use of an
iterative and incremental development method, so that in each iteration, it will be
possible to re-evaluate the software and set up new requirements, increasing client’s
satisfaction – without negative impacts on the project. Such re-evaluation should be
done through sub-processes described in Table 5.

On an iterative-incremental software development model, every functionality
delivery happens in a planned way, as a series of partial deliveries - each one with
growing completeness - developed within iterations. Every iteration focus on analysis,

Table 2. Selected fundamental processes

Sub-processes Responsibility

5.1 Acquisition Clients
5.2 Supply Company
5.3 Development Company
5.5 Maintenance Company

Table 3. Selected support processes

Sub-processes Responsibility

6.1 Documentation Company + clients
6.3 Quality assurance Company + clients
6.4 Verification Company + clients
6.5 Validation Company + clients
6.6 Review Company + clients

Table 4. Selected organizational processes

Sub-processes Responsibility

7.1 Management Company
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planning, implementation and tests of a defined set of requirements. To reach an
iterative-incremental (agile) process, it is recommended to follow the Agile Manifesto
and its key principles [23].

SCRUM was chosen among other methods because is an easy and low-cost method
to implement within a small team context and it also generates fast development. The
decision for SCRUM was reinforced by a study [19] that addressed what problems to
tackle whenever a company chooses to do modular delivery instead of business goal
delivery (as it used to be done by the studied company – most problems were faced by
the studied company as well):

• Difficulties in coordinating dependencies between modules – integration will hap-
pen at the project’s end;

• The client receives only prototypes and not software, due to the risk of not wanting
something by the process’s end;

• Since the client wants prototypes for demonstration purposes, project might enter a
development loop if the project manager always accepts all requirement changes –
the system will never be developed;

• The client cannot be sure if business’ goals were achieved by the system until it is
finished. If the software needs readjustments, it involves rebuilding many modules,
bigger costs, and missing deadlines;

• Architecture tests occur only upon integration (project’s final phases). Architecture
change affects the whole project;

• Complex integration-related problems are found late during the project’s
development;

• It is hard to plan incremental development when the entire module is seen as one
increment only.

Agile Manifesto [23] states “Working product over comprehensive documentation”.
One of its 12 fundamental principles states “The most efficient and effective method of
conveying information to and within a development team is a face-to-face conversa-
tion”. It is also suggested the adoption of a software to track project lifecycle process by
automatically documenting all phases. Some suggested ALM tools were: IBM
Rational CLM, HP ALM, MS ALM, Freeware IceScrum, Agilo, and eXPlainPMT.

Table 5. Evaluations and responsibilities

Sub-processes Use Responsibility

Internal process evaluation (tasks
from 5.1 to 5.5)

Yes SCRUM team

Verification (6.4) and validation (6.5) Yes Product owner, stakeholder, and
SCRUM team

Review (6.6) and auditing (6.7) Yes–Review
No–Auditing

Product owner and Stakeholder

Quality assurance (6.3) Yes Product owner and SCRUM team
Improvement (7.3) Yes All
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5.5 Reference Board Activities/Software Process Model

In this section, it is shown the results of ISO/IEC 12207 [5] adaptations and respective
mapping, according to applicability, of SCRUM and affected COBIT processes:

(1) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Acquisition

• Activity: 5.1.1 Initiation
Model: Description of a concept or a need to acquire, develop or improve
software product or service; Define and analyze software requirements;
Choose to acquire a new software by means of a contract with the studied
company.

• Activity: 5.1.2 Preparation of Proposal Requirement
Model: Acquirer should document acquisition requirements (e.g. proposal
request) – its content depends on the acquisition option; Acquisition docu-
mentation should include, whenever appropriate: system’s requirements; scope
declaration of contract-referenced tasks; proposer instructions; software list;
terms and conditions; subcontracts’ control; technical restrictions (e.g. targeted
environment).

• Activity: 5.1.3 Contract Preparation and Updating
Model: Criteria for proposal evaluation and deliberation of supplier’s require-
ments adherence; Prepare and negotiate a contract with the supplier that
addresses acquisition requirements, including cost and timetable of software
product/service to be delivered; Acquirer must control contract changes through
negotiations with the supplier as a part of the changes control mechanism.
Contract changes must be investigated regarding their impact on project’s plans,
costs, benefits, quality, and schedule.

• Activity: 5.1.4 Supplier Monitoring
Model: Acquirer must monitor supplier’s activities regarding joint review
(item 6.6) and auditing (item 6.7) processes; Acquirer should complement
monitoring process with verification (item 6.4) and validation processes (item
6.5), whenever necessary.

• Activity: 5.1.5 Acceptance and Conclusion
Model: Acceptance-based in strategy and defined criteria; Software product or
services’ review and acceptance test to be handed in – should be accepted by
the supplier when criteria are encountered.

Even though the acquisition process is under the client’s responsibility, since most
are startups, they don’t have a well-defined process for acquisition. The previously
selected processes are an orientation for the adoption of an acquisition model by the
client. The following processes were selected after applying COBIT-PAM, as already
cited, since they have direct impact on company’s IT goals: EDM01 – Ensure gov-
ernance framework and setting, EDM02 – Ensure value optimization, EDM03 –

Ensure risk optimization, APO06 – Manage budget and costs, APO11 – Manage
quality, APO12 – Manage risk, BAI02 – Define requirements, DSS01 – Manage
operations.
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(2) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Supply

• Activity: 5.2.1 Initiation
Model: The supplier conducts requirements review, accounting political
matters and company’s policies. It should consider risks, budget, costs and
other criteria that will be adopted to assure product and process quality.
COBIT: EDM02 EDM03 APO12 APO11 APO06 BAI02

• Activity: 5.2.2 Response Preparation
Model: Supplier should define and prepare a proposal, answering the proposal
requirement, including recommendations for technical standard adaptation.
COBIT: EDM02 EDM03 APO12 APO11 APO06 BAI02

• Activity: 5.2.3 Contract
Model: Supplier must negotiate and hire acquirer to provide IT product/
service; Supplier can ask for contract changes as part of change control
mechanism, considering budget, costs, and risk.
COBIT: EDM02 EDM03 APO12 APO11 APO06

• Activity: 5.2.4 Planning
Model: Supplier must: Review acquisition requirements to define a manage-
ment structure and make sure the project has enough quality to be delivered;
Select a lifecycle model for scope, size and project’s complexity; Develop and
document the project’s management plan according to its requirements within
the lifecycle model.
COBIT: EDM02 APO11 BAI02

• Activity: 5.2.5 Execution and Control
Model: Supplier must: Respect development process (item 5.3); Operate and
maintain software according to operation (item 5.4) and management (item
5.5) processes, respectively; Monitor and control progress and quality of
products/services throughout project’s lifecycle, in terms of monitoring
technical performance, costs, timetables and project status quo; Identification,
register, analysis, and problem/risk resolution.
COBIT: EDM02 APO11 DSS01 APO06 APO12 BAI02

• Activity: 5.2.6 Review and Evaluation
Model: Supplier must: Coordinate activities of contract review, iterations and
communications with acquirer’s organization; Conduct or support informal
meetings, acceptance meeting/test and joint reviews (according to Item 6.6)
with acquirer; Supplier must verify and validate, according to items 6.4 and
6.5, respectively, to check if processes satisfy all requirements; Supply
acquirer with evaluation, reviews, tests and problem-solving reports, as agreed
in the contract; Provide acquirer with access to supplier’s and subcontracted
resources, to review software products or services, as specified in the contract
and project’s plan; Ensure quality according to item 6.3.
COBIT: EDM02 APO11 BAI02

• Activity: 5.2.7 Delivery and Conclusion
Model: Supplier must: Hand in software product/service as specified in the
contract; Provide acquirer with software product/service support, as specified
in the contract.
COBIT: EDM02
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(3) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Development

• Activity: 5.3.1 Process Implementation
Model: SCRUM and ALM tool selection for requirements management and
development, change management, and quality.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02

• Activity: 5.3.2 System’s Requirements Analysis
Model: Defined product backlog in Story-writing workshop, where the
product owner, stakeholders and team discuss all requirements, assess the
risks and estimate complexity (poker planning). As a result, there will be a
generated backlog (analyzed and prioritized) with a delivery plan - sprint
planning.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 EDM03 APO12 APO06 APO11

• Activity: 5.3.3 System’s Architecture Project
Model: Developed, updated and re-done during iterations; The architect is
part of the peripheral project team, that is involved in specific tasks;
Non-functional requirements must be considered; Measuring points, control
and quality assurance must be planned; The solution must be suitable in
terms of cost/budget; Risk must be assessed in architectural decisions (e.g.
high availability systems).
COBIT: BAI02 APO11 APO06 APO12

• Activity: 5.3.4 Software Requirements Analysis
Model: Sprint planning and Sprint backlog
COBIT: BAI02

• Activity: 5.3.5 Software Architecture Project
Model: Story-writing workshops; Brainstorming and software’s design pro-
totyping; Flow simulation design; An initial description is supplied and
refactored on next iterations.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 EDM03 APO12 APO06 APO11

• Activity: 5.3.6 Software Detailed Project
Model: SCRUM team principles: Multidisciplinary, self-managed and
self-organized; Freedom for developers; Technical problems and risks are
discussed and decided in daily meetings.
COBIT: BAI02 APO12

• Activity: 5.3.7 Software Coding and Testing
Model: Two-people coding (new or complex); Acceptance tests are part of
user stories definition, determining if it is complete; Product owner and client
are supposed to write acceptance tests; Tests must be part of the process and
should be automated whenever possible; Engineering tests are extremely
important to assure deliverable’s quality; User interface, usability, perfor-
mance and stress tests; Results must comply with risk policy (accept, mitigate,
resolve or ignore).
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12

• Activity: 5.3.8 Software’s Integration
Model: Continuous integration; Integration test is part of acceptance tests.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12
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• Activity: 5.3.9 Software Qualification Test
Model: Team tests during and after each sprint; End of sprint: potentially
deliverable product increment with high quality, tested, complete and ready;
Review meeting: team presents to product owner, stakeholder and invited
people; Product owner evaluates if the sprint’s goal was attained; Corrections/
changes generate product backlog’s new items;
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12

• Activity: 5.3.10 System’s Integration
Model: Aggregations must be tested when integrated, according to their
requirements; Must be part of acceptance tests.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12

• Activity: 5.3.11 System’s Qualification Test
Model: The delivery of a new sprint characterizes not only software qualification,
but also its test qualification according to specified qualification requirements.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12

• Activity: 5.3.12 Software Installation
Model: All professionals needed for software installation (DBA, technicians,
etc.) are part of the peripheral project team. They are allocated to SCRUM
teams for specific tasks.
COBIT: DSS01

• Activity: 5.3.13 Software Acceptance Support
Model: The client is always available; Support and acceptance are done in
review meetings at the end of each sprint.
COBIT: EDM02 APO01 BAI02

(4) Process model – Fundamental Process – Maintenance

• Activity: 5.5.1 Process Implementation
Model: SCRUM for maintenance: Other project’s area, apart from develop-
ment; Has its own backlog and deliveries.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02

• Activity: 5.5.2 Problem and Changes Analysis
Model: Every maintenance should generate a new item in the product
backlog – analyzed during sprint planning; As a result of sprint planning, the
project has a sprint backlog with which the maintenance team is committed;
Maintainer should analyze the problem report or change request regarding
their impacts within the organization, the existing system, and interacting
systems, observing the following categories: (a) Kind: e.g. correction,
improvement, prevention or adaptation to a new environment; (b) Scope: e.g.
modification size, involved cost and change deadlines; (c) Criticality: e.g.
design’s impact and protection/security.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 EDM03 APO12 APO06 APO11

• Activity: 5.5.3 Implementation Modification
Model: Maintainer should analyze and determine which documentation,
software units, and versions need to be modified; Maintainer should use
development process to implement modifications; Development process’
requirements should be completed.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12
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• Activity: 5.5.4 Maintenance Review/Acceptance
Model: As in item 5.3.7, acceptance tests must be part of the user story; The
client is always available; Support and acceptance must be done in review
meetings at the end of each sprint.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12 EDM02

• Activity: 5.5.6 Software Discontinuation
Model: Best practice – Discontinuation tasks should be defined in sprint
planning.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 DSS01

(5) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Documentation

• Activity: 6.1.1 Process Implementation
Model: SCRUM is not against documentation, but preconizes minimal nec-
essary documentation; Automation: using ALM tool; Requirements must be
traceable during the entire project’s lifecycle.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 EDM03 APO12 APO06 APO11 DSS01

• Activity: 6.1.2 Project and Development
Model: Use of tool’s models – may be modified according to team preference
(item 6.1.4).

• Activity: 6.1.3 Production
Model: Tool must contain models and pre-defined reports, ready to be used.

• Activity: 6.1.4 Maintenance
Model: Tool allows customization of models and creation of new documents,
if necessary.

(6) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Verification

• Activity: 6.4.1 Implementation Process/6.4.2. Verification
Model: Verification is integrated to the ALM tool; It is possible to analyze,
review and test, blocking or releasing the continuation of an activity; Life-
cycle activities and software products that require verification must be
determined based on scope, magnitude, complexity, and critical factors’
analysis; All problems and non-conformities must be solved; Results of
verification activities must be available to acquirer and other organizations that
may be involved in the process.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12 EDM02 EDM03

(7) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Validation

• Activity: 6.5.1 Process Implementation
Model: Use of ALM tool for tests and construction planning, test management
functions during entire software lifecycle, integration of requirement man-
agement and defect-monitoring tools, test results registry, and project’s history
– may be used for auditing purposes.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12 EDM02 EDM03
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• Activity: 6.5.2 Validation
Model: Set up test plan: Define business and test goals; Review and approval
processes for test plan and each test case;Manage project’s requirements and test
cases, establishing interdependencies; Estimate testing effort; Define schedule
for each test iteration and follow other important test dates; Make a list of many
environments to be tested and generate test configurations; Create test plan
snapshot in a moment in time; Define quality goals, admission and output cri-
teria; Create and manage test cases; Check test’s progress during execution.
COBIT: APO11 BAI02 APO12 EDM02 EDM03 APO06

(8) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Joint Review

• Activity: 6.6.1 Process Implementation
Model: Sprint review is done at each sprint end with those interested; All
required resources to conduct reviews must be agreed between parties; Such
resources include: personnel, location, facilities, hardware, software, and
tools; Parties should agree with the following items in each review: schedule;
software (result of an activity), problems to be reviewed, scope, procedures,
and criteria for review’s start and end; Detected problems during reviews
must be registered and included in problem-solving process, as required;
Review results must be documented and distributed. The revising party will
present to the revised party the suitability (e.g. approval, disapproval or
conditional approval) of review results; Parties must agree with review
results and any responsibilities for action items and finishing criteria;
COBIT: EDM02 EDM03 APO11 BAI02 APO12 APO06

• Activity: 6.6.2 Project’s Management Review
Model: Sprints and project follow up are done mainly by sprint burndown
graphics and project burndown.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 APO11

• Activity: 6.6.3 Technical Reviews
Model: SCRUM promotes continuous verification. The client is committed to
elaborate use cases in story-writing meetings and in sprint deliveries when the
team presents the sprint review.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 APO11

(9) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Quality Assurance

• Activity: 6.3.1 Process Implementation
Model: Best practice – At each sprint delivery, the product owner checks
system’s controls, tests its results and checks which are the risks and how to
treat them; Quality attributes must be defined, controls implemented and
measured regarding given goals; At the end of each sprint, a sprint retro-
spective should be done: the whole team must evaluate what was good, what
could be improved and who’s in charge of representing the inspection-
adaptation spirit; Using results from other support processes such as verifi-
cation, validation, joint reviews and problem resolution.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 APO11 EDM03APO12 DSS01
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• Activity: 6.3.2 Product Assurance
Model: Product guarantee is documented using the verification tools (item
6.4), validation (item 6.5), joint review (item 6.6) and problem resolution
(item 6.8).
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 APO11 EDM03 APO12 DSS01

• Activity: 6.3.3 Process Assurance
Model: All processes used in software lifecycle will be documented in the
tool and may be verified by the client;
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 APO11 EDM03 APO12 DSS01

• Activity: 6.3.4 Quality Assurance Systems
Model: Addresses ISO/IEC 9001:2000 [33] – Better planning and control of
work routines, eliminating unnecessary steps; Standardization of tasks and
responsibility definition for greater security and work agility; Control system
to identify and treat anomalies; Work striving for improvements in quality and
clients’ satisfaction.
COBIT: EDM02 BAI02 APO11 EDM03 APO12 DSS01

(10) Process Model – Fundamental Process – Management

• Activity: 7.1.1 Scope Initiation and Definition
Model: Product owner is responsible for the project and defines the project’s
vision, that represents its needs and what should be satisfied at the end of the
project; Project’s vision is always reviewed during meetings: story writing
meeting, sprint planning, sprint review, daily SCRUM, review retrospective;
Managing process must be initiated establishing process’ requirements; With
the established requirements, manager must establish process viability, veri-
fying if required resources (people, material, technology and environment)
are available, adequate and appropriate for executing and managing the
process – and also if deadlines are attainable; Whenever necessary, with all
involved parties approval, process requirements can be modified at this point
to attain conclusion criterion.
COBIT: EDM01 EDM02 EDM03 APO06 APO11 APO12 BAI02 DSS01

• Activity: 7.1.2 Planning
Model: Product backlog planning in story-writing workshops; Elaboration of
iterations in sprint planning; ALM tool usage for product backlog. Releases and
sprint planning; Project’s costs/budget control planning; Project’s risk plan.
COBIT: EDM01 EDM02 EDM03 APO06 APO11 APO12 BAI02 DSS01

• Activity: 7.1.3 Execution and Control
Model: Project and sprint monitoring through project and sprint burndown
charts, respectively – both prepared by ALM tool automatically.
COBIT: APO06 APO11 APO12 BAI02 DSS01

• Activity: 7.1.4 Review and Evaluation
Model: Sprint review at the end of each sprint.
COBIT: EDM02 EDM03 APO06 APO11 APO12 BAI02 DSS01

• Activity: 7.1.5 Conclusion
Model: Last sprint review – finishing project.
COBIT: EDM02 EDM03 APO06 APO11 APO12 BAI02 DSS01
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6 Conclusion

In this small-company case study, it was applied COBIT-PAM in order to identify
which problematic processes needed improvements to reach IT goals.

After improving selected processes, ISO/IEC 12207 was adapted according to the
company’s needs, and the adoption of PDCA cycle was also suggested for continuous
improvement along with SCRUM method implementation to organize company’s
development processes.

This research’s goals can be defined as attained: It was verified as viable the
diagnostic of a small company’s IT governance using COBIT, processes that impacted
strategic goals were identified and solutions were proposed such as the definition of
formalized processes, based on ISO/IEC 12207. The PDCA cycle along with SCRUM
contributed to the improvement process and it may enable the company to adopt
continuous delivery strategies, gaining more competitiveness in the market. This study
was limited to processes related to software engineering in ISO/IEC 12207 and IT
governance impacting solutions were proposed. These propositions of improvement on
processes involved the establishment of a set of controls and processes with positive
impacts on the company’s management, helping it achieving higher maturity levels.

Concluding, an objective and selective process review is obtained by the applica-
tion of COBIT-PAM and it is possible to adopt standards and patterns in a tailored level
of adherence and complexity within processes, enabling better processes and reduction
of efforts/costs – mainly in the studied context.

6.1 Research Contribution

This study’s goals (initially defined) are understood as “reached”, providing the fol-
lowing contributions:

• It was verified that small-sized companies that want to prepare for growth need to
have well-defined processes and can consider the application of COBIT-PAM;

• It was understood as feasible the adoption of standardized processes related to the
software engineering lifecycle, regardless of the size of the organization;

• It was shown that using the ISO/IEC 12207 it is possible to standardize software’s
development processes, regardless of available resources;

• Contributions were identified, within the given context, to the improvement of
processes when applying COBIT-PAM, PDCA cycle and SCRUM method
together.

6.2 Implications for Research and Practice

The research method used in this study can be followed by any researcher, regardless of
the company’s size or its actual problems.

In this study, informal meetings were done to retrieve information on the main
problems with the board of directors and the technical team. However, researchers may
use more formalized methods instead, such as questionnaires with closed questions.
Once analysis and comprehension of the main problems are done, researchers may
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proceed and fill the COBIT-PAM in order to identify the main process gaps within the
studied company.

Following these steps, and then identifying the problematic processes to be
improved, researchers may tailor the standard ISO/IEC 12207 and prepare a software
development model while practitioners may improve the actual software development
model adopted by the company.

6.3 Limitations and Future Work

The application of COBIT-PAM in this company was complex because small com-
panies usually don’t have specific departments to manage their internal processes. All
roles and attributions, in general, are treated by a reduced amount of people, that
accumulate roles, mixing activities in different processes.

It was also noticed that some activities and processes such as the monitoring of
costs and risks (during the project’s lifecycle) were not being formally executed.
Although the company was aware of the consequences and impacts of scope changes in
the project, there were no formalized processes to tackle this problem in order to
standardize decisions in such scenarios.

During the development of this case study it was verified that COBIT-PAM gov-
ernance framework, when applied in a small company’s context, might be challenging,
because it requires some adaptions (given the deepness of its analysis) such as
reduction of its high complexity (may be hard to understand and use it), having enough
time and human resources on getting it to a reduced scope (for analysis) and bringing
together the high volume of information/necessary resources for a precise diagnostic.

It is possible to imply that these might be challenging situations, because in a small
company context, there is a reduced amount of professionals to execute certain tasks,
and they end up accumulating responsibilities regarding some processes, that may have
different maturity levels.
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Abstract. The research proposes a new approach to data quality management
presenting three groups of DSL (Domain Specific Language). The first language
group uses concept of data object in order to describe data to be analysed, the
second group describes the requirements on data quality, and the third group
describes data quality management process. The proposed approach deals with
development of executable quality specifications for each kind of data objects.
The specification can be executed step-by-step according to business process
descriptions, ensuring the gradual accumulation of data in the database and data
quality verification according to the specific use case.
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1 Introduction

The term “quality” depends highly on the context in which it is applied. The term is
commonly used to indicate the superiority of a manufactured good or to attest a high
degree of craftsmanship or artistry [1]. In manufacturing industries, quality is viewed as
a desirable goal to be achieved through management of the production process.

Data quality is an IT-specific concept, and it can be defined as the degree to which
the data fulfills requirements of characteristics [2]. Examples of data quality charac-
teristics are: completeness, validity, accuracy, consistency, availability, and timeliness.

The data quality problem is topical since over 50 years, and many different
approaches are discussed in scientific publications. In the major part of sources the
central attention is paid to defining of data quality characteristics informally and
measuring their values. Mechanisms for specifying of data quality characteristics in
formalized languages usually are not considered. The main goal of this research is to
provide data quality management mechanisms being able to execute data quality
specifications which are defined using formalized domain specific language (DSL).

In order to achieve the goal, two key requirements for specifying the data quality
were formulated. Firstly, the ISO 9001:2015 standard considers data quality as a rel-
ative concept, largely dependent on specific requirements resulting from the data usage.
It means the same data can be of good quality for one usage and completely unusable
for another. For instance, to determine a number of students in a high school, only the
status of students is significant, no other data such as students’ age or gender. The same
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data may be checked for its compliance with different quality requirements. It should
also be emphasized that many conditions and requirements can not be checked during
the data input as they are dependent on values of other data objects that are not entered
yet. For instance, at the time of student’s enrollment not all information about his/her
financial obligations is available and/or entered in the database. This is the reason why
high-quality data in practice occurs rarely. Therefore, the following quality require-
ments are set for a data quality management system:

• Data quality requirements should be defined on several levels: for a separate data
object, for a data object in terms of it’s attributes, for a data object in the context of
it’s data base, for a objecy objektam datubāzes kontekstā, in the context of several
information systems,

• Data quality requirements should be described by using a graphical DSL which is
adaptable to the specific needs of each new information system; the language should
be easy-to-use thus ensuring the involvement of business experts instead of IT staff,

• Data quality must be checked in many stages of information processing, each time
using the individual description of data quality requirements; data quality require-
ments should not be consolidated into one comprehensive requirements specifica-
tion for postponed data quality checking after the whole data set is entered into data
base,

• To evaluate the data quality for the specific usage, the requirements for data must be
described; the descriptions should be executable, as the stored data will be “scan-
ned” and its’ compliance to requirements will be checked.

The solution proposed in the paper meets the previously formulated requirements
and has been described in detail in the following sections. The data quality model
consists of graphical diagrams, where each diagram describes a certain part of the data
quality check. All checks that have to be performed in one business process step are
merged into packages, and a set of all packages forms data quality model. The dia-
grams consist of vertices and arcs. Vertices marked with mnemonic graphic symbols
represent elementary actions of data quality management. The vertices are intercon-
nected by arcs that indicate the sequence of actions to be performed. Such diagrams
resemble the well-known flowcharts commonly used by both IT and business pro-
fessionals; they are simple enough to be used not only by IT professionals.

The data quality model can be used on two levels: informal and executable. The
informal data quality model contains textual descriptions of the checking activities to
be performed, i.e., the diagram symbols contain textual descriptions of the activities.
An informal model can be transformed into an executable model, replacing informal
texts with program code, SQL sentences, or other executable objects.

The paper deals with the following issues: an overview about the related research
(Sect. 2), a description of the proposed solution including an example of the data
quality model (Sect. 3), research findings (Sect. 4), and analysis of the proposed
solution (Sect. 5). This paper is a continuation of the paper included in the proceedings
of the FedCSIS 2017 [3], expanding it by about 40%. The enhancements refer to
description of the data quality model (Sect. 3), and analysis of the proposed solution
(Sect. 5).
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2 Theoretical Background

There are four main research branches present: (1) the total data quality management
(TDQM) theory, (2) the data quality defining by using the Object Constraint Language
(OCL), (3) the data quality management using SSIS tools, (4) the data quality man-
agement using DQS tools. They all are described in this section.

2.1 Total Data Quality Management

The issue of data quality is essential since the very beginning of the IT industry.
Numerous studies have led to various definitions of data quality. For instance, data are
of good quality if they satisfy the requirements imposed by the intended use [4].

Data are of high quality if they are fit for their intended uses in operations, decision
making, and planning. According to Juran and Gryna [5] data is fit for use if they are
free of defects (accessible, accurate, timely, complete) and possess desired properties
(relevant, comprehensive, proper level of detail, easy to read, easy to interpret) [6].

Data quality can also be characterized by different dimensions. In 1996, Wang and
Strong [7] defined 15 data quality dimensions which are confederated in four quality
groups: intrinsic, contextual, representational, accessibility.

Redman [6] provides 51 data quality dimensions, arranged in 9 data quality groups.
Such in-depth gradation of data quality dimensions may seem an overstatement,
especially for practitioners. In 2013 the Data Management Association Interna-
tional UK Working Group possesses only 6 dimensions: Completeness, Uniqueness,
Timeliness, Validity, Accuracy, and Consistency.

2.2 Object Constraint Language

The OCL started as a complement of the UML notation with the goal to overcome the
limitations of UML in terms of precisely specifying detailed aspects of a system design
[8]. Since then, OCL has become a key component of any model-driven engineering
(MDE) technique as the default language for expressing all kinds of (meta) model
query, manipulation and specification requirements.

Constraints at the model level set conditions that the “data” of the system must
satisfy at runtime. Therefore, the implementation of a system must guarantee that all
operations that modify the system state will keep the data in a consistent state (a state
that evaluates to true all model invariants). Clearly, the best way to achieve this goal is
by providing code-generation techniques that take the OCL constraints and produce the
appropriate checking code in the target platform where the system is going to be
executed.

Typically, OCL expressions are translated into code either as database triggers or as
part of the method bodies in the classes corresponding to the constraint context types.
Roughly, in the database strategy each invariant is translated as a SQL SELECT
expression that returns a value if the data does not satisfy that given constraint.
This SELECT expression is called inside the body of a trigger so that if the SELECT
returns a non-empty value then the trigger raises an exception. Triggers are fired after
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every change on the data to make sure that the system is always in a consistent state.
The OCL has many positive qualities:

• OCL is an extension of UML, and it has gained a wide popularity in the computer
scientists’ community,

• OCL provides a rich range of means of expression, allowing the use of widely used
programming constructions.

At the same time the disadvantages of OCL should also be recognized:

• OCL is a declarative language without graphical notation,
• no data read/write operations,
• constraints of OCL are closely related with the data storage in a relational database,

no operations for reading and checking of discrete data objects that are not related to
database (such operations are necessary for verifying of data entered via screen
forms,

• defining and understanding of OCL constraints requires deep knowledge and skills
in object-oriented programming; it makes the OCL unsuitable for industry profes-
sionals without appropriate IT background.

OCL-based data quality solutions are hard to use practically due to the dynamic
data input into database as well as to the complexity of OCL.

2.3 SQL Server Integration Services

As every solution, Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) has various
advantages and disadvantages [9]. SSIS offers wide range of features for data migra-
tion, and designing of ETL and transformation processes [10]. To cover a broad
spectrum of requirements for data migration and ETL processes, SSIS includes both
standardized operations for many widely-used database management systems, and
add-ons for different import/export formats, and opportunities for developers to use the
programming environment Visual Studio.

Furthermore, SSIS is open platform allowing create and use external add-ons.
Hence SSIS should be considered as a mature platform that is suitable not only for
solving of ETL tasks but also for processing of emails, linear text files, XML files, and
other operations. The rich range of included features enables creating of SSIS packages
from predefined components or to develop them by programming.

Microsoft has designed this product to provide better approach towards data
migration, manipulation and transformation. With the power to define the workflow of
process and task, user can easily define how the process should flow and perform some
task on different interval. It also provides color codification and real-time monitoring.
The main advantages of SSIS are:

• SSIS can handle data from heterogeneous data sources,
• SSIS provides data transformation functionality,
• tightly integrated with Microsoft Visual Studio and Microsoft SQL Server,
• suitable for complex transformations, multi-step operations and structured excep-

tion handling.
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SSIS has some disadvantages:

• to see package execution report needs Management Studio rather than being pub-
lished to reporting services,

• SSIS memory usage is high and it conflicts with SQL.

Sarjen [11] assures that usage of SSIS removes need of hardcore programmers as
SSIS is apparently easy to understand and manage. In contradiction to [11] the authors
of this research believe that the usage of SSIS have some fundamental barriers. The
complexity of the approach is high; the usage of the solution for data processing and
data quality management require either programmer’s level of understanding of process
execution, or many years of experience with SSIS.

Although not designed specifically for data quality management, features offered by
SSIS provide a number of suitable solutions. Currently there are not known SSIS uses
for data quality management which were not related to data migration. However, data
quality management elements offered by SSIS are practically usable and should be
taken over in further data quality solutions.

2.4 Data Quality Services (DQS)

DQS is one of Microsoft SQL Server components that enables maintaining the quality
of data and ensuring suitability of the data for its business usage. DQS is a
knowledge-driven solution that provides both computer-assisted and interactive ways
to manage the integrity and quality of your data sources.

MS SQL Server 2012 standard edition provided rather limited DQS features. This
paper deals with the latest currently available MS SQL Server and DQS version
MS SQL Server 2017 [12]. DQS provides the following four functions to improve data
quality:

1. DQS Knowledge Bases. To cleanse data, you have to have knowledge about the
data. To prepare knowledge for a data quality project, you build and maintain a
knowledge base (KB) that DQS can use to identify incorrect or invalid data. DQS
enables to use both computer-assisted and interactive processes to create, build, and
update knowledge base.

2. Data Matching. DQS data matching process enables to reduce data duplication and
improve data accuracy in a data source. Matching analyzes the degree of duplication
in all records of a single data source, returning weighted probabilities of a match
between each set of records compared. User can then decide which records are
matches and take the appropriate action on the source data.

3. Data Cleansing. Data cleansing is the process of analyzing the quality of data in a
data source, manually approving/rejecting the suggestions by the system, and
thereby making changes to the data. Data cleansing in Data Quality Services
(DQS) includes a computer-assisted process that analyzes how data conforms to the
knowledge in a knowledge base, and an interactive process that enables the data
steward to review and modify computer-assisted process results to ensure that the
data cleansing is exactly as they want to be done. Identifies incomplete or incorrect
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data in your data source (Excel file or SQL Server database), and then corrects or
alerts you about the invalid data and provides two-step process to cleanse the data:

• The computer-assisted process uses the knowledge in a DQS knowledge base to
automatically process the data, and suggest replacements/corrections. The data
processed by DQS is split into 5 groups: suggested, new, invalid, corrected,
correct). The result is displayed to the user for decision making and further
processing of the data.

• The interactive process allows the data steward to approve, reject, or modify the
changes proposed by the DQS during the computer-assisted cleansing (manually).

4. Data Profiling. Data profiling has two major goals: first, to guide you through data
quality processes and support your decisions, and second, to assess the effectiveness
of the processes. It provides with automated measurements of data quality. It is
dynamic and adjustable.

DQS is as a tool for analysing and improving the quality of data stored in MS SQL
Server. It provides users with many necessary features. However, the features available
in MS SQL Server 2017 should only be seen as the first step towards creating data
quality solutions due to the following DQS shortcomings:

• The list of available data formats for domains is incomplete, since only 17 formats
are offered. Moreover, none of the formats support date entries starting with the
year, e.g. “yyyy-mm-dd” and “yyyy-dd-mm” entries are not possible.

• Checking of the data stored in Excel tables is only supported by the Microsoft Excel
2003 version, however, most users are using newer versions. As a result, the DQS
tool will be hardly used for analysing Excel data.

• In consistency checks the minimum consistency threshold is 80%, which may not
always be sufficient for identification and prevention of data quality issues.

• Analysis can be performed only to fields in one table. Simultaneous processing of
multiple tables is possible by creating table views containing merged tables.
Creation of such table views require proficient knowledge of databases.

• DQS supports analysing of relatively large tables. As supported by experiments the
analysis of a database containing a million records requires 40–50 min (CPU, Disk
and Memory load up to 100%). Consequently, DQS is not recommended for
analysis of large amounts of data.

3 Proposed Data Quality Methodology

3.1 Data Quality System

This section is dedicated to the three main components of data quality system: data
object, quality requirements’ description, and process of data quality measuring. All
three components together constitute the data quality specification, where the
description of the data object defines the data to be analysed, the description of the
quality requirements defines the conditions to be met to call the data qualitative, and the
description of the quality measurement process defines procedure to be followed in
order to assess the data quality. All three components will be graphically represented.
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The data quality management process (Fig. 1) begins with the retrieval of verifiable
data from data sources. This operation can be accomplished using the SQL Server
Integration Services (SSIS) tool mentioned in the previous section or its analogue ETL
tools. The operation involves data retrieval from many sources with different data
formats, supporting data filtering and format transformation. The data retrieval result is
recorded into the data object (the exact description of the data object is provided in the
next section).

Following the data retrieval, the data object quality specification is prepared. The
data object quality specification contains the conditions to be met by correct data. The
quality specification conditions are defined using logical expressions and field names of
the data object. Thereafter, the quality verification process is carried out including
verification whether the retrieved data meet the quality requirements. The results of
verification process are reported in order to improve the data quality. Reporting can be
performed using the Data Quality Services (DQS) tool described in the previous sec-
tion. The quality of the data quality architecture is similar to that offered by Becker
et al. [13].

3.2 Data Objects

Separate Data Object
Traditionally the notion of a data object is understood as the set of values of the
parameters that characterize a real-life object. For instance, the entity Developers has
the following attributes (Fig. 3), Dev_ID (the developer to whom the spent time should
be referred), Dev_name (developer’s name), Dev_surname, Dev_load (the minimum
monthly developer’s workload).

The quality checking of one of the data object parameters values is reduced to an
examination of the properties of the individual values, for instance, whether a text
string may serve as a value of the field Dev_name, or value of the field Dev_load
vērtība is numerical and potentially credible. Anyway, the checking of parameter
values is local and formal process. It does not respect contextual interlinks with other
data objects and does not check the compliance of data with the true characteristics of a
natural person.

Data 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of data quality system.
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In general, the quality checking of a data object may include not only compliance
with the type of particular parameter values but also checking of more complex con-
ditions, for example, checking of digital check code for self-checking correctness.

A specific quality control of a particular data object is a typical component for the
input data quality control in every information system. Data is usually entered into an
information system by filling in screen form fields, followed by an information quality
check and its retention in the database. In cases when the input fields are not filled
correctly, the user usually receives an error message and is allowed to adjust the input
data. Similarly, an information about a particular data object, such as a person, can be
requested from another information system using web services. In this case, the
message received contains information about the requested data object, and it is
advisable to check the data quality of the information before it’s usage.

Data Object’s Classes
Information systems deal not only with certain data objects, but also process many data
objects in a unified way. In this case, the classes of data objects are used, which
represent many objects of the same structure. A data object class has a name, and its
elements have the same structure as they all are characterized by the same parameters.
Each specific data object may contain parameter values fully or partially.

Data objects are described by the class diagram in Fig. 2. The data objects class
consists of many specific data objects – instances. The data object class structure
consists of arbitrary number of fields and arbitrary number of other data object classes.
Thereby the data objects class forms a tree structure.

A document-oriented database can serve as an example of a data object class. It
contains documents of a uniform structure where fields can be filled in partially or
completely for each specific data object. If relational data bases are used values of data
object’s parameters can be arranged in different data base tables. In such a case, actions
similar to transformation of the relational database into a document-driven database
must be performed in order to retrieve objects of one class.

Fig. 2. Meta-model of data object’s classes.
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Data object classes are established in order to enable definition of data quality
requirements for data object collections. For example the number of erroneous records
in the database containing data about persons may not exceed 1% of the total number of
records in the data base. This dimension of quality is measurable by checking all
parameter values for all records and dividing the number of erroneous records by the
total number of records. Such operation is understandable and easy to implement in
document databases (including XML files) when analyzing all the records stored in the
database in a row. Much more opaque is performance of this operation in the relational
database because the values of the parameters can be “scattered” across many tables
and it is necessary to retrieve the information about the values of one specific data
object’s parameters from many tables. Therefore, the data object and the data object
classes have been selected as the data quality evaluation object in this study since many
of the popular dimensions of data quality can be clearly defined on this basis and the
corresponding operations by which they will be measured can be easily understood.

Example of Data Object’s Classes
The proposed solution will be based on a simplified example of an information system.
Let us consider a working time tracking (WTT) system having the ER model given in
the Fig. 3. There are many active projects in an enterprise (entity Projects); every
project has several employees (entity Developers); each employee (developer) may be
involved in several projects; the working time spent by an employee (developer) in a
specific time frame is aligned to one specific project (entity Work_time).

The entity Projects has the following attributes: Proj_ID (project identifier to
specify the project to which the spent working time should be referred), Proj_name
(project name), Proj_volume (the estimated work amount of the project in man-hours),
Proj_start_date, Proj_end_date, Proj_limits (the maximum allowable work amount of
the project in man-hours), Proj_actual (project is active/passive), Proj_leader_ID
(project manager).

Fig. 3. WTT data model.
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The entity Developers has the following attributes: Dev_ID (the developer to whom
the spent time should be referred), Dev_name (developer’s name), Dev_surname,
Dev_load (the minimum monthly developer’s workload).

The entity Work_time has the following attributes: Wt_ID (identifier of the spent
working time record), Wt_hours (spent working time of the developer), Wt_date (date
of the spent working time), Wt_work_descr (description of the performed work),
Wt_accept (reported working time is accepted by the project manager, Yes/No),
Proj_ID (the project to which the time should be referred), Dev_ID (the developer to
whom the time should be referred).

The entity Proj_Dev_time is a junction table for dealing with many-to-many
relationships, and it has the following attributes: Proj_ID (the project where the
Dev_ID works), Dev_ID (the developer working in the project Proj_ID), Start_date
(the date when the developer Dev_ID started to work in the project Proj_ID), End_date
(the date by which the Dev_ID will be assigned to the Proj_ID).

3.3 Quality Specification

Data quality requirements for a data object are defined by using logical expressions.
The names of data object’s attributes/fields serve as operands in the logical expressions;
as operations may be used the traditional means of programming languages.

Data Quality Requirements for a Separate Data Object
Let us assume, the developers prepare reports about their working time autonomously
and send the reports to data base where all enterprise data from various sources is
collected. The procedure receives values of attributes:

\Proj ID;Dev ID;Wt date;Wt hours;Wt work descr[

Fig. 4. Data objects Wt_Message-syntactic and Wt_Message-semantic.
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First, syntactic control of the data object Wt_Message-syntactic (Fig. 4) will be
performed in order to assess the quality of the message to be entered in the database.
The quality specification of report shown in the Fig. 5 ensures quality control within
one input message: (1) Are all mandatory fields completed Proj ID;Dev IDð Þ?
(2) Have input values correct data types Wt date;Wt hoursð Þ?

In order to make the quality specification executable, informal texts should be
replaced by program routines executing the desired operations.

Contextual Control on Interrelated Data
Contextual control on interrelated data (Fig. 6) ensures quality control using attribute
values of mutually interconnected data objects (Fig. 4): (1) Does the message contain
object instances with references to other data objects (Project exists, Developer exists)?
(2) Are the attribute values of input data in compliance with related data objects?

In order to make the quality specification executable, informal texts should be
replaced by SQL statements for data retrieving and control of constraints (Fig. 7).
The SQL statements enable defining of data objects using SELECT and defining of
data quality requirements using WHERE conditions. Tools like SSIS may be used –

these also offer statements for execution of SQL statements and validation of results.
However, other notations or languages could also be used instead of SQL statements if
they support executable correctness checking for objects of a particular class.

Contextual Control on the Database
Contextual control on the database (Fig. 8) checks the compliance with conditions
valid for the whole data base (examples: isn’t the maximum of work amount allowed
for the project exceeded, do the reports of employee cover the minimal workload of the
employee in the time period, etc.).

Fig. 5. Example of data object’s syntactic control.
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In order to make the quality specification executable, informal texts should be
replaced by SQL statements for data retrieving and control of constraints (Fig. 9).

The given examples have shown how to define data quality requirements in dif-
ferent levels – starting with a separate message up to quality requirements on the entire
data base. Data quality requirements are described by graphic diagrams. The proposed
data quality model is a platform independent model (PIM), like UML diagrams serve as
a PIM model in the MDA architecture.

Fig. 6. Example of contextual control on interrelated data

Fig. 7. Example of executable contextual control on interrelated data
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Diagrams in Figs. 5, 6 and 8 form an informal data quality specification of working
time tracking (WTT) system. It may be useful for industry experts to describe data
quality requirements since a more formalized specification of executable controls is not
practically applicable without IT skills. Executable data quality specifications can be
used in business process steps to check data quality in certain points within processes.

Fig. 8. Example of contextual control on the database

Fig. 9. Example of executable contextual control on the database
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Practical uses of the proposed approach have shown advantages of graphically
represented data quality specification as they were more effective in discovering data
quality errors caused by information system than the traditionally used informal data
quality specifications in the textual form. It reaffirmed advantages of graphic diagrams
in comparision to natural language texts in standardized documents.

Additional advantages can be achieved if the data quality specifications are
transformed to executable specifications. Although additional programming is needed
to ensure the executability, much higher level of data quality can be achieved in an
information system as a whole if data quality controls are incorporated in business
process steps.

First two of mentioned data controls typically are applied during data input. In case
data should be saved anyway it is marked as incorrect. As this one control over
database could be rather resource-intensive (time, server memory, processor time, data
locking) it can not be executed on every data manipulation. Contextual control on the
database usually is executed out of business hours and even not every day. Still the
proposed approach is universal, and it is applicable in different cases – during the initial
data input in information system, migrating data from one information system to
another, performing data transformation to data warehouse.

Contextual Control on Several Databases
The above described approach is also applicable in cases when several information
systems in different enterprises are involved. Such case is typical for public institutions
with different but interrelated state information systems.

This problem has been addressed in Latvia since 2000. The essential data of public
interest are accumulated in different state information systems: Population Register,
Business Register, Vehicle register, etc. Each of the registers is managed and main-
tained by some public body which is responsible for the quality of the accumulated
data.

The registers should also mutually exchange data; usually it is organized with the
help of web services serving and receiving data – concrete values of data objects’
attributes. Each data exchange session may require only few attribute values. When
using data quality specifications, it is possible to check and evaluate the quality of
received data.

Like the Latvian Integrated State Information System project [14], the described
problem is also addressed in Estonia [15], Lithuania [16] etc.

Currently development of various industry-specific state information systems is
continuing, and the identified data quality problem persists in each system again and
again.

3.4 Quality Verification Process

A specific data object or a class of data objects is used as an input for a quality
verification process. In the case of a specific data object, the information is entered into
the data object fields and subsequently the conditions describing the data object’s
quality are verified. In the case of data object classes, instance values of the data object
class are selected from the database or from the XML file, then all instances of the
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accumulated collection are inspected by verifying quality conditions of each instance.
The quality verification process creates a test protocol which identifies data objects
nonconforming the quality requirements. SSIS and DQS tools provide tools for data
retrieving from information sources and building of test protocols therefore it will not
be further discussed here.

A quality check of a particular data object occurs when data on a single physical
entity is entered into the information system. The field values are passed on to the
quality check and the conditions of the specification are verified. If non-compliance
with quality requirements has been detected, the process registers the case to let ana-
lyzing the causes of discrepancies and eliminating of them.

The quality analysis process description language may include all verification
activities of a particular data object. Additionally, loop constructions may be necessary
to process class instances, similarly to processing of collections used in C# (Iterator).
This can be required when the main data object class contains subordinated data object
classes whose data quality check is included in the verification of the main data object
class.

4 Research Findings

Theory of total data quality management (TDQM) describes main principles of data
quality and methods of its evaluation. This paper proposes an implementation mech-
anism of this theoretical methodology using executable data quality models. This was
the main goal of the research. Three language families are suitable for creating of
executable data quality models:

• Data object defining languages allow defining objects whose quality will be anal-
ysed. Data object values may be retrieved from different sources of information
making them available to assess the data quality.

• Requirements defining languages allow defining requirements for data object’s
quality. The data quality requirements should be formulated for several levels of a
data object – discrete data object, contextual control on interrelated data, contextual
control on the database.

• The quality analysis process description languages define the process of quality
evaluation. It can be made as an informal process description, e.g. the data vali-
dations could be described in a textual way, or as an automatically executable
process where the informal description is substituted by a source code or SQL
statements making the informal model executable.

All three language families are consistently designed as graphic languages.
According to the MDA ideology [17], the data object and the data quality specification
build a platform independent model (PIM) but the data quality evaluation model builds
a platform specific model (PSM).
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5 Discussion of Findings

5.1 Usage of Data Quality Models

In practice the proposed data quality verification technology is primarily suitable for
information systems using relational databases. As the data base structure (ER model)
is relatively constant, the data quality model may be used in very effective way. Before
the use of the data quality model is executed and all discrepancies with requirements
are identified. The user may decide to improve data quality or to use the data as it is.
The proposed technology can also be used for the control of input data in very complex
screen forms with many interrelated or conditionally linked records. For example, a
number of input fields in customs declaration documents may exceed 50 in one screen
form. The created data quality model may serve as a precise specification for software
development and a testing model for the created software.

A similar situation arises by importing data in data warehouses. Since various
mutually unrelated databases may serve as data sources, the compatibility and com-
pliance with requirements of the data sources should be checked before data importing
into the data warehouse. The data quality model allows defining compliance require-
ments precisely and in detail.

The proposed technology is applicable not only for relational databases but also for
document-oriented NoSQL databases with XML documents. The main difference: in
case of document-oriented database the requirements will be described by XQuery
statements (instead of SQL statements), and addressing to the data objects attributes
will not be processed via column names of the tables in the ER model.

5.2 Implementation of Data Quality Models

The data quality model, like business processes, is described using some graphical
DSL. Since the data quality requirements are different, the used DSLs can also be
different. Hence it is advisable to use not only one specific graphical editor supporting
one specific DSL but to create your own editor for each used DSL. Currently there are
several such platforms in use; one of them, called DIMOD was derived from GrTP
[18]. The business process modeling environment DIMOD is intended to:

• Define the DSL using meta-model that is stored into model’s repository. DSL
parameters may be defined and modified using the separate configuration compo-
nent Configurator. Once the DSL is defined the corresponding modeling editor is
created for the DSL automatically.

• Create and edit data quality diagrams in the DSL. This is usually done by some
highly qualified modeling experts in collaboration with domain experts (“clever
users”).

• Check the data quality models’ internal consistency. Both IT and domain experts
are involved in it; to publish the created model/diagrams in WEB. It allows a wide
range of users to use the data quality model diagrams.
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6 Conclusion

The research shows the relative and dynamic nature of data quality. The usage of data
implies requirements for data quality; the data are accumulated and verified
step-by-step. The research proposes a data quality management solution which meets
the requirements. It complements the general guidelines of TDQM with a constructive
approach to the data quality management offering user-friendly graphical DSL.

The proposed approach is practically applicable and feasible for different levels – a
discrete data object, interrelated data objects, data in a database, data in several data-
bases. Data quality requirements should be specified in an easy-to-understand defini-
tion language to ensure that industry experts will be able to formulate data quality
requirements with minimal involvement of IT professionals.

The paper is a continuation of research in the area of executable models and DSL
[19–23]. The proposed approach and tools for designing of executable data quality
specifications in different levels let to design, develop and use the specifications as
steps in executable business processes.

The research has managed to separate the data quality PIM model, which consists
of the data object and data quality requirements, from the PSM model, which consists
of a description of the data quality control process. This is a new and innovative
approach in the data quality research. Unfortunately, due to the size limit, the PSP
model is only shown on the relational databases. In the future similar results could be
achieved looking at data quality problems for document-oriented databases [24] and for
data stored in XML and JSON files.

For future research, two directions are of particular interest. The first direction deals
with analysing quality models for a variety of domains, for example, in state infor-
mation systems, medicine, banking, and others; and the second deals with finding
optimal implementation of data quality model for different types of data storage, e.g.,
relationship database, document-oriented database, and other.
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Abstract. Successful realization of projects in dispersed, multinational teams is
a difficult task, because of the communication and collaboration issues which
may arise due to scarce personal contact, linguistic problems or less influential
leadership. In such an environment, it is particularly important to assist the
management of project communication processes with appropriate ICT tools.
However, due to the huge number of software products aimed at supporting
these processes which are available on the market, it is a challenge to choose the
best one for a given project and team. In this paper, a four-stage procedure based
on the weighted regularized Hasse matrix is proposed as a way of solving the
problem of selecting the most suitable project communication management
software for a project having specific requirements.
The proposed procedure involves comparing and ranking candidate tools

taking into consideration the importance of multiple functional and
non-functional features of the project communication management systems with
their respective weights based on the results of a questionnaire conducted among
members of a dispersed international project team. As illustrated by the provided
example, the proposed procedure effectively leads to a complete ranking of
candidate tools without the necessity to perform effort-demanding pairwise
comparisons of alternatives or complicated calculations required by other
methods (such as AHP or outranking methods). For this reason, the presented
findings have vast implications for practice, introducing a convenient way of
solving the project communication management software selection problem in
the case of many candidate solutions and multiple criteria having distinct
weights.

Keywords: Software selection � Weighted regularized Hasse method
Project communication management support

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Realization of a project in a dispersed international team is a complicated and
demanding task. While, as in other settings, it is vital to follow a project management
methodology or a set of best practices to manage its different areas including: scope,
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schedule, costs, quality and human resources in any project, yet in dispersed, multi-
national teams, additional communication and collaboration issues may arise, as a
result of linguistic problems, limited trust, scarce direct contact among team members
and less influential leadership.

Different research studies show that geographic dispersion may impede effective
information sharing, coordination, problem solving, building trust, and constructively
resolving conflicts with others on the team [1–4]. Project delivery risks with distributed
teams tend to be greater when compared to co-located teams [5]. This is mainly due to
the lack or high limitation of face-to-face contact, which hinders interpersonal relations,
trust and commitment and causes misunderstandings. Another impeding factor is the
fact that project team members often participate simultaneously in many projects what
makes work coordination even more complicated.

The physical distance in dispersed multinational project teams augments the
importance of the information and communication technologies (ICT) through which
most communication and the building of relationships is performed. Thus, the ICT
support, along with rules of communication, project management style, goal-setting
and managers’ competences, becomes one of their critical success conditions [6].

The current trend in project management is to find technology that allows the
creation of a professional environment for dispersed teams, similar to the one expected
if these teams were co-located [7]. An important role here is played by project man-
agement software which can significantly help to better manage projects, reduce costs,
shorten schedules and be more responsive to customer demands. This is a broad
category of software, covering areas such as scheduling, cost control, budget man-
agement, resource allocation, collaboration, communication, quality management and
documentation [8].

The project management and communication software may differ in many aspects,
e.g. offered features, complexity of handled information, ease of use, or price per user.
It is obvious, that in order for the software to help solve the problems of project
realization rather than create new problems of its own, it should be well suited to the
specific project, taking into consideration its scope, size, management model, work-
flows and, last but not least, users’ expectations. It has been observed that selecting the
right tool has a significant effect on the success of the project and effectiveness of
teamwork [9].

With tens of available project management suites, and tens of criteria to consider,
the choice of the right tool is not trivial. Moreover, such choice should be repeated for
every project undertaken, as the specificity of a given project may render unusable a
tool used successfully in multiple other projects.

The problem addressed in this paper can therefore be defined as the selection of
project management and communication software with the following conditions:

• there are many candidate solutions,
• there are multiple selection criteria having distinct weights,
• the procedure has to be easy-to-use.

By easy-to-use we mean a procedure characterized by simple input data gathering,
uncomplicated calculations, and offering highly informative and highly readable form
of results. The condition of being easy-to-use follows from the fact that the procedure
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will be repeated often, by various people who will most probably have no scientific
background, and who will have limited time to learn and apply it.

1.2 Problem Setting

It is a significant challenge to analyze data and make a decision taking into account
many different aspects and criteria. The fact that many different indicators must be
included simultaneously means that the so-called multi-indicator system or multi-
criteria analysis must be used [10].

One way to handle a multi-indicator system is a mathematical mapping of the single
indicator values to get a one-dimensional scalar, eventually to be used as the ranking
indicator [11]. However such a mapping process, e.g. by using a weighted sum, hides
all background information and may also cause unwanted compensation effects [12].

There are several popular methods that could be used to obtain a linear order from a
multivariate data matrix, such as AHP, PROMETHEE, ELECTRE family methods and
others – their characteristics and application examples are described in the Literature
review section.

These methods have been applied to various types of software selection problems,
such as selection of multimedia authorizing system [13], ERP system [14–16], SaaS
product [17], software supporting design and manufacturing processes [18], simulation
software [19] or learning management system [20]. One of these methods (AHP) has
also been applied to the project management software selection problem [8, 21, 22].

Careful examination of the solutions proposed in the literature exposes research gap
consisting in the lack of an easy-to-use procedure for evaluating and ranking software
products, taking into account many candidate solutions and multiple criteria having
distinct weights.

All the above-mentioned methods are complicated, and the particular method
which was applied to the project management software selection problem in the prior
works, AHP, is practically infeasible to solve the stated problem with the defined
conditions, because not only the time to make the pairwise comparisons grows with the
square of the number of considered solutions (which does not fare well when there are
many of them), but it also requires the experts to be able to compare the alternatives
(i.e. have experience in using them [17]), whereas it is highly unrealistic to expect the
experts to have experience with tens of different project management suites, not to
mention to be able to compare their various respective properties among each other
using a 1 to 9 integer scale.

1.3 Approach

A less known yet simpler and thus attractive alternative to the methods described in the
previous section is the partial order method. It allows not only to rank objects but also
to obtain information to what extent a given object is better than another.

The partial order method has been used in many different research studies in
environmental sciences, chemical industry, poverty analysis and many others [23]. It
has also been successfully applied to software selection problem in the case of digital
assets management systems [24].
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This approach has, however, a significant weakness. In the case of problems with
many criteria, such as the one researched here, often a large number of incompara-
bilities are observed which leads to a less meaningful representation. Moreover, the
original Hasse method considers all criteria as equally relevant in determining the final
data structure, and that is not always desired. A comprehensive solution to both these
shortcomings has been proposed by Grisoni et al. [25] in the form of the weighted
regularized Hasse method. It is this improved method that has been chosen to solve the
discussed problem.

The aim of this paper is therefore to define an easy-to-use procedure for evaluating
and ranking project management and communication software, taking into account
many candidate solutions and multiple criteria having distinct weights, using the
weighted regularized Hasse method [25]. As a proof of concept, this procedure is
applied to evaluate and rank project management systems with regard to twenty five
criteria, with their weights defined by representatives of seventeen partners from eight
countries forming the case international project consortium. Due to its territorial dis-
persion and the multiplicity of communication channels among the project team
members, the project represents a valid exemplification of a situation in which a
deliberately selected project management and communication system is needed to
ensure effective and successful project realization.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews literature on alternative
decision support methods, analyzing their strengths and weaknesses regarding the
software selection problem addressed in this paper. Section 3 provides an insight on the
chosen approach, introducing the concepts of partial ordering and Hasse diagrams. It
also includes the basic information on the project selected for the exemplification and a
description of the applied selection procedure. Section 4 presents the research results,
which are discussed in Sect. 5. The final section concludes.

2 Literature Review

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods have been developed to support
decision makers in their unique and personal decision process, as they incorporate
preference information provided by them. There are four main types of decision that
may be identified: the choice problem, the sorting problem, the ranking problem and
the description problem [26]. The problem addressed in this paper is mainly a choice
problem, although it can also be considered as a ranking problem.

For each type of decision, there are MCDA methods which are acknowledged as
most suitable. In case of the choice or the ranking problem the suggested methods
include: AHP, ANP, MAUT/UTA, MACBETH, PROMETHEE, ELECTRE I or III
and TOPSIS, as well as combinations of these methods [26].

Each of these methods has its limitations, assumptions and characteristics, as well
as the input information and the modelling effort required. It is also important to define
from the very beginning the type of output needed. And so, for example, the MAUT is
recommended if the ‘utility function’ for each criterion is known. AHP and MAC-
BETH support the approach of pairwise comparisons between criteria and options. The
difference is that comparisons are evaluated on a ratio scale for AHP and on an interval
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scale for MACBETH. The drawback is that a large quantity of information is needed.
Another alternative way is to define key parameters. PROMETHEE only requires
indifference and preference thresholds, whilst ELECTRE requires indifference, pref-
erence and veto thresholds. If the user has only the ideal and anti-ideal options as input,
the TOPSIS method is advisable. If criteria are dependent on each other, ANP can be
used.

The modelling effort generally defines the richness of the output. One advantage to
defining utility functions is that the options of the decision problem have a global score,
and based on it, is possible to compare all options and rank them from the best to the
worst, with equal rankings permitted – this is defined as a complete ranking.
Outranking methods are based on pairwise comparisons. The preference or outranking
degree reflects how much better one option is than another. It is possible for some
options to be incomparable. These incomparabilities mean that a complete ranking is
not always possible, which is referred to as a partial ranking [26].

In the literature, there are numerous examples of application of the above men-
tioned methods in a scope of problems similar to the one considered in this paper. Lai
et al. used AHP to support selection of a multimedia authorizing system in a group
decision environment. Three alternative systems were evaluated [13]. Also Wie et al.
used AHP-based approach for selecting a suitable ERP system. In the case described
there, as much as 24 attributes were identified, but it was judged too ‘impractical’ to
make comparisons of all of them. So they were divided into 3 smaller groups consisting
of a few attributes each, which were evaluated by specialists from a given area. This led
to a modified AHP hierarchy including only 9 attributes and 3 alternatives [14]. The
aim of yet another study [15] was to propose an application supporting modular
capability-based ERP software selection which uses AHP method. The selection pro-
cedure involved 2 candidate systems and 8 main criteria. Even with that small number
of alternatives and attributes, the calculations needed to reach the final decision were
quite extensive. The research presented by Godse and Mulik regarded using AHP
method for supporting the selection of a SaaS product [17]. The case involved 16
criteria and 3 alternative products, while the study performed by Ngai, on the use of
AHP for selecting the best web site for online advertising [27] included 5 criteria and 5
alternative websites.

The PROMETHEE technique was used by Kazemi and Bardeji in the insurance
branches ranking [28] as well as for equipment selection [29], portfolio selection [30],
or ERP selection [16].

Even though the problem of selecting the best project management and commu-
nication software seems very similar to the ones researched in the mentioned studies, it
has some characteristics which makes the use of AHP, PROMETHEE or ELECTRE
family methods not quite suitable for dealing with it. First of all, the number of criteria
(twenty-five), as well as the considered alternatives (ten) makes using pair-wise
comparisons of the criteria (for assigning their relative importance) as well as pair-wise
comparisons of the alternatives against all criteria, a very extensive and troublesome
task, which causes the process to be inefficient. Besides, outranking methods should be
used when a sensitive analysis to resolve disagreements or to support critical decisions
about discriminating product features or cornerstone products is needed [31]. This was
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not the case in this study, as here the advantages and weaknesses of the compared
alternatives were straightforward.

Applicability of the other MCDA methods, like MAUT, ANP, MACBETH or
TOPSIS was not considered, because the required input data or the sophisticated
mathematic models they use made them irrelevant or too complicated for the issue
under investigation.

3 Research Methodology

3.1 Theoretical Background

In partial ordering, to acknowledge object X as better than object Y (written as:
X � Y), there must be at least one indicator value for object X which is higher than
the corresponding indicator value for object Y, and no indicator for object X is lower
than the corresponding indicator value for object Y. If some indictors for object X are
higher and others are lower than the corresponding indicators of object Y, then the
objects are recognized as incomparable. A set of comparable objects is called a chain,
whereas a set of mutually incomparable objects is called an antichain. If all indicator
values for two objects are equal, the objects are considered as equivalent, having the
same rank [32].

Partial orders can be visualized with Hasse diagrams, in which comparable objects
are connected by a sequence of lines, while incomparable objects are not connected.
The levels give approximation to a weak order of the objects from “bad” (bottom) to
“good” (top). Before constructing a Hasse diagram, it is essential to make sure that all
indicators have a uniform orientation. Partial order method provides a weak order,
where tied orders are not excluded. This is obtained by calculating the average order of
the single objects, as e.g. described by Bruggemann and Annoni [33].

As mentioned in the Introduction, the original Hasse method is not well suited for
problems with many criteria, where a large number of incomparabilities can often be
observed, and it does not allow to discriminate the respective criteria in terms of their
relevance. This is why the weighted regularized Hasse method by Grisoni et al. [25],
free of the shortcomings listed above, has been chosen to solve the project management
and communication software selection problem. The details of the performed procedure
are provided in Subsect. 3.3; before that, however, the project selected for the study is
described.

3.2 The Case Problem

The case problem was to select the best project management and communication
software for a consortium carrying out an international cooperation project realized
within the Interreg South Baltic Programme 2014–2020 and supported by the European
Union from the European Regional Development Fund.

The consortium comprises three scientific partners – University of Szczecin (the
Lead Partner), University of Applied Sciences in Stralsund, and Business Academy
North in Greifswald; five museum or cultural institution partners – National Marine
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Fisheries Research Institute in Gdynia, Lithuanian Sea Museum in Klaipeda, Malmö
Museums, NaturBornholm, Experyment Science Centre in Gdynia; and one partner
specialized in creative IT-related events – Foundation of Internet Industry Development
“Netcamp”. Apart from the nine partners, taking part in all project activities, there are
also eight associated partners involved only in selected activities. These are: Estonian
Maritime Museum from Estonia, Museum Lolland-Falster and Experimentarium
from Denmark, Museum of the World Ocean from Russia, IT-Lagune e.V. and
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Tourist Board from Germany, IZITEQ B.V. from the
Netherlands and City Culture Institute from Poland. The high number of involved
partners is certainly a factor of difficulty in project communication.

The main aim of the project is to develop new IT-enabled tourism products for
natural and cultural heritage tourist destinations in the South Baltic Region in a form of
multilingual BYOD-guided tours providing an enhanced visitor experience during and
after the visit featuring multimedia content and gamification techniques.

The case problem has the following characteristic properties:

• there is no single project management system used a priori by all or even most of the
consortium members (the users have thus different experiences and expectations);

• the staff of respective consortium members has very different levels of IT fluency,
hence the need for a very easy to use (to avoid putting off the users less fluent in IT),
but still highly functional solution (to satisfy the more fluent users and their more
sophisticated needs);

• the project is scheduled for three years (so, there is enough time to learn the new
software, which makes the prior experience not a critical factor);

• the financial management is done in a separate system prescribed on the European
Union programme level (therefore no financial features should be taken into account
in the evaluation);

• the intention of the consortium was to find a tool, which would strongly support
communication and collaboration activities (hence the focus is on functional aspects
relevant to them).

3.3 Selection Procedure

The procedure of selecting the best project management and communication software
included four stages. The first one comprised two phases – selection of criteria against
which the potential project management systems will be ranked and obtaining weights
reflecting the importance of each criterion. The weights were set on the basis of a
questionnaire answered by the project partners’ representatives. For each criterion, they
were asked to assess its importance on a five grade scale. For each value on the scale, a
number has been assigned: not important – 0, of little importance – 1, desired – 2,
important – 3, absolutely crucial – 4. The weights of the respective criteria were
calculated by summing up the numbers obtained from the respondents and then nor-
malizing them to make the sum of weights of all the criteria equal to 1.

In stage two, a set of project management systems to be evaluated was chosen.
Because of the huge amount of that type of tools available, a pre-selection phase was
needed. The pre-selection was based on the following assumptions: the software is
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recognized as popular on the benchmarking lists [34–37] the annual cost of using the
tool by 25 users does not exceed the threshold of 600 euro (negotiated with the
consortium members), the available disk space (in case of cloud solutions) is not less
than 20 GB, and a demo/trial version of the tool is freely available for testing.

In the third stage, the pre-selected project management tools were evaluated with
respect to the criteria – features of the system which were defined in stage one.
Fourteen of the criteria could be rated using a binary scale: with 1 assigned if a certain
criterion was met, and 0 if it was not. Other criteria needed a larger evaluation scale
(0 to 2 or even 3), because their scope strongly differed among the tested tools. All
functions and features which were evaluated using a non-binary scale are listed in
Table 1 (Table 2 presents a full list).

As a result of stage three, the original Hasse matrix and the corresponding diagram
(Fig. 1) were obtained.

Table 1. Evaluation rules for the non-binary features of the project management systems.

Feature (scale) Levels (points awarded)

Sharing and co-creating
documents (0–3)

No sharing/co-creating (0), place to store and share files (1),
place to store and share files with version control (2), sharing
files and co-creating documents (3)

Email integration (0–3) No email integration (0), notifications to external email (1),
possibility to send to/receive from external email (2), own
mailbox/internal messages (3)

Instant messenger (0–2) No chat (0), one-on-one chat (1), group chat (2)
Notifications (0–2) No notifications (0), automatic, but poorly configurable

notifications (1), highly configurable automatic notifications (2)
Project schedule (0–2) No schedule (0), schedule only defined in tasks (no

visualization) (1), schedule displayed on a Gantt chart (2)
Managing tasks (0–2) Flat or two-level task hierarchy (0), at least three level tasks

hierarchy (1), multilevel task hierarchy, task dependencies (2)
Dashboard (0–3) No dashboard (0), dashboard with only recent activities (1),

dashboard with tasks, activities, calendar (2), dashboard with
graphical visualization of project status (3)

Shared calendar (0–2) No shared calendar (0), calendar with no integration with
external calendars (1), calendar with integration with external
calendars and/or meeting planner (2)

Access control (0–2) No user access management (0), basic user access management
(1), advanced user access management (2)

Mobile version (0–2) No mobile app (0), basic functions mobile app (1), full mobile
app (2)

Interoperability (0–2) No interoperability (0), basic export/import possibilities (1),
integration with many different tools (2)
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The goal of the final stage was to determine the complete ranking of the project
management and communication systems for the BalticMuseums: Love IT! project
team, taking into consideration the weights of the respective criteria. To accomplish
that, the approach proposed by Grisoni et al. [25] was followed.

In its first phase, the weighted count matrix tW was obtained using the following
formula [25, Eq. 1]:

tWij ¼
X

k

wk � di;j;k ð1Þ

where:

di;j;k ¼
1 if xik . xjk

0:5 if xik ¼ xjk
0 if xik / xjk

8
<

: ð2Þ

and: wk denotes the weight of criterion k, and xik the evaluation of object (software
system) i with regard to criterion k.

In the second phase, a weighted regularized Hasse matrix HR was obtained from the
weighted count matrix using the following formula [25, Eq. 2]:

½HRðt�Þ�ij ¼
1 if tWij � t�

�1 if tWij � 1� t�

0 otherwise

8
<

: ð3Þ

where t* has been set to the minimum allowed value of 0.55 – i.e. it is enough for object
i to be better than object j in 55% of the criteria to set an ordering between the two.

Although Grisoni et al. [25, p. 97] suggested one more phase to obtain a total
ordering, in our case it was unnecessary, as the chosen value of t* for the construction
of the weighted regularized Hasse matrix was sufficient to eliminate all the incompa-
rability between evaluated tools and to construct the complete ranking. Thus, the
complete ranking of the project management and communication systems for the
investigated project could be constructed.

4 Research Findings

The first stage of the research procedure resulted in specifying 25 criteria – features of
project management tools whose importance was evaluated by the respondents of the
questionnaire – the representatives of the project partner organizations (in total, 16
responses were received). Note the simplicity of the data gathering process as com-
pared to, e.g., the AHP method requiring pairwise comparisons [21].

Table 2 presents the criteria together with corresponding normalized weights (the
normalization consisted in dividing each weight by the sum of all weights so that the
sum of all normalized weights is 1). The values reflect which criteria were indicated as
the most important by the majority of the respondents; the five top-ranked were: email
integration, sharing and co-creating documents, managing project tasks, project
schedule, and dashboard.
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The second stage of the research concentrated on the pre-selection of project
management and communication tools for the final evaluation. As a result of the
pre-selection process, nine project management systems were chosen. We denote them
with symbols T1–T9 as their actual names are irrelevant to the description of the
selection procedure, however curious readers may find them in our earlier conference
paper [38].

In the third stage, each of the pre-selected systems was evaluated with regard to
each of the 25 criteria, what resulted in creation of a source matrix for the Hasse
diagram. Note that at this stage the criteria weights were not yet taken into account.

The Hasse diagram, presented in Fig. 1, reveals the dependences among the
evaluated project management systems. There are five chains showing the order among
some of the systems: T6 � T4 � T3, T6 � T7, T6 � T2, T1 � T2 and T1 � T7.
Apart from the listed chains, other systems are incomparable with one another. Due to
the existence of incomparable objects, the Hasse diagram does not provide the com-
plete ranking of the evaluated software.

In order to accommodate the criteria weights, in the first phase of the final stage, the
weighted count matrix tW was calculated (Table 3).

Another Hasse diagram (presented in Fig. 2) has been drawn, based on these data.
Already at this point, it can be seen which project management tool is better than all
others and which is the worst, but there are still a few systems which are incomparable
(e.g. T1 and T4).

Table 2. Normalized weights of the project management software evaluation criteria

Symbol Criterion (feature of
the system)

Normalized
weight

Symbol Criterion (feature of the
system)

Normalized
weight

C1 Sharing and
co-creating
documents

0.053493 C14 Risks register 0.034934

C2 Email integration 0.063319 C15 Shared calendar 0.043668
C3 Audio/video

conference
0.040393 C16 Poll option 0.028384

C4 Discussion forum 0.032751 C17 Access control 0.036026
C5 Instant messenger 0.029476 C18 Mobile version 0.044760
C6 Notifications 0.046943 C19 Configurability 0.031659
C7 Project schedule 0.049127 C20 Interoperability 0.044760
C8 Managing project

tasks
0.052402 C21 Ability to install on an

own server
0.025109

C9 Work time register 0.037118 C22 Availability of detailed
documentation

0.030568

C10 Wiki pages 0.032751 C23 Availability of tutorials 0.045852
C11 Search engine 0.037118 C24 Helpdesk – technical

support
0.039301

C12 Dashboard 0.046943 C25 Ability to withdraw
and delete data

0.033843

C13 Issues register 0.039301
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Fig. 1. The original Hasse diagram (Source: own elaboration, obtained using [39]).

Table 3. Weighted count matrix for the selected project management tools

Project
management tool

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9

T1 0.500 0.729 0.718 0.574 0.678 0.447 0.778 0.664 0.694
T2 0.271 0.500 0.570 0.362 0.553 0.249 0.585 0.493 0.538
T3 0.282 0.430 0.500 0.310 0.456 0.247 0.510 0.419 0.463
T4 0.426 0.638 0.690 0.500 0.691 0.373 0.723 0.632 0.698
T5 0.322 0.447 0.544 0.309 0.500 0.269 0.554 0.463 0.507
T6 0.553 0.751 0.753 0.627 0.731 0.500 0.800 0.717 0.716
T7 0.222 0.415 0.490 0.277 0.446 0.200 0.500 0.409 0.431
T8 0.336 0.507 0.581 0.368 0.537 0.283 0.591 0.500 0.544
T9 0.306 0.462 0.537 0.302 0.493 0.284 0.569 0.456 0.500

Fig. 2. Hasse diagram resulting from the weighted count matrix tW (Source: own elaboration,
obtained using [39])
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Table 4. Weighted regularized Hasse matrix calculated for t* = 0.55

Project
management tool

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9

T1 0 1 1 1 1 −1 1 1 1
T2 −1 0 1 −1 1 −1 1 0 0
T3 −1 −1 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1 0
T4 −1 1 1 0 1 −1 1 1 1
T5 −1 −1 0 −1 0 −1 1 0 0
T6 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
T7 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 −1
T8 −1 0 1 −1 0 −1 1 0 0
T9 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 1 0 0

Fig. 3. Hasse diagram resulting from the weighted regularized Hasse matrix calculated for
t* = 0.55 (Source: own elaboration, obtained using [39])
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In order to eliminate the remaining incomparabilities, the weighted regularized
Hasse matrix HR(0.55), based on the weighted count matrix, was calculated (Table 4).

The Hasse diagram resulting from this matrix (Fig. 3) reveals the complete ranking
of the project communication management systems with respect to the defined criteria
and their weights set by the project consortium members.

5 Discussion of Findings

The approach based on the weighted regularized Hasse method applied to the con-
sidered case problem of ranking project communication management systems turned
out to be very effective and well suited. In several aspects it proved to be simpler than
e.g. the AHP method: gathering data regarding the importance of individual criteria
used a simple questionnaire with the number of questions equal to the number of
criteria – not requiring pairwise comparisons of 25 criteria, neither pairwise comparison
of 10 objects against 25 criteria, which would be very arduous and complicated.

The obtained results, thanks to their graphical form of Hasse diagrams, are highly
readable and clear. The calculations required to obtain the weighted count matrix as
well as the regularized weighted Hasse matrix did not involve any dedicated software
(a spreadsheet with a single, few-lines-long automation script was used), and for
producing Hasse diagrams based on the calculated matrixes, a freely accessible online
tool was applied [39].

6 Conclusion

6.1 Research Contribution

The selection of the most appropriate project management system is one of the most
important decisions which influence the realization, communication, collaboration and
documentation processes throughout the project. It is, of course, only one of many
important factors which determine the success of the project, but using the right IT
tools makes all other processes easier to realize.

In this paper, it was shown how the selection of the most appropriate software can
be supported using a procedure consisting of four stages: (1) definition of the evalu-
ation criteria and their importance for the project team members, (2) pre-selection of the
project management software tools, (3) evaluation of the pre-selected tools against the
defined criteria, and (4) establishing the complete ranking of the evaluated tools, using
the weighted regularized Hasse matrix.

The proposed procedure has been validated using the case of an international
project, realized by a consortium of 17 organizations from 8 countries. The applied
procedure led to the final ranking of the project management tools, listing the systems
under consideration in the order of preference based on the fulfilment level of the 25
defined evaluation criteria and the criteria weights set by the consortium members.
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The proposed approach based on the weighted regularized Hasse matrix was not
only effective, but was also found to be much simpler than AHP or outranking methods
with regard to input data gathering (stages 1 and 3), required calculations (stage 4) and
the way of presenting results (also stage 4 of the procedure).

6.2 Research Implication

The presented findings have vast implications for practice, as the proposed procedure
allows to obtain solutions of the software selection problem in the case of many
candidate tools and multiple criteria having distinct weights, requiring less effort on
data collection and less complicated calculations compared to other methods used for
such purpose (referred to in the Literature review section).

Although the procedure has been developed for the project communication man-
agement software selection, it can as well be applied to software selection problems in
other domains having similar context (many candidate solutions, multiple criteria,
criteria having distinct weights), of course with redefined set of criteria and their
respective evaluation rules.

6.3 Research Limitation and Future Works

Selection of the project communication management software is certainly an important
element of setting up an effective project realization environment. It must be, however,
taken into consideration that using even the best software tools for project management
and communication is not enough to ensure project success [40]. Equally important is
to define how and when the tool should be used and to define appropriate procedures,
so that it is used effectively [41, 42].

The presented findings show the feasibility of applying the weighted regularized
Hasse method to the problem of project communication management software selec-
tion, yet they do not delve into comparison of results of the proposed procedure with
others, based on less easy-to-use but more widely applied methods. Such a comparison
could only be made after gathering a substantial base of case projects and thus forms an
interesting area for future work.
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Abstract. The high availability of e-commerce websites which deliver
similar services and products, as well as the harsh rivalry between
competitors, increased the importance of systematic evaluation of the
e-commerce websites’ quality, usability and user experience. Multiple
methodologies for performing the evaluation are available, however, they
are based mainly on survey data. In our previous research, we introduced
perceptual measurements from eye tracker (ET) to the set of evaluation
criteria. In this paper, we present an approach based on AHP (Analytic
Hierarchy Process) to allow a thorough analysis of the complex struc-
ture of criteria and its impact on the final evaluation. Additionally, we
combine the AHP outputs with the COMET (Characteristic Objects
METhod) technique to build a fuzzy rule base that provides a stable
model of the entire domain of evaluation criteria. The results of the con-
ducted empirical verification of the proposed approach are presented and
discussed. The main research findings show that the rankings obtained
with the presented approach are very stable and the probability of a rank
reversal phenomenon is low.

Keywords: Website quality evaluation · AHP · COMET
Eye tracking · eQual

1 Introduction

In January 2017, around 50% of the total world population of 7.5 billion people
were Internet users, while over 4.9 billion people used mobile devices [1]. Within
a period of one year, a growth of 482 million users, i.e. 21%, was observed
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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among active social media users. According to January 2016 data [2], 79% of UK
population and 71% of USA population at least once within a 30-days period
searched online for a product or service to purchase. In 2015, the total value of
online sales in Europe was 455 billion euro [3], compared to 131.61 billion Euro
in 2013 and 156.28 billion Euro in 2014. It is forecast that by 2020 the online
sales in the USA will reach $523 billion [4].

The e-commerce sector is characterized by a very harsh competition. In June
2016, only 650 thousand out of 12 million online stores sold more than $1,000
per year [5]. With such a strong competition, entrepreneurs try to increase their
chances by marketing and using analytic tools [6], refactoring the usability of the
website [7], providing web content accessibility [8] or building the credibility of
the website [9]. The latter is the perception of being trustworthy and believable,
and it can be built, among other things, by providing superb user experience and
high levels of usability and quality [9]. As a result, it is beneficial for the business
owners to periodically evaluate the quality, usability and user experience of their
website and compare it with the ones of the competition [10]. There are multiple
website and e-commerce evaluation methods, such as eQual [11], SiteQual [12],
E-S-QUAL [13], which have been successfully used in the evaluation of
e-commerce [14], e-government [15], e-banking [13], information services [16] or
university websites [17]. The methods differ in the range of possible applica-
tions, assessment scale used, their theoretical basis, verification of solution or
the minimum number of evaluators.

Since the website quality evaluation problem encourages a multi-faceted view-
point, Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods can be used to app-
roach it, such as TOPSIS [18], PROMETHEE [19] and AHP in their classic and
fuzzy variants [20,21]. Also, a hybrid approach is possible that combines the
classic methods with MCDA methods, such as PEQUAL [22].

The aforementioned methods are often based on survey data, which has some
disadvantages. First of all, the number of questions needs to be short or the num-
ber of alternatives limited, so the survey is not too long for the respondents to
complete. Additionally, to make sure the responses are not artificial, the ques-
tionnaires need to be directed to an appropriate group of real users. Moreover,
the reliability of the collected data needs to be verified, as well as a possible
alternatives’ ordering or comparison bias needs to be considered [11]. In order to
avoid the aforestated disadvantages, research tools based on eye tracking (ET)
devices are being developed. Originally, they were used mainly in medicine, how-
ever, nowadays we can also find multiple studies on user experience [23], website
quality [24] and usability evaluation [25] based on the data collected with ET [26].

This paper is an extended version of the Authors’ earlier work [27], where
an integrated approach was proposed, in which survey-based and ET-based data
was aggregated with the use of PROMETHEE [27] and TOPSIS [28] methods.
Nonetheless, our prior research did not address the issue of the proper structuring
of the evaluation problem. The TOPSIS method works on a flat structure of
criteria, whereas the PROMETHEE method provides the means to aggregate
the criteria into groups and clusters only. In order to avoid oversimplification of
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the problem, it is important to consider the actual multi-level structure of the
criteria. This can be achieved by utilizing the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process)
method [29]. This method allows to thoroughly study the structure of criteria
and their effect on the final evaluation. Unfortunately, the results obtained by
this method are vulnerable to a rank reversal phenomenon. For this reason, we
propose to combine the AHP method with the COMET method, which provides
a stable model for the complete domain of evaluation.

The aforementioned problems, i.e. integration of ET-based and survey-based
results in an evaluation approach, considering the complex structure of criteria
and taking into account the rank reversal problem constitutes an interesting
research gap, which this paper is addressing. The main objective of this paper
is to extend the formerly proposed approach for e-commerce websites evaluation
[27] by utilizing AHP to allow complex criteria structuring and, furthermore, by
integrating COMET method analysis to provide a stable full-domain model. In
practical terms, the extended framework is used to evaluate the 10 most popular
e-commerce websites.

The paper is split into sections. Section 2 contains the literature review.
The methodological framework of the proposed approach is presented in Sect. 3.
Section 4 contains empirical study results and their discussion. The conclusions
and future directions are outlined in Sect. 5.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Website Quality, Usability and User Experience

Nowadays, when the competitors are just a few clicks away, the task of con-
stant evaluation and improvement of e-commerce websites becomes profoundly
important to maintain a profitable online business [9]. Considering the fact that
the human’s average focus timespan is as short as eight seconds [30,31], it is
essential that the e-commerce websites are created in a manner that the users
are able to find what they are looking for almost immediately [32]. Therefore,
the website needs to be characterized by high levels of quality, usability and user
experience.

Quality is related to usability [33], which, in turn, is defined by the ISO 9241-
11:1998 standard [34] as the “extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in
a specified context of use”, and by the ISO 25010:2011 standard [35] as “the
ability of software to be in intelligible, easy to learn and use as well as attractive
to the user in specified circumstances”. The user experience (UX), on the other
hand, is a concept related to usability and is defined as “a momentary, primar-
ily evaluative feeling (good-bad) while interacting with a product or service”
[36]. Since the system usability is not constant, as it changes depending on the
users’ preferences [37] or software and hardware evolution [33], it is important to
regularly evaluate the website [10]. The methods of usability evaluation can be
organized into 5 groups [38]: user testing, inspection methods, inquiry methods,
analytical modeling and simulation methods, whereas the methods of website
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quality evaluation can be divided into 3 groups: expert evaluation, user traces
analysis, interviews and surveys. The latter is a common choice for websites’
quality and usability evaluation.

2.2 Websites Evaluation with Surveys and Eye Tracking Devices

Regardless of the type, quantity or structure of the criteria used in an evaluation
method, the methods themselves often follow a similar procedure, in which the
user’s thoughts are initially obtained either locally [39] or on-line [40] by sur-
veys, and, subsequently, the responses are put on a Likert scale. Multiple classic
methods have been successfully used to perform such survey-based evaluations,
such as the Ahn method [14], SiteQual [41], E-S-QUAL [13], WAES (Website
Attribute Evaluation System) [42], WEQ (Website Evaluation Questionnaire)
[43], WPSQ (Web Portal Site Quality) [16], WQM (Website Quality Model) [44]
or eQual [11]. Based on the number of citations and the wide range of applica-
tions, including evaluation of e-commerce, e-government and university websites,
the latter is one of the most popular websites’ evaluation methods. It is based on
22 criteria grouped into three clusters: Usability (further divided into Usability
and Design subcategories), Information Quality and Service Interaction (further
divided into Trust and Empathy subcategories).

Recently, an additional item has been added to the group of website usability,
quality and user experience evaluation tools: eye tracking (ET) devices. A pro-
found analysis of literature allows to group the applications of the ET devices
in websites’ evaluation into two groups: studies based on ET results exclusively
and approaches combining the ET and survey data. While in the latter the per-
ceptual measurements from ET device are supplemented by usability evaluation
surveys, the former provides usability assessment based exclusively on measur-
able factors, such as AOI [23], TFF, FBT [45], visits and revisits [24] or the
time required to complete a given task [46]. The methods from both groups are
presented in Table 1 along with references to the research where they were used.
A more detailed analysis of the methods can be found in the Authors’ prior
work [27,28].

Apart from the evaluation methods mentioned above, MCDA-based endeav-
ors at websites’ assessment can be found. The MCDA approach is justified since
the evaluation of websites requires to consider multiple dimensions and mea-
surements [55]. For example, Chmielarz broadly utilizes the scoring method to
assess an extensive variety of business-oriented websites [56–58]. Lee and Kozar
applied the AHP method to evaluate e-tourist and e-commerce websites [59].
Sun and Lin used the fuzzy TOPSIS method to evaluate e-commerce websites
[20]. Del Vasto-Terrientes et al. used the ELECTRE-III-H method on traveler
websites [60]. Furthermore, hybrids of different MCDA techniques can be used
[21,61,62]. Apart from constructing a ranking of evaluated websites, the MCDA
methods, due to their decision-making process construction [63], allow to per-
form an analysis of the obtained solution, such as its stability verification [64,65]
or the analysis of the preferences of the decision-makers (DM) [66,67].
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Table 1. The literature review of websites evaluation with the use of eye tracking
(ET), surveys (S) and interviews (I).

# ET S I Application Particip. ET crit. Ref.

1 Yes E-commerce websites 21 3 [23]

2 Yes Online shops, online newspapers, company webpages 40 2 [45]

3 Yes Social commerce 34 2 [47]

4 Yes Websites of mobile phone manufactures 17 5 [25]

5 Yes E-tourism 60 3 [48]

6 Yes E-commerce 42 3 [49]

7 Yes Clinical guidelines on the web 14 4 [50]

8 Yes Yes E-commerce, B2B 25 7 [51]

9 Yes Yes Online banking 10 3 [52]

10 Yes Yes E-commerce 38 4 [24]

11 Yes Yes Websites of mobile service providers 44 3 [10]

12 Yes Yes Yes E-government websites 9 3 [53]

13 Yes Yes Online hotel booking websites 16 3 [54]

14 Yes Yes E-commerce 30 2 [46]

In their previous research, the Authors used the PROMETHEE [27] and
TOPSIS [28] MCDA methods to propose an approach to websites’ evaluation
based on a combined set of 22 eQual-based survey criteria and 6 ET-based
perceptual criteria. The proposed evaluation model, however, had some limita-
tions regarding the structuring of the evaluation problem. The TOPSIS method
ignored the structure of criteria completely and allowed to manipulate with the
DM preferences only on the individual criteria level [68]. On the other hand, the
PROMETHEE method allowed to aggregate the criteria into groups and clusters
and analyze the preference relations between them and the evaluated variants,
nonetheless, the obtained model did not allow to address the complexity of the
criteria to its full extent [69,70]. Moreover, both utilized methods are prone to
a rank reversal [71,72], i.e. a phenomenon in which the relative position of two
variants can change if another variant is introduced to the ranking. Therefore,
the aforementioned limitations motivate the Authors’ contribution to modify
the approach presented in [27] to accommodate the need to precisely map the
complexities of the criteria structure and to increase the stability of the obtained
solution by utilizing rank-reversal free techniques.

3 Research Methodology

3.1 Proposed Framework for Website Evaluation

The proposed framework, visually demonstrated in Fig. 1, derives from the clas-
sical survey approach. It utilizes the eQual website evaluation method’s set of
22 criteria grouped into three categories (Usability, Information Quality, Service
Interaction) and five subcategories (Usability, Site Design, Information Quality,
Trust, Empathy) [11]. Moreover, due to the surveys’ limitations mentioned above
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Fig. 1. The methodological framework for websites’ evaluation.

and in an endeavor to increase the objectivity of the research by incorporating
physically measurable data, the evaluation criteria set was extended with the
input values from an eye tracking (ET) device. Such approach extended the ret-
rospective survey research with additional empirical data recorded in real-time.
On the other hand, basing the research exclusively on ET data would limit the
evaluation range only to a set of selected parts of the system, whereas incorpo-
ration of survey data allows a more holistic assessment. Eventually, a set of 28
criteria was created (Fig. 2).

While the 22 survey-based criteria are described in detail in [11], the 6 ET-
based criteria require some additional explanation. During the perceptual part
of the empirical research, a set of carefully prepared screenshots from the eval-
uated websites is displayed to the participants. During the preparation phase,
the researchers analyze each slide and configure which of its parts are directly
related to sales conversions – they mark so-called areas of interest (AOI). During
the experiment phase, the participants are given a task to perform on each of
the displayed slides, within a specified time limit, thus allowing the ET software
to collect the following data:

E1 – viewers
number of people who have visited the configured areas of interest (AOI);

E2 – first view (s)
time elapsed in seconds before the area was noticed for the first time;

E3 – watched time (s)
time spent on a given AOI, expressed in seconds;

E4 – watched time (%)
time spent on a given AOI, expressed in percent;

E5 – revisitors
the number of participants who returned to the AOI;

E6 – revisits
the number of revisits to the AOI.

In case of the Authors’ empirical research, a set of 10 carefully selected
e-commerce websites was evaluated: Alibaba (A1), Amazon (A2), Apple (A3),
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Fig. 2. The combined set of 22 survey-based and 6 ET-based criteria.

BestBuy (A4), eBay (A5), Macy’s (A6), Rakuten (A7), Staples (A8), Target
(A9) and Walmart (A10). The choice of the websites was based on existing top
e-commerce websites’ rankings. In the survey part of the research, question-
naires on each evaluated website were collected from 41 users accustomed to
online shopping, thus providing 410 surveys with answers expressed on a 7-point
Likert scale. Subsequently, in the perceptual part of the research, a group of
20 computer-literate students was presented a set of 3 slides for each evaluated
website, with the use of ET device and GazePoint software. The slides contained:

Home page. The front page of each website, containing a product search form
and a list of categories;

Product page. A page containing the description, images and price of a single
product in offer;

Payment page. The page from the purchase process which provides the possi-
bility to choose the payment method.

Each slide was presented to the participants for a period of 10 s, interleaved
with 3-s pauses between slides’ transitions. The following AOIs were configured:
a piece of electronic (either a smartphone or a watch) on the home pages, the
price on the product pages and the PayPal payment method on the payment
pages. Eventually, the perceptual data was combined with the aggregated survey
responses and constituted an input to the MCDA-based evaluation model.

3.2 AHP Method

In order to allow to study the effect of the criteria structure in its full complexity
on the final evaluation result, the AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) method
by Saaty [29,73,74] was chosen to aggregate the input data. The method is
built on three principles [75]: construction of a hierarchy, setting priorities and
logical consistency. The decision problem is decomposed and structured into a
hierarchy of sub-objectives, attributes, criteria and variants. The structure can
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contain many layers. In the next step, the decision maker (DM) compares each
two elements at each level of the hierarchy, thus providing their relative priority
in the form of the 1–9 scale if one element surpasses the other, or in the form
of the 1

9–1 reciprocal scale otherwise. The values of the scale can be defined
as: 1 - equal importance, 3 - moderate importance of one element over another,
5 - strong importance, 7 - very strong importance, 9 - extreme importance. The
results of the comparisons are then stored in a pairwise comparison matrix,
which allows to obtain the weights of individual elements of the structure. The
procedure is repeated on all levels of the hierarchy, eventually providing the
final score of each variant. Sometimes, the DM’s judgments can be inconsistent,
however, the AHP method can accommodate these inconsistencies as a tolerable
error in measurement, as long as they do not exceed 10%. Alternatively, the
actual ratio of both compared elements’ measurement values can be used if
available instead of the DM’s judgments.

In case of the Authors’ empirical study, when comparing elements on the
individual criteria level of the hierarchy, a ratio of the two compared elements’
values was computed and scaled to the 1–9 scale. In contrast, when comparing
the groups within clusters and the clusters with other clusters, initially an equal
weight was assigned to all elements. For the perceptual branch of the hierarchy,
four separate evaluations were performed. First, only the data from home pages
or product pages or payment pages was used. Eventually, in the fourth assess-
ment, the perceptual data from all three evaluated pages was averaged for each
website.

The calculation of scores for each of the four scenarios was followed by a sen-
sitivity analysis of the averaged scenario. The sensitivity analysis is the MCDA
methods’ tool that allows to explore how the possible changes in the DM’s pref-
erences would affect the final ranking of variants. Thus, the stability of the
obtained rankings was studied.

Unfortunately, AHP and many other MCDA methods such as TOPSIS and
PROMETHEE are known to be prone to the rank reversal phenomenon, which
means that an introduction of an 11th website to the ranking could change
the relative positions of the originally evaluated websites. Therefore the Authors
propose to extend the framework by incorporating the COMET method analysis
into the research approach.

3.3 COMET Method

The COMET (Characteristic Object Method) method [72,76] is an MCDA
method in which the complexity of the algorithm is independent of the number of
variants. Similarly to AHP, in COMET the DM performs pairwise comparisons
of elements, yet instead of variants, characteristic objects (COs) are compared.
The evaluation of the COs allows to form a matrix of expert judgement (MEJ),
which, in turn, allows to obtain a fuzzy rule base for determining the preferences.
Eventually, Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method is used to compute the preference
value of each variant and to form the final ranking of variants [77]. The rule base
guarantees that the produced results are unequivocal and the bijection makes
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Fig. 3. AHP hierarchy for the e-commerce website evaluation problem.

the obtained ranking completely free of rank reversal. A detailed description of
the COMET method can be found in [78,79].

During the empirical research, the output from the clusters’ level of the AHP
hierarchy was used to produce the input to the COMET method. The minimum,
average and maximum values were calculated for each of the four clusters, thus
providing three characteristic values for each cluster. The characteristic objects
were then generated as a Cartesian product of all the characteristic values. As
a result, 81 characteristic objects were produced. In order to create the MEJ
matrix, 3240 pairwise comparisons of the characteristic objects needed to be
performed. Subsequently, the MEJ matrix was used to produce the fuzzy rule
base. Eventually, the variants were evaluated with the obtained COMET model
and the generated ranking was compared with the AHP-based rankings.

4 Empirical Study and Results Discussion

In the first step of the empirical research, survey data from 41 users and percep-
tual data from 20 users evaluating 10 top e-commerce websites was combined
and used to build a performance table (see Table 2). The data from the obtained
table was then used to build the AHP hierarchy of the evaluation problem. The
produced hierarchy is presented in Fig. 3. The analysis of the figure allows to
notice the complexity of the structure, which was not fully taken into account
during our previous research [27]. The Usability and Site Design groups are
aggregated into Usability cluster, and the Trust and Empathy groups are aggre-
gated into Service Interaction cluster, therefore the criteria under these clusters
are structured into four levels of hierarchy. On the other hand, in case of the
Information Quality and Perceptual clusters, the criteria are structured only into
three levels.
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Table 2. Performance table for the top 10 e-commerce websites’ evaluation.

Cluster Group Criterion Website

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10

Usability Usability C1 4.902 5.610 5.683 5.000 6.024 5.049 4.976 4.927 4.854 5.049

C2 4.951 5.707 5.415 4.878 5.951 4.976 5.098 4.927 4.756 5.220

C3 5.000 5.317 5.610 5.000 5.610 4.854 4.805 4.829 4.683 4.829

C4 4.829 5.390 5.585 4.878 5.634 5.049 4.854 4.659 4.854 5.244

Site design C5 4.829 5.024 5.976 4.341 4.683 4.707 4.268 4.512 4.220 4.927

C6 5.098 5.488 6.024 4.561 5.341 5.049 4.707 4.927 4.707 4.805

C7 4.829 5.366 5.829 4.537 4.878 4.756 4.439 4.732 4.415 4.805

C8 4.634 5.146 5.415 4.049 4.512 4.585 4.024 4.220 3.683 4.268

Inf. quality Inf. quality C9 5.000 5.537 5.049 5.073 5.634 4.780 4.805 4.780 4.756 4.537

C10 4.902 5.537 5.902 5.098 5.683 4.902 5.024 4.805 4.902 4.805

C11 5.585 5.268 5.488 5.122 5.415 5.512 5.488 5.146 5.561 5.317

C12 4.951 5.463 5.341 5.268 5.537 4.902 4.732 4.854 5.049 4.610

C13 4.732 5.537 5.561 5.244 5.512 4.878 4.756 4.707 4.902 4.976

C14 4.854 5.488 5.171 5.098 5.220 4.634 4.659 4.854 5.024 4.488

C15 4.927 5.390 5.293 4.854 5.488 4.732 4.512 4.829 4.756 4.951

Service inter. Trust C16 4.927 5.829 5.927 4.244 5.878 4.512 4.415 4.488 4.195 4.927

C17 4.732 5.805 6.000 4.537 5.659 4.512 4.293 4.927 4.317 4.951

C18 4.732 5.610 5.805 4.707 5.561 4.659 4.390 4.780 4.220 4.902

C22 4.683 5.610 6.171 4.634 5.268 4.756 4.220 4.683 4.220 4.902

Empathy C19 3.951 4.927 4.878 3.537 4.049 3.976 3.659 3.756 3.366 3.951

C20 3.878 4.683 4.293 3.366 3.488 3.439 3.463 3.610 3.146 3.756

C21 4.780 5.268 5.561 4.829 5.293 4.610 4.268 4.390 4.610 4.732

Perceptual Home pages E1 10 15 14 18 16 10 12 16 17 10

E2 5.210 5.00 4.64 1.85 3.27 4.41 3.35 3.91 3.32 3.65

E3 0.390 0.53 1.06 0.98 0.60 0.41 0.62 0.65 0.81 0.43

E4 3.870 5.27 10.57 9.83 6.04 4.06 6.24 6.45 8.11 4.27

E5 6 13 9 18 13 6 10 11 16 6

E6 1.800 2.50 5.10 3.40 2.50 3.80 3.10 2.50 4.90 2.80

Product pages E1 20 20 20 20 20 20 18 18 19 20

E2 1.990 2.04 2.73 1.47 1.67 1.39 1.60 1.25 1.94 1.91

E3 2.030 2.70 3.22 2.83 1.84 2.55 2.31 3.14 1.85 0.80

E4 20.280 21.70 32.25 28.27 18.41 25.49 23.15 31.45 18.48 7.98

E5 17 19 15 18 18 19 18 18 16 16

E6 2.300 5.50 3.50 4.60 5.40 5.10 5.50 5.30 6.50 2.90

Payment pages E1 20 20 19 20 18 17 17 20 16 20

E2 2.350 0.32 1.96 2.93 1.15 2.85 4.54 0.32 3.22 2.88

E3 0.990 3.67 2.57 2.93 3.86 0.90 2.01 4.97 0.97 1.83

E4 9.890 36.72 25.69 29.26 38.61 8.96 20.10 49.70 9.70 18.30

E5 17 20 18 18 18 14 16 20 15 18

E6 4.20 4.30 6.30 4.30 4.00 6.40 4.50 3.90 4.20 4.80

4.1 Analysis Based on Perceptual Measurements of Individual
Pages

After structuring the problem into a four-level hierarchy, the AHP method was
used to evaluate the websites using the survey data combined with perceptual
measurements of individual pages. All clusters and groups were initially assigned
equal weights (their comparison with each other on a single level always returned
1 on Saaty’s scale [74], i.e. equal importance). On the other hand, in case of the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the evaluated websites’ ranks in various rankings: AHP for data
including ET measurements for home, product and payment pages (a–c); AHP for data
including ET measurements for individual pages or averaged measurements (d–f); com-
parison of rankings based on averaged data with AHP method and AHP+ COMET (g).

criteria C1–C22 and E1–E6, the variants were compared pairwise by computing
their ratio, which was then scaled to the range 1–9 or 1

1– 1
9 . The results of the

performed evaluations are presented in Table 3a–c. The analysis of the results
shows that regardless of the scope of perceptual measurements chosen, the vari-
ants A3, A2 and A5 are on the leading positions in the obtained ranking. The
ranks of the remaining 7 websites differ depending on the evaluation’s percep-
tual input data. The differences between the ranks that the variants obtained is
depicted in Fig. 4a–c.

Figure 4 depicts rank comparison charts. If a variant is plotted on the diagonal
line on the chart, there is no difference in rank of that variant in both compared
rankings. The variants that are plotted close to the line have a slight change
of rank, whereas the variants plotted far from the line suffered a significant
change of rank. The analysis of Fig. 4a–c allows to observe that the product
and payment page data produced the most similar rankings – only three of the
variants, i.e. A6, A9 and A10 changed their positions. For example, if payment
page data is used instead of the product page data, the A10 variant advances
considerably from rank 9 to rank 5. This means that although the product page
of this website is not appealing to the experiment participants, the usability of
the payment page places it in the first half of the evaluated websites.

4.2 Analysis Based on Averaged Perceptual Data

In the next step of the research, the perceptual measurements data from home,
product and payment pages was averaged and, subsequently, a new evaluation
was performed. The obtained ranking is presented in Table 3d and its compar-
isons to the rankings obtained in Subsect. 4.1 are presented in Fig. 4d–f. Similarly
to the rankings based on the individual ET inputs, the variants A3, A2 and A5
were given ranks 1–3 respectively. The analysis of Fig. 4d–f shows that if the
rankings based on the home and product pages are compared to the ranking
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Table 3. Evaluation results for AHP method (a–d) and COMET method (e) for survey
data combined with perceptual data regarding (a) home pages, (b) product pages, (c)
payment pages; or averaged perceptual data (d–e).

a b c d e

AHP - home AHP - product AHP - payment AHP - average COMET

Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank

A1 0.088 10 0.094 7 0.09 7 0.092 6 0.30054524 6

A2 0.113 2 0.117 2 0.118 2 0.118 2 0.86938661 2

A3 0.125 1 0.12 1 0.119 1 0.121 1 0.90972222 1

A4 0.102 4 0.096 6 0.094 6 0.097 5 0.38450486 5

A5 0.111 3 0.11 3 0.112 3 0.112 3 0.7397428 3

A6 0.09 8 0.097 4 0.089 8 0.092 6 0.29244032 7

A7 0.089 9 0.091 8 0.087 9 0.089 9 0.18725644 9

A8 0.093 6 0.097 4 0.106 4 0.099 4 0.38653109 4

A9 0.097 5 0.09 9 0.087 9 0.088 10 0.1712963 10

A10 0.091 7 0.09 9 0.099 5 0.092 6 0.26890561 8

based on the averaged data, half of the websites remain on unchanged posi-
tions, whereas in case of the payment page ranking only 4 variants change their
positions when the evaluation approach is changed to the averaged one.

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis of the Obtained Solution

One of the major advantages of utilizing MCDA methods to websites’ evalu-
ation is the possibility to study how the final evaluation would change if the
decision maker (DM) put more importance to some criteria or groups of criteria
compared to others. For example, if the DM decided that the criteria from the
Perceptual cluster should be moderately more important than the ones from
the other criteria (at least 4 on Saaty’s scale), the order of the ranking from
Subsect. 4.2 would change in a manner that the variant A8 would advance from
rank 4 to rank 3, thus outranking the variant A5. Moreover, if the DM gave the
perceptual criteria even more importance (7 or more on Saaty’s scale), the A8
website would become the leader in the ranking, which means that this variant
is the one most supported by the perceptual criteria. On the other hand, if the
weight of the Perceptual cluster was to be decreased significantly, the A8 variant
would drop to the next to penultimate position with rank 8.

The aforementioned facts can be stated as a result of the performed sensi-
tivity analysis. In each step of the sensitivity analysis, the preferences matrix
was modified in such a manner, that the analyzed cluster received consecutively
the score of 1

9 ,
1
8 ,

1
7 ,

1
6 ,

1
5 ,

1
4 ,

1
3 ,

1
2 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, while the results of the com-

parisons of the other clusters remained unchanged at the value of 1. No change
was imposed on the pairwise comparisons of the individual criteria, i.e. the ratio
of the compared values was calculated and scaled to the range of 1

9 . . . 1. Thus,
the problem was solved 17 times for each cluster, and the obtained scores and
ranks were then plotted. The results of the performed sensitivity analysis are
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presented in Fig. 5. The default scenario is marked with the red line. The analy-
sis of Fig. 5e shows that the ranking based on averaged perceptual data is quite
stable, and the change of the leading position can be observed only if the weight
of the Perceptual or Information Quality cluster is increased to over 7. On the
other hand, no change in the weights of the Usability and Service Interaction
cluster criteria can change the positions assigned to the three best variants. The
analysis of Fig. 5a–d allows to notice that the leading variant A5 is supported
by all the survey-based clusters, whereas the Perceptual cluster most strongly
supports the variants A8 and A4, but is in conflict with the A1 website, and
based on this cluster’s weight its evaluation can drop even 6 positions from rank
4 to rank 10.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis results for usability (a), Information Quality (b), Service
Interaction (c) and Perceptual clusters (d). Score changes (a–d) and rank changes (e).

4.4 Increasing Evaluation Stability with Characteristic Objects

The AHP evaluation was followed by the assessment with the use of the Char-
acteristic Objects METhod (COMET), which, instead of comparing individual
variants, compares the characteristic objects (CO), thus allowing the researchers
to obtain a stable evaluation model. The COMET evaluation was performed
based on the averaged perceptual measurements scenario (Table 3d). Minimum,
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Table 4. The output of the AHP method with averaged perceptual measurements.

Weight A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 MIN AVG MAX

100.00 9.20 11.80 12.10 9.70 11.20 9.20 8.90 9.90 8.80 9.20

Usability 25.00 2.40 2.90 3.20 2.20 2.80 2.40 2.20 2.30 2.10 2.40 2.10 2.49 3.20

Inf. qual. 25.00 2.40 2.90 2.80 2.50 2.90 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.40 2.20 2.20 2.50 2.90

Serv. inter. 25.00 2.40 3.30 3.40 2.10 2.80 2.20 2.00 2.20 1.90 2.50 1.90 2.48 3.40

Perceptual 25.00 1.90 2.70 2.70 2.80 2.60 2.30 2.40 3.10 2.40 2.10 1.90 2.50 3.10

average and maximum values of the scores obtained by the variants on the clus-
ter level of the AHP hierarchy (see Table 4) were computed and used to create
81 characteristic objects. In total, 3240 pairwise comparisons between the COs
were performed to create the MEJ matrix, which allowed to create the fuzzy rule
base. A visual representation of the created MEJ matrix is depicted in Fig. 6 and
a sample rule is presented in Eq. (1):

IF C1 ∼ 2.1 AND C2 ∼ 2.2 AND C3 ∼ 3.4 AND C4 ∼ 1.9 THEN P ∼ 0.17
(1)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.
0

0.
2

0.
4

0.
6

0.
8

1.
0

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the obtained matrix of expert judgment (MEJ).

The fuzzy rule base was eventually used to evaluate the 10 websites. The
results of the evaluation are presented in Table 3e. When the obtained ranking
is compared with the one based exclusively on the AHP method (Fig. 4g), it can
be observed that the top five and the worst two variants do not change their
positions. Only slight changes in ranks can be observed for the variants A1, A6
and A10. The Pearson correlation coefficient values between the two rankings
are equal to 0.9636 and 0.9962 for the ranks and scores respectively, which shows
an almost linear relation between both rankings, thus confirming their similarity.
The similarity, in turn, confirms the fact that the obtained ranking is very stable
and the probability of a rank reversal phenomenon occurrence for the obtained
solution is low.
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5 Conclusions

With billion dollars’ worth of sales every year, e-commerce is one of the most
important sectors of online business. Due to the continuous evolution of software,
hardware and preferences of the users, as well as the tough rivalry in the sector,
a systematic evaluation of the e-commerce website’s quality, usability and user
experience is crucial.

The prior approaches to the websites’ evaluation were based mainly on sur-
vey data. The Authors expanded this approach in [27] to incorporate perceptual
data into the evaluation criteria with the use of the PROMETHEE II method.
That approach, however, did not fully consider the complexity of the structure
of the criteria. Moreover, it was prone to the rank reversal phenomenon. There-
fore, the Authors’ main contribution in this paper was to extend the formerly
proposed approach for e-commerce websites’ evaluation to allow extensive cri-
teria structuring and to decrease the probability of rank reversal occurrence in
the produced assessments.

An experiment was performed during which 10 most popular e-commerce
website were evaluated based on a combined set of survey-based and ET-based
criteria. The AHP method was used to perform the websites’ evaluations on
each level of the criteria structure, while the COMET method was used to avoid
the rank reversal of the obtained solution. The performed sensitivity analysis
allowed to verify the stability of the produced rankings.

The methodological contribution presented above included the following
highlights:

• A unique approach is proposed, which aggregates the data obtained from
surveys and perceptual measurements.

• By using the AHP method, a detailed analysis of the structure of criteria and
its impact on the final evaluation is enabled.

• By using the COMET method, the stability of the obtained model is
increased, thus minimizing the risk of rank reversal.

During the research, possible areas of improvement and future work directions
were identified. First of all, the empirical study was based on the perceptual data
collected only from three areas of the websites. It would be beneficial to increase
the number of areas in the ET experiment, to provide a more comprehensive
set of measurements. Moreover, the perceptual data was averaged during the
empirical study, whereas in future works the structure of the evaluation criteria
could be modified to contain unaggregated measurements from all measured
areas, contained in separate groups within the perceptual criteria cluster or,
alternatively, forming their own clusters. Last, but not least, the diversity of the
perceptual criteria in the model could be increased, for example by including
measurements from EEG devices.
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